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Limited warranty
Comlab Telecommunications Inc. (Comlab) warrants all its products to be free from any defect in
manufacture for a period of two years after delivery to the original purchaser. All warranty returns
must be authorized by a Comlab representative.
The limitation of liability under this warranty shall be to repair or replace any part of the product
which proves to be defective after inspection by Comlab. This warranty shall not apply to any
Comlab product that has been disassembled, modified, physically or electrically damaged,
inappropriately installed, or any product that has been subjected to the conditions exceeding the
applicable specifications or ratings.
Comlab assumes no liability for any direct, indirect or consequential injury, loss, economic loss,
damage, fines or penalties incurred through the use, or inability to use Comlab products.
Comlab products are not intended for use in medical, life-saving, life-sustaining or critical
applications. Comlab customers using or selling Comlab products for use in such applications do
so at their own risk and agree to fully indemnify Comlab for any damages resulting from such
improper use or sale.
Comlab reserves the right to make design changes to its products without incurring any obligation
to make the same changes to previously purchased units.
This warranty is the full extent of obligation and liability assumed by Comlab with respect to its
products. Comlab neither makes nor authorizes any person or company to make any other
guarantee or warranty concerning its products.

© Comlab Inc. 2016. All rights reserved. PRINTED IN CANADA.
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REGISTERING YOUR PRODUCT

Registering your product
It is important that you register your Davicom unit with us. This will allow you to receive free
firmware and software upgrades after your initial purchase. You will also receive important
product updates such as bug fixes and safety-related information for your products.
To register, you will need the Davicom unit model and serial numbers. Please have them handy
when you access the Internet to register your unit. Registration is easy. It only takes a minute to
complete the simple one-page form at http://www.davicom.com/register

Safety information
The Davicom unit should be installed by qualified technical personnel only. Installation of this
device by an unqualified person could result in hazardous conditions to the installer or other
personnel, and/or damage to the unit or other equipment. Ensure that proper safety precautions
have been taken before installing this unit and any associated equipment.
The Davicom unit is designed to meet standard safety requirements, and it is extremely important
that it not be modified in any way. Modification of this equipment will void the warranty and could
pose a hazard to the user of this equipment or to maintenance personnel. Service of the Davicom
should be performed by qualified technical personnel who are familiar with the unit. Note that the
Davicom unit is designed for indoor use in a dry location. Installation and operation in other
locations could be hazardous.

Depending on your installation, the Davicom unit may contain HIGH
VOLTAGES. Exercise caution when working in and around the unit if it is
connected to your site wiring. To ensure proper lightning and power
surge protection, make sure that the grounding terminal on the rear of
the Davicom units is securely connected to the ground wiring at the
equipment site.

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
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Regulatory Compliance
FCC (USA)
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two
conditions:
(1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and
(2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause
undesired operation.
NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital
device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable
protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial
environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not
installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to
radio communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful
interference in which case the user will be required to correct the interference at his own expense.
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by Comlab may void the user’s authority, as
granted by the FCC, to operate this device and should not be made.

Industry Canada
This Class A digital apparatus complies with Canadian ICES-003.
Cet appareil numérique de la classe A est conforme à la norme NMB-003 du Canada.
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REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
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1. The Davicom Monitoring & Remote Control Unit
In the early 1990’s, the first versions of the Davicom unit were designed to be stand-alone units
that had all the intelligence required to monitor and automate operation of remote transmitter sites.
The units needed to execute complex condition-based tasks that would allow, for example,
automatic switchover of transmission equipment depending on fault conditions. Since PC’s,
modems and the Internet were not as advanced as they are today, the first Davicom units had to
have the capacity to be easily programmed by users. This programming and the subsequent
Davicom to User communications that resulted from alarm conditions had to be very efficient in
order to minimize the time and cost of communications. Davicom units therefore had to be very
intelligent and quite frugal in their communications needs.
It is on this basis that all subsequent generations of the Davicom unit have been built. New units
retain and even improve on the initial intelligence of their predecessors, and even if the cost of
communications has dropped radically in recent years, Davicom units still contact users only
when needed to advise them of alarm conditions. IP is now integrated into all newer Davicom
models and secure communications are ensured by a 128-bit encryption key.
A typical installation requires only a Davicom unit at the site, a PC at the studios, or at home, and
a communications link such as a phone line or Internet connection. Once programmed by the
user, the Davicom unit can automate operations at the remote site and send alarms to pagers,
fax machines, cell phones in SMS or voice modes, voice phones, data terminals, to users via e1
mail, or to Davicom’s DavNet software running on a PC. Finally, both the DV-Mini and
DV208/216 units can also send alarms to Smartphones and SNMP managers.
Davicom units are easily programmed with DavLink, a Windows-based application that is
included with each unit. In DavLink, configuration windows allow complete setting of parameters
and alarm limits within the Davicom units. Condition-based programming is easily achieved
through the use of Virtual Logic Gates (AND, OR, NAND, NOR), and also a NOT operand (! in
front of an input/output ID). Macro programming is not required to automate Davicom unit
functions. The Davicom units also have several built-in Logic Flags such as Sunrise/Sunset, Dial
Tone Present/Absent, Ping Active/Inactive and many others that are described in this manual.
The Davicom unit is a powerful Remote Site Monitoring Alarm and Control System and we hope
that it will facilitate your work and give you as much pleasure in your job as we have had
designing, manufacturing and improving it over these past years.

EDITOR’S NOTES
In 2013, the word MAC was removed from all new Davicom nomenclature. The new name for MacComm is
DavLink and the new name for MacNet is DavNet. All Davicom MAC units are now referred to as Davicom
units (DV-Micro for MicroMAC, DV-Mini for MiniMAC, and DV-208/216 for MAC208/216).The MAC firmware
and utilities files are renamed Davicom firmware and utilities. It is possible that some older name
references remain in this and other available documentation).
Depending on your version of Windows, your web browser, and your Davicom unit, there may be differences
between the screenshot images shown in this manual and those you obtain when you connect to your unit.
Also, please note that SuperMAC references no longer apply to f/w versions above 5.48.x.

1

Throughout this manual, references are made to the DavNet multi-site alarm management
software. This software program is optional and is used to manage several Davicom units located
at different remote sites. The DavNet software must be purchased separately.
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1.1. Davicom Units
1.1.1. Introduction
The Davicom unit from Comlab is designed for the Monitoring and Alarm Control of
equipment installed at remote transmission sites. Surveillance is accomplished by
sampling the analog and digital input signals, while control is obtained through the
opening and closing of relay contacts. The system also allows remote audio
monitoring of the site via a touch-tone telephone or audio streaming over an IP
connection. The Davicom unit can ping ancillary on-site, network-enabled
equipment through its IP port, and even permit external access to this equipment
via RS232 reach-through serial ports. The unit also has an internal SNMP manager
to monitor and control on-site devices.
The Davicom unit can automatically transmit logs and reports from the remote site
via telephone to a fax machine, a terminal, or to DavNet Dial-Up. Reports can also
be sent by e-mail or DavNet IP. For example, a daily system status report, as well
as a 90%-full log of the latest site events can be transmitted to a central data
center external to the site. Furthermore, the Davicom unit can automatically
synchronize its highly-accurate system clock to a time synchronization service, as
well as automatically calculate local sunset and sunrise time (to switch over the
power output and transmission pattern for AM radio stations, turn tower lights on,
etc.)
Up to 16 alarm-call lists can be configured in Davicom units: 8 for major alarms and
8 for minor alarms. This allows the use of different alarm-call lists for specific time
windows or events (alert different personnel during day/night work shifts, contact
the fire department directly upon fire alarm, etc.). The Davicom unit can reach
alarm-call list recipients by pager, telephone (SMS or voice interface), e-mail, fax,
SNMP trap, smartphone, PC (DavLink, DavNet or VDT terminal), using any of the
site communications means (IP, telephone, satellite, RF link, serial, etc.).
User communications with remote Davicom units can be achieved either by TCP/IP
network connection (over landline or satellite link) or by modem connection (over a
telephone line or RF link), all by using the DavLink software or a Web Browser.
Users can also call, interrogate and control Davicom units using touch-tone
telephone commands. In addition, Davicom units can be controlled and monitored
by SNMP.
A computer or terminal can be optionally connected to the Davicom unit at the
remote site to allow site personnel access to certain commands and the display of
system status data. A Mobile Web Browser may also be used.
Normal data communications between Davicom units and DavLink or DavNet
software, take place using the Davicom Main Interface Protocol (MIP). MIP is a
proprietary high-level protocol developed by Davicom to ensure low-bandwidth,
robust communications between Davicom units and users.
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1.1.2. Front & rear panel description
1.1.2.1.

DV-208/216

This section describes current DV-208/216 models. Although older models with a
black front panel differ slightly, readers should be able to easily relate the following
information to their older Davicom units.
Front panel

Figure 1 : DV-208/216 front panel
: Stereo headphone out for audio monitoring
: Local Communications serial port
: Local Communications USB port
DC POWER: Green LED lights when the unit is powered and turned on.
MINOR ALARM LED: Yellow LED lights when a Minor Alarm occurs.
MAJOR ALARM LED: Red LED lights when a Major Alarm occurs.
COMMUNICATION: Blue LED lights when unit is communicating externally.
USER ONLINE: Blue LED lights when a user connects to the unit.
ACTIVITY: Blue LED blinks when the unit is working properly.
PAUSE
Button: Allows the user to switch to Pause mode.
Indicator: Red LED blinks when the unit is in Pause and Local mode.
LOCAL
Button: Allows the user to switch to Local mode.
Indicator: Red LED blinks when the unit is in Local Mode.
NOTE: If MAJOR ALARM LED is blinking, the unit has lost communications with
one of its Modbus slaves.
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Rear panel
3b

3a

4b

6

7a

4a

7b

5a
1c

2

1b

8c

8b

5b

8a

9
1a

Figure 2 : Connectors on the DV-208/216 rear panel
1a XLR4 connector for 12 Vdc input power (or optional 48V input)
1b 3 A fuse
1c Ground screw terminal, for lightning protection
2 Power Fail (PF)Connector for a 9 Vdc wall transformer, to monitor main site
power failures
3a Champ 50-pin input/output connectors #1 and 2
3b Champ 50-pin input/output connectors #3 and 4 (DV-216 model only)
4a Reach-through serial RS-232 ports #1 to 4, for on-site ancillary equipment
4b Reach-through serial RS-232 ports #5 to 8, (DV-216 model only) for on-site
ancillary equipment
5a RJ-45 Ethernet jack #1 for IP connection to the outside world through the site
LAN/WAN or the Internet
5b RJ-45 Ethernet jack #2 for connections to MEXM units or other on-site
network-enabled equipment
6 RJ-11 telephone line jack, for the optional internal modem
7a RS-232 port, for external Hayes-compatible modem #1 (internally disconnected
for models DV208-1 and DV-216-1 that have an internal modem)
7b RS-232 port, for external Hayes-compatible modem #2
8a Stereo line out, for audio streaming from studio to site
8b Stereo line in, for remote monitoring in stereo of external audio sources
8c Mono microphone in, for surveillance microphone
9 USB host port, for data logging or other USB devices
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1.1.2.2.

DV-Mini

Front panel

Figure 3 : DV-Mini front panel
:

Stereo headphone out for audio monitoring
:

Local Communications serial port

:

Local Communications USB port

DC POWER: Green LED lights when the unit is powered and turned on.
MINOR ALARM LED: Yellow LED lights when a Minor Alarm occurs.
MAJOR ALARM LED: Red LED lights when a Major Alarm occurs.
COMMUNICATION: Blue LED lights when unit communicates externally.
USER ONLINE: Blue LED lights when a user connects to the unit.
ACTIVITY: Blue LED blinks when the unit is working properly.
PAUSE: Button: Allows the user to switch to Pause mode.
Indicator: Red LED blinks when the unit is in Pause and Local mode.
LOCAL: Button: Allows the user to switch to Local mode.
Indicator: Red LED blinks when the unit is in Local Mode.
NOTE: If MAJOR ALARM LED is blinking, the unit has lost communications with
one of its Modbus slaves

Rear panel

Figure 4 : DV-Mini rear panel
1a XLR4 connector for 12 Vdc input power (or optional 48V input)
1b 3 A fuse
1c Ground screw terminal, for lightning protection
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2 Power Fail (PF) Connector for a 9 Vdc wall transformer, to monitor main site
power failures
3a Champ 50-pin input/output connectors #1
3b Champ 50-pin input/output connectors #2
4 Reach-through serial RS-232 port , for on-site ancillary equipment
5a RJ-45 Ethernet jack #1 for IP connection to the outside world through the site
LAN/WAN or the Internet
5b RJ-45 Ethernet jack #2 for connections to other MEXM units or other on-site
network-enabled equipment
6 RJ-11 telephone line jack, for the optional internal modem
7 RS-232 port, for external Hayes-compatible modem
8 USB host port, for data logging or other USB devices

1.1.2.3.

DV-Micro

Front panel

Figure 5 : DV-Micro front panel
:

Local Communications USB port

DC POWER: Green LED lights when the unit is powered and turned on.
MINOR ALARM LED: Yellow LED lights when a Minor Alarm occurs.
MAJOR ALARM LED: Red LED lights when a Major Alarm occurs.
COMMUNICATION: Blue LED lights when unit communicates externally.
USER ONLINE: Blue LED lights when a user is connected to the unit.
ACTIVITY: Blue LED blinks when the unit is working properly.
LOCAL: Button: Allows the user to switch to Local mode.
Indicator: Red LED blinks when the unit is in Local Mode.

NOTE: If MAJOR ALARM LED is blinking, the unit has lost communications with
one of its Modbus slaves.
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Rear panel
3a

3b

4
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1c

5
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2
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Figure 6 : DV-Micro rear panel
1a XLR4 connector for 12 Vdc input power
1b 3 A fuse
1c Ground screw terminal, for lightning protection
2 Power Fail (PF) Connector for a 9 Vdc wall transformer, to monitor main site
power failures
3a J1 RELAYS : DB 25-pin relays connector
3b J2 METERING/STATUS : DB 25-pin Metering and Status inputs connector
4 Audio monitoring input for monitoring over phone line with internal modem
5 RJ-45 Ethernet jack for IP connection to the outside world through the site
LAN/WAN or the Internet
6 RJ-11 telephone line jack, for the optional internal modem
7 USB host port, for data logging or other USB devices

1.1.2.4.

SuperMAC

Up to four DV-208/216 units can be networked together in order to increase their
input/output capacity (refer to Table 7 on page 45). In such a case, one Davicom
unit acts as the master, while the others act as slave units. This arrangement is
called a SuperMAC. See section 5 on page 150 for more details. N.B. SuperMAC
support ended with v5.48 f/w, see note on page 29.

1.2. DavLink communications software
DavLink is the Windows-based software program used for communications, remote
control and configuration of Davicom units. DavLink also allows you to configure some of
your computer’s settings in order to make them compatible with the Davicom unit’s
parameters. The latest version of DavLink is included in the installation CD that comes with
each Davicom unit.
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In order to communicate with Davicom units (other than by voice interface), DavLink needs
to be installed on the computer you are using. Instead of DavLink, you can also use a Web
Browser to connect in HTTPS mode. However, DavLink provides a friendlier graphical user
interface, and also allows you to configure a site dial-directory. The dial directory, which is
the equivalent of a phone book for the Davicom sites, is useful if you have several Davicom
units in different locations. DavLink also allows one to design customized control and
monitoring screens for each site. Supervisors can also configure several DavLink users if
different persons work on the same computer (during work shifts for example). Each
DavLink user can have their own access level, and can select their own screens for each
site, in the language of their choice.

Illustration of the Davicom Site Dial-Directory
If you are using someone else’s computer which has the DavLink software installed, you
will still be able to connect to Davicom units if you remember the site
telephone number/IP address, as well as your Davicom unit username and password. You
might have access to the site directory on that computer, if you have been issued a
DavLink username and password for the computer, but that directory might differ from
yours and might not include the sites you wish to connect to. Finally, you will not be able to
display any of the customized view panels you might have created on your own computer
since DavLink settings are independent from one computer to another.
Although some limitations apply, all newer versions of DavLink software are backwards
compatible with older Davicom models and older Davicom firmware versions. You can
therefore upgrade your DavLink software as new versions become available, and still be
able to connect to all your legacy Davicom units. Please visit the Davicom web site
(www.davicom.com) regularly for the latest DavLink software downloads. Note that some
features offered in newer DavLink versions will not be available when connecting to older
Davicom units because of hardware and software limitations. Contact us for details.

1.3. Davicom unit versus DavLink Software
The Davicom unit is a rack-mounted stand-alone unit that you install at the remote site and
DavLink is the software you install on your computer in order to communicate with Davicom
units. Although many Network Operation Centres (NOCs) continuously display DavLink
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screens, DavLink is not required for normal day-to-day operation of the Davicom since the
units have built-in intelligence.
It is important to understand what information is stored in a Davicom unit, versus that which
is stored by DavLink in a computer. This way, when you communicate with a Davicom unit
using a telephone, you will know what information the Davicom can provide by itself. Also,
when you use DavLink on someone else’s computer, you will have access to all the
information stored in the Davicom unit, but will be aware of what might not be available on
that other computer.

1.3.1. Connect/Disconnect versus Logon/Logoff
IMPORTANT NOTE: For increased security, each Davicom unit and each
installation of DavLink have their own distinct logons and information storage.
When you connect to a Davicom unit using a touch-tone telephone or the Connect
icon
, you have to provide a valid Davicom username and password. The
Davicom unit will compare the user data that is provided with authorized users that
have been stored in its memory.
When you start the DavLink software, you have the option of logging-on to the
program by clicking the Logon/Logoff icon
. This logon gives you access to the
DavLink edit mode which allows you to create, edit and delete personalized
monitoring and control screens called workspaces.
Logging-on to DavLink also gives you access to your site directory
. The
directory is a quick and convenient way to connect to any of your Davicom units
without having to remember phone numbers/addresses, usernames and
passwords. Although logging on to the DavLink software allows you to connect to
Davicom units via the directory, these two functions (Logon and Connect) are
completely independent and each use different usernames, access levels and
passwords. The database in DavLink contains both the usernames and passwords
to logon to the DavLink directory, as well as the usernames and passwords to
connect to each individual Davicom unit.
In order to avoid any security breach, you should disconnect from the Davicom unit
once you are done by clicking the Disconnect icon
, or with the 99# touch-tone
command. You should also logoff from DavLink (if applicable) using the
Logon/Logoff icon .

1.3.2. Information stored in the unit’s memory versus
that in your computer
Davicom unit usernames and passwords, site identification, input/output
configuration, automatic actions, alarm settings and calibration data are all stored
in the memory of the remote site unit, and can be saved as a cfg file.
All Dial Directory and DavLink User Information, as well as Workspace (mcw) files
are stored directly in your computer.
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2. Installing DavLink software and Davicom firmware &
utilities
The DVD provided with your Davicom unit includes the DavLink installation program that will
install the DavLink software on your computer. The DVD also includes the Davicom Firmware &
Utilities installation program that will copy the firmware and utilities files to your computer.
Note: In case you do not have Adobe Acrobat Reader installed on your computer, we have
provided a free version supported by Windows XP and higher, that you can install in order to read
the pdf documentation provided with the Davicom unit.
Minimum system requirements for your computer
Any modern computer running Windows XP or higher (Win 7/8/10 recommended)
One modem (internal or external), if no IP connection
17" color monitor recommended
DVD reader and printer recommended

2.1. DavLink software
DavLink is the Windows-based software program used for communications, remote
control and configuration of Davicom units.
The latest version is included in the installation DVD provided with each Davicom unit
purchased. You can also download DavLink from the Davicom website www.davicom.com,
when you are registered as a member.
Insert the DVD in your computer (or run the DavLink5xx_x.exe file you downloaded) and
wait for the autorun window.

Figure 7 : Installation program screen
Click the Install DavLink icon
software on your computer.

and follow the instructions on the screen to install the
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If an older version is detected under C:\Program Files(x86)\Davicom, the installation
program might prompt you to Modify, Repair or Remove the detected version. We
recommend you select Remove in order to uninstall the older version of DavLink. Click
Yes to completely remove the older version (note that this process will not erase your
current Dial Directory file). You will then be brought back to the installation program window
(refer to Figure 7). Click the DavLink icon
to run the DavLink installation program a
second time in order to install the latest version of DavLink. This time you will be asked if
you wish to keep your directory. Select YES when asked to keep data from a previous
version if you wish to preserve your existing directory information.
Note: If an older version of DavLink was previously installed on your computer under
C:\MacComm, it will not be detected by the installation program because newer versions
now install under C:\Program Files(x86)\Davicom with C:\Davicom\DavLink as the data
folder. If you wish to keep using your directory, you should contact our support department
and send us your MacComm.mdb file for conversion. Save the MacComm.mdb file (if
applicable) in a different directory, then remove the older MacComm software (in the
Windows® Control Panel, click Add or Remove Programs and select the older version of
MacComm).

2.2. Davicom firmware and utilities
Davicom firmware and utilities include a copy of the firmware installed in your new Davicom
unit. The firmware is the internal control program that runs the Davicom unit.
The utilities include a configuration file manager that allows you to view, print and convert
the configuration of your Davicom unit, and a sensor curve fitting utility (Excel spreadsheet).
The latest version of firmware and utilities is included in the Davicom installation DVD
provided with each Davicom unit purchased. You can also download the Davicom firmware
and utilities from the Davicom website www.davicom.com, when you are registered as a
member.
Once you are finished with the installation of DavLink, the installation program will bring
you back to the program installation window.
Click the Install Firmware & Utilities icon
(or the DavFWandUtil5xx_x.exe file you
downloaded) and follow the instructions on the screen to save a copy of the firmware and
install the utilities on your computer.
Each firmware version is saved under a different directory name on your computer
(C:\Program Files(x86)\Davicom\Davicom\Firmware\5xx_x). Utilities are always installed in
the same directory (C:\Program Files(x86)\Davicom\Davicom\Utilities), which ensures older
utilities versions are overwritten by newer ones.
Note: Davicom units are delivered with the latest version of firmware already installed. You
do not have to upload the firmware into your new Davicom unit. To upgrade your firmware
to a newer version, refer to Chapter 18 on page 291.

2.3. Davicom USB driver
After the firmware and utilities have been installed, the USB driver files must be installed on
your computer to allow local USB communications through the front panel of the Davicom
unit. Click the Install Davicom USB driver icon and follow the instructions on the screen.
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3. Getting a Davicom unit ready for configuration
This subject is covered in the Davicom Quick Start Guide. It is repeated here for reference
purposes.
The chapter provides procedures to connect your Davicom unit to a power supply, and to connect
the unit directly to your computer in order to get it ready for complete configuration.

3.1. Connecting a Davicom unit to a power supply
The power supply for your Davicom unit must be able to provide 12 Vdc supplying up to 6A
for a fully-configured, 4-unit SuperMAC (see note in section 1.1.2.4). Refer to Section 7.2
on page 188 for more details on the unit’s protection circuits.
You will need to install the supplied XLR4 connector onto the power supply’s output cable.
For connection to a 12V power supply, pin 1 is for GND (0 V), pins 2 and 3 are unused,
and pin 4 is for 12 V.
There is also a 48V option, and this option uses pins 2 and 3. Pin 2 is for the most-negative
voltage, and pin 3 is for the most positive, as shown below.

Pin 2

Pin 3

-48V
0V or GND

0V or GND
+48V

Depending on the distance between the Davicom and the power supply, ensure you use a
wire gauge sufficient to carry 6A to the Davicom with minimal voltage drop.
A green LED on the Davicom front panel will indicate the presence of DC power. Refer to
Section 10.1 on page 206.

Figure 8 : XLR4 connector detailed pinout

If you purchased the Davicom Power Supply Model RMPS1212-BB from Davicom, follow
the connection procedure shown below:
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Figure 9 : Connection procedure for the Davicom Model RMPS1212-BB

3.2. Connecting a Davicom unit to a computer
In order to get your new Davicom unit ready for configuration, you need to connect your
computer directly to the unit. The initial configuration of a Davicom unit cannot be
performed remotely.
We recommend you connect your computer to the front panel of your Davicom unit. All
Davicom units have a serial or USB port on the front panel. Refer to Section 3.2.1 below for
the procedure.
You can also use your computer’s Ethernet port to connect to your Davicom unit, but you
need to disconnect your computer from any network and temporarily change its settings
while you are connected to the Davicom’s Ethernet port. Refer to Section 3.2.2 on page 27
for this procedure.

3.2.1. Via a computer serial or USB port (recommended)
If you are using your computer’s USB port, you will need a Type A/B USB device
cable (version 1.1 or above). If you are using your computer serial port, you will
need a male-female 9-pin serial cable (not a null-modem cable).
Note: For older Davicom units, and computers without serial ports, you will need a
USB-to-serial adapter in addition to a male-female 9-pin serial cable.
Connect the type B connector of the USB cable to the USB connector on the front
panel of the Davicom unit (
icon), or connect the male connector of the 9-pin
serial cable to the serial connector on the front panel of the Davicom unit (
icon or TERMINAL port).
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Connect the other end of the USB cable to the USB port of your computer, or
connect the other end of the serial cable to the serial port of your computer (or
through a USB-to-serial adapter if your computer does not have a serial port).
Verify which COM port your computer assigned to the serial or USB port to which
the cable or adapter is connected. For Windows XP and Win 7/8/10, right-click
the My Computer icon, select Properties, then the Hardware tab, click the
Device Manager button and look for ports. If you have installed the USB driver
files you can go directly to the Setup menu below and select the USB\COMx which
appears in the drop-down list.
From the Setup menu, select Communications and in the Local
Communications section (see Figure 10 below), select the USB\COMx or COMx
port assigned to your computer serial or USB port, set the baud rate to 115200 and
click Return.
Important: For older Davicom units (black front panel), you must set the baud rate
to 9600.

Figure 10 : Communications setup window (Local Communications)
Click the Connect icon

.

Select Local for communications type.
Select MIP for communications protocol.
Do not check the Stay Connected box.
Enter SUPER01 for Unit Username.
Enter SSSSSSSS for Unit Password.
Click Connect.
You can now proceed with the complete configuration of your Davicom unit. Refer
to Chapter 4 on page 29.
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3.2.2. Via a computer Ethernet port
Note: You need a cross-connect Ethernet cable (also known as cross-over). Your
Davicom unit must be equipped with an IP interface (standard on current models
but optional on older Davicom models).
Warning: You need to disconnect your computer from any network and change
your computer’s IP settings while you initially configure your Davicom unit via IP.
This may temporarily prevent you from sending/receiving emails, accessing the
web, sending jobs to a network printer, etc.
Connect one end of the cross-connect cable to the Ethernet port 1 (
icon) on
the rear panel of the Davicom unit (refer to connector 5a in Figure 2 on page 16).
Connect the other end of the cross-connect cable to the Ethernet port of your
computer.
Prior to changing your computer’s IP settings, record your current IP settings in the
table below for later restoration. To access IP settings in Windows XP, right-click
the My Network Places icon and select Properties, then in the LAN section rightclick the Local Area Connection icon and select Properties. Select the
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) or Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) item and
click the Properties button.
Yes /

Obtain an IP address automatically
IP Address
Subnet Mask
Default gateway
Obtain DNS server address automatically
Preferred DNS server
Alternate DNS server
Table 1 : Your present computer IP settings

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
Yes /
.
.

No
.
.
.
No
.
.

The IP configuration of your computer must be modified in order to give it a new
static address in the same address range as the default Davicom IP address
(192.168.1.210). In the Internet Protocol Properties box, configure the IP address
as follows:

Figure 11 : Internet Protocol Properties window
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Click OK.
If prompted by Windows® to restart your computer, do so.
Using DavLink, click the Connect icon

.

Select Network for communications type.
Select MIP for communications protocol.
Do not check the Use Proxy, Ping Before Connect and Stay Connected boxes.
Enter the default Davicom IP address 192.168.1.210 in the Network Address field.
Enter SUPER01 for Unit Username.
Enter SSSSSSSS for Unit Password.
Click Connect.
You can now proceed with the complete configuration of your Davicom unit. Refer
to Chapter 4 on page 29.
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4. Configuring the Davicom Master unit
This chapter will guide you in performing the complete configuration of your Davicom unit.
If you network several Davicom units together at a site (a SuperMAC), the information in this
chapter applies to the main, or master, Davicom unit. In fact, all Davicom units are considered
“masters” when not connected in a SuperMAC configuration. Refer to chapter 5 for the
configuration of Davicom slave-units.

IMPORTANT NOTE FOR SUPERMAC USERS
Adding new features in version 5.5x firmware required major changes in the firmware file
structure and Davicom SuperMAC support could no longer be maintained. Therefore, the latest
firmware available for the SuperMAC is v5.48, and future updates to the SuperMAC firmware will
be limited to bug fixes. Version 5.5x firmware will not work with SuperMAC units.
Please note that you can access the new features of firmware version 5.5x, and still keep the
same I/O capability as that provided by your SuperMAC, by adding one or more Davicom MEXM
expansion modules. Each Davicom unit of a SuperMAC (including the slaves) can therefore
become an independent master with up to 8 MEXM modules connected to it. Please call Davicom
support for more details.

4.1. Users
There is an independent set of up to 16 authorized Davicom users stored in each Davicom
unit, and also a different set of authorized DavLink users stored in each computer where
DavLink is installed.
In order to connect to a specific Davicom unit, you must provide a valid Davicom username
and password that presently exists in the Davicom unit. Section 4.1.1 will guide you in
configuring Davicom users, or in using default Davicom users.
There are two main reasons why you would also want to have a username and password
in DavLink. First, it will give you access to the DavLink edit mode, which will allow you to
create, save and protect your own customized workspaces and view panels, instead of
simply using the default workspaces provided upon installation. Second, if you have more
than one Davicom unit, it will allow you to use, edit and save the DavLink site directory to
quickly connect to any of your sites. Section 4.1.2 will guide you in configuring DavLink
users, or in using default DavLink users.
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4.1.1. Users authorized to connect to a Davicom unit
Davicom unit access is protected by a username and password. You can decide to
use the default Davicom usernames and passwords, but we recommend you
change them in order to restrict access to authorized personnel only. Note that in
order to change a username with a specific access level, you must be connected to
the Davicom unit using a higher access level.
Each authorized user must be assigned a specific access level. There are five
access levels in Davicom units:
Viewer
At factory default settings, no Viewer-level users are created in the Davicom units
because their creation is at the discretion of clients. Viewer-level users can be
created by Administrator-, Supervisor-, and Director-level users. Viewers can only
view input readings, status levels, logs and other Davicom unit information. They
cannot perform any operations, nor acknowledge alarms.
Operator
Operators can acknowledge alarms and put Davicom units into Pause mode to
prevent recurring alarms while troubleshooting is ongoing. Operators cannot
configure Davicom units, execute manual commands (unless temporary access
has been granted), or edit their Davicom usernames and password themselves. An
Operator can be granted a temporary set of predefined privileges by a user who
has a higher access level. An example of an Operator would be a studio operator
manning the operations centre on weekends.
Administrator
Administrators can configure and upgrade Davicom units and execute most of the
manual commands. They can also edit, create or delete Davicom operators. An
example of an Administrator would be a technician that has access to the remote
site.
Supervisor
Supervisors can configure all parameters, upgrade Davicom units and execute all
commands, including the most critical ones. They can also edit, create or delete
Davicom operators and administrators. An example of a Supervisor would be a
manager of operators and technicians.
Director
Director is the highest access level in Davicom units and is intended for the one
user with the highest authority level. The Director can edit, create or delete
Davicom operators, administrators and supervisors. Note that the factory default
Director Username cannot be changed. An example of a Director would be the
station’s chief engineer. Director access is normally reserved for user creation and
username/password editing of lower-level users.
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Configuring a
Davicom unit
(except IP and
modem
parameters, and
power-on alarm
call)
Configuring IP
and modem
parameters
Disabling
Davicom poweron alarm calls
Upgrading a
Davicom unit
Transferring
Davicom
configuration
Deleting
Davicom
configuration
Calibrating
metering inputs
Disabling I/Os
Forcing relays
Disabling alarm
calls
Performing
battery test
Transferring logs
Deleting logs
Releasing Unitto-Unit link
Communicating
with on-site
ancillary
equipment
Editing, creating
or deleting
Davicom
operators or
administrators
Editing, creating
or deleting
Davicom
supervisors
Remotely
disabling Local
mode
Remotely
restarting a
Davicom unit
Audio Monitoring
Inputs Access

OPERATOR
No

ADMINISTRATOR
Yes

SUPERVISOR
Yes

DIRECTOR
Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Temporary

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Temporary
Temporary
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Temporary

Yes

Yes

Yes

Temporary
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Temporary

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Operators only

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Temporary

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 2 : Command & operations privileges according to user-access level
NOTE: VIEWER-level users have no access to commands or operations.
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Davicom units come with several default users, one for each available access level.
Default Davicom usernames and passwords are as follows:
LEVEL

DEFAULT
DEFAULT
USERNAME PASSWORD
Operator
OPER01
OOOOOOOO
Administrator ADMIN01
AAAAAAAA
Supervisor
SUPER01
SSSSSSSS
Director
DIREC01
MOCIVAD9
Table 3 : Davicom Factory Default Users

YOUR NEW
USERNAME

YOUR NEW
PASSWORD

We recommend you overwrite the default users with actual users, and take note of
the new settings in the table above. Each Davicom unit supports a maximum of 16
users.
Older Davicom units with a black front panel only have 3 different users:
LEVEL

DEFAULT
DEFAULT
USERNAME PASSWORD
Operator
N/A
TTTTTT
Administrator N/A
AAAAAA
Supervisor
N/A
SSSSSS
Table 4 : Older Davicom Default Users

YOUR NEW
PASSWORD

Note: Older Davicom units only accept 6 alphanumerical character passwords.
You must however configure an 8-character password in order to be able to
connect to new Davicom units.
To change Davicom user parameters, or to create and delete users, click the
Unit Configuration icon
, then select Users.

Figure 12 : Davicom Users Configuration window (Director access)
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The upper portion of the Davicom Users Configuration dialog box shows the
current list of authorized users for the Davicom you are connected to. Higher level
members have access and can edit and even delete the usernames and
passwords of all users with a lower access level. Usernames and passwords of
other users of the same or higher access level are not accessible.
In order to change user parameters or create new users, select the appropriate # in
the upper portion (click the number). The lower portion shows the data fields
allowing modification to parameters in the list. The list contains:
Username
Maximum 8 alphanumerical characters. Not case sensitive. Older Davicom units
don’t have usernames.
Password
Must be 8 alphanumerical characters. Not case sensitive. Older Davicom units only
consider the first 6 characters.
Access Level
Select the access level assigned to the user from the drop-down list. If you do not
select one, the Viewer level will be assigned by default. Older Davicom units only
allow default access levels.
Allow Temporary Access
This check box allows the Director, Supervisors and Administrators to grant
temporary access to a specific Operator. This temporary access will allow the
operator to perform a predefined set of manual commands and operations (refer to
Table 2 on page 31).
Alternate Language
Each Davicom user can select the Default or Alternate Language that DavLink will
display every time that user connects to the Davicom unit being configured. The
language selected by a user will also apply to the voice response system of that
specific Davicom unit when connecting by telephone, or being called over the
telephone or voice pager. Refer to Sections 4.3.2.5 and 4.3.2.6 on page 52 for
more detail on Default and Alternate Languages.
Note: Older Davicom units only have a Default Language. The Default
Descriptions will always be displayed, and the voice response system will only
“speak” the factory default language, regardless which language a Davicom user
has selected.

4.1.2. Users authorized to logon to DavLink
Once DavLink is installed on a computer, access to its edit mode is protected by a
username and a password. You can decide to use the default DavLink usernames
and passwords, but we recommend you change these default usernames and
passwords in order to restrict the edit mode to authorized personnel only.
Configuring more than one user allows personnel working on the same computer
during different work shifts to logon to DavLink with their own personal settings
(language, view panels, etc.). There are three access levels in DavLink:
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Operator
Operator is the lowest access level available in the DavLink software. This level is
a view-only mode. Operators can access the Directory in order to connect to
Davicom units, but they cannot edit it. Operators cannot create or edit DavLink
view panels, and cannot edit their DavLink username and password themselves.
Administrator
Administrators can access and edit the Directory in order to connect to Davicom
units, edit DavLink view panels, edit, create or delete DavLink operators.
Supervisor
Supervisor is the highest access level in the DavLink software. Supervisors can
access the Directory in order to connect to Davicom units, edit DavLink view
panels, edit, create or delete DavLink operators, administrators and supervisors. If
you are the only person using DavLink on a specific computer, assign yourself the
Supervisor level, or use the default Supervisor username and password.
Upon installation, default users will be created in DavLink, with at least one for
each available access level. Default DavLink usernames and passwords are as
follows:
LEVEL

DEFAULT
DEFAULT
USERNAME
PASSWORD
Operator
OPER
OOOOOOOO
Operator
DEMO
DDDDDDDD
Administrator ADMIN
AAAAAAAA
Supervisor
SUPER
SSSSSSSS
Table 5 : DavLink Factory Default Users

YOUR NEW
USERNAME

YOUR NEW
PASSWORD

We recommend you overwrite the default users with actual users in the table
above. Each DavLink software installation supports an unlimited number of users.
To change DavLink user parameters, or to create and delete users, click the
DavLink Users Configuration icon .

Figure 13 : DavLink Users Configuration window (Supervisor access)
The upper portion of the DavLink Users Configuration dialog box shows the list of
current users for the DavLink software installed on your computer. Higher levels
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have access and can edit and even delete the username and passwords of all
users with a lower access level. Usernames and passwords of other users of the
same or higher access level are not accessible, except for supervisors who have
access to all users’ data including other supervisors.
In order to change user parameters, select the appropriate # in the upper portion
(click the number). To create a new member, click the # of an existing similar
member. The lower portion shows the data fields allowing modification to
parameters in the list, in order to change a member’s data, or to add a new
member. The list contains:
Username
Maximum 20 alphanumerical characters. Not case sensitive.
Password
Maximum 8 alphanumerical characters. Not case sensitive.
Access Level
Select the access level assigned to the user from the drop-down list.
Description
Optional field. Maximum 30 alphanumerical characters.
User ID
Optional field. Maximum 20 alphanumerical characters.
Important: If you leave the DavLink software open on your computer, you should
log off from DavLink in order to prevent unauthorized access to your DavLink users
database. Logoff is not automatic. To logoff, click the Logon/Logoff icon
.

4.1.3. Multi-site directory in DavLink
The directory in DavLink is the equivalent of a telephone book for Davicom units. It
is designed for those who must communicate with more than one Davicom unit.
The directory is a database containing details and communications parameters
necessary to connect to each individual site. Information in the directory can be
updated at any time and new sites can be added as they are deployed.
Note: The database is stored in your computer only. The information it contains will
not be available if you use a different computer.

4.1.3.1.

Accessing the directory

Note: You must not be connected to a Davicom unit in order to configure the
DavLink site directory. To disconnect from a Davicom unit, simply click the
Disconnect icon
.
Click the Directory icon
logon to DavLink.

. If you’re not already logged on, you will be prompted to
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Figure 14 : Logon window for DavLink
By default, usernames and passwords to logon to DavLink are set to the following
values:
USERNAME
PASSWORD
SUPER
SSSSSS
ADMIN
AAAAAA
OPER
OOOOOO
Table 6 : DavLink Default Users
Note: The usernames and passwords to logon to DavLink are independent from
those used to connect to specific Davicom units. Both sets of usernames and
passwords can be configured with the same or different values. The database in
DavLink contains both the usernames and passwords to logon to the DavLink
directory, and the usernames and passwords to connect to each individual
Davicom unit.

Figure 15 : Directory window
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4.1.3.2.

Configuring geographical regions

Currently, a maximum of fifteen (15) geographical regions can be configured. A
global view of all regions is also offered. To configure regions, click the Setup
button.

Figure 16 : Regions Configuration window
Select the region you want to configure and enter a new Name for the region
(maximum 18 characters). For regions encompassing several states or territories,
you can enter a detailed Description (maximum 30 characters). Then click
Change before configuring another region. Once you are done, click OK to exit the
window.

4.1.3.3.

Configuring a site

In the Site Configuration section (refer to Figure 15 on page 36), enter the following
information concerning the site:
Site ID
Number assigned to the site by the user (maximum 18 digits).
Site Name
Name of the site where the Davicom unit is installed (maximum 30 alphanumerical
characters).
Telephone Number
Phone number used to call the Davicom (maximum of 40 alphanumerical
characters including parenthesis, hyphens and commas). Commas are used for
2-second pauses.
Init String
This field allows you to set a particular modem initialization string (maximum 40
alphanumerical characters) that will only apply when you connect by modem to the
site being configured (ex: AT &N3 &U1). From the Setup menu, select
Communications. If your modem is connected to a COM port, the three
Initialization Strings will be active and applicable to all sites. This field will act like a
fourth initialization string and will only apply to the site being configured. In case of
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a conflict between similar strings, this field has precedence over the parameters
set in the Communications setup.
IP Address
Site IP address. A unique number consisting of 4 parts separated by dots or a URL
(ex: 173.18.225.89 or comlabdemo1.dyndns.org).
IP Port
This field allows you to set a particular IP port (maximum 5 digits) that will only
apply when you connect by IP to the site being configured (ex: 65045). If you
enter 0, the network settings applicable to all sites will prevail. If you enter a
different value, this parameter has precedence over network settings parameters.
To access your network settings, go to the Setup menu and select Network.
Telnet port 23 is the factory default setting for the Davicom IP Port (refer to Section
4.5.1.1 on page 107).
Region
Select the region where the site is located from the drop-down list.
Unit Username
Choose a username to connect to the Davicom unit at the site (maximum 8
alphanumerical characters). For more security, you can have a different username
for each site and for DavLink.
Note: You must complete the Davicom Username field for each DavLink user. If
Davicom Username and Password are not provided, DavLink will prompt the user
to enter this information upon connection.
Note: For older Davicom units, this field must be left blank.
Unit Password
Choose a password to connect to the Davicom unit at the site (exactly 8
alphanumerical characters). For more security, you can have a different password
for each site and for DavLink.
Note: You must complete the Davicom Password field for each DavLink user. If the
Davicom Username and Password are not provided, DavLink will prompt the user
to enter this information upon connection.
VT-100 Only
By clicking this check box, DavLink will display text-only menus without any
graphical user interface. The DavLink screens will look similar to the
HyperTerminal program.
Use Proxy
If your computer is connected to a network equipped with a proxy server, and the
Davicom unit is located outside the network perimeter, check this box. Refer to
Section 4.5.1.1 to set the address of the proxy server. You may have to consult
your IT department to configure and use the proxy.
Workspace Path
You can configure a customized workspace that includes separate view panels for
each of your sites. In such a case, click the
icon at the end of the
Workspace Path field and specify the path to your .mcw file. If you leave this field
empty, the Default workspace will apply. Refer to Section 11.4.2 on page 235.
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4.1.3.4.

Connecting to the selected site

In the Call Site section, choose one of the following interfaces to connect remotely
to the site:
Modem
Select Modem if you are using a phone line or an external modem to connect to
the site.
Network
Select Network if you are using the TCP/IP (landline or satellite) to connect to the
site.
Serial
Select Serial if you are using microwave serial-port drops or radio channels.
PPP
Clicking this check box allows DavLink to connect to a specific unit using the pointto-point (PPP) protocol. PPP is used for IP access over a telephone connection.
NOTE that PPP usage must be enabled in the specific Davicom unit.

Next, choose one of the following protocols:
MIP
Allows communications through the DavLink graphical user interface. We
recommend you always select the MIP protocol.
VT-100
Allows communications through DavLink text-only menus without any graphical
user interface. These screens will look similar to those shown with a
HyperTerminal program.
Note: If you checked the VT-100 Only box, the MIP will be disabled and VT-100
will be selected by default.
Click the Dialing Properties button if you wish to set dialing rules, call waiting and
calling card parameters.
Once the site information is entered, click the Add button in order to save it in the
database.
To add another site to the directory, repeat the same steps.
To change or delete a site from the directory, select the site in the top window of
Figure 15 and click the Change or Delete button. Note that you need to select the
appropriate region (if applicable) for the site to appear in the window.
To exit the Directory window, click OK.
Important: If you leave the DavLink software open on your computer, you should
log-off in order to prevent unauthorized access to your DavLink users database
Logoff is not automatic. To logoff, click the Logon/Logoff icon .
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4.1.4. Configuring the DavLink
computer’s desktop

shortcut

on

your

You can add a new DavLink shortcut icon
or modify the existing one on your
desktop in order to instantly connect to a specific Davicom unit when doubleclicking the shortcut icon. Note that these instructions may differ depending on your
computer’s operating system.
Warning: This functionality may allow unauthorized users to connect to a specific
Davicom unit by simply double-clicking the shortcut icon on your computer. Also,
your Davicom username and password could be compromised since they can be
viewed by simply right-clicking the shortcut icon.
To create a new DavLink shortcut icon, right-click a free spot of your desktop,
select New and then select Shortcut. From the Shortcut dialog box, click the
Browse button. Select the DavLink software, click OK then Next. Rename the
DavLink.exe shortcut (Quick Connect to DAVI 97.5 FM site for example). Click End.
To add quick-connection parameters, right-click the DavLink quick-connect icon on
your desktop and select Properties. In the Target field, add the following
parameters to the existing command line:
-i:unitipaddress:unitipport:p where unitipaddress is the Davicom unit network IP
address, unitipport is the Davicom unit IP port number, and the p is for connections
using a proxy server.
-p:myusername:mypassword where myusername and mypassword are valid
user parameters for connecting to the specific Davicom. This parameter is optional;
you will be prompted to enter them when connecting, if you do not enter them here.
For example, when using port 1023 instead of the default port 23, a proxy server,
and the default Davicom supervisor username and password, the Target field could
contain:
"C:\ProgramFiles\Davicom\DavLink\DavLink.exe" -i:207.35.243.68:1023:p -p:
SUPER01:SSSSSSSS
Another example when using default port 23 without a proxy server and the default
Davicom supervisor username and password could be:
"C:\ProgramFiles\Davicom\DavLink\DavLink.exe" -i:”comlabdemo1.dyndns.org”
-p:SUPER01:SSSSSSSS
Once you are done with the Target command line, click the Apply button, then the
OK button.
Note: There must be a blank space preceding each dash (-) sign. A forward slash
(/) may be used to replace the dash sign.
When you use a DavLink quick-connect shortcut icon, note that the Disconnect
icon
will also shut down the DavLink software.
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4.2. Site
This section will guide you in entering information related to the site where the Davicom
unit is installed. Information configured in Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.3 will be stored in the
Davicom unit’s memory, while the information configured in Section 4.1.3 will be saved in
the DavLink database on your computer.

4.2.1. Site identification
To configure site information, click the Unit Configuration icon
System.

, then select

Figure 17 : System configuration window
The upper part of the System configuration window allows you to enter the
identification of the site where the Davicom unit is installed.
Site Name
The Default field allows up to 30 Unicode alphanumerical characters. The Alternate
field allows up to 18 ASCII alphanumerical characters. Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on
page 52 for more details.
Site Identification
Mandatory field. Maximum 18 digits. Each of your sites must be assigned a
different number. This field is particularly important when the Davicom unit is
sending alarms to a digital pager or to the DavNet multi-site alarm management
software.
Tip: If you send alarms by digital pager, we recommend you enter the site
telephone number in this field. This way, the telephone number to call back the
Davicom unit will be displayed on the pager.
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Station Call Letters
Optional field. Identifying letters, sometimes including numerals, assigned to radio
and television stations by regulatory agencies throughout the world. Maximum 6
alphanumerical characters.

4.2.2. Site location (sunrise/sunset parameters)
On the left side of Figure 17, you can enter the latitude and longitude of your site. If
you do not know your site’s coordinates, you will easily find applications on the web
that will provide you with the required information based on maps, zip codes, etc.
Setting the latitude and longitude will allow your Davicom unit to automatically
calculate the local sunrise and sunset times for every day of the year. It indicates
the state of the sun through the 1S01 Flag (1 when sun is up, 0 when sun is down)
This will allow you to configure automatic tower lighting, AM day/night radiation
pattern changes, etc.
Latitude and Longitude
Enter 2 or 3 digits for the degrees, 2 digits for the minutes and 2 digits for the
seconds, then select the appropriate cardinal direction.

4.2.3. Site date/time (clock setup)
In the middle section of Figure 17, you can enter the local date and time applicable
to your site, set parameters for automatic time synchronization, and configure
daylight saving time settings, if applicable.
Date
Enter the 4 digits of the year followed by 2 digits for the month and 2 digits for the
day applicable to your site.
Time
Enter 2 digits for the hour followed by 2 digits for the minutes and 2 digits for the
seconds applicable to your site.
Time Zone Relative to GMT
Select the zone applicable to your site from the drop-down list. Note that this
setting is used during clock synchronization and to calculate local sunrise/sunset.
Synchronization Time
Time of day at which the Davicom will connect to a time synchronization service for
time synchronization.
Synchronize every
The frequency, in days, for Davicom clock synchronization to a time
synchronization service.
Synchronization Phone Number/Address (ACTS/NTP)
The phone number, or web address, of the synchronization service, using the
Automated Computer Time Service (ACTS) protocol or Network Time Protocol
(NTP). For example, the atomic clock of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) in Colorado can be reached by modem at 1-303-494-4774.
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Note that calling the time synchronization service may incur long-distance charges.
Maximum 40 alphanumerical characters for web addresses (enter only the
characters after http://). Maximum 24 digits for telephone numbers (including
parenthesis, hyphens and commas). Commas are used for 2-second pauses.

Number of attempts
Number of times your Davicom unit will attempt to reach the synchronization
agency and synchronize the Davicom clock, whether by modem or by IP. Maximum
99 times.
Note: Flag 1Y01 will only become active (true) after all attempts have failed.
System Log entry will only indicate a fail after all attempts have failed. Refer to
Section 4.3.2.2 on page 48 for more information on flags.
Delay between attempts
Delay, in minutes, between each attempt to reach the synchronization service.
Maximum 99 minutes.
Callout Device
If you provided a telephone number in the Synchronization Number/Address field,
you must select which modem will be used, since Davicom units have dual-modem
capability.
Automatic DST adjustment
When you check this box, the Davicom will use the standard Daylight Saving Time
(DST) according to the time zone parameter. Your Davicom must have the
zoneinfo2007 module update installed if they were purchased before 2007.
Begins on
For areas that change time at dates different from the standard DST, enter 4 digits
for the year followed by 2 digits for the month and 2 digits for the day marking the
beginning of the DST period.
Note: For most parts of the United States and Canada, DST is from the second
Sunday in March to the first Sunday in November, starting in 2007.
Important: You must update this field each year if you do not use the Automatic
option.
Ends on
For areas that change time at dates different from the standard DST, enter 4 digits
for the year followed by 2 digits for the month and 2 digits for the day marking the
end of the DST period.
Important: You must update this field each year if you do not use the Automatic
option..
Change By
Change, in minutes, which is added to the Davicom clock at the beginning of the
DST period, and subtracted at the end of the DST period. Maximum 99 minutes,
generally 60 minutes. The Davicom clock adjusts it’s time for DST at 2:00:00 AM.
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4.3. Input/outputs
The configuration dialog boxes for all types of inputs and outputs are accessed by clicking
the Davicom Configuration icon . Each configuration dialog box allows automatic control
parameters to be defined for the metering inputs (including mathematical functions and
sensor curve fitting), status inputs (including activity monitoring), virtual logic gates, virtual
relays, physical output relays and timers. Configuration of reach-through serial port
communications, Unit-to-Unit commands and ping requests can also be accomplished from
the Unit configuration menu, allowing monitoring and control of on-site ancillary equipment.

Figure 18 : Unit Configuration window (General and Inputs tabs)

Figure 19 : Unit Configuration window (Outputs and Flags tabs)
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Figure 20 : Unit Configuration window (Devices and SNMP Manager tabs)

4.3.1. Input/output capacity (for each Davicom model)
This section provides information on the input/output capacity for the models
available at the time of publication. Please visit the Davicom web site
www.davicom.com regularly for the latest news on changes.

4.3.1.1.
MODEL

DV-200 models (blue & grey front panel)

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

CONNECTIONS

Metering
(xAyy)

Status
(xDyy &
xTyy)

Relay2
(xRyy)

DV-Micro

8

8

8

1

DV-Mini

REACH
THROUGH

AUDIO
MONITORING

IP

Phone

Serial
RS-232

Phone/IP3

0

1

1

0

1

USB Serial

8

16

8

1

1

2

1

1

2

DV-208

8

16

16

1

2

2

1

4

4

DV-216

16

32

32

1

2

2

1

8

8

64

128

128

1

2

2

1

8

8

SuperMAC

Table 7 : Physical input/output capacity for DV-200 models
The DV-Micro does not have connectors for audio line outputs, microphone inputs
nor Reach-Through Serial Ports. All units of the DV-200 family have a USB host
port for connection to an external modem while the DV-208/216 units also have
two RS-232 external ports (when the internal modem is not installed). The DV-Mini
has one RS-232 external port. The DV-Micro has a USB device port on its front

2
3

Open collector is not available for the DV-Micro
Audio monitoring over the phone only for the DV-Micro
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panel for local connection while the DV-208/216 and DV-Mini units have both a
USB device port and an RS-232 port.
The DV-Micro Metering Inputs range is fixed at 0-5V while DV-Mini and DV208/216 units can be set to ±2.5V, ±10V or ±20V. You cannot add True RMS
detection chips in the DV-Micro nor the DV-Mini units.
MODEL

ALL

SuperMAC

Virtual Logic Gates (xVyyy)

128

512

Virtual Relays

(xOyyy)

128

512

Timers

(xHyyy)

128

512

16

64

Metering Mathematical Functions (xFyy)

Table 8 : Virtual input/output and math-function capacity for DV-200 models

Metering Inputs (Input Registers)

(xMAyyy)

128

Status Inputs (input Status)

(xMDyyy)

256

Relays (Output Coils)

(xMRyy)

72

Table 9 : Additional physical input/output capacity with Modbus modules
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4.3.1.2.
MODELS

Older MAC+ models (black front panel)
INPUTS

OUTPUTS

Metering
(Ayy)

Status
(Dyy & Tyy)

MiniMAC

8

MAC8

8

MAC16
MAC24
MAC32

CONNECTIONS

REACH
THROUGH

AUDIO
MONITORING

Relay
(Ryy)

IP4

Phone

Serial
RS-232

Phone

16

8

1

1

1

2

16

16

1

1

4

4

16

32

32

1

1

8

8

24

48

48

1

1

12

12

32

64

64

1

1

16

16

Table 10 : Physical input/output capacity for older Davicom MAC+ models
Virtual Logic Gates (Vyy)

64

Virtual Relays

(Oyy)

64

Timers

(Hyy)

Metering Mathematical Functions

16
5

N/A

Table 11 : Virtual input/output, other functions capacity for Davicom MAC+ models

4.3.2. Understanding input/output configuration menus
The configuration dialog boxes for the Davicom inputs/outputs share some
common functionality that is explained in this section.

4.3.2.1.

Input/output identifiers (xZyyy)

Identifiers for configurable inputs, outputs, timers, Unit-to-Unit Command flags
(commands sent between two Davicom units), and network pings are described in
the table below. An Identifier is the short name that refers to a specific input, output,
flag, or programming point in the Davicom unit.
All inputs/outputs, except audio inputs and reach-through serial ports, use the
xZyyy entry format. The x is for the Davicom identification number (1 to 4), and is
used to identify a specific Davicom unit when units are networked together to make
up a SuperMAC. The x is also used for the Davicom Expansion Module slave
identification number (1 to 8). If you only use a single Davicom unit, or if the type of
input/output is only present in the master Davicom unit, you must assign x = 1. The
letter or letter group Z is unique for each type of input/output and is described
below. Finally, the specific input/output number can be composed of two (yy) or
three digits (yyy).
Note: You do not have to type leading zeros. For example, when entering the
identifier for 1V005, you can just type 1V5 and your entry will automatically be
converted to 1V005.

4

IP Board is optional
Metering Mathematical Functions xFyy do not exist in older Davicom units. But FNA and FNB
mathematical functions are available. Refer to your older MAC+ User Manual.
5
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Input/output type
Metering input

State
Inactive when normal, active when
it exceeds limits.
Unit-to-Unit Command flag
xCyy
Follows the command sent by a
6
remote Davicom.
Status input
xDyy
Inactive when normal, active when
it toggles to its active level.
Metering mathematical
xFyy
Inactive when result is normal,
function
active when result exceeds limits.
Timer
xHyyy
Inactive
when
outside
the
configured period, active during the
configured period.
Modbus Input Register
xMAyy
Inactive when normal, active when
(Metering input)
it exceeds limits.
Modbus Input Status
xMDyy
Inactive when normal, active when
(Status input)
it toggles to its active level.
Modbus Coil (Physical
xMRyy
Depends on the state of the inputs
relay)
controlling the relay.
Network ping
xNyy
Goes active when no ping response
7
is received.
Virtual relay
xOyyy
Depends on the state of the inputs
controlling the relay.
Physical relay
xRyy
Depends on the state of the inputs
controlling the relay.
Status activity monitoring
xTyy
Inactive until input activity/inactivity
time is exceeded.
Virtual logic gate (VLG)
xVyyy
Inactive when logic is false, active
when logic is true.
Table 12 : Identifiers for configurable inputs/outputs

4.3.2.2.

Identifier
xAyy

System flags

Davicom units provide different useful flags. These internal flags are not
configurable, but they can be used as qualifiers for inputs, or as entry operands for
virtual logic gates.
Any flag or identifier can be inverted by adding the exclamation sign “!” before its
identifier (for example !1S01 creates a flag that goes active after sunset).
The following table provides a description of the Davicom system flags, their
identifier and the way they operate.

6

When a Davicom unit transmits a Unit-to-Unit Command (UUC) to another Davicom unit, it uses
a command flag xCyy and waits for an acknowledgement from the equipment. If no
acknowledgement is received, the UUC is re-transmitted at intervals of 10 seconds, up to the
configured Number of Attempts.
7
For each configured ping command, the Davicom will periodically check for a ping response and
the flag associated to the specific ping will go active if no response is received. Refer to Section
4.3.11 on page 92. No log entry is associated with this flag, except when it is being configured.
The flag will remain active as long as there is no ping response.
Tip: This feature can be used to monitor on-site network equipment and have the Davicom
automatically reset the equipment if it ever becomes erratic.
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Identifier

State
Goes active (true) when the
xB01
RAM Battery
RAM battery falls below the
predefined limit.
Goes active (true) when the
xB02
Battery Discharge Test
external battery discharge test
fails.
Goes active (true) when alarm
xE01
Alarm Calls
calls are disabled.
Goes active (true) when the
xJ01
Processor board temperature processor board temperature
exceeds the predefined limit.
Goes active (true) when no
dial tone is detected. Only
xL01
No dial tone
works if your Davicom has the
8
optional internal modem.
Goes active (true) when AC
xP01
AC Power Fail Detector
power is off.
Goes active (true) when the
xP02
DC power (+12V)
DC power falls below the
predefined limit.
Goes active (true) at sunrise
xS01
Sunset/sunrise
and remains active until
9
sunset.
Goes active (true) when
xU01
USB Storage
unable to write to USB
Storage device.
Goes
active
after
5
consecutive errors in the
xW01
Username/Password fail
Davicom username and/or
password.
Goes
active
when
the
Davicom’s clock fails to
synchronize with a time
xY01
Clock synchronization fail
synchronization service. Only
works if a Synchronization
Phone Number/Address is
10
configured.
Table 13 : Identifiers for non-configurable system flags

4.3.2.3.

Description

Read button and Auto Read function

Clicking the Read button (see Figure 21) updates the dialog box with information
related to the Input/Relay Number selected in the dropdown list. Configuration data
is retrieved directly from the Davicom memory.
8

If your Davicom is equipped with the optional internal modem, the Davicom will send it a query
every 15 minutes. If no response is received from the internal modem after a query, a “MODEM
FAIL” event is recorded in the System Log. If the modem responds but no dial tone is detected, a
“LINE CHECK FAIL” event is recorded in the System Log. In both cases, the L01 flag goes active
(true). The flag will toggle inactive when dial tone is detected.
9
To configure the site latitude and longitude, refer to Section 4.2.2 on page 42.
10
The time synchronisation fields must be configured for this flag to work. The flag will only
become active after all attempts have failed. System Log entry will only indicate one fail after all
attempts have failed. Refer to Section 4.2.3 on page 42.
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TIP: If you change the Input/Relay Number in the dropdown list, but forget to click
the Read button, you will still be viewing the information related to a previous input
or relay. The best way to avoid this problem is to select the Auto Read function as
soon as you complete the Davicom’s initial configuration, as explained below.

Figure 21 : Auto Read Function in Input/Output Configuration screens
Upon installation of DavLink, the Auto Read function is unchecked by default. This
default setting allows you to quickly configure similar inputs or outputs of the same
type using the Read and Write as a copy-paste function (e.g. Read 1D01 input
configuration, and then Write to 1D15 input configuration dialog box).
To copy-paste an input configuration, you must ensure that the Auto Read function
is unchecked. Then, from the Input/Relay Number dropdown list, select the
input/output you want to copy and click the Read button to “copy” the information.
From the Input/Relay Number dropdown list, select the input/output to which you
want to “paste” the configuration. Modify the parameters that differ and click the
Write button. The following confirmation message will appear.

Figure 22 : Confirmation message prior to updating the Davicom’s memory
Click Yes to update the Davicom memory with the “pasted” and modified
information.
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Repeat this process for all similar input configurations you wish to copy-paste.
Once you are done with the configuration of an input/output type, click the OK
button to return to the Unit Configuration menu.
When you have finished with the configuration of your unit’s inputs/outputs, we
recommend you activate the Auto Read function. Instead of checking the box in
the configuration dialog box of each input/output type, you can set the parameter
globally. Logon to DavLink by clicking the Logon/Logoff icon
. From the Setup
menu, select Options.

Figure 23 : DavLink Options Properties dialog box (Auto Read function)
Select the Auto Read line in the top portion of the Properties screen, enter 1 for
value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.
The Auto Read checkbox will then be checked in all input/output configuration
dialog boxes. This way, data displayed in each dialog box updates automatically
when you select a new Input/Relay Number in the dropdown list, without any need
to click the Read button.

4.3.2.4.

Write/OK, Cancel and Delete buttons

There are two ways to update configuration data in the Davicom unit’s memory.
The first one is to click the Write button located at the top of the input/relay dialog
box. The second is to click the OK button located at the bottom of the input/relay
dialog box.
The Write button should be used when you have several inputs/relays of the same
type to configure/update, since you will remain in the same configuration window.
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Every time you click the Write button, you will obtain the following confirmation
message:

Figure 24 : Update configuration confirmation window
When you click Yes, the Davicom memory is updated and you remain in the same
configuration window, allowing you to select a new input/relay.
If you do not wish to stay in the current configuration window after you update a
specific input/relay configuration, click the OK button instead of the Write button. If
any changes were made to the configuration, you will get the confirmation window
above and then the configuration window will close, bringing you back to the Unit
Configuration menu.
Clicking the Cancel button closes the input/output configuration window without
updating the Davicom memory (when the “Validate Cancel” option is disabled). Any
changes made since the last Write/OK will be lost.
Clicking the Delete button erases all the configuration parameters for the selected
input/output from the Davicom memory, and clears all data fields in all the tabs of
the input/output configuration dialog box without closing the window.

Figure 25 : Delete configuration confirmation window

4.3.2.5.

Default and Alternate language (Unicode and 7-bit ASCII
character sets)

Each Davicom input/output configuration dialog box has two Description fields
(Default and Alternate) that get stored in the Davicom’s memory. Depending on the
Davicom user language selection (refer to Figure 12 on page 32), the Default or
Alternate Description will appear in all DavLink view screens, System and Custom
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Logs and System Status reports, as well as in alarm messages sent through
DavLink or by e-mail.
Default Descriptions use a Unicode character set, allowing the use of accents with
the Latin alphabet, as well as with several other alphabets (Cyrillic, Chinese, Arabic,
etc.). For the complete list of character sets supported by Unicode, refer to
www.unicode.org/charts.
If all Davicom users only speak English, you can still benefit from using Default
Unicode descriptions since they are longer, allowing more detailed descriptions (up
to 30 alphanumerical characters).
Alternate Descriptions use the 7-bit ASCII character set, meaning the Latin
alphabet without accents. Also, Alternate Descriptions are shorter (maximum 18
alphanumerical characters).

Figure 26 : Default Unicode and Alternate ASCII Descriptions
There are two important reasons why you should configure both the Default and
Alternate Descriptions for each input/output. First, each Davicom user can select
the Default or Alternate Language in his user configuration, and you want to avoid
empty/incomplete DavLink screens in any of the selected languages. Second,
alarms sent by terminal, fax, alphanumerical pager or SMS only support Alternate
ASCII Descriptions, while alarms sent by e-mail include both an ASCII attachment
file (.txt) and a Unicode attachment file (.html).
Tip: It is possible for a Davicom user to switch the input/output descriptions from
the Default to the Alternate Language or vice-versa in DavLink. Once you are
connected to a Davicom unit, go to the DavLink View menu and select/deselect
Alternate Language.
Note: Older Davicom units only have Default Descriptions limited to 18
alphanumerical characters. You can enter up to 30 characters, but only the first 18
characters will be stored in the older Davicom MAC’s memory. Also, older Davicom
units use 7-bit ASCII characters, meaning Latin alphabet without accents. Unicode
is not supported on older models.
If you also want to translate DavLink menus, Command Bar buttons, popup
messages, field titles, etc., you’ll have to install an appropriate language module.
Contact your local dealer for more details.

4.3.2.6.

Default and alternate language (Davicom voice response
system)

Davicom units have a voice response system allowing them to “speak” information.
This information can be spoken when the Davicom calls the recipient in an
Alarm-Call List over the telephone or voice pager. It can also be spoken when a
Davicom user calls a Davicom unit by telephone in order to monitor or control it.
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Vocal messages are stored in two different banks in the Davicom’s memory. The
first bank consists of static (or system) expressions that cannot be selected by the
user (for example: “Please enter password”). Refer to Appendix B for the complete
list of expressions. The second dynamic (or user) bank consists of useful terms
that you can use to build customized vocal messages. Refer to Appendix C for the
complete list of terms.
For a fee, both of these banks can be translated in a second language by your
local dealer and stored in the Davicom memory. By doing so, this new language
becomes the default language, while the factory English becomes the alternate
language.
If you do not order your Davicom unit with a second language preloaded by your
local dealer, the same factory English expressions/terms will be used for both the
default and alternate languages.
Note: For older Davicom units, you can only configure vocal messages using
factory default terms.

4.3.2.7.

Vocal descriptions

For example, assume a remote unit calls you to report a minor alarm generated by
an unauthorized door entry in the site rack room. The Davicom voice response
system will say something like: “Minor Alarm One, Digital Input Six, Press one
and pound key to confirm, or star and pound key to abort”. It might be difficult
to remember what status input 1D06 is monitoring exactly. Fortunately, Davicom
units allow you to personalize the Davicom vocal messages by adding terms that
will better identify what exactly has happened. For example, you could add the
terms “door” and “entry” to produce the following message: “Minor Alarm One,
Digital Input Six, Door Entry, Press one and pound key to confirm, or star and
pound key to abort”.
Metering Inputs and Metering Mathematical Functions can also be assigned a
vocal description. For these input types, the same vocal description will be spoken
for the active state as well as the return to normal (inactive) state. Status Inputs,
Virtual Logic Gates (VLG), Relays and Virtual Relays can be assigned a different
vocal description for the active state and the inactive state.
Vocal descriptions for inputs/outputs are obtained by arranging a sequence of
words drawn from the vocal dynamic (or user) vocabulary. Refer to Appendix C for
the complete list of factory English terms. Refer to the previous Section 4.3.2.6 if
you want to add, change or translate terms in that list.
To add vocal descriptions to Metering Inputs and Metering Mathematical Functions,
click the Vocal Description tab. To add vocal descriptions to Status Inputs, Virtual
Logic Gates (VLG), Relays and Virtual Relays, click the Vocal Description when
Active tab to configure the Active vocal message, and then the Vocal Description
when Normal tab to configure the Normal (inactive) message.
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Figure 27 : Vocal Descriptions in input/output configuration dialog box

Build your personalized message by selecting terms from the listbox on the left in
the order they will be spoken. After each term selection, click the Insert button.
The selected term will be added in the listbox on the right, as well as in the Literal
Description above.
If you made a mistake or want to remove a term, select the term to remove in the
listbox on the right and click Remove. The term will also be removed from the
Literal Description above.
You can also change the order in which selected terms in the listbox on the right
will be spoken. To move a term up in the list, click the Move Up button. The term
will move up one position each time you click the button. To move a term down in
the list, click the Move Down button. The term will move down one position each
time you click the button. The Literal Description will adapt each time you click a
button.
To store the configured Vocal Descriptions in the Davicom memory, click the Write
or the OK button, and confirm you want to update the Davicom unit configuration.

4.3.2.8.

Automatic Action Types (MAJ, MIN, CMD, QLF)

Each Davicom input can be configured to take automatic action when they exceed
certain limits or toggle to certain values. For each input, you must configure an
automatic action type.
In addition to the selected automatic action type, you also have the option to
configure the automatic control of up to 6 on-board relays.
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The four automatic action types available are:
MAJ
MAJ stands for Major Alarm. This automatic action type initiates an Alarm-Call
Sequence (ACS) using the selected MAJx Alarm-Call List (ACL). It also records a
“MAJORx” event in the System Log. Note that this action type requires that you
also select one of the 8 MAJ ACLs (MAJ1 to MAJ8). If the input is also controlling
relays, the Davicom will automatically act on those as well.
MIN
MIN stands for Minor Alarm. This automatic action type initiates an Alarm-Call
Sequence (ACS) using the selected MINx Alarm-Call List (ACL). It also records a
“MINORx” event in the System Log. Note that this action type requires that you
also select one of the 8 MIN ACLs (MIN1 to MIN8). If the input is also controlling
relays, the Davicom will automatically act on those as well.
CMD
CMD stands for Command. This automatic action type is used when you only want
to control relays (up to 6), or qualify another input without triggering any alarm. It
also records events in the System Log (for example “1A01 ACTIVE”). If the CMDtype input is controlling relays, the Davicom will automatically act on those.
QLF
QLF stands for Qualifier. This automatic action type is used when the configured
input is used to qualify another input, or as an operand for a Virtual Logic Gate
(VLG). Events related to QLF-type inputs are not recorded in the System Log since
they qualify a more relevant input. If the QLF-type input is controlling relays, the
Davicom will automatically act on those.

4.3.3. Metering
Section 4.3.3.1 below describes how to configure metering inputs so that the
Davicom unit can monitor their value and take appropriate actions automatically.
Section 4.3.3.2 describes how to use the sensor curve fitting utility included in the
installation DVD, if required for the sensors you will connect to Davicom metering
inputs.
Section 4.3.3.3 describes how to configure mathematical functions (+, -, , /, Log10)
that can be performed on metering inputs.

4.3.3.1.

Metering inputs (xAyy)

This section explains how to configure the Metering Inputs. Each metering input is
programmed individually according to its use and function.
Note: Previously, recalibration of the metering inputs was required if the RAM
battery was removed, if the processor board was changed, if an I/O board was
repaired, changed, or moved to another position in the Davicom unit, and if trueRMS converter chips were added, or jumper-activated. Refer to Chapter 19 for
updated information regarding calibration procedures.
To configure metering inputs, click the Unit Configuration icon
Inputs tab and select Metering Inputs.

then on the
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Figure 28 : Metering Inputs configuration dialog box
Example of Figure 28: Metering input 1A04 is connected to a temperature sensor
in the rack room. When temperature is below +15 ºC, physical relay 1R05
automatically turns on a heater. When temperature is below -10 ºC or above +35
ºC, a major alarm is sent to recipients of the Major 1 Alarm-Call List.

The upper portion of the Metering Inputs Configuration dialog box allows you to set
the following parameters:
Input Number
Select from the dropdown list the number of the specific metering input you wish to
configure. Metering inputs are all identified by the A letter, followed by one or two
digits (up to 32 depending on your Davicom model).
Note: Input Numbers will begin by a digit (1 to 4) to identify a specific Davicom unit
when several DV-208/216 units are networked together (SuperMAC), or when
MEXM /Modbus slave units are connected. Otherwise it must begin with the digit 1.
Enable
Check this box to enable the input and its automatic actions. When disabled, no
reading is taken from the input. You can also enable/disable metering inputs by
using the Enable and Disable buttons on the DavLink Command Bar (refer to
Section 16.1.4 on page 279).
Qualifier
A qualifying condition, which can be another input, output, timer, flag, etc., can be
used to control the actions of the metering input. In State mode (the default setting),
the condition must be satisfied (true) in order for the Davicom to execute
programmed actions when the metering input is outside prescribed limits. In Data
mode, the metering input will only be free to update its value when the qualifying
condition is true; otherwise it remains “frozen” at its current value. Any condition
can be inverted by adding the exclamation sign “!” before the conditioning input ID
(!1S01 for example).
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Default Description
Long Unicode description for each metering input. (Maximum 30 alphanumerical
Unicode characters). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Alternate Description
Short ASCII description for each metering input. (Maximum 18 alphanumerical
ASCII characters).
Voltage Range
Select from the dropdown list the voltage range (in volts) used by the sensor
connected to the metering input. Available ranges are 2.5, 10 and 20, for the
following peak-to-peak voltages: –2.5 V to +2.5 V, –10 V to +10 V, and –20 V to
+20 V. RAW range can be selected for Modbus modules.
Notes: Jumper settings inside the Davicom unit must correspond to the selected
range (refer to Section 6.1 on page 159). For 4-20 mA sensors, select 2.5 for
Voltage Range (refer to Figure 110 on page 163). For more information on unipolar
and bipolar connections, refer to Section 6.1.1 on page 159. New DV-Mini units
(blue & grey front panel) have the same ranges as the Davicom DV-208/216 units
but older Davicom MiniMAC units (black front panel) have unipolar 0–2.5 V, 0-10V,
and 0-40 V ranges. DV-Micro units have fixed 0-5 V inputs.
Measurement Unit)
Select from the dropdown list the measurement display unit that you want to assign
to the selected input. Over 25 pre-defined display units are provided for your
convenience. You can also enter your own 3-character unit if it is not available in
the dropdown list. Note that these units are just for display purposes, and only the
SWR unit actually does a calculation based on the meter voltage readings.
Note: SWR is the 3-character abbreviation for VSWR. When SWR is selected for
the input measurement unit, the Davicom will use this input, combined WITH the
preceding input, to automatically calculate the VSWR from the forward and
reflected power measurements. This input is thus used to measure reflected power,
and the preceding input measures forward power).
Normal Value
Enter the normal operating value. This value corresponds to the reference level
that is considered normal, and is used only to set the display scale for the Metering
Gauges (refer to Section 11.3.2.6 on page 223).
Sensor Coefficients
Default values are A=0, B=1, C=0 and D=0. This assumes that there is a direct
1 to 1 relation between the measured voltage or current and the sensor’s output.
For other transfer functions, you can use the Davicom’s built-in sensor curve fitting
2
feature by entering the A, B and C coefficients of the Ax + Bx +C equation. The
Davicom sensor curve fitting utility can help you calculate these A, B and C
coefficients (refer to Section 4.3.3.2 on page 61). Once the A, B and C parameters
are determined, you can set D=10 for voltage readings proportional to power (in
dB), or D=20 for voltage readings proportional to the square root of power (in dB).
If using the optional Davicom True-RMS Converter chips, set A=0, B=1.29, C=0
and D=20 for readings in dBu, and keep the default values for readings in dBV.
The lower portion of Figure 28 on page 57 is divided into three tabs. To configure a
Vocal Description, refer to Section 4.3.2.7 on page 54. For Modbus information,
please refer to the Davicom Expansion Module (MEXM) manual and other Support
documentation on the Davicom website. To configure automatic Actions, set the
following parameters:
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Level1 and Level2
Considering normal operation corresponds to the green zone on Metering Gauges
(refer to Section 11.3.2.6 on page 223), Level1 settings would typically correspond
to the yellow warning zone generating for example a minor alarm, while the Level2
settings would typically correspond to the red critical zone generating a major
alarm. Each level has the same configurable fields. You can use only Level1,
leaving Level 2 fields blank, or use both levels by providing different values for
each level. Each level can act on different relays.
Tip: By setting the Level1 Low Limit to  (star) and the Level1 High Limit to the
maximum allowed indoor temperature, and the Level2 Low Limit to the minimum
allowed indoor temperature and the Level2 High Limit to  (star), you can have the
Davicom energize the air conditioning relay when temperature goes above the
Level1 High Limit, and the heater relay when temperature goes below the Level2
Low Limit.
Action Type
For each Level, select from the dropdown list the action (MIN, MAJ, CMD or QLF)
that will automatically be performed by the Davicom unit when a qualifying
condition (if applicable) confirms that the value of the metering input has reached
its Low or High Limit. Refer to Section 4.3.2.8 on page 55 for more details.
Alarm-Call List
If you selected MIN or MAJ for Action Type, you need to select a specific
Alarm-Call List from the dropdown list (1 to 8). Refer to Section 4.4.1 on page 92
for more details on alarm-call lists.
Low Limit
For each Level, this is the measured value below which the programmed automatic
action will be performed by the Davicom unit. Maximum 6 digits without decimals,
maximum 4 digits after the point.
Hysteresis (Low)
Once the Low Limit has been reached and the appropriate automatic Action has
been taken, small oscillations of the input signal might occur around the Low Limit.
To prevent false Return to Normal messages and false automatic Actions to be
performed repetitively, you can set a Hysteresis value for the Low Limit. This way,
Return to Normal condition will only happen once the measured value increases
above the Low limit plus Hysteresis Low. Maximum 6 digits without decimals,
maximum 4 digits after the point. See Figure 29.
High Limit
For each Level, this is the measured value above which the programmed
automatic action will be performed by the Davicom unit. Maximum 6 digits without
decimals, maximum 4 digits after the point.
Hysteresis (High)
Once the High Limit has been reached and the appropriate automatic Action has
been taken, small oscillations of the input signal might occur around the High Limit.
To prevent false Return to Normal messages and false automatic Actions to be
performed repetitively, you can set a Hysteresis value for the High Limit of each
Level. This way, Return to Normal condition will only occur when the measured
value decreases below the High limit minus Hysteresis High. Maximum 6 digits
without decimals, maximum 4 digits after the point.
For example, consider a metering input with the following Level1 settings:
Low Limit of 45, Hysteresis Low of 15, High Limit of 200 and Hysteresis High of 30.
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Figure 29 : Example of Level1 Limits and Hysteresis
The light grey automatic action zone representing the metering input at its active
level begins once the High Limit (200) has been exceeded, and remains in that
state for as long as the value of the input remains above the High Limit minus
Hysteresis High (200-30=170). The dark grey automatic action zone representing
again the metering input at its active level begins once the Low Limit (45) has been
reached, and remains in that state for as long as the value of the input remains
below the Low Limit plus Hysteresis Low (45+15=60).
Controlled Relays
For each Level, the Davicom can act automatically on up to 6 different relays
(physical or virtual) when the metering input has reached the Low or High Limit
(subject to a qualifier). Use the xRyy identifier for physical relays and xOyyy for
virtual relays. By default, relays will react in the Follow operating mode if you do
not add any letter to the relay identifier. For the Latch mode, you must add the
letter L to the relay identifier. For the Davicom to pulse a relay, you must add the
letter P to its identifier. For the Davicom to release a relay, you must add the letter
R to its identifier (1R04R for example).
Note: You must make sure each relay is configured for the operating mode you
wish to use. You cannot Latch a relay that is configured as Pulse Only for example.
Refer to section 4.3.5 on page 71 for more details on relay configuration.
Automatic Limit Change Qualifier
An optional qualifying condition can be set to automatically apply a common
multiplication factor to all Level1 and Level2 Limits. For example, when a back-up
transmitter of lower power than the main transmitter (5KW vs 10KW) takes over
operation, the appropriate qualifier applies a multiplier (0.5) to all limits, ensuring
proper limits are applied for monitoring of the back-up transmitter.
Multiplier
If you entered an Automatic Limit Change Qualifier, you must enter the appropriate
Multiplier that will apply to all Level1 and Level2 Limits. Decimal values are allowed
in order to obtain a divider. Maximum 5 digits, maximum 3 decimal places.
Metering Window Low
Optional field that allows you to manually set the lowest value on the scale of the
Metering gauge associated with the selected metering input. If you leave this field
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blank, DavLink will automatically display the gauge with an adequate scale. Refer
to Section 11.3.2.6 on page 223 for more information on gauges.
Metering Window High
Same as previous, but for the highest value on the scale of the Metering gauge.
Alarm Signalling On
If you selected the MIN or MAJ Action Type for one or both levels, you need to
check this box for the Davicom to initiate the appropriate Alarm-Call Sequence
(ACS) when a qualifying condition (if applicable) confirms that the value of the
selected metering input has reached the Low or High Limit. If you do not check this
box, no ACS will be initiated, but the Davicom will still log alarms (MAJ and MIN)
and commands (CMD), and act on relays. Refer to Section 4.4.1 on page 92 for
more information on the ACS.
Return to Normal Signalling On
If you selected the MIN or MAJ Action Type for one or both levels, you need to
check this box if you want the Davicom to initiate the appropriate ACS to report a
Return to Normal when the value of the selected metering input increases above
the Low limit plus Hysteresis Low, or decreases below the High limit minus
Hysteresis High. If you do not check this box, no ACS will be initiated, but the
Davicom will still log the Return to Normal (for MAJ, MIN and CMD) and act on
relays.
Delay Before Action
To avoid untimely automatic Actions caused by short-duration false alarms, a delay
can be programmed before the Davicom responds to a confirmed out-of-limit
condition. This sets the minimum duration that an out-of-limit condition must be in
effect before the Davicom considers that it is valid and executes the programmed
automatic Actions. Default setting is 0 (no delay). You can select a value between
0 and 9999 seconds using the arrows or by typing-in the number.
Delay Before Return to Normal
To avoid untimely automatic actions caused by short-duration Return to Normal
conditions, a delay can be programmed before the Davicom responds to the
Return to Normal condition. This sets the minimum duration that the Return to
Normal condition must be in effect before the Davicom considers it to be a valid
condition, and thus execute the programmed Return to Normal actions. Default
setting is 0 (no delay). You can select a value between 0 and 9999 seconds using
the arrows or by typing-in the number.
Custom Log
Davicom units can provide one custom log in addition to the extensive system log.
This allows Davicom users to focus-in on desired information. Check this box if you
want to record events related to the selected metering input in the custom log. This
setting also enables periodic data logging (refer to Section 4.7.3.1 on page 138 for
more details).

4.3.3.2.

Analog sensor curve fitting function

The Davicom allows linearization of sensors using equations that can be modified
with various coefficients to compensate for non-linear sensor behaviour. The
2
general conversion formula is y= Ax + Bx + C which applies a least squares curve
fitting to a series of sensor readings. This formula can be used to linearize and
adjust for nearly any sensor type available. Sensors are assumed to have a linear
unity gain, no offset behaviour (y=x with A=0, B=1 and C=0) in the default Metering
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Input configuration (refer to Section 4.3.3.1 on page 56). When you change any of
these coefficients, the scale of the DavLink Metering gauges automatically adapts
to the appropriate range for the sensors (refer to Section 11.3.2.6 on page 223).
Note: Linearization is not the same as calibrating the Davicom metering inputs
using special calibration connectors. Calibration is no longer required, see Chapter
19, page 293).
The B coefficient represents a gain (or attenuation) factor. Any B coefficient greater
than 1 expands the measurement scale displayed on Metering gauges. A non-zero
value for the A coefficient adds more amplification to the sensitivity and, combined
with a higher scale setting, may cause greater fluctuation in meter readings. The C
coefficient is an offset factor. The D coefficient is not used for curve fitting, but to
convert power readings with measurement units other than Watts (dBm, dBu, etc.).
Sensor manufacturers sometimes give linearization parameters for their sensors. If
sensor parameters are not provided, the DavLink software has a built-in Function
Generator utility. Right clicking on one of the A, B, C or D Sensor Coefficients edit
boxes will bring you to the Function Generator utility as shown below. The
generated A, B, C and D Sensor Coefficients will be applied on OK and aborted on
Cancel.

Figure 30 : Function Generator
Add new point
To add a new point to the graph, double click at the position the new point should
be located. Sensor coefficients will be updated automatically.
Remove a point
To remove a point from the graph, double click on the point to remove. Sensor
coefficients will be updated automatically.
Move a point
To move a point on the graph, left click on the point to move and drag it to the new
position. Sensor coefficients will be updated automatically.
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Note: When moving a point, the Current Cursor Position indicator at the bottom left
corner of the dialog box gives the exact point position on the graph.
Zoom X scale
To horizontally zoom the graph, use the [+] and [-] buttons next to the X: in the
Zoom section.
Zoom Y scale
To vertically zoom the graph, use the [+] and [-] buttons next to the Y: in the Zoom
section.
Reset View
The Reset View button clears all data and the graphic display.
View Function Table button
The View Function Table button shows the results of the least mean squares
calculations.
View Point Table button
Points can be managed by using the Point Table dialog box. To access the Point
Table, click on the View Point Table button as shown in Figure 30. Modifications
will be applied on OK or aborted on Cancel.

Figure 31 : Point Table
Add new point
To add a new point in the list, double click on an empty line and edit values in the
bottom edit boxes.
Remove a point
To remove a point from the list, double click on the line to remove.
Change a point value
To change a point value, left click on the line to change and edit values in the
bottom edit boxes.
A Davicom sensor curve fitting utility is included in the Davicom installation DVD. It
is part of the Davicom Firmware & Utilities package which is installed by default in
the C:\Program Files\Davicom\Davicom\Utilities directory (refer to Section 2.2 on
page 23). The utility is an Excel spreadsheet file (DavSensorCurveFitting.xls). After
the values for the A, B and C coefficients have been determined, go back to
DavLink and enter them in the Sensor Coefficients fields when configuring the
Metering Input to which the sensor is connected.
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Note: All metering input signals go through buffering, conditioning and
amplification stages before A/D conversion by a 12-bit converter. Resistor values
used in these stages are 1% precision, meaning that the best possible accuracy for
the Davicom metering display is 1%. Note that the number of significant digits
depends on the selected scale. The 12-bit converter gives a theoretical dynamic
range of 72 dB, which implies a resolution of about 10 mV on the 20 V scale, and
1.2 mV on the 2.5 V scale.

4.3.3.3.

Metering mathematical functions (xFyy)

This section explains how to configure the Metering Math Functions (MMF). Each
metering math function is programmed individually according to its use and
function.
To configure metering math functions, click the Unit Configuration icon
the Inputs tab and select Metering Math Functions.

then on

Figure 32 : Metering Math Functions configuration dialog box
Example of Figure 32: Metering Math function 1F01 calculates the main transmitter
power output by multiplying the transmitter voltage (around 72 Vdc measured by
1A07) by the transmitter current (around 35 A measured by 1A08). To translate
these front panel meter values to the real rated power output of the transmitter, an
efficiency factor of 0.85 is applied to account for output circuit and filter losses.
Metering Math Functions are configured exactly the same way as for Metering
Inputs (refer to Section 4.3.3.1 on page 56). The only differences are: an identifier
using a different letter, the maximum number of functions, the Voltage Range
dropdown list is replaced by an Operator dropdown list, and the four Sensor
Coefficients are replaced by five Operands. These differing fields are described
below:
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Func Number
Select from the dropdown list the number of the specific Metering Math Function
you wish to configure. Metering Math Functions are all identified by the letter F,
followed by one or two digits (up to 16).
Note: Func Number will begin by a digit (1 to 4) to identify a specific Davicom unit
when several DV-208/216 units are networked together (SuperMAC). Otherwise, it
must begin with the digit 1.
Operator
The mathematical operator (+, - , , /, LOG 10) applied to all the Operands in order
to produce the resulting value.
Operands
Up to 5 Operands can be entered as inputs for the selected Metering Math
Function. Operands must either be constants, Metering Inputs, the DVLD distance
value 1LD1, or another 1Fxx function. Metering Inputs cannot be inverted
(i.e. !xAyy is not valid). Constants can be a maximum of 5 digits before or after the
decimal point, or a combination, like 12.345, 123.45 etc..
Note: If you have more than 5 Operands, you can cascade several Metering Math
Functions. When less than 5 Operands are used, empty or disabled Operands are
considered to be 1 for  and / Operators, and to be 0 for + and - Operators.
LOGARITHM Operator
The Metering Math functions also have a Base 10 Logarithm operator (log 10X) that
allows you to convert voltage or power readings to dB, dBm, dBV or dBW.

Figure 33 : Metering Math Functions configuration (LOGARITHM Operator)
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To use this operator, you must go to the Metering Math Functions window (see
Figure 33) and select the LOG 10 operator.
st

The result is calculated as follows: Result = (1 field) x log10(2

nd

field)

In the example shown in Figure 33, Result = 20 log10(1A02)
The operands allowed are:


Constants (ex: 10, 0.5, 20)



Metering Inputs (ex: 1A02, 3A16, 2A01)



Other Metering Math functions (1F02, 2F04, 4F06)

4.3.4. Status
Section 4.3.4.1 below describes how to configure status inputs so that the Davicom
unit can monitor their value and take appropriate actions automatically when they
toggle between their normal inactive level and their abnormal active level.
Section 4.3.4.2 describes how to configure the activity monitoring function that can
be performed on status inputs.

4.3.4.1.

Status inputs (xDyy)

This section explains how to configure the Status Inputs. Each status input is
programmed individually according to its use and function.
To configure status inputs, click the Unit Configuration icon
tab and select Status Inputs.

then on the Inputs

*

Figure 34 : Status Inputs configuration dialog box
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Example of Figure 34: Status input 1D02 is connected to a smoke detector in the
rack room. The smoke detector gives a high level when no smoke is detected.
When there is smoke, the detector toggles to its low level, a major alarm is sent to
recipients of the Major 1 Alarm-Call List, and physical relay 1R07 automatically
starts the fire-sprinkler system.

The upper portion of the Status Inputs Configuration dialog box allows you to set
the following parameters:
Input Number
Select from the dropdown list the number of the specific status input you wish to
configure. Status inputs are all identified by the letter D, followed by one or two
digits (up to 64 depending on your Davicom model).
Note: Input Numbers will begin by a digit (1 to 4) to identify a specific Davicom unit
when several DV-208/216 units are networked together (SuperMAC). Otherwise it
must begin with the digit 1.
Enable
Check this box to enable the input and its automatic actions. When disabled, no
reading is taken from the input. Default setting is enabled. You can also
enable/disable status inputs by using the Enable and Disable buttons on the
DavLink Command Bar (refer to Section 16.1.4 on page 279).
Qualifier
An optional qualifying condition can be set for the selected status input. The
condition (other input, output, timer, flag, etc.) must be satisfied (true) in order for
the Davicom to execute programmed actions when the status input level toggles to
its Active Level. If the qualifying condition is not satisfied, the Davicom will not
execute the programmed actions when the input value toggles to its Active Level.
Use the xZyyy entry format. Any condition can be inverted by adding the
exclamation sign “!” before its identifier (!1S01 for example).
Default Description when Active
Long Unicode description used to describe the status input when at its abnormal
Active Level. (Maximum 30 alphanumerical Unicode characters). Refer to Section
4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Alternate Description when Active
Short ASCII description used to describe the status input when at its abnormal
Active Level. (Maximum 18 alphanumerical ASCII characters).
Default Description when Normal
Long Unicode description used to describe the status input when at its normal
(inactive) level. (Maximum 30 alphanumerical Unicode characters).
Alternate Description when Normal
Short ASCII description used to describe the status input when at its normal
(inactive) level. (Maximum 18 alphanumerical ASCII characters).
The lower portion of Figure 34 on page 66 is divided into four tabs. To configure
the Activity Monitoring function, refer to Section 4.3.4.2 on page 69. To configure
Vocal Descriptions, refer to Section 4.3.2.7 on page 54. For Modbus information,
please refer to the Davicom Expansion Module (MEXM) manual and other Support
documentation on the Davicom website. To configure automatic Actions, set the
following parameters:
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Action Type
Select from the dropdown list the action (MIN, MAJ, CMD or QLF) that will
automatically be performed by the Davicom unit when a qualifying condition (if
applicable) confirms that the value of the status input has toggled from its normal
inactive level to its abnormal Active Level. Default action is CMD. Refer to Section
4.3.2.8 on page 55 for more details.
Alarm-Call List
If you selected MIN or MAJ for Action Type, you need to select a specific
Alarm-Call List from the dropdown list (1 to 8). Default value is 1. Refer to Section
4.4.1 on page 92 for more details on alarm-call lists.
Active Level
Select from the dropdown list whether the status input will be active High, or active
Low.
Note: High level range is +2.4 and +12 Vdc; Low level range is between –12 and
+0.8 Vdc. Default level is set for Active High.
Controlled Relays
The Davicom can act automatically on up to 6 different relays (physical or virtual)
when a qualifying condition (if applicable) confirms that the value of a status input
has toggled from its normal inactive level to its abnormal Active Level. Use the
xRyy identifier for physical relays and xOyyy for virtual relays. By default, relays will
react in the Follow operating mode if you do not add any letter to the relay identifier.
For the Latch mode, you must add the letter L to the relay identifier. For the
Davicom to pulse a relay, you must add the letter P to its identifier. For the
Davicom to release a relay, you must add the letter R to its identifier (1R04R for
example).
Note: You must make sure each relay is configured for the operating mode you
wish to use. You cannot Latch a relay that is configured Pulse Only for example.
Refer to section 4.3.5 on page 71 for more details on relay configuration.
Alarm Signalling On
If you selected the MIN or MAJ Action Type, you need to check this box for the
Davicom to initiate the appropriate Alarm-Call Sequence (ACS) when a qualifying
condition (if applicable) confirms that the value of the selected status input has
toggled from its normal inactive level to its abnormal Active Level. If you do not
check this box, no ACS will be initiated, but the Davicom will still log alarms (MAJ
and MIN) and commands (CMD), and act on relays. By default this box is checked.
Refer to Section 4.4.1 on page 92 for more information on ACS.
Return to Normal Signalling On
If you selected the MIN or MAJ Action Type, you need to check this box if you want
the Davicom to initiate the appropriate ACS to report a Return to Normal when the
value of the selected status input toggles from its abnormal Active Level to its
normal inactive level. If you do not check this box, no ACS will be initiated, but the
Davicom will still log the Return to Normal (for MAJ, MIN and CMD) and act on
relays. By default this box is checked.
Delay Before Action
To avoid untimely automatic Actions caused by short-duration false alarms, a delay
can be programmed before the Davicom responds to a confirmed out-of-limit
condition. This sets the minimum duration that an out-of-limit condition must be in
effect before the Davicom considers that it is a valid condition and executes the
programmed automatic Actions. Default setting is 0 (no delay). You can select a
value between 0 and 9999 seconds using the arrows or by typing in the number.
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Delay Before Return to Normal
To avoid untimely automatic actions caused by short-duration Return to Normal
conditions, a delay can be programmed before the Davicom responds to the
Return to Normal condition. This sets the minimum duration that the Return to
Normal condition must be in effect before the Davicom considers it to be a valid
condition, and thus execute the programmed Return to Normal actions. Default
setting is 0 (no delay). You can select a value between 0 and 9999 seconds using
the arrows or by typing in the number.
Custom Log
Davicom units can provide one custom log in addition to the extensive system log.
This allows Davicom users to focus-in on desired information. Check this box if you
want to record events related to the selected status input in the custom log. By
default this box is not checked. This setting also enables periodic data logging
(refer to Section 4.7.3.1 on page 138 for more details).

4.3.4.2.

Activity monitoring

Each status input has two distinct timers that you can configure/activate. The first
timer calculates the length of time the selected status input has been at its current
level (whether normal inactive level, or abnormal Active Level), for up to
approximately one week. Its value resets every time the level toggles. The second
timer cumulates the length of time the selected status inputs has been at its Active
Level during the day (resets at midnight). Note that these timers are not the same
as the date/day/time timers described in Section 4.3.7 on page 78.
This section will guide you in programming the automatic actions to be performed
by the Davicom unit, based on the first activity/inactivity timer. It will also guide you
in activating the second daily activity timer. Each status input can have its own
activity monitoring function programmed individually according to its use and
function.

Figure 35 : Status Input Activity Monitoring configuration dialog box
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Example of Figure 35: Status input 1D05 is connected to a photosensor on the
antenna tower. When the lights are off during day time, the status input is at its
normal inactive level. When the lights are on during darkness, the status input is at
its Active Level. Every time the lights go off, a timer will monitor the length of time
the status input remains inactive. After 24 hours (1440 minutes) of inactivity, a
major alarm is sent to recipients of the Major 4 Alarm-Call List.

Action Type
Select from the dropdown list the action (MIN, MAJ, CMD or QLF) that will
automatically be performed by the Davicom unit when a qualifying condition (if
applicable) confirms that the activity/inactivity timer has reached its configured limit
time. Refer to Section 4.3.2.8 on page 55 for more details.
Alarm-Call List
If you selected MIN or MAJ for Action Type, you need to select a specific
Alarm-Call List from the dropdown list (1 to 8). Refer to Section 4.4.1 on page 92
for more details on alarm-call lists.
Controlled Relays
The Davicom can act automatically on up to 6 different relays (physical or virtual)
when a qualifying condition (if applicable) confirms that the activity/inactivity timer
has reached its configured limit time. Use the xRyy identifier for physical relays and
xOyyy for virtual relays. By default, relays will react in the Follow operating mode if
you do not add any letter to the relay identifier. For the Latch mode, you must add
the letter L to the relay identifier. For the Davicom to pulse a relay, you must add
the letter P to its identifier. For the Davicom to release a relay, you must add the
letter R to its identifier (1R04R for example).
Note: You must make sure each relay is configured for the operating mode you
wish to use. You cannot Latch a relay that is configured Pulse Only for example.
Refer to section 4.3.5 on page 71 for more details on relay configuration. This
feature is useful to prevent erroneous latching of pulsed relays that could damage
external equipment.
Enable Monitoring
Check this box if you want to enable the activity monitoring function and its
automatic actions.
Maximum Inactivity Time
Select the Maximum Inactivity Time before the Davicom performs its programmed
automatic actions. When the input inactivity timer reaches the configured limit time,
the Davicom will perform its programmed automatic actions. Default setting is 0 (no
automatic actions based on the input’s inactivity time). You can select a value
between 0 and 9999 minutes using the arrows or by typing in the number.
Maximum Activity Time
Select the Maximum Activity Time before the Davicom performs its programmed
automatic actions. When the input activity timer reaches the configured limit time,
the Davicom will perform its programmed automatic actions. Default setting is 0 (no
automatic actions based on the input’s activity time). You can select a value
between 0 and 9999 minutes using the arrows or by typing in the number.
Note: The same automatic actions are performed for both the activity and inactivity
timers.
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Log Daily Active Time
Check this box if you want the Davicom to record the daily cumulative time during
which the selected status input has been at its Active Level. Refer to Section
12.9.1 on page 250 to view this timer.
Reset at Midnight
Check this box if you want the Davicom to automatically reset the daily cumulative
time counter at midnight. The Reset button can be used to reset the counter
manually.

4.3.5. Relays
Section 4.3.5.1 below explains the three operating modes for Davicom relays
(Follow, Latch and Pulse).
Section 4.3.5.2 describes how to configure physical relay outputs in order to match
the control requirements of the equipment they are connected to.
Section 4.3.5.3 describes how to configure virtual relays in order to qualify
conditional actions without using physical relays

4.3.5.1.

Understanding Follow, Latch and Pulse modes

Follow is the default operating mode for all Davicom relays. When configured in the
Follow mode, a relay will mirror the state of the input it is controlled by.
Latch is an operating mode that will maintain the relay in its new state for an
indefinite period of time, until a Release command (manual or automatic) is
received.
Pulse is an operating mode that will pulse the relay for a period of time (default
duration is 1 second). Pulse duration can be set from 0.1 second to 999 seconds.
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Figure 36 : Example of Follow, Latch and Pulse operating modes for relays

4.3.5.2.

Physical relays (xRyy)

This section will guide you in setting physical relay parameters, in order to match
the control requirements of the equipment they are connected to. Each relay output
is set individually according to its use and function.
To configure relay outputs, click the Unit Configuration icon
Outputs tab and select Physical Relays.

then on the
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Figure 37 : Physical Relays Outputs configuration dialog box

Example of Figure 37: Physical relay 1R08 is connected to a generator, and is
controlled only by Virtual Logic Gate 1V06. Since 1V06 is controlling 1R08 in the
follow mode, the relay was set for the Follow/Latch mode (Any would also have
worked).
The upper portion of the Physical Relays Configuration dialog box allows you to set
the following parameters:
Relay Number
Select from the dropdown list the number of the specific relay output you wish to
configure. Physical relays are all identified by the R letter, followed by one or two
digits (up to 32 depending on your Davicom model).
Note: Relay Numbers will begin by a digit (1 to 4) to identify a specific Davicom
unit when several DV-208/216 units are networked together (SuperMAC).
Otherwise it must begin with the digit 1.
Enable
Check this box to enable the physical relay. When disabled, the relay will not
operate. Default setting is enabled.
Default Description when Energized
Long Unicode description used to describe the relay when it’s energized. To
facilitate identification of the relay, the description should include the external
equipment to which the relay is connected. (Maximum 30 alphanumerical Unicode
characters). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Note: For very short pulse duration relays, this description may not have time to be
displayed on DavLink I/O Indicators nor I/O State LEDs. Refer to Sections
11.3.2.7and 11.3.2.8 for more details on indicators and LEDs.
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Alternate Description when Energized
Short ASCII description used to describe the relay when it’s energized. To facilitate
identification of the relay, the description should include the external equipment to
which the relay is connected. (Maximum 18 alphanumerical ASCII characters).
Note: For very short pulse duration relays, this description may not have time to be
displayed on DavLink I/O Indicators nor I/O State LEDs.
Default Description when Released
Long Unicode description used to describe the relay when it’s released. To
facilitate identification of the relay, the description should include the external
equipment to which the relay is connected. (Maximum 30 alphanumerical Unicode
characters).
Alternate Description when Released
Short ASCII description used to describe the relay when it’s released. To facilitate
identification of the relay, the description should include the external equipment to
which the relay is connected. (Maximum 18 alphanumerical ASCII characters).
The lower portion of Figure 37 on page 73 is divided into four tabs. To configure
Vocal Descriptions, refer to Section 4.3.2.7 on page 54. For Modbus information,
please refer to the Davicom Expansion Module (MEXM) manual and other Support
documentation on the Davicom website. To configure automatic Actions, set the
following parameters:
Operating Mode
Select one of three possibilities. If all inputs controlling the selected physical relay
are to use Follow mode, you can select Follow/Latch. If all inputs controlling the
selected physical relay are in Pulse mode (letter P after the relay identifier), you
can select Pulse Only. For these two operating modes, you can also prevent users
from manually controlling the relay by selecting Automatic Only. Note that you will
be unable to configure a relay under one of these two modes if the relay is already
controlled by an input using a different mode. Also, by selecting one of these two
modes, you will not be able to later configure inputs with the selected relay in a
different mode. Choosing Any (default setting), allows inputs to control the relay in
any mode. The Result field may show relay operation codes used in previous
DavLink versions, and is given for reference purposes only..
Controlled By
Up to 8 inputs controlling the selected relay will be automatically displayed. The
xZyyy entry format is used. This field is read only.
Note: If more than 8 inputs control the relay, all will be taken into account, but only
the first 8 inputs to have been configured will be displayed.
Pulse Width
Enter the pulse duration in seconds. Minimum 0.1 second, maximum 999 seconds.
Default value is 1 second.
System Log
This check box enables logging all the relay activities in the system log.
Custom Log
Davicom units can provide one custom log in addition to the extensive system log.
This allows Davicom users to focus-in on desired information. Check this box if you
want to record events related to the selected physical relay in the custom log. By
default this box is not checked. This setting also enables periodic data logging
(refer to Section 4.7.3.1 on page 138 for more details).
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4.3.5.3.

Virtual relays (xOyyy)

This section will guide you in setting virtual relay parameters, in order to qualify
conditional actions without using physical relays. Each virtual relay is set
individually according to its use and function.
To configure virtual relays, click the Unit Configuration icon
Outputs tab and select Virtual Relays.

then on the

Virtual Relays are configured exactly the same way as Physical Relays (refer to
Section 4.3.5.2 on page 72). The only differences are: the identifier uses a different
letter and the number of relays is greater. These are described below:
Virtual Relay Number
Select from the dropdown list the number of the specific Virtual Relay you wish to
configure. Virtual Relays are all identified by the O letter, followed by one, two or
three digits (up to 128 depending on your Davicom model).
Note: Virtual Relay Numbers will begin by a digit (1 to 4) to identify a specific
Davicom when several DV-208/216 units are networked together (SuperMAC).
Otherwise it must begin with the digit 1.
For an example of a virtual relay being used as a remote switch to manually trigger
a generator test normally activated by a timer, refer to Figure 38 on page 76. This
setting allows you to manually Force-On/Off the virtual relay in order to start/end
the test without affecting the periodic automatic test settings.

4.3.6. Virtual logic gates (xVyyy)
This section will guide you in setting up virtual logic gates (VLG), in order to
implement conditional functions. VLGs can be cascaded and nested. The result of
these logic functions can dictate automatic actions to be performed by the Davicom
upon very specific events, or can be used to qualify other inputs. VLGs can also be
used to display a specific result on a DavLink I/O Indicator (refer to Section
11.3.2.7 on page 225) or beside an I/O State LED (refer to Section 11.3.2.8 on
page 228). Each virtual logic gate is set individually according to its use and
function.
VLGs allow you to program Davicom units so they act intelligently. For example, if
you do not want the Davicom to call many times during the night for alarms all
related to a main power failure, you can program the unit to only react to the root
cause of the problems.
To configure virtual logic gates, click the Unit Configuration icon
Inputs tab and select Virtual Logic Gates.

then on the
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Figure 38 : Virtual Logic Gates configuration dialog
Example of Figure 38: VLG 1V06 verifies if at least one operand calls for a
generator test. 1H001 is a timer that has been set to automatically perform the
generator test monthly. 1O003 is a virtual relay acting as a remote switch to
manually trigger a generator test in addition to those normally activated by the
timer. This setting allows you to manually Force-On/Off the virtual relay in order to
start/end the test without affecting the periodic automatic test settings.

The upper portion of the VLG configuration dialog box allows you to set the
following parameters:
VLG Number
Select from the dropdown list the number of the specific VLG you wish to configure.
VLGs are all identified by the V letter, followed by one, two or three digits (up to
128 depending on your Davicom model).
Note: The identifier for VLGs will begin by a digit (1 to 4) to identify a specific
Davicom unit when several DV-208/216 units are networked together (SuperMAC).
Otherwise it must begin with the digit 1.
Enable
Check this box to enable the VLG and its automatic actions. Default setting is
enabled. You can also enable/disable VLGs by using the Enable and Disable
buttons on the DavLink Command Bar (refer to Section 16.1.4 on page 279).
Default Description when Active
Long Unicode description used to describe the VLG when the result is logically
True. (Maximum 30 alphanumerical Unicode characters). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5
on page 52 for more details.
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Alternate Description when Active
Short ASCII description used to describe the VLG when the result is logical True.
(Maximum 18 alphanumerical ASCII characters).
Default Description when Normal
Long Unicode description used to describe the VLG when the result is logical False.
(Maximum 30 alphanumerical Unicode characters).
Alternate Description when Normal
Short ASCII description used to describe the VLG when the result is logical False.
(Maximum 18 alphanumerical ASCII characters).
The lower portion of Figure 38 on page 76 is divided into three tabs. To configure
Vocal Descriptions, refer to Section 4.3.2.7 on page 54. To configure automatic
Actions, set the following parameters:
Action Type
Select from the dropdown list the action (MIN, MAJ, CMD or QLF) that will
automatically be performed by the Davicom unit when the resulting value of the
logic gate on all operands toggles from a logical 0 (False) to a logical 1 (True).
Default action is CMD. Refer to Section 4.3.2.8 on page 55 for more details.
Alarm-Call List
If you selected MIN or MAJ for Action Type, you need to select a specific
Alarm-Call List from the dropdown list (1 to 8). Default value is 1. Refer to Section
4.4.1 on page 92 for more details on alarm-call lists.
Logic Gate
Select one of the 4 Logic Gates (AND, OR, NAND, NOR) to be applied to all input
operands in order to produce the resulting logic value for the VLG.
Note: Select the appropriate gate so that it produces a logical 1 (True) when you
want the automatic Action to be performed. Note that each operand can be
inverted.
Operands
Up to 5 Operands of any type (input, output, timer, flag, etc.) can be defined as
inputs for the Logic Gate. Any Operand can be inverted by adding the exclamation
sign “!” before its identifier (!1S01 for example).
Note: If you have more than 5 Operands, you can cascade several VLGs. When
less than 5 Operands are used, empty or disabled Operands are considered a
logical 1 (True) for AND or NAND Logic Gates, and at logical 0 (False) for OR or
NOR Logic Gates.
Controlled Relays
The Davicom can act automatically on up to 6 different relays (physical or virtual)
when the resulting value of the logic gate on all operands toggles from a logical 0
(False) to a logical 1 (True). Use the xRyy identifier for physical relays and xOyyy
for virtual relays. By default, relays will react in the Follow operating mode if you do
not add any letter to the relay identifier. For the Latch mode, you must add the
letter L to the relay identifier. For the Davicom to pulse a relay, you must add the
letter P to its identifier. For the Davicom to release a relay, you must add the letter
R to its identifier (1R04R for example).
Note: You must make sure each relay is configured for the operating mode you
wish to use. You cannot Latch a relay that is configured Pulse Only for example.
Refer to section 4.3.5 on page 71 for more details on relay configuration.
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Alarm Signalling On
If you selected the MIN or MAJ Action Type, you need to check this box for the
Davicom to initiate the appropriate Alarm-Call Sequence (ACS) when the resulting
value of the logic gate on all operands toggles from a logical 0 (False) to a logical 1
(True). If you do not check this box, no ACS will be initiated, but the Davicom will
still log alarms (MAJ and MIN) and commands (CMD), and act on relays. By default
this box is checked. Refer to Section 4.4.1 on page 92 for more information on
ACS.
Return to Normal Signalling On
If you selected the MIN or MAJ Action Type, you need to check this box if you want
the Davicom to initiate the appropriate ACS to report a Return to Normal when the
resulting value of the logic gate on all operands toggles from a logical 1 (True) to a
logical 0 (False). If you do not check this box, no ACS will be initiated, but the
Davicom will still log the Return to Normal (for MAJ, MIN and CMD) and act on
relays. By default this box is checked.
Delay Before Action
To avoid untimely automatic Actions caused by short-duration false alarms, a delay
can be programmed before the Davicom responds to the result of the VLG. This
sets the minimum duration that a logical 1 (True) result must be in effect before the
Davicom considers that it is a valid condition and executes the programmed
automatic Actions. Default setting is 0 (no delay). You can select a value between
0 and 9999 seconds using the arrows or by typing in the number.
Delay Before Return to Normal
To avoid untimely automatic actions caused by short-duration Return to Normal
conditions, a delay can be programmed before the Davicom responds to the
Return to Normal condition. This sets the minimum duration that the Return to
Normal condition must be in effect before the Davicom considers it to be a valid
condition, and thus execute the programmed Return to Normal actions. Default
setting is 0 (no delay). You can select a value between 0 and 9999 seconds using
the arrows or by typing in the number.
Custom Log
Davicom units can provide one custom log in addition to the extensive system log.
This allows Davicom users to focus-in on desired information. Check this box if you
want to record events related to the selected VLG in the custom log. By default this
box is not checked. This setting also enables periodic data logging (refer to Section
4.7.3.1 on page 138 for more details).

4.3.7. Timers (xHyyy)
This section will guide you in setting date/day/time timers that will activate for a
specific period of time.
Once configured, timers can be used as Qualifiers for any Davicom input. This
allows you to configure date/day/time based automatic actions to be performed by
Davicom units. For example, use timers to select different Alarm-Call Lists for
weekends, holidays, night shifts, etc. or to change AM antenna patterns during
specific time windows for each month of the year (without using the Davicom
sunset/sunrise flag). Each timer is set individually according to its use and function.
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To configure timers, click the Unit Configuration icon
select Timers.

then on the Flags tab

Figure 39 : Timers configuration dialog box
Example of Figure 39: Although Davicom units have an automatic sunset/sunrise
flag, some regulating authorities require specific monthly time windows for AM
antenna pattern changes. In this example, twelve different AM antenna pattern
timers have been configured, and each is valid for a 1-month period.

To configure a specific timer, select the timer ID (click the ID number) in the list
section of the dialog box, set the following parameters in the lower part and then
click Change.
Default Description
Long Unicode description for each timer. Maximum 30 alphanumerical Unicode
characters. Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Alternate Description
Short ASCII description for each timer. Maximum 18 alphanumerical ASCII
characters.
Start Date
The start date of the period (upcoming holiday period for example) for the selected
timer. Note that the timer will not necessarily be activated at all times during the
period. If a specific Start Date is not pertinent, enter all zeros (wild card). Entry
format is YYYY-MM-DD.
Note: If you want to set a timer for an event that will occur at the same date(s)
once a year, enter 0000-MM-DD where MM is the specific month that will apply
each year and DD the start date. Then, set the End Date (next field below)
appropriately (exact same entry if the timer is to be activated for less than 24 hours
on the same day). If you want to set a timer for an event that will occur once a
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month, enter 0000-00-DD where DD is the specific date that will apply each month,
and then set the End Date appropriately.
Stop Date
The end date of the period for the selected timer. If the end date is indefinite, enter
all zeros (wild card). Entry format is YYYY-MM-DD.
Start Time
The start time that will apply for all specified days during the period. Entry format is
HH:MM where HH can be set from 00 to 23 (no AM or PM) and MM ranges from 00
to 59.
Note: There are no wild cards for the hours or minutes. If your timer is active
during several days, enter 00:00 as the Start Time, and then 00:00 as the
Stop Time below.
Stop Time
The end time for the selected timer. Entry format is HH:MM where HH can be set
from 00 to 23 (no AM or PM) and MM ranges from 00 to 59. Enter 00:00 for
continuous timers.
Days of the week
Mandatory field. Check the day(s) of the week you want the selected timer to
activate. If no days are checked, the timer will never activate.
Note: If your timer activates on a specific date yearly for example, you need to
check all weekdays since it will vary from year to year.
Click Change to save your settings.
To configure another timer, select the timer ID (click the number), set its
parameters and then click Change.
To delete timer settings, select the appropriate timer ID (click the number) and click
Delete.
Once you are done with the configuration of the timers, click OK. When asked if
you wish to upgrade the Davicom’s memory, click Yes.

4.3.8. Reach-through serial ports
Davicom units allow you to communicate with site ancillary or legacy equipment via
the Davicom’s own communication link. All you need is to connect each piece of
equipment to one of the serial RS-232 reach-through ports on the back of the
Davicom, and configure the serial-port communications between the Davicom and
the equipment’s legacy software.
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Figure 40 : Reach-Through Serial Port Access
Configuring your computer’s COM ports
External equipment legacy software requires two free serial ports (COMx & COMy)
in your PC (or two virtual ports) for serial-port communications. See
www.eltima.com or com0com.sourceforge.net for virtual port drivers for your PC.
As shown in Figure 40 above, DavLink re-routes legacy software communications
through the communication channel it uses to communicate with the Davicom. This
channel could be another COM port, a modem or TCP/IP link.
To set up the COMx serial port in your computer, go to the DavLink Setup menu,
select Communications and in the Reach-Through Communications section,
select the computer COM port that DavLink will use to connect with the external
equipment legacy software. In Figure 41, COMx has been set to COM5 as an
example.
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Figure 41 : Reach-Through Communications setup window (computer’s COMx )
Communication Port and Port Speed
Physical or virtual communication port and speed that DavLink will communicate
with the external equipment legacy software.
Application Bypasses DavLink
Check this box if you don’t have an extra physical or virtual port. When this box is
checked, DavLink will release its communication port and allow the external legacy
software to take control. This setting cannot be used with a Windows modem,
or IP communications.
Note: When communicating through a modem, as soon as the communications
port is released, the modem will hang up at the DTR drop. To make the modem
insensitive to the DTR, use the AT command: AT &D0. For more details, visit our
FAQ section at http://davicom.com/support/faq.
Hardware Flow Control
If the DavLink communications channel is slower than the Reach-Through
communications port, Hardware Flow Control will ensure that no data will be lost.
Hardware Flow Control must not be activated if the external equipment legacy
software doesn’t support hardware flow control.
Configure your external equipment legacy software to use a second COM port in
the computer, i.e. COMy in Figure 42. As an example, if the legacy software is
HyperTerminal, COM3 will be set as follows:
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Figure 42 : Equipment Legacy Software setup window (computer’s COMy serial
port configuration)

Ensure that the baud rate for COMy (COM3 in Figure 42) is set to the same value
as for the COMx DavLink Serial Port Access in Figure 41. Other data parameter
settings can be different according to the external legacy equipment. Refer to your
legacy software documentation if other port settings are required.
Important: Users must ensure that every COM port is assigned a different
Interrupt Request (IRQ) number. Otherwise, communications with external
equipment will not work. To validate your IRQ settings using Windows XP,
right-click the My Computer icon, select Properties, then the Hardware tab and
click the Device Manager button. Look for ports, double-click the COM port (COMx,
then COMy), select the Resources tab and verify the IRQ assigned to the port. If
both COMx and COMy have the same IRQ number, we recommend you try a
different COM port combination instead of changing the IRQ assignment.
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Figure 43 : Windows COM port settings (IRQ)

Finally, external equipment legacy software must not transmit modem commands if
it uses a modem to access the COMy port because this will prevent proper
communications.
Configuring the Davicom unit’s reach-through serial ports
To configure the Davicom’s reach through serial ports, click the Unit Configuration
icon
then on the Devices tab select Serial Ports.
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Figure 44 : Davicom’s Reach-Through Serial Ports Configuration
To configure a specific reach-through serial port, select the port # (click the number)
in the upper section of the dialog box set the following parameters in the lower part
and then click Change.
Default Description
Long Unicode description for each of the Davicom reach-through serial ports. The
description should include the external equipment to which the port is connected.
(Maximum 30 alphanumerical Unicode characters). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on
page 52 for more details.
Alternate Description
Short ASCII description for each of the Davicom reach-through serial ports. The
description should include the external equipment to which the port is connected.
(Maximum 18 alphanumerical ASCII characters).
Baud Rate
This number is the data rate used by the Davicom when communicating with the
external equipment to which the reach-through serial port is connected.
Note: The baud rate setting for both the external equipment’s specific serial port
and the Davicom’s rear-panel serial port must be the same, but the value doesn’t
have to be identical to the legacy software baud rate setting.
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Disable IP Encryption in MIP
Check this box to disable packet encryption during reach-through serial
communications. This prevents data padding, normally used for data encryption,
from adding unwanted delays that can hinder reach-through communications.
To configure another port, select the port # (click the number), set its parameters
and then click Change.
To delete port settings, select the appropriate port # (click the number) and click
Delete.
Once you are done with the configuration of the Davicom’s reach through serial
ports, click OK. When asked if you wish to upgrade the Davicom’s memory, click
Yes.

Communications parameters for the Davicom rear-panel serial ports are
permanently set to: No parity, 8 data bits, and 2 stop bits.
These settings mean that the Davicom will transparently transfer 8 bits of data in
both directions. This 8-bit data channel can also transmit 7-bit, odd-, even-, mark-,
or space-parity data streams. Thus, it is not necessary for users to set the parity or
number of bits for the rear-panel serial ports, and these parameters do not appear
in Figure 44. However, users must set the external equipment’s specific serial port
to have the same port settings as the external equipment legacy software. End-toend communications between the external equipment and its legacy software will
transit via the Davicom’s 8-bit transparent data channel and transmitted data will
not be affected.
Even though the Davicom transmits 2 stop bits, this is compatible with 1 and 2
stop-bit requirements. The extra stop bit only introduces a one-bit idle delay
between two bytes of transferred data.

4.3.9. IP Audio Streaming
All Davicom units allow audio signal monitoring over a standard Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) connection. With V5.20 and higher firmware and
software versions, DV-208/216 and DV-Mini units now allow audio streaming back
to a user’s computer via an IP connection.
To configure this feature in the Davicom, again go to the Main Configuration
window (see Figure 19 on page 44) and select Audio Monitoring Inputs in the
Inputs tab. The Audio Monitoring Inputs window will appear (see Figure 45).
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Figure 45 : Streaming audio configuration window
Select the input you wish to configure. Enter a default and alternate language
description (if required) and select a format in the Format drop-down list (see
Figure 46).
As you can see in the list, a wide range of possible settings allows for different
types of connection speeds and audio qualities. You may have to experiment with
different settings to find the one that best suits your installation. Note that the
Davicom’s firmware has been optimized to minimize latency and therefore allow
more real-time feedback on any audio adjustments you may make remotely. You
can go back and configure all the audio inputs you wish. Note that depending on
the type of Davicom unit you have, you may have access to a lesser number of
inputs than the total of 6 shown in Figure 45 above.

ADPCM, 8000, 4 Bits, Mono
ADPCM, 11025, 4 Bits, Mono
ADPCM, 22050, 4 Bits, Mono
ADPCM, 44100, 4 Bits, Mono
ADPCM, 48000, 4 Bits, Mono
PCM, 8000, 8 Bits, Mono
PCM, 11025, 8 Bits, Mono
PCM, 22050, 8 Bits, Mono
PCM, 44100, 8 Bits, Mono
PCM, 48000, 8 Bits, Mono
PCM, 8000, 16 Bits, Mono
PCM, 11025, 16 Bits, Mono

32 kbits/s
44.1 kbits/s
88.2 kbits/s
176.4 kbits/s
192 kbits/s
64 kbits/s
88.2 kbits/s
176.4 kbits/s
352.8 kbits/s
384 kbits/s
128 kbits/s
176.4 kbits/s
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PCM, 22050, 16 Bits, Mono
PCM, 44100, 16 Bits, Mono
PCM, 48000, 16 Bits, Mono
ADPCM, 8000, 4 Bits, Stereo
ADPCM, 11025, 4 Bits, Stereo
ADPCM, 22050, 4 Bits, Stereo
ADPCM, 44100, 4 Bits, Stereo
ADPCM, 48000, 4 Bits, Stereo
PCM, 8000, 8 Bits, Stereo
PCM, 11025, 8 Bits, Stereo
PCM, 22050, 8 Bits, Stereo
PCM, 44100, 8 Bits, Stereo
PCM, 48000, 8 Bits, Stereo
PCM, 8000, 16 Bits, Stereo
PCM, 11025, 16 Bits, Stereo
PCM, 22050, 16 Bits, Stereo
PCM, 44100, 16 Bits, Stereo
PCM, 48000, 16 Bits, Stereo

352.8 kbits/s
705.6 kbits/s
768 kbits/s
64 kbits/s
88.2 kbits/s
176.4 kbits/s
352.8 kbits/s
384 kbits/s
128 kbits/s
176.4 kbits/s
352.8 kbits/s
705.6 kbits/s
768 kbits/s
256 kbits/s
352.8 kbits/s
705.6 kbits/s
1411.2 kbits/s
1536 kbits/s

Figure 46 : Streaming audio format drop down list

4.3.10. Unit-to-Unit commands (xCyy)
Whenever a particular event occurs at a site, it can be used as a trigger for the
Davicom to send a specific Unit-to-Unit Command (UUC) flag (1C01 to 1C08) to a
receiver Davicom unit at another site.
The receiver Davicom will send a UUC acknowledgement receipt to the sender
Davicom and its active/normal state will follow that of the sender UUC. The
received UUC flag can then be used as a qualifier, or an operand for any input in
the receiving Davicom unit to control desired actions.
To configure your Davicom unit so that a UUC will be sent to another Davicom unit,
click the Unit Configuration icon
in DavLink and select Unit-to-Unit Command
in the Flags tab.
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Figure 47 : Remote Unit-to-Unit Command configuration window
To configure a specific Unit-to-Unit Command, select the line # (click the number)
in the upper section of the dialog box, set the following parameters in the lower part
and then click Change.
Default Description
Long Unicode description for each Unit-to-Unit Command. (Maximum 30
alphanumerical Unicode characters). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more
details.
Alternate Description
Short ASCII description for each
alphanumerical ASCII characters).

Unit-to-Unit

Command. (Maximum

18

Starting IP Address
Required field. The Starting IP Address of the Remote Davicoms where the
Command will be sent. A unique number consisting of 4 parts separated by dots
(ex: 172.16.202.131).
Number of Addresses
Number of Davicoms where the Command will be sent if more than one Davicom
should be contacted.
Note: To send a Command to more than one Davicom, the IP Addresses must be
consecutive.
Tip: This feature could be used to send a Mute command to all Davicoms in a
network in case of a satellite-link failure.
Enable
Check this box to enable this Unit-to-Unit Command.
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Trigger
The condition (input, output, timer, flag, etc.) that is needed to trigger the Unit-toUnit Command transmission.
Action Type
Select from the dropdown list the action (MIN, MAJ, CMD or QLF) that will
automatically be performed if the Unit-to-Unit Command failed. Refer to Section
4.3.2.8 on page 55 for more details.
Alarm List
If you selected MIN or MAJ for Action Type, you need to select a specific
Alarm-Call List from the dropdown list (1 to 8). Refer to Section 4.4.1 on page 92
for more details on alarm-call lists.
Number of attempts
Number of times your Davicom unit will attempt to send the Unit-to-Unit Command.
Maximum 9 times.
Command Flag
The Unit-to-Unit Flag that will be set by the Command. You need to select a
specific flag from the dropdown list.
Remote Community
Required if you want your Davicom unit to be able to send Commands to the
Remote Davicom. Once you select a community name for a Davicom unit, you
must make sure that the community is the same for other Davicoms.
To configure another Unit-to-Unit Command, select the Command # (click the
number), set its parameters and then click Change.
To delete Unit-to-Unit Command settings, select the appropriate line # (click the
number) and click Delete.
Once you are done with the configuration of the Unit-to-Unit Command, click OK.
When asked if you wish to upgrade the Davicom’s memory, click Yes.
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4.3.11. Ancillary equipment network ping (xNyy)
The Davicom has the ability to monitor the state of your IP network and of networkenabled devices. This monitoring function is achieved through the use of standard
PING commands. Every 1 to 99 minutes, the Davicom sends the configured PING
requests to the equipment at the specified IP addresses. If it does NOT receive the
standard PING reply to these requests, it sets a PING flag (xNyy) high for the
device or address that did not respond. These flags can then be used as operands
for Virtual Logic Gates to produce alarms, log events or even, for example, to
restart network control equipment if it becomes unstable. To do this the Davicom
can use its relays to power-cycle the affected equipment.
To configure PING commands, click the Unit Configuration icon
then the
General tab in DavLink and select IP Parameters in the Ping Configuration tab.
Note: Davicom users with Operator access level do not have access to the IP
Parameters configuration screen. Administrators can only access the Ping
Configuration tab.

Figure 48 : IP Parameters window (Ping Configuration)
To configure a PING command, select the ping ID (click the ID number) in the
upper section of the dialog box, set the following parameters in the lower part and
then click Change.
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ID
Ping identification number. (xNyy)
Default Description
Long Unicode description for each ping. (Maximum 30 alphanumerical Unicode
characters). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Alternate Description
Short ASCII description for each ping. (Maximum 18 alphanumerical ASCII
characters).
Ping Address
Required field if you want your Davicom unit to be able to ping your IP network and
network-enabled devices. A unique number consisting of 4 parts separated by dots
or an URL (ex: 172.16.202.131 or www.google.com).
Note: Ensure the address is valid and that it can normally be accessed in your
on-site network. If the address used is a public Internet address, ping fail flags can
be randomly generated, especially if the server blocks ping requests.
Ping Period
Required field to set the period interval of the equipment to be polled. This
parameter ranges from 1 to 99 minutes. Default value is 1 minute.
To configure more PING commands, select another ping ID (click the ID number),
set its parameters and then click Change.
To delete PING commands, select the appropriate ping ID (click the ID number)
and click Delete.
Once you are done with the configuration of PING commands, click OK. When
asked if you wish to upgrade the Davicom’s memory, click Yes.

4.4. Alarm calls
Although Davicom units can be programmed to automatically perform commands when
something goes wrong, alarm calls to on-duty personnel remain an extremely important
feature.

4.4.1. Understanding
sequence

alarm

calls,

priorities

and

Davicom units can be programmed so that specific events trigger different alarms.
Each Davicom unit has 16 possible alarm types: 8 MAJor alarms (MAJ1-MAJ8),
and 8 MINor alarms (MIN1-MIN8), and each alarm has an associated Alarm-Call
List (ACL). Major Alarms are higher priority and will therefore be processed before
Minor Alarms. Each ACL can contain up to 10 recipients, and each recipient can be
notified using one of several different means (voice, pager, fax, email, SMS,
smartphone, etc.). The ACL must contain at least one entry for an alarm-call
sequence to occur for that alarm.
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Once an alarm is declared by the Davicom, and as long and there are no blocking
11
calls , an Alarm-Call Sequence (ACS) will be initiated after the user-specified
delay in the Alarm& Comm Parameters setup window. This ACS uses the ACL
associated with that alarm, and it attempts to notify recipients according to their
sequential order in the list. If the Davicom does not receive an Alarm-call
nd
Sequence Acknowledgement (ASA) from a recipient, it will wait for a 2 specified
delay before initiating the next call in the ACL. If the Davicom reaches the end of
rd
the ACL without receiving an ASA, it will wait for a 3 specified delay before restarting a new ACS. The specified delays are very important since they allow time
for registered users to call back into the Davicom and acknowledge the alarms. If
the delays are set too short, the Davicom will monopolize the line with its outgoing
calls and prevent incoming calls. These delays are explained in Section 4.4.4.
If there are many simultaneous alarms, the Alarm-Call Sequences will attempt to
contact the recipients of the different Alarm-Call Lists in their programmed order.
There are two ways in which an ACS will terminate:
1- When a recipient, or any Davicom user in control of the Davicom that generated
the alarm, acknowledges the ACS, then that ACS is terminated. Refer to Chapter 8
on page 193 for important details about alarm acknowledgement.
2- When all the ACS’s have been executed up to the number of times specified
without any acknowledgment of the alarms.

4.4.2. Notes on configuring alarms
Normal configuration of alarms should always be done with Virtual Logic Gates
(VLG). Assigning a VLG to each of the 16 Major and Minor Alarm-Call Lists
facilitates their programming and increases their flexibility tremendously. Since
VLG’s can be programmed with practically any combination of metering inputs,
status inputs, timers and internal flags they can be used to create complex alarm
conditions. You could, for example, have the Davicom call different people on
weekends, or at night or even depending on which piece of equipment is defective.
Remember that VLG’s can also be nested and cascaded.
To achieve this type of configuration, all physical inputs should be set to be either
command (CMD) or qualifier (QLF), depending upon the need to log their activity or
not. These commands or qualifiers can then be used in combination with the
Timers and System Flags as operands in the VLG screens. Only the VLG’s should
be assigned directly to be Major or Minor Alarms. For more information on the
configuration of VLGs, refer to 4.3.6 on page 75.

11

Blocking calls are calls that monopolize the Davicom telephone line for long periods of time and
prevent the unit from signalling alarms. Examples are: voice, terminal, fax, pager (voice digital,
alphanumerical), and DavNet Dial-up calls. Note however that if the Davicom also has an IP
connection,, blocking calls will not be an issue.
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4.4.3. Alarm call lists
To enter recipients into an Alarm-Call List (ACL), click the Alarm-Call Lists button
in the Unit Configuration window under the General tab.

Figure 49 : Alarm-Call Lists configuration window
First, select the ACL you want to configure among the 16 available ACLs. You
have to select the Type (MAJ or MIN) and Alarm List (1 to 8) from the drop-downs.
Then, enter up to 10 recipients for the selected ACL. For each recipient, the
following fields apply:
 Number (#)
This is a simple line number and cannot be changed. You must click on the
number in order to select a line.
 Sequence (Seq)
This field gives the sequential order in which the call attempts will be made.
Although the telephone numbers/addresses can be entered in any order, this field
sets the order in which they are dialled. This allows you to change the order
without having to re-enter elements in the list. This value ranges from 1 to 10.
 Telephone Number/Address
The complete number/address must be entered (maximum 40 alphanumerical
characters including parenthesis, hyphens and commas). Commas are used for
2-second pauses. E-mail addresses must be entered in the foo@bar.com format.
Note: It is possible to use URL addresses in order to send alarms to DavNet or to
an SNMP trap manager.
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 Descriptions
Although the descriptions are optional, it is strongly recommended that they be
entered. They can represent names or information about call recipients. The
default description can contain up to 30 Unicode characters and the alternate
description can be up to 18 ASCII characters. Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52
for more details.
 Transfer Type (Type)
The transmission type must be defined by selecting one of the numbered options
between 0 and 15 in the drop-down Transfer Type list.

Figure 50 : Alarm-call transfer types dropdown list
Selecting 0 disables calls to the corresponding telephone number/address; 1 is for
voice telephone calls (used mainly to reach personnel after business hours); 2 is
for a computer or terminal; 3 is for standard Fax machines (used mostly for recordkeeping purposes); 4, 5, 6 are for pagers; 7 is for dial-up DavNet; 8 is for e-mail
(with attachment); 9 is for DavNet IP; 10 is for SMS text messaging on cell-phones;
11 is for SNMP managers or trap receivers; 12 is for Serial link communication
such as UHF/VHF radio link; 13 is for PTT mode over VHF/UHF radio link; 14 is for
e-mail (no attachment); 15 is for Smartphone.
Transfer Type

Telephone
Callout Device
Number/Address
1-Voice
Telephone number
IOIOI-1
2-Terminal
Telephone number
IOIOI-x, USB-Sx, USB-Mx
3-Fax
Telephone number
IOIOI-x, USB-Sx, USB-Mx
4-Voice Pager
Telephone number
IOIOI-1
5-Digital Pager
Telephone number
IOIOI-1
6-Alpha Pager
Telephone number
IOIOI-x, USB-Sx, USB-Mx
7-DavNet Dial-Up
Telephone number
IOIOI-x, USB-Sx, USB-Mx
8-E-Mail With Attach Email address
Ethernet, PPP
9-DavNet IP
URL or IP address
Ethernet, PPP
10-SMS
Telephone number
IOIOI-x, USB-Sx, USB-Mx
11-SNMP Trap
URL or IP address
Ethernet, PPP
12-Serial
N/A
RF radio- link
13-PTT Mode
N/A
RF radio- link
14-E-Mail No Attach
Email address
Ethernet, PPP
15-Smartphone
N/A, uses Device ID
Ethernet, PPP
Table 14 : Possible values for each transfer type
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Note: Alarm-calls by voice and voice pager can be heard in another language than
English (if configured by your local dealer). Alarm-calls sent by fax include the state
12
and value of all Metering and Status Inputs as well as Physical Relays .
Alarm-calls sent by e-mail have both HTML and XML format attachments and
include the state and value of all Metering and Status Inputs as well as Physical
13
Relays. Alarm-calls sent by SNMP-v1 traps use enterprise specific codes (see
Table 15 below). Note that trap codes only indicate which Alarm-Call List is
involved, not the specific input/output that generated the alarm.
Alarm-Call
List
MAJ1
MAJ2
MAJ3
MAJ4
MAJ5
MAJ6
MAJ7
MAJ8
MIN1
MIN2
MIN3
MIN4
MIN5
MIN6
MIN7
MIN8

SPECIFIC-TRAP CODE
Alarm
Return to normal
16
48
17
49
18
50
19
51
20
52
21
53
22
54
23
55
24
56
25
57
26
58
27
59
28
60
29
61
30
62
31
63
Table 15 : Specific-trap codes

 Callout Device
This field gives a list of appropriate callout devices. This list can contain Ethernet,
modems, or PPP devices according to the Transfer Type selected previously.
 Pager Number
Identifies the pager that is associated with the specific entry in the Alarm-Call List.
Its parameters are configured under the Alphanumerical Pager tab.

12

Alarms sent by fax use the following symbols to describe the current state of all Physical
Relays:  = Forced-on, # = Forced-off, % = Pulsed, ! = Energized, $ = Controlled,
& = Not controlled.
13
SNMP Trap Alarms sent by Davicom units use the enterprise .1.3.6.1.4.1.14665 OID.
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Figure 51 : Alphanumerical Pager Configuration window
This window allows you to independently configure communications parameters for
alphanumeric (Type 6), SMS (Type 10) pagers/cell phones, and Smartphone
(Type15) devices. Note that this window is for pager, cell & smartphone parameter
settings only; it does NOT constitute a part of the ACL as such. Devices configured
here MUST be listed in the ACL tab for them to be called during an ACS.
Consult your communications service provider for detailed instructions on setting
the communication parameters for your alphanumeric pager or SMS settings.
Note also that the Alpha pager settings can often be used to send SMS messages
to cell phones via landline if the cellular provider accepts TAP commands.

4.4.4. Alarm & communications parameters
The Alarm & Communications Parameters window contains settings that apply
globally to all Alarm Call Lists (ACL). Some of the parameters also apply to other
types of calls such as system status or log transfers, IP communications and
incoming calls.
To configure the alarm-call parameters, click the Alarm & Comm Parameters
button in the Unit Configuration window under the General tab.
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Figure 52 : Alarm & Communications Parameters window
 Number of Rings (Incoming Calls)
The Davicom will answer the incoming call after the selected number of rings. It
must be a number between 1 and 9.
 Number of Rings (Outgoing Calls)
If there is no answer, the call is terminated after the selected number of rings. It
must be a number between 1 and 9.
 Dialing
Allows you to specify if the phone line connected to the Davicom uses Pulse or
Tone (DTMF touch-tone) dialing.
 MNP10 Attenuation
Transmission attenuation level can be set to adjust signal strength when the
Davicom is communicating via an analog cellular telephone connection.
 Enable MNP10
To enable MNP10 mode, this check box must be selected. Used for data
transmission over analog cellular telephone line.
 Max Connection Speed
This number is the data rate used by the Davicom when sending alarms or
transferring reports by modem. It applies to Transfer Types 2, 6, 7 and 10.
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 Quick Commands
See Appendix F for details on using the Quick Commands wizard.
 Group Commands
See Appendix F for details on using the Group Commands wizard
 Pause Mode Alarm Call
Allows the Davicom to initiate a Major Alarm each time the Pause mode is
activated and to assign it to a specific ACL.
 Local Mode Alarm Call
Allows the Davicom to initiate a Major Alarm each time the Local mode is activated
and to assign it to a specific ACL.
 Delay Before Starting Alarm-Call Sequence
This delay is to allow accumulation of alarms before starting an ACS. It must be a
number of seconds between 1 and 99.
 Delay Between Each Call
Delay before the next number in the ACL is called when there is no answer from
the previous number in the list. Remember to leave sufficient time. We recommend
90 seconds between calls to allow you to call back into the unit. A number between
1 and 999 seconds can be selected.
 Delay Before Re-Doing Alarm-Call Sequence
Represents the delay before a new ACS is initiated, if no response was obtained
from anyone in the complete ACL the first (or previous) time. A number between 1
and 99 minutes can be selected.
 Max Number of Times Done
Represents the number of times the complete ACL will be dialled before stopping if
nobody acknowledges the alarms. This field also represents the number of times
the Davicom will call to when sending reports/logs for older Davicom MACs (black
front panel). A number between 1 and 999 can be selected.
 Volume Level
This parameter sets voice volume level in DTMF Telephone mode.
 Delay Before Sending Voice Message to Pager
This delay is necessary to account for paging systems that cannot accept
messages until a voice greeting has completed. A number between 0 and 99
seconds can be selected.
 Delay Before Sending Voice Prompt to Phone
This delay applies to the voice greeting you will hear from the Davicom when you
call it (incoming calls). If 0 is selected, the voice prompt will be disabled and the
system will enter modem data mode after a 2-second delay (unless the DTMF
password is entered during the 2-second pause). If a number greater than 0 is
selected, the Davicom will answer the call and the voice greeting will start after the
set number of seconds. This delay is sometimes necessary to accommodate
certain central telephone exchanges that produce a delay before opening the line.
A number between 0 and 99 seconds can be selected.
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 PTT Relay
This parameter is used to select a physical relay to perform a Push-To-Talk
operation when sending an alarm in PTT Mode over the Line out audio jack.
 Vocal Acknowledge Before Manual Command
If you check this box, the Davicom unit will ask you to acknowledge all DTMF
touch-tone commands before executing them. For example: Do you really want
number 5 relay forced-off? Press 1 and # to confirm, or * and # to abort.
 Transmit Alarm to DavNet Even if Previously Acknowledged.
When this box is checked, alarms are still transmitted to DavNet for archiving
purposes, even though they may have been previously acknowledged by a user.
Note: “Max Number of Times Done” and “Delay Between Each Call” are also used
for transmission of system status reports, event history logs and battery test reports
for older Davicom MACs (black front panel). Refer to Sections 4.6.2 and 4.7 for
more details on configuring these reports.

4.4.5. E-Mail parameters
The Email parameters window contains parameters that apply globally to all Alarm
Call Lists (ACL), system status and log transfers.
To configure the e-mail parameters, click the IP Parameters button in the Unit
Configuration window under the General tab and then click the E-Mail tab.

Figure 53 : E-Mail parameters window
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The following parameters are used when contacting the mail server:
 Unit E-Mail Address
The Davicom Unit E-Mail Address is used for the “From” address in the E-Mail
header.
 Send Alert E-Mail To (DHCP Alert Settings)
Davicoms can automatically send an E-mail notification to a specified address
whenever their IP address is changed by a DHCP server.
 POP Host (Incoming mail server)
The URL of the POP3 mail server. If the DNS server is configured properly in
TCP/IP parameters, the Davicom will perform the name resolution.
Note: Even though the Davicom cannot receive e-mail messages, the POP
settings are required because some outgoing mail servers require POP before
SMTP authentication.
 POP Port (Default 110)
The IP port of the POP3 mail server. The actual port number will depend on the
provider.
 Security (Incoming mail server)
Setting of None, SSL, TLS depends on provider.
 User Name (Incoming mail server)
The username used to logon to the POP3 mail server.
 Password (Incoming mail server)
The password used to logon to the POP3 mail server.
 SMTP Host (Outgoing mail server)
The URL of the SMTP mail server. If the DNS server is configured properly in
TCP/IP parameters, the Davicom will perform the name resolution.
 SMTP Port (Default 25)
The IP port of the SMTP mail server. The actual port number will depend on the
provider.
 Security (Outgoing mail server)
Setting of None, SSL, TLS depends on provider.
 User Name (Outgoing mail server)
The username used to logon to the SMTP mail server. Not required if the SMTP
server doesn’t need authentication.
 Password (Outgoing mail server)
The password used to logon to the SMTP mail server. Not required if the SMTP
server doesn’t need authentication.
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E-Mail Testing
The Davicom can send test E-mails. This feature is very useful when trying to
diagnose E-mail problems caused by anti-spam software and devices, ISP services
and relaying-denial settings in servers. This special test function is available
directly from within the DavLink e-mail configuration window, the IP Parameters
Configuration web page, as well as in VT-100 mode.
 Send Test Email
This button allows a test e-mail to be sent directly to a destination e-mail address.
The e-mail test result is shown in Figure 58.
To send a test E-mail from within the web page, you must:
1. Connect to the Davicom at the Supervisor level
2. Select Unit Configuration
3. Select IP Parameters
4. Select E-MAIL tab
5. Click the E-MAIL TEST button (see Figure 54 below)

Figure 54 : Web E-MAIL Configuration Parameters
To send a test E-mail in VT-100, you must:
1. Connect to the Davicom at the Supervisor level in VT-100 mode.
2. Select menu item B: IP Configuration Parameters.
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3. Select menu item I: EMAIL Configuration Parameters.
4. Select menu item J: Send test e-mail to, and enter the e-mail address to which
you wish to send the test (see Figure 55 below).

Figure 55 : VT-100 E-MAIL Configuration Parameters
Afterwards, a certain number of messages will appear below line J on the window.


If the last message indicates “E-mail sent successfully” and if the recipient
receives the message, everything works fine.



If the last message indicates “E-mail sent successfully” and the recipient does
NOT receive the message, the problem is between the E-mail server and the
recipient since the server acknowledged receipt of the message to the
Davicom.



Finally if the last message does not indicate “E-mail sent successfully”, there is
a problem with the E-mail or IP configuration in the Davicom, or with the E-mail
server.

The Davicom tries several E-mail connection settings sequentially before declaring
that the message cannot be sent:


Is an SMTP server connection available?



Is Authentication used?



Is it a POP before SMTP system?



Is it Plain SMTP?
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If a step fails, the Davicom indicates the failure and proceeds with the next step.
See the following figures for details.

VT-100

Web
Figure 56 : Test E-mail messages
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VT-100

Web
Figure 57 : Test E-mail messages
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Figure 58 DavLink E-mail test result message

4.5. Remote connections
You can configure your Davicom unit to communicate via almost any communications
means. Configuring more than one communications means provides redundancy in case
one type fails
All newer Davicom units have built-in secure 128-bit encryption, TCP/IP capability that can
support Internet access by satellite. An optional internal modem is available. Note that the
Davicom’s voice response system and DTMF touch-tone commands are only supported by
the optional internal modem.
It is also possible to use your own serial Hayes-compatible external modem(s) over
landline, cellular or radio (RF) link.
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Once the communications means are properly configured at both ends (user and Davicom
unit), your choice of remote connection type should be based on the most cost effective
and available way to communicate.

4.5.1. Remote connection via TCP/IP
TCP/IP is a very quick and convenient way to connect remotely to your Davicom
unit using DavLink.
You need to configure both your DavLink IP network parameters and the
Davicom’s IP parameters.
For sites with Internet access by satellite, refer to this Section to configure the IP
parameters, and refer to Section 4.5.3 on page 123 for the dish/modem/router
block diagram.

4.5.1.1.

Configuring your DavLink IP network parameters

To configure your DavLink IP Network parameters, go to the Setup menu in
DavLink and select Network.
Important: You should contact your network administrator in order to find out
which values to enter.

Figure 59 : Network setup window

TCP/IP Port
Mandatory field. By default, Davicom units use TCP/IP port 23 (Telnet service) to
reach the outside world. If your computer network has a firewall restricting access
to port 23, you must specify another port in order to communicate with your
Davicom unit by IP. You must make sure that the same IP Port is set in the
Davicom unit (see next Section).
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Proxy Address
Required field if your computer is connected to a network that has a proxy server
and the Davicom unit is located outside the network perimeter. In such a case, you
must specify the IP address of your proxy server which is a unique number
consisting of 4 parts separated by dots (ex: 192.168.0.1). Each time you connect to
the Davicom unit with the DavLink program, the Use Proxy box will also have to be
checked in the Connect window (refer to Section 4.1.3.3 on page 37 and Section
9.1.2 on page 199).
Note: Advanced proxy settings are also available by clicking the Advanced button.
Please contact your network administrator before changing any advanced setting.
Proxy Port
If you have a proxy server, enter the port used by your proxy server to connect to
your computer. Default value is port 23.
PPP Settings (Modem)
This list gives available modems that can be used for PPP connections.

Figure 60 : Proxy Advanced setup window

Proxy Prompt String
Mandatory field. DavLink will wait for this prompt string before sending the proxy
connection command.
Proxy Connection Command
Mandatory field. DavLink will send this command to connect with the remote
Davicom unit.
Proxy Connected String
Mandatory field. DavLink will wait for this string before continuing the connection
progress with the remote Davicom unit.
Parameters Setup
Proxy profiles for commonly known proxy servers. Selection from the dropdown list
will fill automatically previous fields.
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4.5.1.2.

Configuring your Davicom IP parameters

To configure the Davicom TCP/IP parameters, click the Unit Configuration icon
in DavLink and select IP Parameters. In the TCP/IP window, set the following
parameters:

Figure 61 : Davicom IP Parameters
Note: Davicom users with Operator and Administrator access levels do not have
access to this configuration window.
Important: You should contact your network administrator in order to find out
which values to enter.
IP Port
Mandatory field. By default, Davicom units use IP port 23 (default Telnet). You
must make sure the TCP/IP port of your computer is also set to the same value
(refer to previous Section 4.5.1.1).
Audio Streaming UDP Port
This field allows you to set a particular IP port for the audio streaming (maximum 5
digits). Default value is 8080.
DNS Server
Optional field (recommended). DNS servers convert names into their unique IP
addresses. This allows you to enter names instead of IP addresses when the
Davicom unit pings equipment, synchronizes with an atomic clock, sends e-mails,
etc. If you leave this field blank, you must always provide IP addresses instead of
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names while configuring the Davicom unit. This will be a unique number consisting
of 4 parts separated by dots (ex: 173.18.225.89).
Unit-to-Unit Command Community
Required if your Davicom unit is to receive Unit-to-Unit Commands. In such a case,
Davicom units must be part of a Command community. Once you select a
community name for a Davicom unit, you must make sure the sender Davicom
issuing these Commands is aware of the community name of the receiver Davicom
This will be configured in the Flags section/Unit-To-Unit Commands section.
Encryption Key
The Davicom unit uses a factory-default, confidential seed string, to generate a
128-bit encryption key when this field is left blank. For maximum security, you can
select your own string of characters. Refer to Chapter 20 on page 295 for the
procedure to change the string in all DavLink installations, as well as in all Davicom
units.
Note: Due to export restrictions, certain firmware versions might only support 56-bit
encryption keys.
Among the two Ethernet ports on the rear of the Davicom unit, Ethernet 1 is the
port dedicated to connect Davicom units to Local Area Networks (LAN), Wide Area
Networks (WAN), or to the Internet. Configure the following Eth1 parameters:
Obtain an IP Address Automatically (DHCP)
Check box to automatically configure the IP parameters of network-connected
devices. To set an E-mail alert when the DHCP IP Address changes, click the Set
DHCP Alert button.
Ethernet Address
Physical hexadecimal address of the Ethernet interface in the Davicom unit, also
known as MAC address. This field is not accessible to the user.
IP Address
Required field if you want your Davicom unit to be able to communicate by IP. This
is the IP address of the Davicom unit’s Ethernet 1 port. A unique number consisting
of 4 parts separated by dots (ex: 207.35.243.68).
Subnet Mask
Required field. Subnetting enables the network administrator to further divide the
last two parts of an IP address into two or more subnets. A unique number
255.255.X.X where the third part represents the number of subnets (ex:
255.255.240.0 for 16 subnets).
Gateway IP Address
Mandatory field. The IP address of the site server or router directly connected to
the Internet. A unique number consisting of 4 parts separated by dots (ex:
207.35.243.1).
DHCP Mode
The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) is used to automatically
configure the IP parameters of network-connected devices.
Note: Although the Davicom unit does support this mode, we still recommend that

a fixed (static) IP address be used to reduce the possibility of temporary loss
of communications with the unit if the DHCP lease is changed.
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As shown in Figure 62 below, when the Enable DHCP checkbox of the TCP/IP tab
is checked, the Davicom will attempt to obtain an address from the DHCP server.
To determine the parameters assigned by this server, you must connect locally (or
by telephone) and view the IP Parameters window. The parameters received by
the Davicom are displayed in this window.

Figure 62 : Configuration of the DHCP mode
In networks where DHCP is mandatory, you may be able to request that your
network administrator configure the DHCP server to always assign the same IP
address to the Davicom’s Ethernet card address (00:50:c2:3d:64:8e in Figure 62
above). This will make it easier to locate the Davicom in case its address is
changed spontaneously by the network.

4.5.1.3.

DDNS Mode

The Dynamic Domain Name Server (DDNS) mode allows the Davicom to be used
without a fixed IP address by using DDNS services available on the Internet. This
potentially reduces Internet access costs since providers often charge more if a
fixed IP address is requested. There is however more risk in using this IP mode
than in using a fixed IP address (see note at end of this section).

To use this mode, you must:
1. Register with a Dynamic DNS service, like DynDNS (www.dyndns.com) so
that you can assign a domain name to your Davicom unit. For example,
you could select a name such as www.cxyz.dyndns.com.
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2. In the IP Parameters window (see Figure 63), select the DDNS tab. You
must first check the Enable Dynamic DNS checkbox and then enter the
rest of the information required by the type of DDNS service for which you
registered.
After this, even if the Davicom’s IP address changes, you will be able to connect to
it by name instead of by number.
Note: As specified on many DDNS web sites, the service is not guaranteed, nor is

it instantaneous. If a Davicom has its numeric IP address changed by your
Internet Service Provider, there may be a delay of several hours before the
new address is registered and made publicly available by the DDNS service.
Although the Davicom unit does support this mode, we still recommend that
a fixed (static) IP address be used to ensure better reliability.

Figure 63 : Configuration of the DDNS mode
Note that the Davicom’s E-Mail SMTP settings must also be configured beforehand
to allow correct operation of the DDNS mode. These E-Mail settings are set in the
E-Mail window and are described in section 4.4.5 on page 100.
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4.5.1.4.

Web Browser Configuration

The only Web Browser related settings that can be changed via DavLink in the
Davicom are to enable/disable this type of access, as well as changing the Port
numbers for HTTP and HTTPS access. Please see your Network Administrator for
more information on port numbers.
To configure Web access to the Davicom, select the Web tab as shown in Figure
64 below.

Figure 64 : Web tab in IP Parameters window
Enable or disable the Davicom’s internal Web server and set the HTTP and HTTPS
ports as required by your network configuration.
Once configured in the Davicom, you can use your favourite Web Browser to
access the unit over the Internet (if the Davicom is actually connected to the
Internet). Once you’ve enabled the Web Server, terminate your DavLink connection
to the Davicom and start-up your favourite web browser. Enter the Davicom’s IP
address in numerical format, e.g. 207.35.243.68 in the address line of your
browser.
If you have not connected to the Davicom via Browser before, the Security Alert
window may appear (see Figure 65 on page 114), depending on the security
settings of your computer.
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Figure 65 : Browser Security Alert
The reason this Browser Security Alert appears is that the Davicom uses Secure
HTTP (HTTPS) to encrypt communications with your computer’s browser. HTTPS
requires the acceptance of a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) security certificate (or
encryption key) generated by a trusted authority and these certificates are
generally associated with a specific IP address on the Internet.
Since each Davicom installation is usually at a different IP address, it is impossible
to generate the certificate before the Davicom is installed. The Davicom therefore
generates its certificate for the specific address at which it is installed (keep this in
mind if you have to change the Davicom’s IP address).
On the first connection, you can choose to proceed directly by selecting “Continue
to this website” or “Yes” for older versions of Internet Explorer (see Figure 65
above) and logging in. The Web access main login window should appear (see
Figure 66 on page 115).
Use the Default Supervisor User Name and Password (SUPER01 & SSSSSSSS) if
this is the first time. Otherwise use your normal access codes. The Main menu
window should appear (see Figure 67 on page 115).
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Figure 66 : Web access main login window

Figure 67 : Main Menu in web access
To finish installing the security certificate, select the SSL Security Certificate
hyperlink in the main menu, the Security Certificate window will appear (see
Figure 68 on page 116).
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Figure 68 : Security Certificate creation and download window
If this is your first connection via Browser, you must:
1. Create the certificate for the IP address where the Davicom is installed (or
for the DynDNS name you have previously selected).
2. Download it to your PC.
Note that these steps can only be carried out by a user with Supervisor-level
access privileges. If an SSL certificate has already been created for a specific
address, it is not necessary to re-create a new certificate since this will oblige all
users who had previously installed the certificate to re-install the new certificate on
their computers.
Once created and downloaded to your PC, the SSL certificate is valid as long as
the Davicom doesn’t change IP addresses or you don’t clear the SSL slate in your
browser. The initial Security Alert pop-up should not re-appear on subsequent logins. You should now be able to access the Davicom through its internal Web server
by using your favourite Web browser program.
Although the Davicom’s Web-Browser windows present information in slightly
different views than those seen in the DavLink screens, the same information is
present. If you are familiar with the DavLink windows, you will easily find your way
around the Web Browser windows. Note that, contrary to the DavLink case, the
Web Browser windows are not user-customizable.

4.5.1.5.

Smartphone access

The Davicom’s web access mode also allows easy access via wireless
smartphones. When logging-in from the main screen, you can also access the
Desktop Version (useful for tablets) by selecting the hyperlink in the screen. This
version uses the latest XHTML protocol to give quick and easy access to Davicom
units from your suitably provisioned wireless device. Note that this web access
mode is not the same connection mode as with the iOS or Android Dav2You apps.
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Figure 69 : Wireless access login screen
When accessing a Davicom unit with your smartphone, you will be able to View
inputs and to perform manual commands that you have pre-configured, but you will
not be able to configure or change settings and logic unless your device supports
the Desktop Version of the browser. Otherwise, you will have to access the
Davicom with a computer through the web browser or via DavLink.

Figure 70 : Mobile device access Main screen

4.5.2. Remote connection via modem
Dial-up modem connections over a telephone line (landline or cellular) allow you to
connect remotely to your Davicom unit using DavLink.
You need to configure both your computer’s modem parameters and the
Davicom’s modem parameters.
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For site communications via radio (RF) link, refer to Section 4.5.3 on page 123.

4.5.2.1.

Configuring your computer’s modem

Your computer’s modem settings must be compatible with the Davicom’s modem
settings and the Main Interface Protocol (MIP) in order to properly communicate
with Davicom units.
There are two ways to view and modify your computer’s modem settings.
The easiest way is to use DavLink to view your computer’s modem settings and
temporarily test new settings, and then to permanently modify the settings using
the Windows Control Panel.
Note: Modem selection for PPP connection is configured in the Network
Parameters window instead because it is handled entirely by Windows. See
section 4.5.1.1 on page 107 for details.
The other way, which will be described at the end of this section, is to view and
modify the settings using DavLink, but you need to know to which COM port your
modem is attached and you must be familiar with modem AT commands.
In DavLink, go to the Setup menu and select Communications. In the Modem
Communications section, select your computer modem from the Communications
Port, Modem dropdown list menu.

Figure 71 : Selecting the modem in DavLink Communications dialog box
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Then click the Properties button to view your computer’s modem settings.
Select the General tab.

Figure 72 : Modem Preferences (General tab)
Confirm the following settings:
Cancel the call if not connected within: 120 seconds or more
Flow control: Hardware
Then select the Advanced tab.

Figure 73 : Modem Preferences (Advanced tab)
Confirm the following settings:
Data bits: 8
Parity: None
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Warning: These settings are effective only for DavLink and only for the current
session. Changes will be lost when DavLink is shut down. To keep changes,
configuration must be done through the Windows® Control Panel. However,
changes through Windows® will apply to all programs using that modem for
communications.
Tip: If other communications software installed on your computer requires different
modem settings, you can install other instances of the same modem. This is
because Windows® allows you to install several modems using the same physical
unit. Windows simply adds the suffix #2 or #3 etc. to the modem description.
To modify your computer’s modem settings through Windows®, click Start, then
Control Panel, select Phone and Modems Options (or Modems). In the
Modems tab (or General tab), select your computer’s modem, make a note of the
COM port the modem is attached to, and click the Properties button.
Possible
parameters
to check
Port speed

Cancel the call
if not
connected
within
Extra
initialization
string
(commands)
Maximum port
speed
Wait for dial
tone
Table 16 :

Windows XP®

Windows 2000®

Windows Vista® /
Windows® 7

Under the Advanced
tab, click the Change
default preferences
button and select the
General tab
Under the Advanced
tab, click the Change
default preferences
button and select the
General tab
Under the Advanced
tab

Under the Advanced
tab, click the Change
default preferences
button and select the
General tab
Under the Advanced
tab, click the Change
default preferences
button and select the
General tab
Under the Advanced
tab

Under the Advanced
tab, click the Change
default preferences
button and select the
General tab
Under the Advanced
tab, click the Change
default preferences
button and select the
General tab
Under the Advanced
tab

Under the Modem
Under the General
tab
tab
Under the Modem
Under the General
tab
tab
Possible computer modem parameters to check

Under the Modem
tab
Under the Modem
tab

Note: If you are experiencing modem connection problems, please visit our FAQ
section at http://www.davicom.com. This web page gives solutions to the most
common communications problems.

4.5.2.2.

Configuring your Davicom Serial Device Port (modems)

Davicom units have an optional internal modem that is factory installed, or it can be
installed at a later time. The internal modem is the only modem that allows the
Davicom voice response system to talk to you over the phone, or through your
voice pager. It is also the only modem that allows DTMF touch-tone commands to
be executed. A Hayes-compatible external modem (not included) can be installed,
in addition to the internal modem.
For Davicom units without an internal modem, one or two Hayes-compatible
external modems can be installed.
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Having a second modem ensures redundancy. You can have a primary link over
landline and backup over cellular for example. It also allows Davicom units to send
alarms using one modem, while simultaneously transferring reports/logs or
receiving phone calls through the second modem.
Davicom internal modem
The Davicom internal modem installed on all DV-Micro-1, DV-Mini-1, DV-208-1 and
DV-216-1 models is pre-configured at the factory, and no user configuration is
required.
However, please make sure the IOIOI-1 baud rate is always set at 57600 for
proper voice response operation (see screenshot).
You can configure each alarm-call list (refer to Section 4.4.3 at page 94) and each
report/log transfer (refer to Section 4.7 at page 135) so that they use a specific
callout modem (IOIOI-1 or IOIOI-2).The Davicom internal modem is always IOIOI-1.
Davicom external modem(s)
Using DavLink, click the Unit Configuration icon
then on the Devices tab and
select Serial Ports. Under the Serial Device Port (IOIOI) tab.

Figure 74 : Serial Device Port (IOIOI)

Important: When using an external modem in addition to the Davicom internal
modem, the external modem will be IOIOI-2
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Important: We strongly recommend you configure and test your external modems
before taking them to the remote site.
Tip: If no internal modem is installed, we recommend you connect your external
modem to the IOIOI-1 connector, since all default settings in the DavLink unit are
for IOIOI-1.
Default Description
Long Unicode description for each of the Serial Device Ports. (Maximum 30
alphanumerical Unicode characters). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more
details.
Alternate Description
Short ASCII description for each of the Serial Device Ports. (Maximum 18
alphanumerical ASCII characters).
Baud rate
Sets the serial port baud rate between the Davicom and the Serial Device. For the
internal modem, this parameter must not be changed.
Parity, Bits, Stop
Configures data format of the Serial Device Port. For the internal modem, this
parameter must not be changed.
Flow Control
Sets the data flow control. For the internal modem, this parameter must not be
changed.
Initialization String
Configures an extra initialization string. For the internal modem, this parameter
must not be changed.
Usage
Select the Serial Device Port usage from the dropdown list.

Figure 75 : Port usage dropdown list
Disable IP Encryption in MIP
Check this box to disable packet encryption during reach-through serial
communications. This prevents data padding, normally used for data encryption,
from adding unwanted delays that can hinder reach-through communications.
Enable PPP
Check this box to enable PPP connection. See the next section to configure the
PPP Parameters.
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4.5.2.3.

Configuring the PPP Parameters

Click the PPP Parameters button to access the PPP settings.

Figure 76: PPP Parameters
Idle Time Delay
Time delay before the PPP connection shuts down after the last data transmission.
Server (Unit) IP Address (Incoming Call)
The IP Address that the Davicom PPP server uses when an incoming PPP
connection is established. This address must be unique in the Davicom.
Client IP Address (Incoming Call)
The IP Address that the remote calling PC will obtain when incoming PPP
connection is established. This address must be unique in the Davicom.
ISP Telephone Number (Outgoing Call)
The telephone number where the Davicom will call to connect to an ISP server.
User Name (Outgoing Call)
The username required to connect to the ISP server.
Password (Outgoing Call)
The password required to connect to the ISP server.

4.5.3. Remote connection via radio (RF) or satellite link
In addition to more common communications links like phone lines and LAN / WAN
connections Davicom units can communicate over channels such as STL’s, VHF &
UHF radios, microwave channels, and bi-directional satellite links. Davicom units
can send alarms and be remotely configured by using external modems that are
specifically designed to transmit information over these special channels/links. This
is particularly useful when there are no other communications means with the
remote site.
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4.5.3.1.

IP interface

For satellite links, many companies now offer 2-way Internet access to remote sites
and Davicom units can operate over these links by adding the proper
dish/modem/router combination. Refer to Section 4.5.1 on page 107 to properly
configure TCP/IP network connections via satellite.

Figure 77: Setup for satellite communications with the remote site
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4.5.3.2.

Serial interface

For STL and VHF/UHF channels, the Davicom can operate through a simple Serial
communication port or through 2- or 4-wire leased-line modems.
You need to configure both your computer’s Serial Communications and the
Davicom’s Serial parameters.

Figure 78 : Setup for radio (RF) communications with the remote site

4.5.3.3.

Configuring your computer’s Serial Communications

Your computer’s Serial Communication parameters must be compatible with the
Davicom’s Serial parameters and the Main Interface Protocol (MIP) in order to
properly communicate with Davicom units.
In DavLink, go to the Setup menu and select Communications. In the Serial
Communications section, select your computer COM port from the
Communications Port dropdown menu.
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Figure 79 : DavLink Communications Parameters for Serial Communications

4.5.3.4.

Configuring your Davicom Serial Device Port or USB Serial
Device

Using DavLink, click the Unit Configuration icon
, then on the Devices tab, and
select Serial Ports and Serial Device Port (IOIOI) tab (Figure 80 ), or select USB
Devices and USB to Serial tab (Figure 81).

Serial Link

Serial Link

Serial

Serial Link

Figure 80 : Serial Device Port (IOIOI)
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Serial Link

Serial Link

Serial

Serial Link

Figure 81: USB to Serial Adapter tab
Important: When using the external port in addition to the Davicom internal
modem, the internal modem will always be IOIOI-1 and the external port must be
IOIOI-2.
Important: We strongly recommend you configure and test your external port
before taking them to the remote site.
Tip: If no internal modem is installed, we recommend you connect your device to
the IOIOI-1 connector, since all default settings in DavLink are for IOIOI-1.
For details on the different fields, see Section 4.5.2.2 on page 120. The following
fields must be properly set for Serial communications.
Baud rate
Fixes serial port baud rate between the Davicom and the Serial Channel.
Parity, Bits, Stop
Configures data format of the Serial Channel.
Flow Control
Sets the data flow control.
Usage
Select Serial in the Usage dropdown list.
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4.5.4. Remote connection via telephone
Note: Your Davicom unit must be equipped with the optional internal modem. The
Davicom voice response system and DTMF touch-tone commands are not
supported by external modems that might be used with the Davicom unit.
You can communicate with Davicom units using a touch-tone telephone (landline
or cellular). This is particularly useful when you do not have access to a computer
with DavLink installed, or while you are on the road.
To configure the telephone access parameters, click the Unit Configuration icon
in DavLink then the General tab and select Alarm & Comm Parameters.

Figure 82 : Call Parameters window

Number of Rings on Incoming Calls
This is the number of times the site telephone will ring before the Davicom unit
picks up the line. It is set to one (1) ring by default, assuming the site telephone
line will be strictly dedicated to the Davicom unit. If you want to allow on-site
personnel to answer the telephone before the Davicom picks up, we recommend
you set this parameter between 5 and 7 rings.
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Important: Increasing the number of rings will give more time to on-site personnel
to answer the telephone, but it might prevent proper connections to the Davicom
unit when using a modem. You must ensure your computer’s modem timeout
allows for the number of rings; otherwise the modem might time out before the
Davicom unit has a chance to answer. We recommend you set your computer’s
modem timeout to 120 seconds to allow for up to 9 rings at the site.
Dialing
Most telephone lines use the touch-tone mode. Select Pulse if your remote site has
an old pulse telephone line. This parameter doesn’t affect the caller’s telephone
because it is used only for Outgoing Calls. You must use a telephone with tone
mode to be able to send DTMF tones. Caller telephone in pulse mode is not
supported by the Davicom voice response system.
MNP10 Attenuation
Used during connections over the older analog cellular network. By default, MNP10
attenuation is set to 0 dB.
Vocal Acknowledge Before Manual Command
If you check this box, the Davicom unit will ask you to acknowledge all DTMF
touch-tone commands before executing them. For example: Do you really want
Relay number 5 Forced-off? Press 1 and # to confirm, or * and # to abort.
Delay Before Sending Voice Prompt to Phone
Once the Davicom unit picks up the telephone line, you can set the delay before
the “Please enter user” voice prompt. We recommend you leave this parameter
at its default 1-second value.

4.6. AC power monitoring
Davicom units have a dedicated input to detect the absence of main site electrical power
when the unit is connected to a back-up battery power source or a UPS, as described in
Section 4.6.1 below.

4.6.1. AC power fail
Davicom units can detect the absence of main site power when the unit is
connected to a back-up battery power source or a UPS. This is achieved through
use of the rear-panel Power Fail (PF) connection. If the Davicom is not connected
to a back-up battery power source or a UPS, it will stop functioning and not be able
to perform any power failure detection, alarm transmission or automatic action
during the power failure.
The identifier of this dedicated input is 1P01, and it can be used to trigger various
actions at the site.
Note: In order to use the 1P01 input, you need to connect the 9V regulated AC/DC
battery adapter to a site receptacle and to the PF connector (refer to connector 2 in
Figure 2 on page 16). The presence of AC power is confirmed when the input
voltage at 1P01 is at 9 Vdc.
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To configure the AC Power Fail function, click the Unit Configuration icon
on the Inputs tab and select AC Power Fail.

then

Figure 83 : AC Power Fail Configuration Screen
To configure the AC Power Fail function, set the following parameters:
Enable
Check this box to enable the AC power fail function.
Qualifier
An optional qualifying condition can be set for the AC power fail function. The
condition (other input, output, timer, flag, etc.) must be satisfied (true) when an AC
power failure is detected (1P01 becomes active). If the qualifying condition is not
satisfied, the Davicom will not execute the programmed actions when an AC power
failure is detected. Use the xZyyy entry format. Any condition can be inverted by
adding the exclamation sign “!” before its identifier (!1S01 for example).
Default Description
Long Unicode description for the AC power fail function. (Maximum 30
alphanumerical Unicode characters). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more
details.
Alternate Description
Short ASCII description for the AC power fail function. (Maximum 18
alphanumerical ASCII characters).
In the lower portion of Figure 83 above, you can configure automatic Actions by
setting the following parameters:
Action Type
Select from the dropdown list the action (MIN, MAJ, CMD or QLF) that will
automatically be performed by the Davicom unit when a qualifying condition (if
used) confirms AC power failure. Default action is CMD. Refer to Section 4.3.2.8
on page 55 for more details.
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Alarm-Call List
If you selected MIN or MAJ for Action Type, you need to select a specific
Alarm-Call List from the dropdown list (1 to 8). Default value is 1. Refer to Section
4.4.1 on page 92 for more details on alarm-call lists.
Controlled Relays
The Davicom can act automatically on up to 6 different relays (physical or virtual)
when an AC power failure is declared. Use the xRyy identifier for physical relays
and xOyyy for virtual relays. By default, relays will operate in the Follow mode if
you do not append any letter to the relay identifier. For the Latch mode, you must
add the letter L to the relay identifier. For the Davicom to Pulse a relay, you must
add the letter P to its identifier. For the Davicom to Release a relay, you must add
the letter R to its identifier (1R04R for example).
Note: You must make sure each relay is configured for the operating mode you
wish to use. You cannot Latch a relay that is configured Pulse Only for example.
Refer to section 4.3.5 on page 71 for more details on relay configuration.
Alarm Signalling On
If you selected the MIN or MAJ Action Type, you need to check this box for the
Davicom to initiate the appropriate Alarm-Call Sequence (ACS) when an AC power
failure is declared. If you do not check this box, no ACS will be initiated, but the
Davicom will still log alarms (MAJ and MIN) and commands (CMD), and act on
relays. By default this box is checked. Refer to Section 4.4.1 on page 92 for more
information on ACS.
Return to Normal Signalling On
If you selected the MIN or MAJ Action Type, you need to check this box if you want
the Davicom to initiate the appropriate ACS to report a Return to Normal when the
AC power failure ceases. If you do not check this box, no ACS will be initiated, but
the Davicom will still log the Return to Normal (for MAJ, MIN and CMD) and act on
relays. By default this box is checked.
Delay Before Action
To avoid untimely automatic Actions caused by short-duration false alarms, a delay
can be programmed before the Davicom responds to a confirmed AC power failure
detection. This sets the minimum duration that an AC power failure must be in
effect before the Davicom considers that it is a valid condition and executes the
programmed automatic Actions. Default setting is 0 (no delay). You can select a
value between 0 and 9999 seconds using the arrows or by typing in the number.
Delay Before Return to Normal
To avoid untimely automatic actions caused by short-duration Return to Normal
conditions, a delay can be programmed before the Davicom responds to the
Return to Normal condition. This sets the minimum duration that the Return to
Normal condition must be in effect before the Davicom considers it to be a valid
condition, and thus execute the programmed Return to Normal actions. Default
setting is 0 (no delay). You can select a value between 0 and 9999 seconds using
the arrows or by typing in the number.
Custom Log
Davicom units can provide one custom log in addition to the extensive system log.
This allows Davicom users to focus-in on desired information. Check this box if you
want to record events related to the AC power fail function in the custom log. By
default this box is not checked.
Once you are finished with configuration of the AC power fail function, click OK.
When asked if you wish to upgrade the Davicom’s memory, click Yes.
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4.6.2. Battery discharge test
When Davicom units are connected to a back-up battery power source or a UPS,
you can program the units to regularly perform a Battery Discharge Test (BDT).
This built-in test function has been designed to use the optional timer of the
Davicom Power Supply (model RMPS1212-BB-T) which uses external pulsed
relays. You can always configure your own BDT with separate inputs, relays,
timers and logic gates to accommodate your particular needs.
Important: An external device must be used to switch the main AC power off and
on in order to test the battery with its actual load (the Davicom). We recommend
you verify the voltage drop of the battery (through a Metering Input) while the test is
being performed, so the test can be stopped immediately before losing the
Davicom if the battery is defective (a low battery voltage on the Metering Input
could automatically pulse the relay that switches the main AC power back on for
example).
Warning: The external device used to switch the main AC power should have a
timer (not connected to the Davicom power supply) as a fail-safe mechanism to
switch the main AC power back on. If you perform a BDT without timer and the
battery is dead, the Davicom unit will shut off and will not be able to switch back to
the main AC power. The Davicom unit (and other equipment that may be
connected to the same back-up battery power source or UPS) will remain off even
though main AC power is available.
To configure the BDT, click the Unit Configuration icon
and select Battery Discharge Test.

then on the Flags tab

Figure 84 : Battery Discharge Test configuration dialog box
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Set the following BDT parameters:
Enable
Check this box to enable the BDT and its automatic actions. Default setting is
enabled.
BDT Start Relay
This is the relay that will automatically be energized when the selected timer is
triggered. Use the physical relay xRyy identifier. Since this relay needs to be
pulsed, you must add the letter P to its identifier (1R01P for example).
Note: You must make sure the relay is configured for Pulse Only or Any operating
modes. Refer to section 4.3.5 on page 71 for more details on relay configuration.
BDT Stop Relay
This is the relay that will automatically be pulsed once the test duration has expired.
Use the physical relay xRyy identifier. Since this relay needs to be pulsed, you
must add the letter P to its identifier (1R02P for example).
Note: You must make sure the relay is configured for Pulse Only or Any operating
modes. Refer to section 4.3.5 on page 71 for more details on relay configuration.
Qualifier
Enter the timer that determines the beginning of the test period. This test only uses
the timer’s start time and does not use the timer’s end time. The timer identifier is
xHyyy. For more information on timers, refer to Section 4.3.7 on page 78.
Test Duration
Select the duration of the test (in minutes), or type in the value. This value is used
for both the Manual and Automatic BDT. Minimum 5 minutes, maximum 999
minutes.
Action Type
From the dropdown list, select the action (MIN, MAJ, CMD or QLF) that will
automatically be performed by the Davicom unit when the selected timer ceases to
be active once the test duration has expired. Default action is CMD. Refer to
Section 4.3.2.8 on page 55 for more details.
Alarm-Call List
If you selected MIN or MAJ for Action Type, you need to select a specific
Alarm-Call List from the dropdown list (1 to 8). Default value is 1. Refer to Section
4.4.1 on page 92 for more details on alarm-call lists.
BDT Pass (Signalling On)
If you selected the MIN or MAJ Action Type, you need to check this box for the
Davicom to initiate the appropriate Alarm-Call Sequence (ACS) once the BDT
succeeds. If you do not check this box, no ACS will be initiated, but the Davicom
will still log BDT OK (for MAJ, MIN and CMD), and act on relays. By default this
box is checked. Refer to Section 4.4.1 on page 92 for more information on ACS’s.
BDT Fail (Signalling On)
If you selected the MIN or MAJ Action Type, you need to check this box if you want
the Davicom to initiate the appropriate ACS when the BDT fails. If you do not check
this box, no ACS will be initiated, but the Davicom will still log the alarms (MAJ and
MIN) and commands (CMD) and act on relays. By default this box is checked.
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Custom Log
Davicom units can provide one custom log in addition to the extensive system log.
This allows Davicom users to focus-in on desired information. Check this box if you
want to record events related to the BDT in the custom log. By default this box is
not checked.
Transfer Type (Older Davicom units only)
Set the type of data transfer that the Davicom will use to send the test results.
Telephone Number/Address (Older Davicom units only)
Enter the telephone number or the e-mail address to which you want the test
results to be sent. Maximum of 18 characters (maximum of 18 digits including
parenthesis, hyphens and commas). Commas are used for 2-second pauses.

Once you are finished with the configuration of the battery discharge test function,
click OK. When asked if you wish to upgrade the Davicom’s memory, click Yes.

4.6.2.1.

Battery Discharge Test Fail Flag

Flag 1B02 becomes ACTIVE (or 1) whenever a Battery Discharge Test (BDT) fails
and it returns to NORMAL as soon as a BDT passes. This Flag can be used with a
Virtual Logic Gate (VLG) and a timer to qualify the BDT results. It is therefore
possible to have the Davicom send an alarm on a BDT fail when it determines that
a battery is defective.
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4.7. Periodic transfers of logs and status reports
You can configure Davicom units to automatically transfer System Status reports at fixed
intervals by modem, fax or IP network connection to the Network Operations Centre (NOC),
engineering department, or supervisory personnel. Refer to Section 12.2 on page 239 for
more information on System Status content and format.
Both the System Log and Custom Log have a capacity of 1024 events. When full capacity
is reached, oldest events are replaced with newer events as they occur. To prevent the
loss of logged events, each log can be automatically transferred when it reaches 90% of its
capacity (by blocks comprising the 922 newest non-transferred events). You can configure
Davicom units so that they transfer more frequently smaller blocks for any of the two logs.
Refer to Sections 12.4 and 12.5 (pages 242 to 244) for more information on System Log
and Custom Log content and format.
Note: When a log is transferred (automatically or manually), only the events that occurred
since the last transfer will be sent, this prevents event duplication during subsequent
transfers. Older Davicom units do not support Unicode, and only have one log, a System
Log with a capacity of 512 events. There may be some events duplicated during manual
transfers.
To configure the periodic transfer of reports and logs, click the Davicom Configuration icon
in DavLink, then the General tab and select Status & Log Transfers.

4.7.1. System Status
To configure System Status transfers, select the System Status tab.

Figure 85 : System Status Transfer configuration dialog box
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Set the following parameters:
Transfer Time
Set the time at which the transfer will take place on applicable days. For hourly
transfers, this will set at the time the transfer will take place. Entry format is HH:MM
where HH can be set from 00 to 23.
Transfer every
Select, or type in a number between 1 and 99 to define the number of days or
hours the Davicom unit waits before sending the next transfer. By default, transfers
take place daily.
Days/Hours
Select Days or Hours according to the desired frequency of transfers.
Number of attempts
Select, or type in the number of times the Davicom unit will attempt to perform the
transfer, whether by modem or by IP. Maximum 99.
Delay between attempts
Select or type in the delay, in minutes, between each transfer attempt. Maximum 9
minutes.
Telephone Number/Address
The complete number/address must be entered (maximum 40 alphanumerical
characters including parenthesis, hyphens and commas). Commas are used for
2-second pauses. E-mail addresses must be entered in the foo@bar.com format.
Note: It is also possible to use URL’s instead of IP addresses to send alarms to
DavNet.
Transfer Type
Selecting 0 disables the transfer; 1 is for a computer or terminal; 2 is for standard
Fax machines; 3 is for dial-up DavNet; 4 is for e-mail; 5 is for DavNet IP; 6 is for
Serial link communication such as UHF/VHF radio link.
Note: Transfers by e-mail allow you to receive reports and logs with the default
Unicode descriptions (.html attachment) in addition to alternate ASCII descriptions
(.txt attachment). Transfer notifications sent by SNMP-v1 traps use enterprise
14
specific codes .
 Callout Device
This field gives a list of appropriate callout devices. This list can contain Ethernet,
modems, or PPP devices according to the Transfer Type selected previously.

14

Transfer notifications sent by DavNet IP use the enterprise .1.3.6.1.4.1.14665 code and the
following specific-trap codes:
TRANSFER TRAPS
SPECIFIC-TRAP CODE
System Status ready to be sent
4
System Log ready to be sent
5
Custom Log ready to be sent
7
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4.7.2. System Log
Once you are finished with the configuration of the System Status transfers, click
the System Log tab to configure the System Log transfers.

Figure 86 : System Log Transfer configuration dialog box
The configuration of log transfers is very similar to the System Status transfer
configuration. For a description of most of the fields, refer to the previous text. The
differing fields to set are:
Transfer at X%
Select or type a number representing the percentage of the log capacity at which
automatic transfers will occur. System Logs and Custom Logs each have a
capacity of 1024 events. By default, Davicom units will automatically transfer a log
once it reaches 90% of its capacity, thus blocks comprising the 922 newest events
that have not been previously transferred. Minimum 50%, maximum 90%.
Log Status Inputs Daily Active Time (older Davicom units only)
When checked, the cumulative amount of time each status input was active will be
transferred to the history log at 00:00 every day, then the timer will be reset to 0.
For newer Davicom units, this parameter is set individually for each Status Input.

4.7.3. Custom Log
Once you are finished with the configuration of the System Log transfers, click the
Custom Log tab to configure the Custom Log transfers. Configuration of Custom
Log transfers is the same as for System Log transfers. Refer to Figure 86 above.
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4.7.3.1.

Data Logging

In addition to recording out-of-bounds conditions, the Custom Log can be used to
automatically record data on a periodic basis. This is called data logging. The
sampling period can be set to any value from 1 second up to 999 hours. Each input
to be sampled (32 maximum) must have its Custom Log check box selected.

Figure 87 : Data logging
Sampling Period
The period at which the Davicom will sample and store the input readings.
Mass Storage Device
Since the data logging feature can generate large amounts of data, support for an
external mass storage device has been added to the Davicom. The device is
selected here. It must have been previously configured in the USB Devices screen
(see Section 4.8.3.)
Overwrite Data
Checking this box allows the Davicom to overwrite old data when the mass storage
device becomes full.
Clear Custom Selections
Clicking this button clears all the custom selection check boxes in all the
Input/Output screens. This prevents having to review all the screens to clear the
selections.
Once you are done with the configuration of all transfer types, click OK. When
asked if you wish to upgrade the Davicom’s memory, click Yes.
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4.7.4. Automatic EAS log recording and transmission
Davicoms with version 5.30 Firmware and higher can automatically record and
then retransmit EAS test logs. This feature is available for EAS decoders (such as
Gorman-Redlich, Sage and other units) that transmit their log information on a
serial port. The Davicom can read and record this information from its rear-panel
USB port through a USB to Serial adapter (see Section 4.8.1 on page 140).
Figure 88 shows the EAS Log configuration screen. It is accessible from the
Transfers Button in the Main Unit Configuration window.

Figure 88 : EAS log recording and transmission configuration screen
The Input Port field tells the Davicom which input to assign to the EAS log
recording function. This port must have been previously configured in the USB to
Serial Adapter screen explained in Section 4.8.1 or in the Serial Device Port (IOIOI)
screen in Section 4.5.2.2, for which the EAS Usage type has been selected. The
EAS Usage type can only be selected for one device or adapter. The EOM (End Of
Message) Wait Delay tells the Davicom how long to wait before deciding that a
given EAS test is over. This allows the Davicom’s firmware to properly separate log
entries and to avoid splitting an entry when re-transmitting the log by e-mail or fax.
The other fields in this Tab operate the same way as the corresponding fields in the
3 other Tabs. Note that this input can be used to record information from any
device that outputs ASCII code to a serial connector, thus it is not limited to EAS
devices.
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4.8. Support for USB to Serial adapters, USB modems
and USB storage devices
Firmware 5.30 now supports selected USB devices. Since Davicoms use a different
operating system from Microsoft Windows, the number of USB devices supported is limited.
USB to serial adapters must use chipsets from the following families: MCT, FTDI, PL2303
and CP210x. Please check an adapter’s technical specifications to ensure compatibility
before purchasing it. Note that although the Davicoms only have one USB Host port on the
back panel, use of a USB hub is permitted and will allow connection of multiple devices (up
to 8 Serial Adapters, 4 Modems and 4 Storage devices).
The USB device configuration screen is accessed through the Unit Configuration icon
in
DavLink by clicking USB Devices in the Devices tab. See Figure 20 on page 45. The USB
Devices screen has 3 tabs: one each for Adapters, Modems and Storage.

4.8.1. USB to Serial Adapter
The USB to Serial Adapter tab shown in Figure 89 allows easy configuration of the
connected adapters. The Davicom automatically detects the presence of any
compatible adapter and indicates it in the list. The default and alternate
descriptions allow you to give the adapter a more meaningful name. One important
feature of the adapter configuration is that each adapter can be assigned one of the
following Usages: EAS, Serial, Modbus, Modem and Reach-Through. It therefore
now becomes possible to use external RS-232 modems through this USB
connection. Standard serial port parameters such as Baud rate, Parity, Number of
bits etc are configured here. Modem Init strings (as per the Hayes AT Command
set) are also configurable in this screen.

Figure 89 : USB to Serial Adapter tab
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4.8.2. USB Modem
The USB Modem screen shown in Figure 90 is very similar to the USB Adapter
screen. It can accommodate up to 4 USB modems that MUST conform to the USB
CDC (Communication Device Class) Standard.

Figure 90 : USB Modem tab
It is important to note that any modem configured in the USB to Serial Adapter or
USB Modem screens automatically becomes available for transmission of alarms in
the Alarm-Call List screen as shown in Figure 91 below.

Figure 91 : Augmented list of callout modems due to presence of USB devices.
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4.8.3. USB Storage
The USB Storage screen below shows the compatible devices that have been
detected by the Davicom. Devices must conform to the USB Mass Storage Device
Class (MSDC). This screen is used to add a description to each data storage
device.

Figure 92 : USB Storage tab
USB Storage devices are used for data logging. Data logging can be configured in the
Custom Log screen as shown in Figure 87 on page 138. For complementary details, see
Section 4.7 on page 135.

4.9. Configuring several similar Davicom units
Once you are done with the complete configuration of your master Davicom unit, you might
want to re-use and modify its configuration for other Davicom units located at different sites.
If you are networking slave Davicom units to your master Davicom unit, refer to Chapter 5
on page 150 for the configuration of slave Davicom units.
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4.9.1. Using a configuration from another Davicom unit
If you wish to re-use and modify a configuration already stored in another Davicom
unit, you must first obtain a copy of the configuration file.
Connect to the Davicom unit containing the configuration you wish to copy, click
the Unit Utility icon , then click the Configuration Transfer button.

Figure 93 : Configuration transfer window
Select a path and a descriptive file name with the .cfg extension (for example:
C:\Davicom\DavLink\ConfigDAVIFM20060415.cfg) and then click on the
Download (Unit to PC) button in order to save the configuration file on your
computer
Note: Configuration transfers cannot be performed by Davicom users with
Operator levels, unless they are granted a temporary access (refer to Section 4.1.1
on page 30).
You must then verify if the firmware version of the Davicom unit from which you
copied the configuration is same as the firmware in the new Davicom unit you wish
to configure.
In order to validate the firmware versions of both Davicom
Davicom and click the Unit/Site Views icon
and then
button. This information might not be available for very old
(older than V2.42.X), which means you need
dvsupport@davicom.com for more information.

units, connect to each
click the Information
Davicom MAC models
to contact us at

If the firmware version of the Davicom unit from which you copied the configuration
is version 4.XX.X or lower, you also need to contact us at dvsupport@davicom.com
for more information.
If the first three digits of both firmware versions are the same, you do not have to
convert your configuration file.
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If both firmware versions are version 5.XX.X or higher, you can use the
Configuration Manager utility to convert the older configuration file to the firmware
version of the new unit you wish to configure. Look for the Davicom Configuration
Manager utility on your computer (DavicomConfigManager5XXX.exe). It should
have been installed in the C:\Program Files\Davicom\Davicom\Utilities directory.
This will allow you to open your configuration file, convert it, and then save it under
a different name with the .cfg extension.
If you do not have the proper version of the Davicom Configuration Manager file,
download it from the www.davicom.com web site.
Once conversion is completed, go back to DavLink, connect to your new Davicom
unit (refer to Section 3.2) and click the Unit Utility icon . Select Configuration
Transfer, click the Browse button to locate the configuration file you wish to reuse.
Click on the Upload (PC to Unit) button in order to store the configuration file in
the new Davicom’s memory.
Warning: You can reuse the same configuration in a different Davicom unit.
However, critical information (IP Parameters, usernames and passwords) are
always downloaded in the configuration file, but never uploaded. Site Names
and Site IDs will also have to be reviewed and changed, along with the critical
parameters and I/O settings. Refer to Section 4.2.1 on page 41 and Section 4.5.1.2
on page 109 to configure the critical parameters.
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4.10. Configuring the Davicom SNMP Manager
Davicom’s built-in SNMP Manager can be used to monitor and control different third party
devices that support SNMP. With the SNMP Manager, you can use GETs, SETs, and
Traps. See the Wikipedia Reference below for a brief overview of SNMP. Note that the
Master Agent shown in the figure below can also represent a single Agent in a device.

Wikipedia Reference:
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is an "Internet-standard protocol for
managing devices on IP networks"
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple_Network_Management_Protocol).
In typical uses of SNMP, one or more administrative computers, called managers, have the
task of monitoring or managing a group of hosts or devices on a computer network . Each
managed system executes, at all times, a software component called an agent which
reports information via SNMP to the manager.
SNMP agents expose management data on the managed systems as variables. The protocol
also permits active management tasks, such as modifying and applying a new configuration
through remote modification of these variables. The variables accessible via SNMP are
organized in hierarchies. These hierarchies, and other metadata (such as type and
description of the variable), are described by Management Information Bases (MIBs).
An SNMP-managed network consists of three key components:





Managed device
Agent — software which runs on managed devices
Network management station (NMS) — software which runs on the manager

Although SNMP can appear complicated, its use revolves around 6 basic concepts: GET,
SET, Trap, SNMP Manager, SNMP Agent, and MIB. The Davicom DV-Mini and DV208/216 units incorporate both an SNMP Manager and an SNMP Agent in their firmware.
An SNMP Manager’s role is to send GET and SET commands to the Agent in SNMPcapable devices, and also to react to Traps it receives from those devices.
Note that the Davicom’s SNMP Agent can send Traps to other SNMP Managers, and also
respond to GET and SET commands it receives from external SNMP Managers, as well as
its own.
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An SNMP GET is an interrogation command sent to an SNMP device that requests specific
information from the device’s SNMP Agent.
An SNMP SET, on the other hand, is a command sent to a device’s SNMP Agent
requesting that it change a setting, for example, increase / decrease transmitter power.
Finally, an SNMP Trap is simply a notification of events (alarms, loss of signal, other) sent
by a device’s SNMP Agent to an SNMP Manager. SNMP Agents can usually be configured
to send notifications autonomously to a Manager. Both the Agent and the Manager must
have knowledge of the information contained in the device’s MIB.
To access SNMP functions in the Davicom, click the Unit Configuration icon
then the SNMP Manager tab, and select one of the three available options.

in DavLink

4.10.1. SNMP Get
There are a total of 96 GETs available in the Davicom, which can be configured to
obtain specific data from the SNMP-capable devices to which it has IP access.

Figure 94 - SNMP Get Configuration
To configure an SNMP GET, it is necessary to set the IP Address, Port number,
OID, Community and Value Type. These parameters are standard for an SNMP
GET request and are required to execute the SNMP query.
The OID value can be configured using DavLink’s integrated MIB Browser. To use
the MIB Browser, click on the browse button […] at the right of the OID field. When
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this tool is used, some parameters are configured automatically (like Value Type
and Index). Another value to set is the Polling Interval. This value configures the
interval between each SNMP GET queries when you use it to monitor a device.
The SNMP GET functionality is similar to Metering Inputs functionality, but in
addition for some value types, a simple comparison is available. Use the Exact
Match and Case Sensitive options for this simple comparison.
An SNMP GET can be used as a Qualifier, Operand or Input in other configuration
screens of your Davicom unit.

Figure 95 - DavLink MIB Browser

However, because the MIB browser in the Davicom does not display the entire OID
information of the elements in the MIB file of a device, a standard MIB browser will
be useful in practicing with SNMP, especially since it can be used to view the
Davicom’s own MIB, and also issue SNMP commands to the Davicom’s SNMP
agent.
We suggest that you procure an industry-standard MIB browser like iReasoning
(www.iReasoning.com) because it will allow you to load and view all the
information for each element in a device’s MIB.
A benefit of using iReasoning, or an equivalent software program, is that it can
issue GET and SET commands, as well as function as a Trap receiver. This can be
useful in troubleshooting problems when the Davicom’s SNMP Manager does not
succeed in communicating with a device.
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4.10.2. SNMP Set
If you want to control remote devices, you can configure and use up to 96 SNMP
SETs to send many types of commands.

Figure 96 - SNMP SET Configuration

The SNMP SET is similar to the relay pulse behaviour of Davicom units. This is
why a Value When Active and a Value When Normal can be configured. When you
use the SNMP SET in a Virtual Logic Gate, the SNMP Value that is sent will follow
the Active / Normal state of the VLG.
If you wish to SET only the Active value, append the suffix A to the SET ID
(1SSxxA), and leave the Value When Normal field blank. Conversely, if you wish to
SET only the Normal value, append the suffix N to the SET ID (1SSxxN), and leave
the Value When Active field blank.
Like the SNMP GET configuration, standard SNMP Parameters like IP Address,
Port number, OID, etc., need to be configured correctly. To confirm that the current
SNMP SET configuration is OK, you can test it with Test Active and Test Normal
buttons. Test Active will send an SNMP SET command with the Value When Active,
and Test Normal will send the command with the Value When Normal.
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4.10.3. SNMP Trap
To obtain alerts about problems from third party SNMP-capable devices, you can
configure and use up to 96 SNMP Traps to monitor alarms or error messages from
these devices.

Figure 97 - SNMP Trap Configuration

Like the SNMP GETs, SNMP Traps can be used as Qualifiers, Operands, or Inputs.
Additional parameters you need to configure include: the IP Address, Value Type,
Enterprise OID, Community, Specific ID and Timeout. The Enterprise OID needs to
be configured manually if the Other (Enterprise Specific) is selected. Also, the
Specific ID value must be configured if Other (Enterprise Specific) is selected with
SNMP v1 Traps. Note that the wildcard asterisk (*) symbol can be used in the OID
field.
Since SNMP Traps are only transient events, the Timeout value specifies how long
the trap will keep its alarm state so that action can be taken by the Davicom unit.
NOTE: It is important to correctly configure the Timeout value. If not, some remote
device problems might be lost or ignored if the timeout is too short.
It is also possible to take action on a specific “sub- or Variable-OID” that would be
bound to the main trap. This Variable OID can take different forms, all of which can
be directly processed by the Davicom unit. Its value and settings can be configured
in the Alarm section below the Timeout configuration fields.
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5. Configuring Davicom SuperMAC slave units
The Davicom SuperMAC was designed to allow easy addition of I/O capability to the DV-208/216
units. The SuperMAC is no longer supported with new 5.5x and higher firmware (see important
note at the beginning of Section 4). The information in this section is therefore included only for
reference. Skip ahead to Section 6, if you are running firmware version 5.5x or higher in your
Davicom unit.
Up to four Davicom units, one master and 3 slaves, can be networked together to increase their
input/output capacity (refer to Table 7 on page 45). In this setup, the configuration is called a
SuperMAC. Slave Davicom units are always connected to a master Davicom unit, and only the
master Davicom unit is linked to the outside world. Slave Davicom units do not require a complete
configuration, since it is the master Davicom unit which controls their setup.

5.1. Communications
The master Davicom controls communications, alarm lists and the generation of reports
and logs. Only the master Davicom can communicate by modem or IP with the outside
world. It is however possible to gain access to the master unit through any local
communications port on any Davicom unit of the SuperMAC when on-site.

5.2. Interconnecting the Davicom units
A SuperMAC is set up by interconnecting the Ethernet 2 ports of all the Davicom units to a
dedicated Ethernet network switch (see Figure 98 below). In the case where a single slave
is connected to a master, it is possible to use a cross-over network cable instead of the
network switch. The Ethernet 1 port of the master can be used to communicate over the
Internet or over a corporate WAN or VPN.

GSM Network

Master

RS-232

Telephone Line

RJ-11

ADSL Modem or Router

Ethernet 1
Ethernet 2

Slave
Ethernet 2

Slave
Ethernet 2

100Mb Ethernet
Switch

Slave
Ethernet 2

Figure 98 Interconnection of the Davicom units in a SuperMAC configuration
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The Davicom units must NOT be inter-connected before configuring all Ethernet 2 ports of
each Davicom with DIFFERENT IP addresses. See Section 5.5.1 on page 153 for more
details on configuring IP Address of Ethernet 2.

5.3. Inputs/Outputs
Each of the Slave Davicoms adds the following to the SuperMAC (depending on if it is a
DV-208 or a DV-216):
8 or 16 Metering Inputs
16 or 32 Status Inputs
16 or 32 Relay Outputs
16 Metering Math Functions
128 Virtual Logic Gates (VLG)
128 Virtual Relays
128 Timers
Since there can be up to 4 Davicoms in a SuperMAC, the maximum number of I/O’s is:
64 Metering Inputs
128 Status Inputs
128 Relay Outputs
64 Metering Math Functions
512 Virtual Logic Gates (VLG)
512 Virtual Relays
512 Timers
4 or 8 Auxiliary Communication Ports
4 or 8 Audio Monitoring Ports

5.4. Flags
Table 17 below presents the use of the SuperMAC’s flags. Apart from the quantity column,
all these flags apply to all Davicom units.

Name

Description

What it does

Quantity

xB01

RAM/RTC battery flag

Goes active if battery voltage is too low

1 per Davicom (4 max)

xB02

Battery Discharge Test
(BDT) flag

Goes active if a BDT fails

1 per Davicom (4 max)

1C0y

Remote Command flags

Goes active when a Unit-to-Unit Command is
received

8 per SuperMAC

xJ01

Processor
Temperature flag

Goes active if temperature is too high

1 per Davicom (4 max)

Board
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1L01

Phone Line flag

Goes active when no dial tone is detected.

1 per SuperMAC

1N0y

Ping Test flags

Goes active when the equipment doesn’t
respond to the ping sent by the Davicom unit.

32 per SuperMAC

1P01

Mains Power Fail flag

Goes active when no mains AC power is
detected.

1 per SuperMAC

xP02

Unit’s 12Vdc power flag

Goes active if 12Vdc is too low or too high.

1 per Davicom (4 max)

1S01

Sunrise flag

Goes active at sunrise and remains active until
sunset.

1 per SuperMAC

1W01

Password Fail flag

Goes active after 5 consecutive errors in the
Davicom username and/or password.

1 per SuperMAC

1Y01

Clock Sync Fail flag

Goes active when the Davicom’s clock fails to
synchronize with a time synchronization server.

1 per SuperMAC

Table 17 : SuperMAC Flags
Note that a SuperMAC has the same number of the following flags as a Davicom:
Remote command flags,
Phone Line flag,
Ping Test flags,
Mains Power Fail flag,
Sunrise flag,
Password Fail flag,
Clock Sync Fail flag.

However, the following flags are multiplied by the number of Davicoms in the SuperMAC:
RAM/RTC battery flag,
Battery Discharge Test flag,
Processor Board Temperature Flag,
12Vdc Power Supply Flag

5.5. Configuring a SuperMAC
Note the following points:
1. A Davicom is seen by default as a SuperMAC without any slaves.
2. A SuperMAC cannot be made up of more than 4 Davicom units.
3. The firmware version number must be identical for all the Davicoms of a SuperMAC.
If not, the Davicoms will refuse to communicate together. Any Davicom with the
wrong version will remain in the Fail state.
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4. The master checks if the slaves are present every 10 seconds.
5. Only a Supervisor or Director can connect locally to a Davicom that has become
isolated from the master. This allows him/her to erase the configuration of the Slave
Davicom (therefore causing it to become a master) without having to remove the
Davicom’s internal backup battery.

5.5.1. Starting up a SuperMAC
To start a SuperMAC, you must complete the following steps:
Note: These steps must be done BEFORE putting a complete configuration into the

Davicom units because the configuration is erased as each unit is joined to
the SuperMAC.
1. Configure the IP address and the subnet mask for Ethernet Port 2 (Eth2) in the
IP Parameters window of each Davicom that will make up the SuperMAC (see
Figure 99 below). For example, use an address range of 192.168.5.200 to
192.168.5.254 with a mask of 255.255.255.0.

Figure 99 : IP Parameters window
2. Connect all the Davicoms of the SuperMAC to the dedicated Ethernet 100Mbits
network switch, or use a cross-over network cable if you only have one slave.
3. Fill-in the SuperMAC IP Addresses window of one of the Davicoms in the
SuperMAC with the IP addresses that you configured in the Davicoms in step 1
(see Figure 100). The first line in the window is reserved for the Master
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Davicom. Once each line is entered, a message appears telling you that the
Davicom that just had its address configured will disconnect any other users
connected to it and will erase its configuration. The line number in the list
becomes the ID number of the slave Davicom in the SuperMAC.

Figure 100 : SuperMAC IP Addresses window
4. Once the window is completely filled-in, the Davicoms are all automatically
detected and the State field will display OK or Fail for each Davicom that joins
(or fails to join) the SuperMAC.
Note: It is important to always save the configuration file of a SuperMAC before

connecting or disconnecting Davicoms to or from a SuperMAC.
In the SuperMAC IP Addresses window, the Davicom unit in line 1 cannot
be erased; it can only have its IP address or description changed.
By default, the first line in the SuperMAC IP Addresses window will contain
the Eth2 IP Port address of the Davicom to which you are connected, since
the SuperMAC is not yet configured. Remember, the Davicom is always
considered as a master with no slaves when it starts out.
When a Davicom is deleted from the window, a message informs all other
connected users that they will be disconnected and that the Davicom’s
configuration will be erased. Afterwards, the Davicom in question is no longer
part of the SuperMAC. This prevents it from interfering with the remaining
SuperMAC units.
As stated previously, the master in a SuperMAC configuration is always
number 1 in the list. To allow quick identification of which Davicom unit in a
stack corresponds to which number in the list, you can count the number of
times the Activity led on the Davicom blinks between 2 pauses. Davicom
number 1 (the master) blinks only 1 time. The slave Davicoms blink 2, 3, or 4
times to indicate their list number.
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5.5.2. Configuration of a SuperMAC
To better understand the Input/Output/Flag nomenclature used in the Davicom
please consult Section 4.3.2.1 on page 47.
As a general rule, any Input Identifier (such as 1A02) from any of the 4 Davicoms of
a SuperMAC can be used as a Qualifier or Operand in any of the other Davicoms
of the SuperMAC.
Figure 101 below and Figure 102 on page 156 show examples of configurations
that take advantage of the SuperMAC’s expanded features.
Figure 101 shows that Status Input 5 of Slave Davicom # 2 (2D05) controls Relay 6
of Davicom #1 (1R06 in the Master) and Relay 6 of Davicom # 4 (4R06 in another
Slave).

Figure 101 : Example of the configuration of a Status Input in a SuperMAC
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Figure 102 shows that Relay 6 of Davicom #1 (1R06) is controlled by Status Input 5
of Davicom #2 (2D05).

Figure 102 : Example of the configuration of a Relay in a SuperMAC

5.5.3. The configuration file
The configuration file can be uploaded or downloaded to or from any Davicom unit
in a SuperMAC. When uploading to a specific unit, the master unit will then
distribute the configuration to the other Davicoms of the SuperMAC. Before
distribution however, the configuration is validated as shown below:
Is it the correct version of the Firmware?
Is it for the correct number of Davicom units?
Are all the Davicoms communicating (no Davicom in the « Fail » state)?
Are the slaves listed in the proper order in the SuperMAC IP Addresses window?
Take for example two SuperMACs made-up of 3 Davicoms each, but at different
positions. Say the first SuperMAC it (SuperMAC X) has Davicoms at positions 1, 3,
and 4, while the second SuperMAC (SuperMAC Y) has Davicoms at positions 1, 2,
and 3. The configuration of SuperMAC Y cannot be accepted in SuperMAC X and
vice-versa. In addition, if the configuration of SuperMAC X is transferred to
SuperMAC Z (also with Davicoms at positions 1, 3 and 4) but the Davicom at
position 4 is unresponsive, the configuration will not be accepted. Finally, if an
attempt is made to transfer the configuration of SuperMAC X to SuperMAC W (with
Davicoms at positions 1, 2, 3 and 4) it will not be accepted and will result in a
Transfer fail message.
This stringent verification minimises chances of erratic behaviour resulting from a
mismatch in the number or positions of Davicoms in a SuperMAC.
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5.5.4. Loss of a Davicom unit in a SuperMAC
Since all Davicoms of a SuperMAC can have critical functions for proper operation
of a site monitoring and control system, for security reasons, a SuperMAC,
automatically enters Pause mode if communications are lost with any unit for more
than 60 seconds. The SuperMAC however remains accessible for external
communications and control (it will respond to calls and allow manual commands of
the remaining Davicoms). A visual indication of this state is given by the
simultaneous flashing of the Minor and Major Alarm front-panel LEDs. If you
configured the SuperMAC accordingly, a major alarm can also be sent to advise
you of the problem. See Figure 103 below.

Figure 103 : System window showing Slave problem alarm setting box
To re-establish functionality of a SuperMAC, the problem should ideally be fixed at
the source by repairing the faulty network cable, network switch, or the Davicom
itself. Once communications are re-established Pause mode can be cancelled
manually and the SuperMAC will start up again.
In the rare case where a defective Davicom is the cause of the problem and the
replacement unit does not have the same configuration as the defective unit, you
must do the following on the replacement:
1. Configure the IP parameters of IP port Ethernet 2 with the original values in
the TCP/IP tab of the IP Parameters window.
2. Configure the SuperMAC IP Addresses window with the same values.
3. Connect the replacement to the SuperMAC Ethernet network.
4. We suggest disconnecting all SuperMAC I/O cables to prevent erratic
effects on your site.
5. Cancel Pause mode.
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6. Connect your computer to any Davicom of the SuperMAC that is not listed
as Fail in the State field of the SuperMAC IP Addresses window.
7. Make sure that the replacement Davicom is listed, or add it if it isn’t.
8. Re-load the configuration of the SuperMAC into the MAC to which you are
connected to re-establish the configuration in the replacement Davicom.
9. Reactivate Pause mode.
10. Reconnect SuperMAC I/O cables to your site equipment.
11. Cancel Pause mode.
Another way of restarting a SuperMAC following a defect is to go to the SuperMAC
IP Addresses window and to remove the unresponsive unit from the configuration
of the SuperMAC by selecting the line containing the problem unit and clicking the
Delete button. In this case, all references to the missing unit (I/O’s or Flags) will
remain in the SuperMAC, but will be considered as non-configured by the
SuperMAC. Note that this may however cause problems in your site monitoring and
automated control logic.
If communication is re-established with an unresponsive unit once it has been
removed from the SuperMAC list, the unit will automatically update its configuration
to remove the other units from its own list and change itself into a Master
(remember a Davicom is a SuperMAC with only a Master).
If communications are temporarily lost with a Slave MAC (for less than 60 seconds)
the SuperMAC continues its automation, but considers that the missing inputs have
not changed state since the last polling. After 60 seconds without communications
with a Slave unit, the Master considers the unit as lost and enters Pause mode to
prevent possible erratic logic.
If a Davicom is temporarily isolated from the network, after 10 seconds any users
connected to it will be disconnected.

5.5.5. Firmware upgrades (up to v5.48 only)
The firmware of a SuperMAC can be upgraded to version 5.48 from any Davicom
of the SuperMAC. A single upgrade is required for all Davicoms of the SuperMAC.
Only certain types of upgrades are permitted by IP or by modem. All types of
upgrades can be done over the Davicom’s front-panel terminal port (USB or RS232).
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6. Input/Output circuit configuration & jumper settings
Metering inputs, status inputs and relay outputs offer different user-configurable settings. The
following sections present detailed jumper configurations specific to each setting for each type of
Davicom unit when applicable. See Section 7 and Appendix D on page 321 for back-panel
connectors and pinouts.

6.1. DV-208/216 Metering inputs
6.1.1. Detailed metering input connections
The Davicom metering inputs can be configured for any of the following voltage or
current ranges: ± 2.5 V, ± 10 V, ± 20 V or 4-20mA (refer to Section 4.3.3.1 on page
56).
Warning: Even if the voltage difference is quite low between the two points, it is
not permitted to exceed the limit established by the voltage scale for each terminal.
If a high voltage is applied to the terminals, the input will probably saturate. When
using the 4-20 mA range, do not apply any voltage that could result in a current
higher than 20 mA since this may damage the Davicom unit.
The metering inputs are bipolar and have a minimum input impedance of 200 kΩ
(100 Ω for 4-20 mA range). Since each input is bipolar, dual circuits are used. It is
therefore very important to select the same range for both input sections. For
example, in Figure 104 below, jumpers 71 & 83, 72 & 84 and 73 & 85 must be
connected in pairs. Jumper 90 is used for 4-20 mA type sensors and jumper 89 is
used for True-RMS AC voltage detection in concert with U37, the detector chip.

Figure 104 : Typical metering input circuit
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6.1.1.1.

Bipolar mode

The metering inputs are bipolar, and signals can be measured as shown in Figure
105 below.
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+
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Figure 105 : Differential metering input for AC signal
To connect, for example, Metering Input 1A01 in bipolar mode you must use pin 10
(Metering Input xA01+) and pin 11 (Metering Input xA01-) on the INPUT/OUTPUT
1 Champ connector. To reduce noise pick-up, the ground connections are not used
in this bipolar/balanced setup. Refer to Appendix D on page 321.

6.1.1.2.

Unipolar mode

As previously mentioned, the metering inputs are bipolar. However, unipolar
positive or negative signals can be measured as shown in Figure 106 and Figure
107.
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Figure 106 : Unipolar positive metering input

Input

Figure 107 : Unipolar negative metering input

To connect, for example, Metering Input 1A07 in unipolar mode, you must use
pin 14 (Metering Input xA03+) and ground pin 15 (xA03-) with pin 18 (Analog
Ground) on the INPUT/OUTPUT 2 Champ connector. The sensor’s ground must
also be connected to pin 18. Refer to Appendix D on page 321.
Note: Unused inputs must be grounded.

6.1.2. DV-208/216 Metering Input jumpers
Jumper settings inside the Davicom unit must correspond to the voltage/current
range that you configured for each metering input (refer to Figure 28 on page 57).
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The factory default jumper position is ±10 V. Metering Input jumpers are located on
the Davicom I/O conditioning boards.

Figure 108 : Close-up view of the Metering Input jumpers on the I/O conditioning board
VOLTAGE/CURRENT RANGE

METERING INPUT
NUMBER
4-20 MA
xA01 and xA09
xA02 and xA10
xA03 and xA11
xA04 and xA12
xA05 and xA13
xA06 and xA14
xA07 and xA15
xA08 and xA16
Table 18 : Davicom

 2.5 V

 10 V

 20 V

JP71 / JP83 /
JP71 / JP83
JP72 / JP84
JP73 / JP85
JP70JP90
/ JP82 /
JP70 / JP82
JP69 / JP81
JP68 / JP80
JP91
JP65 / JP77 /
JP65 / JP77
JP66 / JP78
JP67 / JP79
JP62JP92
/ JP74 /
JP62 / JP74
JP63 / JP75
JP64 / JP76
JP93
JP35 / JP47 /
JP35 / JP47
JP36 / JP48
JP37 / JP49
JP34JP94
/ JP46 /
JP34 / JP46
JP33 / JP45
JP32 / JP44
JP95
JP29 / JP41 /
JP29 / JP41
JP30 / JP42
JP31 / JP43
JP26JP96
/ JP38 /
JP26 / JP38
JP27 / JP39
JP28 / JP40
JP97
Metering Inputs Jumper Settings (voltage/current range)
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Depending on the voltage/current scale of each metering input, position the
jumpers according to the black areas on Figure 110 to Figure 113.
Note: If you have a DV-216 model, you will have two identical I/O conditioning
boards located side-by-side inside your Davicom unit. Metering Inputs xA01 to
xA08 are located on the first board while Metering Inputs xA09 to xA16 are located
on the second board. You must therefore make sure you are configuring the right
board. The first board is aligned with INPUT/OUTPUT 1 and 2 Champ connectors
while the second board is aligned with INPUT/OUTPUT 3 and 4 Champ connectors.
As for the jumper JP10 setting, the first board has the jumper positioned on center
pin and pin 1 while the second board has the jumper positioned on center pin and
pin 2 (this jumper indicates the position of the board to the processor).

Figure 109 : Jumper JP10 identifying the first and second I/O conditioning boards
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Figure 110 : Jumper settings for the 4-20 mA range

Figure 111 : Jumper settings for the  2.5 V range
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Figure 112 : Jumper settings for the  10 V range (default)

Figure 113 : Jumper settings for the  20 V range
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6.1.3. DV-208/216 DC or True-RMS on metering inputs
6.1.3.1.

Jumper setting for standard DC mode on metering inputs

The factory default jumper position for metering inputs is the standard DC mode,
unless you ordered your DV-208/216 unit with pre-installed True-RMS converter
IC’s. DC/True-RMS jumpers are located on the Davicom I/O conditioning boards,
and are positioned on pins 1 and 2 in their default DC setting. Refer to Figure 115
and Table 19 below.

6.1.3.2.

Installing true-RMS converter IC’s on metering inputs

The optional Davicom True-RMS Converter IC’s allow direct high precision
measurement of audio in dB on any DV-208/216 metering input. These optional
chips can be factory-installed when ordered at the same time as your Davicom unit,
or can be purchased separately at a later time. The chips can easily be inserted
into their dedicated sockets (Figure 113) on the Davicom I/O conditioning boards.

U17

U32

U19

U20

U34

U22

U35

U37

Figure 114 : Close-up view of the True-RMS Converter IC sockets on a Davicom
I/O conditioning board
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6.1.3.3.

Jumper setting for optional True-RMS measurements

Jumper settings inside the Davicom unit must correspond to the True-RMS (AC
coupled) mode for each metering input that has the optional True-RMS Converter
IC installed. DC/True-RMS jumpers are located on the Davicom I/O conditioning
boards.

Figure 115 : Close-up view of the DC/True-RMS jumpers on a Davicom I/O
conditioning board
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For metering inputs with the optional True-RMS Converter ICs installed, you must
position the DC/True-RMS jumpers on pins 2 and 3.

METERING INPUT
DC/TRUENUMBER
RMS JUMPER

DC
(DEFAULT)

TRUE-RMS

IC

U37
xA01 and xA09
JP89
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
U35
xA02 and xA10
JP88
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
U34
xA03 and xA11
JP87
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
U32
xA04 and xA12
JP86
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
U22
xA05 and xA13
JP61
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
U20
xA06 and xA14
JP60
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
U19
xA07 and xA15
JP59
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
U17
xA08 and xA16
JP58
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
Table 19 : Davicom Metering Inputs Jumper Settings (DC/True-RMS mode)

Note: If you have a DV-216 model, you will have two identical I/O conditioning
boards located side-by-side inside your Davicom unit. Metering Inputs xA01 to
xA08 are located on the first board while Metering Inputs xA09 to xA16 are located
on the second board. You must therefore make sure you are configuring the right
board. The first board is aligned with INPUT/OUTPUT 1 and 2 Champ connectors
while the second board is aligned with INPUT/OUTPUT 3 and 4 Champ connectors.
As for jumper JP10 setting, refer to Figure 109 on page 162.
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6.2. DV-Mini Metering Inputs
6.2.1. Typical DV-Mini Metering Input circuit
Figure 116 shows an example of a DV-Mini metering input circuit.

Figure 116. DV-Mini Metering Input circuit
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6.2.2. DV-Mini Metering Input jumpers
Even though the DV-Mini Metering Input scale selection is automatic, and there are
no voltage scale jumpers to set, a small number of other jumpers must still be
configured on the I/O board, depending on the application.
Jumpers JP41 to JP48 are associated with Metering Inputs 1 to 8, respectively.
When one of these jumpers is in place, the Metering Input is set for 4 to 20mA
measurement mode. See top part of Figure 117 below. Note that for 4-20mA mode
to be active, the voltage scale MUST be set to 2.5V in the corresponding input’s
configuration screen.

Figure 117. Metering Input 4-20mA sensor and DC/Rectified jumper locations
Jumpers JP49 to JP56 are also associated with Metering Inputs 1 to 8 respectively.
When the jumper is in the « NORM » position, the Metering Input is DC coupled
and the signal is not filtered. When the jumper is in the « RECT » (or rectified)
position, the signal is rectified and passed through a low-pass filter that allows use
of this input for audio presence detection.
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6.3. DV-Micro Metering Inputs
6.3.1. Typical DV-Micro Metering Input circuit
Figure 118 below shows an example of a DV-Micro Metering Input circuit.

Figure 118 : DV-Micro Metering Input circuit
DV-Micro Metering Inputs 1 through 7 are identical. They accept 0-5V DC signals.
RAM battery voltage measurement using Metering Input 8 circuit
Figure 119 below shows the DV-Micro Metering Input 8 circuit. This input is slightly
different from the other inputs because it allows measurement of the internal RAM
battery voltage.

Figure 119 : DV-Micro Metering Input 8 circuit
DV-Micro Metering Input 8 has a jumper that allows measurement of the RAM
battery voltage when in position 2-3. To display the correct battery voltage, the
metering input ABC parameters must be set to: A = 0, B = 1, C = 0, D = 0 in the
input’s configuration screen. Note that use of this feature is entirely optional.
When the jumper is in position 1-2, Metering Input 8 is identical to metering inputs 1
through 7 and it accepts 0-5V DC. Factory default is at position 1-2.
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6.3.2. DV-Micro Metering Input jumper
The location of JP22 is shown in Figure 120 below.

Figure 120. DV-Micro Metering Input 8 selection jumper location
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6.4. DV-208/216 Status Inputs
6.4.1. Detailed status input connections
All status inputs are isolated through opto-couplers, and the input impedance is
greater than 22 kΩ. Input voltages between –12 V and +0.8 V are considered a
logic Low level, while voltages between +2.4 V and +12 V are considered a logic
High level.
Note: You must make sure the jumper settings inside the Davicom unit correspond
to your status input connection mode. You must also make sure that the logic of
the configured Active Level of your status inputs is preserved (refer to Section
4.3.4.1 on page 66).

6.4.1.1.

Dry-contact (pull-up) mode

When pull-up resistors are used, an open circuit is considered a logic High and
short to ground is considered a logic Low.

Figure 121 : Status input connected in dry-contact (pull-up) mode

For example, to connect Status Input 1D01 in dry-contact mode, you must use
pin 1 (Status Input xD01) and pin 25 or 50 (Digital Ground) on the
INPUT/OUTPUT 1 Champ connector. Refer to Appendix D on page 321.
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6.4.1.2.

Wet-contact (external voltage) mode

If you wish to isolate the Davicom unit from the status input signal, an external
ground (EGND) pin 9 must be used along with an external power supply that is
independent of the Davicom unit. Voltage +Vin in Figure 122 must be greater than
+2.4 Vdc in order to activate the photodiode of the opto-coupler. In this case, an
open circuit is taken as a logic Low, and an applied voltage above +2.4 Vdc as
logic High.
If no external power supply is available, the +5 (pin 23) or +12 V (pin 24) power
available on Champ connectors at the rear of the Davicom unit can be used.
Naturally, pin 25 or 50 (Digital Ground) must be used as reference in this case.

Figure 122 : Status input connected in the wet-contact (external voltage) mode

For example, to connect Status Input 1D10 in wet-contact mode (using an external
voltage), you must use pin 2 (Status Input xD10) and pin 9 (External Ground) on
the INPUT/OUTPUT 2 Champ connector. Refer to Appendix D on page 321.
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6.4.2. DV-208/216 Status Input jumpers
Jumper settings inside the Davicom unit must correspond to the connection mode
of each status input (refer to Section 6.4.1 on page 172). The factory default
jumper position is the dry-contact (pull-up) mode. Status Input jumpers are all
located on a Davicom I/O conditioning board.

Figure 123 : Close-up view of the Status Input jumpers on a Davicom I/O conditioning
board
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STATUS INPUT
NUMBER

DRY-CONTACT
INSTALL

GROUND

WET-CONTACT
REMOVE

GROUND

xD01 and xD17
JP9
JP14 (DGND)
JP9
JP14 (EGND)
xD02 and xD18
JP8
JP13 (DGND)
JP8
JP13 (EGND)
xD03 and xD19
JP7
JP12 (DGND)
JP7
JP12 (EGND)
xD04 and xD20
JP6
JP11 (DGND)
JP6
JP11 (EGND)
xD05 and xD21
JP5
JP53 (DGND)
JP5
JP53 (EGND)
xD06 and xD22
JP4
JP52 (DGND)
JP4
JP52 (EGND)
xD07 and xD23
JP3
JP51 (DGND)
JP3
JP51 (EGND)
xD08 and xD24
JP2
JP50 (DGND)
JP2
JP50 (EGND)
xD09 and xD25
JP1
JP57 (DGND)
JP1
JP57 (EGND)
xD10 and xD26
JP21
JP56 (DGND)
JP21
JP56 (EGND)
xD11 and xD27
JP20
JP55 (DGND)
JP20
JP55 (EGND)
xD12 and xD28
JP19
JP54 (DGND)
JP19
JP54 (EGND)
xD13 and xD29
JP18
JP25 (DGND)
JP18
JP25 (EGND)
xD14 and xD30
JP17
JP24 (DGND)
JP17
JP24 (EGND)
xD15 and xD31
JP16
JP23 (DGND)
JP16
JP23 (EGND)
xD16 and xD32
JP15
JP22 (DGND)
JP15
JP22 (EGND)
Table 20 : Davicom Status Inputs Jumper Settings

Note: If you have a DV-216 model, you will have two identical I/O conditioning
boards located side-by-side inside your Davicom unit. Status Inputs xD01 to xD16
are located on the first board while Status Inputs xD17 to xD32 are located on the
second board. You must therefore make sure you are configuring the correct board.
The first board is aligned with INPUT/OUTPUT 1 and 2 Champ connectors while
the second board is aligned with INPUT/OUTPUT 3 and 4 Champ connectors. As
for jumper JP10 setting, refer to Figure 109 on page 162.
Note: Verify the Active Level that you configured for each Status Input and make
sure the logic is preserved. Refer to 4.3.4.1 on page 66.
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6.5. DV-Mini Status Input jumpers
The DV-Mini Status Inputs are electrically identical to the inputs of the DV-208/216
products. Jumpers JP9 to JP16 are used to place Pull-Up resistors on Status Inputs 1 to 8
(note that JP9 is for Status Input 8 and JP16 is for Input 1) while jumpers JP25 to JP32 are
for Status Inputs 9 to 16 (JP32 is for Status Input 9 and JP25 is for Status Input 16). See
the top left section of Figure 124 below.

Figure 124 : DV-Mini status Input pull-up mode and reference voltage (ground)
jumper locations
Jumpers JP17 to JP24 and JP33 to JP40 are used to define the reference (or ground)
voltage on the Status Inputs. When in the « E » position, the « external » ground is used
while in the « D » position, the DV-Mini internal Digital ground is used. Use of the « E »
position allows you to electrically isolate the DV-Mini from external voltages. When using
the « E » ground, pull-up resistors must not be connected. See the bottom left section of
Figure 124 above for the exact jumper positions.
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6.6. DV-Micro Status Inputs
6.6.1. DV-Micro Status Input circuit
DV-Micro Status Inputs are electrically identical to the inputs of the other Davicom
units.

Figure 125 : DV-Micro Status Input circuit
When JP10 (see Figure 125 above) is in the External Ground position, the DVMicro will use the ground provided by your external device. Pull-up resistors (at
JP20 in Figure 125 above) must NOT be connected in this case. When in the
Digital Ground position, the DV-Micro will use its internal digital ground. When
properly used, both arrangements allow the DV-Micro to be electrically isolated
from the outside circuit.
Factory default is for “D” ground with pull-up resistor connected.
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6.6.2. DV-Micro Status Input jumpers

Figure 126 : DV-Micro status Input pull-up mode and reference voltage (ground)
jumper locations
Jumpers in rows 1 to 8 are used for status inputs 1 to 8 respectively. To place PullUp resistors on Status Inputs 1 to 8 you have to place jumpers on the pull-up (right
column in Figure 126 above). When no pull-up resistors are required, remove the
corresponding jumper and save it for future use.
Jumpers in the left column are used to select between the External (E) and Internal
(D) ground on the Status Inputs. See Figure 126 above for the exact jumper
positions. Factory default positions are all on D ground and all pull-up jumpers in
place.
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6.7. Audio Monitoring inputs
6.7.1. DV-208/216 audio monitoring input connections
The audio inputs are used for remote audio monitoring. Different audio input
sources can be monitored to verify their presence and to get a summary idea of
their quality.
Impedance at the audio inputs is approximately 10 kΩ. The audio signal at test
point TP is factory-set to 600 mV peak-peak for normal operation. The waveform of
the output signal should closely resemble that of the input. Output signal amplitude
will depend on the input signal level, but there will be a DC offset of 6 V at test
point TP. See Section 6.7.1.1 on page 181 for volume adjustment potentiometers.
TP
0.1

100 pf
Audio
Input

100K
50K

1N751A
12 v

-

1N751A

+
100K

100K

Figure 127 : Audio input circuit

To connect, for example, Audio Input 1, you must use pin 19 (Audio Input 1+) and
pin 20 (Audio Input 1-) on the INPUT/OUTPUT 1 Champ connector. Refer to
Appendix D on page 321.
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6.7.1.1.

DV-208/216 potentiometer adjustment

The audio inputs are used for remote audio monitoring. Davicom units are factory
calibrated so that you should clearly hear your audio inputs when connected by
telephone. Each audio input has a potentiometer and a test point on the Davicom
I/O conditioning boards.

Figure 128 : Close-up view of the Audio Input potentiometers and test points on a Davicom
I/O conditioning board
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Audio input potentiometers are factory-set to 600 mV peak-peak. If you want to
change this setting, connect your oscilloscope to the test point (TP) associated with
the audio input you wish to tune and adjust the appropriate potentiometer to the
desired value.
AUDIO INPUT NUMBER
TEST POINT
POTENTIOMETER
1 and 5
TP1
R34
2 and 6
TP2
R35
3 and 7
TP3
R108
4 and 8
TP4
R111
Table 21 : Davicom Audio Input Pot Tuning
Note: If you have a DV-216 model, you will have two identical I/O conditioning
boards located side-by-side inside your Davicom unit. Audio Inputs 1 to 4 are
located on the first board while Audio Inputs 5 to 8 are located on the second board.
You must therefore make sure you are configuring the correct board. The first
board is aligned with INPUT/OUTPUT 1 and 2 Champ connectors while the second
board is aligned with INPUT/OUTPUT 3 and 4 Champ connectors. As for jumper
JP10 setting, refer to Figure 109 on page 162.

6.7.2. DV-Mini potentiometer adjustment
DV-Mini audio inputs are electrically identical to DV-208/216 audio inputs. The
audio inputs are used for remote audio monitoring. DV-Mini units are factory
calibrated so that you should clearly hear your audio inputs when connected by
telephone.
Each audio input has a potentiometer and a test point on the Davicom I/O
conditioning boards.

1

2

Figure 129 : Close-up view of the Audio Input potentiometers and test points on a DV-Mini
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Audio input potentiometers are factory-set to 600 mV peak-peak. If you want to
change this setting, connect your oscilloscope to the test point (TP) associated with
the audio input you wish to tune and adjust the appropriate potentiometer to the
desired value.
AUDIO INPUT NUMBER
1
2

TEST POINT
TP4
TP5

POTENTIOMETER
VR1
VR2

Table 22 : DV-Mini Audio Input Pot Tuning

6.7.3. DV-Micro Audio monitoring input circuit
On the DV-Micro, audio monitoring is only available when the optional internal
modem is installed. Note the audio signal connections on the pins of J10 in Figure
130 below. The DV-Micro does not provide audio streaming over IP.

Figure 130 : DV-Micro Audio Monitoring Input circuit
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6.7.3.1.

DV-Micro potentiometer adjustment

Figure 131 : Close-up view of the Audio Input potentiometer and test point on a DV-Micro

6.8. Relay/Open-collector outputs
6.8.1. Relay/Open-collector output connections
The Davicom unit can control its physical relays, or the transistors acting as relay
drivers (open-collector mode).
Note: You must make sure the jumpers inside the Davicom unit are set for either
relay or open collector outputs (refer to Section 6.8.1.2 on page 184).
The Davicom’s physical relays provide isolation and accept higher voltages and
currents when compared to the open collector mode. Open collector mode can be
used to control equipment that has a digital external control port for example.
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+12v
NC
NO
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1
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To
ULN2803A

COM

Figure 132 : Relay / Open collector output

6.8.1.1.

Relay output

The physical relays can support 0.4 A @ 70 VAC, and 2 A @ 30 Vdc.
Relays can be connected in order to be normally open or normally closed.
Normally-open contacts connect the circuit when the relay is energized; the circuit
is disconnected when the relay is released. Normally-closed contacts disconnect
the circuit when the relay is energized; the circuit is connected when the relay is
released.
To connect, for example, Physical Relay 1R01 in normally open mode, you must
use pin 26 (Relay xR01 Common) and pin 27 (Relay xR01 Normally Open) on the
INPUT/OUTPUT 1 Champ connector. Refer to Appendix D on page 321.

6.8.1.2.

Open collector output

Open collector outputs can support 100 mA continuous, and up to the Davicom
power supply input voltage (generally 12 Vdc).
Warning: Exceeding the Davicom power supply voltage (12V) can damage the
open-collector transistor. For higher voltages, choose relay outputs instead of open
collector outputs.
To connect, for example, Physical Relay 1R16 in open-collector mode, you must
use pin 48 (Relay xR016 Common) which will be pulled to ground by the opencollector, and pin 25 or 50 (Digital Ground) on the INPUT/OUTPUT 2 Champ
connector. Refer to Appendix D on page 321.
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6.8.2. DV-208/216 Relay jumpers
Jumper positions inside the Davicom unit are shown in Figure 133. The factory
default jumper position is for the control of the Davicom’s physical relays. Physical
relay jumpers are all located on the relay board at the rear of the Davicom unit.

Figure 133 : Close-up view of the Physical Relay jumpers on a Davicom relay board

6.8.2.1.

Relay outputs

For the Davicom to control its physical relays, you must position the Output
jumpers on pins 1 and 2 (refer to Figure 133 and Table 23).

6.8.2.2.

Open collector outputs

For the Davicom to control the relay drivers (open collector mode), you must
position the Output jumpers on pins 2 and 3 (refer to Figure 133 and Table 23).
PHYSICAL RELAY
NUMBER

OUTPUT
JUMPER

RELAY

OPEN
COLLECTOR

xR01 and xR17
xR02 and xR18
xR03 and xR19
xR04 and xR20
xR05 and xR21
xR06 and xR22
xR07 and xR23
xR08 and xR24
xR09 and xR25
xR10 and xR26

JP44
JP45
JP46
JP47
JP48
JP49
JP50
JP51
JP52
JP53

Position 1-2
Position 1-2
Position 1-2
Position 1-2
Position 1-2
Position 1-2
Position 1-2
Position 1-2
Position 1-2
Position 1-2

Position 2-3
Position 2-3
Position 2-3
Position 2-3
Position 2-3
Position 2-3
Position 2-3
Position 2-3
Position 2-3
Position 2-3
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xR11 and xR27
JP54
xR12 and xR28
JP55
xR13 and xR29
JP56
xR14 and xR30
JP57
xR15 and xR31
JP58
xR16 and xR32
JP59
Table 23 : Davicom

Position 1-2
Position 2-3
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
Position 1-2
Position 2-3
Physical Relay Jumper Settings

Warning: If you have a DV-216 model, you will have two identical relay boards
located side-by-side on the rear panel inside your Davicom unit. Physical Relays
xR01 to xR16 are located on the first board while Physical Relays xR17 to xR32
are located on the second board. You must therefore make sure you are
configuring the correct board. The first board is aligned with INPUT/OUTPUT 1 and
2 Champ connectors while the second board is aligned with INPUT/OUTPUT 3 and
4 Champ connectors.

6.8.3. DV-Mini Relay jumpers
The DV-Mini relays are electrically identical to the relays of the DV-208/216
products. Jumpers JP1 to JP8 are used to configure relays 1 to 8, respectively.
When it is in the « RY » position, the output is connected to the relay and when it is
in the « OC » position, the output is connected to an open collector mode. See
Figure 134 below for exact jumper locations.

Figure 134 : DV-Mini Relay configuration jumper locations

6.8.4. DV-Micro Relays
DV-Micros only have relay outputs with no open collector option.
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7. Installing a Davicom unit at the site
This section explains how to physically install your Davicom and how to connect all the cables
and wires needed for it to operate properly. See sections 1.1.2.1 on page 15, 1.1.2.2 on page 17
and 1.1.2.3 on page 18 for complete connector descriptions of the DV-208/216, the DV-Mini and
the DV-Micro respectively.
Appendix D on page 321 provides a detailed input/output pinout.

7.1. Rack-mounting brackets
The Davicom is designed to be rack-mounted in one of three positions depending on the
rack type you have. You will need to install the two L-shaped brackets that came with your
unit into the proper side mounting holes on both sides of the Davicom. See Figure 135,
Figure 136, and Figure 137. Be sure to use all 4 mounting screws in order to ensure
maximum mounting strength.

Figure 135 : Mounting bracket shown in front position. Front of Davicom is on the
right.

Figure 136 : Mounting bracket shown in middle position. Front of Davicom is on
the right.
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Figure 137 : Mounting bracket shown in rear position. Front of Davicom is on the
right.
Once these L brackets are properly installed, you can rack-mount your Davicom.

7.2. Power supply
In order to ensure backup operation during power failures, all Davicom units operate from a
12 Vdc supply. This allows you to use 12 Volt battery & charger combinations to run the
Davicom and keep it alive during critical situations where main site power may be lost.
The Davicom’s power supply board has protection circuits for over-voltage and undervoltage conditions with hysteresis for each circuit. When the input voltage drops below
approximately 9 Vdc, power is cut off and will return only when the input source goes
above approximately 10.9 Vdc. When the input source goes above approximately 15.3 Vdc,
power is cut off and returns only when the input drops below approximately 14.7Vdc.
Figure 138 below shows the relationship between the input and output voltages.
Output

9V

10.9V

14.7V 15.3V

Figure 138 : Davicom unit’s input vs output voltage protection circuit

Input
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Connect your power supply to the Davicom’s power connector (identified as 1a in Figure 2
on page 16). Refer to Section 3.1 on page 24 for the detailed pinout of the XLR4 connector.
The Power Supply fuse is shown at 1b in Figure 2. Replace it only with the same type of
fuse (refer to Section 23.1 on page 305 for the procedure).
For lightning protection, the Davicom also has an earth ground terminal shown at 1c in
Figure 2. To ensure adequate lightning and grounding protection, you must connect this
terminal to your station’s earth ground with as short a grounding strap as possible.

7.3. Wall transformer for power fail detection
Since the Davicom unit normally operates from a 12 Vdc battery-backed power supply, it
will not automatically detect power failure at the site. For this purpose, it is equipped with a
Power Fail (P.F.) input connector on the rear-panel (identified as 2 in Figure 2 on page 16).
Simply connect the included wall-wart transformer to the Davicom’s P.F. connector. The
supplied transformer has the following specifications: 9 Vdc regulated, 500 mA (max),
center negative (shell positive) connector. DO NOT REPLACE with a non-regulated wall
transformer with higher output capacity since this will cause excessive delays in the power
fail detection (long discharge time in 1 kΩ bleeder resistor).
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7.4. Unit input/output pinout (50-pin Champ)
Most of the Davicom’s I/O signals are contained in the 50-pin Champ connectors. The
model DV-208 have two 50-pin Champ connectors while DV-216 models have four. These
connectors are identified as 3a and 3b in Figure 2 on page 16. Refer to Appendix D on
page 321 for the detailed pinout of these connectors. Connections are different for DV-Mini
and for DV-Micro units. See Appendix D for details.
Many users make their own cables and connect the I/O signals to a BIX or KRONE frame
where all the interconnections are done. An easy alternative to doing your own wiring is to
purchase Davicom unit Cables with soldered 50-pin Champ connectors. These cables are
available in lengths from the standard 2-meters up to 15-meters with various connector
options (straight-straight, straight-angle, and straight-pigtail). To facilitate your site-wiring
tasks, another alternative is to purchase the Davicom unit Input/Output Kit that includes the
cables and interconnect panels (Weidmuller terminals or Krone frames). Visit the
www.davicom.com web site in the Davicom accessories section.

7.5. Reach-through serial ports
All Davicom DV-2xx units have reach-through RS-232 serial ports (up to eight) that allow
you to access other on-site equipment through the Davicom. The 9-pin D-type male
connectors are identified as 4a and 4b in Figure 2 on page 16.
The ports are set up in a Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) configuration, like a
PC COM-port, with the following pinout: Pin 2 is for RX, pin 3 is for TX, pin 5 is for GND,
and pins 1, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are not connected.

1

5

6

9

Rx

Tx

Gnd

Figure 139 : Reach-through serial ports pinout
Connect the on-site equipment you wish to communicate with to the back of the Davicom
unit using a serial cable.
Note: The equipment must have a Data Communications Equipment (DCE) configuration;
otherwise you will have to use a null-modem (cross-over) cable to connect it to the
Davicom.
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7.6. TCP/IP network
Thanks to their Ethernet ports, Davicom units can be connected to the outside world, to onsite Davicom MEXM units, and to other on-site network-enabled equipment.

7.6.1. External (or Off-Site)
To connect the Davicom unit to the outside world (through the site LAN/WAN or the
Internet), simply connect your network RJ-45 cable to the Ethernet-1 connector
identified as 5a in Figure 2 on page 16.

7.6.2. Internal (or On-Site)
The Ethernet-2 connector, identified as 5b Figure 2 on page 16, is used for internal
or on-site connections to Davicom MEXM units or to other on-site network-enabled
equipment.

7.7. Internal modem
If you have purchased your Davicom unit with the optional Internal Modem, it comes
equipped with a standard V.92 analog modem pre-installed and configured. The integration
of this modem’s hardware and software within the Davicom, allows it to be used for voice,
data, and fax communications. To give the Davicom unit telephone access, you must
connect the site phone line to the RJ-11 connector identified as 6 in Figure 2 on page 16.
Although the Davicom has a built-in high-efficiency surge suppression circuit, it is always
prudent to add an external surge suppressor to your site telephone line.
If the telephone wall jack is not an RJ-11 type, you will need an adaptor. The Davicom
RJ-11 connector pinout is as follows: Pin 3 is for ring, pin 4 is for tip, and pins 1, 2, 5 and 6
are not connected.

Figure 140 : Pinout of the Davicom RJ-11 telephone connector
Important: When the internal modem option is installed, the connector identified as 7a in
Figure 2 is internally disconnected. This serial port is dedicated to the internal modem
when the modem is present.
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7.8. External modem(s)
The Davicom units can be connected to up to 2 external Hayes-compatible modems to
allow data communications with the outside world. These modems are normally connected
to the connectors identified as 7a and 7b in Figure 2 on page 16. These connectors
respectively correspond to the IOIOI-1 and IOIOI-2 selections in the Davicom system
configuration screen (refer to Figure 17 on page 41).
Both connectors are functional at the same time for all DV-208-2 or DV-216-2 models. As
stated in the preceding section, the IOIOI-1 connector is active only when there is NO
internal modem installed in the Davicom..
Tip: If you only use one external modem without the optional internal modem, we
recommend you connect that external modem to the IOIOI-1connector, since all default
settings in DavLink are for IOIOI-1.

7.9. Line in stereo audio jack
This connector can be used to monitor stereo signals using audio streaming over IP. This
connector is identified as 8b in Figure 2 on page 16.

7.10. Line out stereo audio jack
This connector outputs the audio signal that is currently being monitored and is identified
as 8a in Figure 2 on page 16.

7.11. Microphone jack
This connector can be used to connect a microphone to monitor ambient sound using
audio streaming over IP. It is identified as 8c in Figure 2 on page 16.

7.12. USB port
This connector can be used to connect USB-to-Serial adaptors, USB modems, or USB
Storage devices. It is identified as 9 in Figure 2 on page 16.
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8. Acknowledging alarm-calls
Once an alarm is triggered by the Davicom, an Alarm-Call Sequence (ACS) is initiated. This ACS
uses the Alarm-Call List (ACL) associated with that alarm, and it becomes the Davicom’s top
priority to notify recipients according to their sequential order in the ACL. The Davicom will keep
notifying recipients until the alarm is acknowledged (or until the ACS has been executed up to the
number of times specified without anybody acknowledging the alarm). Refer to Section 4.4.1 on
page 92 for more details.
Any user connected to the Davicom and in control of it at the time an alarm is generated will first
get the alarm message and will be asked to acknowledge it. This situation might also occur if the
user is able to connect and gain control in-between two alarm calls.
The Davicom will accept acknowledgement by any valid Davicom user, except for viewer-level
users.
If they occur, multiple alarms will be grouped according to their ACL, and each group will require
an independent acknowledgement. Groupings are presented in the MAJ1 to MAJ8, MIN1 to MIN8
order, not chronologically. But in each group, alarms are presented in a chronological order (most
recent first).
Note: Unless the alarms must be sent faster, we recommend you set delays to a minimum of 30
seconds for both the alarm and return-to-normal signalling. This ensures glitches and short
annoyance alarms are filtered out. It also ensures that you aren’t advised of a return-to-normal
condition without having previously received an actual alarm.
Section 8.1 below explains the consequences for a Davicom user when acknowledging an ACS.
Section 8.2 describes the procedure to acknowledge alarms using DavLink. Section 8.3 describes
the procedure to acknowledge alarms using a touch-tone telephone.

8.1. Understanding the acknowledgement of alarm-calls
Any Davicom user in control of a Davicom unit that generated alarms can acknowledge
one or more ACSs, and that user has 30 seconds to decide whether to acknowledge an
ACS before being disconnected by the Davicom. When an ACS is acknowledged, the ACS
is instantly terminated. By acknowledging one or more ACS’s a user must be aware that he
is taking responsibility for the Alarm(s) that were generated by the Davicom.

8.2. Acknowledging using DavLink
DavLink allow users to acknowledge alarms generated by a Davicom unit. The procedure
is slightly different for Major and Minor alarms.

8.2.1. Major alarm acknowledgement
Events related to Major Alarms are grouped by ACS according to their ACL. Each
ACS related to a MAJx ACL is acknowledged in the MAJ1 to MAJ8 order using an
Alarm-call Sequence Acknowledge (ASA) command. Figure 141 shows a typical
Major Alarm acknowledgement window.
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Figure 141 : Typical Major Alarm acknowledgement window
Clicking Yes acknowledges and terminates that ACS. Clicking No instantly
disconnects you from the Davicom so that the unit can try to reach other recipients.
If you do not take any action, the Davicom will automatically disconnect you after
30 seconds and call the next recipient.
 Number (#)
This is a simple line number, #1 being the most recent event.
Note: Only the 10 most recent events are displayed. The ASA command
acknowledges all events related to the ACS, including those not shown.
Date-Time
The date (yyyy-mm-dd) followed by the time (hh:mm:ss) at which the event
occurred. Note that the date and time displayed are those configured in the
Davicom unit. The time takes into account any Delay Before Action that might have
been configured.
ID
Input that caused the event, displayed in the xZyyy format.
Note: Only the inputs with the Signalling On Alarm box checked will be displayed
upon alarm.
Event
Since each ACS has its own acknowledgement window, you will either see the
ACL related to the ACS, or NORMAL indicating a Return to Normal.
Description
Depending on your language selection, the long Unicode or short ASCII description
for the input that generated the alarm will be displayed. For inputs with different
descriptions for the active (alarm) and inactive (normal) state, the description
related to the event will be displayed. Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more
details.
Level
The value of the input. This value represents the first Davicom reading once a limit
is reached, not the current, maximal or any other value.
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If you configured inputs with the Signalling On Return to Normal, you will also have
to acknowledge Return to Normal messages related to major alarms. The Return
to Normal messages for a specific MAJx ACS might be combined with alarms also
related to that ACS, or might appear in a separate window. Return to Normal after
major alarms are acknowledged exactly the same way as for Major Alarms.

Figure 142 : Typical Major Alarm Return to Normal acknowledgement window

8.2.2. Minor alarm acknowledgement
Once all Major Alarms, and their Returns to Normal (if applicable), have been
acknowledged, DavLink will display Minor Alarm acknowledgement windows in the
MIN1 to MIN8 order.

Figure 143 : Typical Minor Alarm acknowledgement window
Each ACS related to a MINx ACL is acknowledged using an OK confirmation
command. Clicking OK acknowledges and terminates that ACS. If you do not take
any action, the Davicom will automatically disconnect you after 30 seconds and call
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the next recipient. Refer to Section 8.2.1 on page 193 for a complete description of
the fields.
If you configured inputs with the Signalling On Return to Normal, you will also have
to acknowledge Return to Normal messages related to minor alarms. The Return
to Normal messages for a specific MINx ACS might be combined with alarms also
related to that ACS, or might appear in a separate window. Return to Normal after
minor alarms are acknowledged exactly the same way as for Minor Alarms.

Figure 144 : Typical Minor Alarm Return to Normal acknowledgement window

8.3. Acknowledging using a touch-tone telephone
Davicom units allow users to acknowledge alarms using a touch-tone telephone.
Tip: When multiple alarms occur, the Davicom vocal message can be rather long (up to 10
events). Pressing the star () key one or more times will stop the message (as soon as the
tone is heard within the small interval between two spoken words). Some telephones
provide a constant tone sound. In such a case, you can keep the star () key pressed until
the message stops. This allows you to quickly acknowledge without having to hear the
entire message.
Important: You must wait for the Davicom voice response system to complete its sentence
before entering your touch-tone commands. Any touch-tone command entered while the
Davicom is speaking will not be considered.
The procedure is slightly different for Major and Minor alarms.

8.3.1. Major alarm acknowledgement
Vocal messages related to Major Alarms are grouped by ACS according to their
ACL, in the MAJ1 to MAJ8 order. When a Davicom unit calls a recipient of a MAJx
ACL to report a major alarm, the Davicom voice response system will say for
example: “Major Alarm One, Digital Input Zero Six, Please enter ASA
command” and will wait 6 seconds for an acknowledgement.
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Each ACS related to a MAJx ACL is acknowledged using an Alarm-call Sequence
Acknowledge (ASA) command. Pressing 272# (representing the letters A S A on
the telephone keypad) acknowledges and terminates that ACS. Pressing 99# will
disconnect you from the Davicom unit, allowing the Davicom unit to try to reach
other recipients. Refer to Appendix E on page 326 for the complete list of touchtone commands.
If you configured inputs with the Signalling On Return to Normal, you will also have
to acknowledge Return to Normal messages related to major alarms. The Return
to Normal messages (for example “Normal Status, Digital Input Zero Six, Please
enter ASA command”) for a specific MAJx ACS might be combined with alarms
also related to that ACS, or might be mentioned in a separate message. Return to
Normal after major alarms are acknowledged exactly the same way as for Major
Alarms.
If you do not take any action during the 6-second delay following a message, the
Davicom voice response system will repeat the same message a second time and
will wait another 6 seconds for an acknowledgement. Finally, the Davicom voice
response system will repeat the same message a third time and will wait 6 seconds
before disconnecting you in order to call the next recipient.

8.3.2. Minor alarm acknowledgement
Once all Major Alarms, and their Return to Normal (if applicable), have been
acknowledged, the Davicom voice response system will mention Minor Alarms in
the MIN1 to MIN8 order. When a Davicom unit calls a recipient of a MINx ACL to
report a minor alarm, the Davicom voice response system will say for example:
“Minor Alarm One, Analog Input Zero Three, Press one and pound key to
confirm, or star and pound key to abort” and will wait 6 seconds for an
acknowledgement.
Each ACS related to a MINx ACL is acknowledged using a confirmation command.
Pressing 1# acknowledges and terminates that ACS. Pressing # will disconnect
you from the Davicom unit, allowing the Davicom unit to reach other recipients.
Refer to Appendix E on page 326 for the complete list of touch-tone commands.
If you configured inputs with the Signalling On Return to Normal, you will also have
to acknowledge Return to Normal messages related to minor alarms. The Return
to Normal messages (for example “Normal Status, Analog Input Zero Three,
Press one and pound key to confirm, or star and pound key to abort”) for a
specific MINx ACS might be combined with alarms also related to that ACS, or
might be mentioned in a separate message. Return to Normal after minor alarms
are acknowledged exactly the same way as for Minor Alarms.
If you do not take any action during the 6-second delay following a message, the
Davicom voice response system will repeat the same message a second time and
will wait another 6 seconds for an acknowledgement. Finally, the Davicom voice
response system will repeat the same message a third time and will wait 6 seconds
before disconnecting you in order to call the next recipient.
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9. Connecting remotely to a Davicom unit
Section 9.1 applies to those who own only one Davicom unit, or to those using a different
computer with DavLink installed. Section 9.2 applies to those owning more than one Davicom unit
and using their usual computer with their DavLink site directory. Section 9.3 provides details
about simultaneous multi-user connection to the same Davicom unit.

9.1. Single site connection
When you always connect to the same Davicom unit, you can simply use the Connect icon
in DavLink. Each time you connect, DavLink will remember the parameters that were
entered during your last connection, allowing you to connect by simply providing your
Davicom username and password.
Note: In order to prevent unauthorized connections to Davicom units, you should shut
down the DavLink software when you are not using it. If you disconnect from a Davicom
unit but leave DavLink running, DavLink will also remember the last Davicom username
and password for a certain amount of time.
If you are using someone else’s computer with DavLink installed, you will need to
remember the site telephone number/IP address, as well as your Davicom username and
password in order to connect to the unit.

9.1.1. By modem
You can connect to a Davicom unit by modem over a telephone line or over
channels such as STL’s, VHF & UHF radios and microwave channels. Your
Davicom unit must be equipped with at least one modem (internal or external), that
must be compatible with your phone, STL, radio or microwave channel.

Figure 145 : Connect window (via modem)
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Using DavLink, click the Connect icon . In the Connect window, select Modem
for communications type. Select MIP for communications protocol. MIP is a
proprietary protocol allowing the DavLink software to communicate with Davicom
units.
Enter the site phone number in the Telephone Number field, then a valid Davicom
User Name and Password.
Tip: You can use commas for 2-second pauses.
Click the Dialing Properties button if you wish to set dialing rules, call waiting and
calling card parameters.
Then click Connect.
If you experience modem problems, go to the View menu and select
View Modem Log. The log for the last session of the modem connected to your
computer will open in Windows Notepad, allowing you to save it with a
descriptive file name (.txt file). Please visit our FAQ at the address:
http://davicom.com/support/faq for further troubleshooting hints.
If you believe the problem is with the Davicom internal modem, you can try to
restart (reboot) the Davicom and its internal modem. Using DavLink, click the
Unit Configuration icon
, select Supervisor and click the Restart Unit button.
The restart command is a warm start. During the boot-up process, which lasts
approximately one minute, communication with the Davicom is ended but all relays
are maintained in their current state.
Note: The restart command is only available to Davicom users with Supervisor or
Director access levels.

Figure 146 : Confirmation message when restarting a Davicom unit

9.1.2. By Internet Protocol (IP)
You can connect to a Davicom unit by IP over a Local Area Network (LAN), Wide
Area Network (WAN), or the Internet. All newer Davicom units have an integrated
secure-IP interface. Your site must have IP access. Note that many companies
now offer 2-way Internet access to remote sites through bi-directional satellite links
or wireless communications links and Davicom units can operate over these links if
you add the proper dish/modem/router combination.
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Figure 147 : Connect window (via IP network)
Using DavLink, click the Connect icon
. In the Connect window, select Network
for communications type. Select MIP for communications protocol. MIP is a
proprietary protocol allowing DavLink software to communicate with Davicom units.
If your computer network has a proxy server, and the Davicom unit you are
connecting to is located outside the network perimeter, check the Use Proxy box.
Note: In such case, you need to configure the address of the proxy server. Refer to
Section 4.5.1.1 on page 107.
Do not check the Ping Before Connect box, unless you experience problems with
an older version of Microsoft Windows® when connecting.
Davicom units will disconnect users after a 60-minute session (or sooner if there
are unacknowledged alarms, etc.). If you want the Davicom unit to automatically
reconnect after the timeout, click the Stay Connected box. This function can be
used during training sessions for example.
Enter the Davicom IP network address, a valid Davicom username and password,
and then click the Connect button.
If you added quick-connection parameters to the DavLink shortcut icon on your
desktop (refer to Section 4.1.4 on page 40), you simply need to double-click the
shortcut icon to instantly connect to a specific Davicom unit.
Tip: You can open multiple instances of DavLink on your computer, in order to
simultaneously communicate with different Davicom units via IP. Each time you
double-click the DavLink Connect icon
, a new instance of DavLink starts up.
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9.1.3. By Serial link communications
You can connect to a Davicom unit through a Serial communications link. This
connection type enables communication over a UHF/VHF radio link or STL.

Figure 148 : Connect window (via Serial Link)
Using DavLink, click the Connect icon
. In the Connect window, select Serial for
communications type. Select MIP for communications protocol. MIP is a proprietary
protocol allowing DavLink software to communicate with Davicom units.
Davicom units will disconnect users after 60-minute session (or sooner if there are
unacknowledged alarms, etc.). If you want the Davicom unit to automatically
reconnect after the timeout, click the Stay Connected box. This function can be
used during training sessions for example.
Enter the Davicom Site ID, a valid Davicom username and password, and then
click the Connect button.
If you added quick-connection parameters to the DavLink shortcut icon on your
desktop (refer to Section 4.1.4 on page 40), you simply need to double-click that
shortcut icon to instantly connect to a specific Davicom unit.
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9.1.4. By touch-tone telephone
Note: Your Davicom unit must be equipped with the optional internal modem, and
your site must have a telephone line (landline or cellular). The calling telephone
must be set for tone mode, because pulse mode is not supported by the Davicom
voice response system.
Using your phone, dial the site phone number. After a configurable delay, the
Davicom voice response system will say: Please enter user. Using the telephone
keypad, you have 10 seconds to start entering the alphanumerical characters of
your Davicom username, followed by the # sign. Note that letters Q and Z are
represented by the 0 (zero) key.
Note: If the configurable delay before Davicom voice prompt is set to 0 seconds,
the modem will automatically enter “DATA” mode and will disable the Davicom
voice response system.
You will then be asked: Please enter password. Using your telephone keypad,
enter alphanumerical characters of your Davicom password, followed by the # sign.
Note that letters Q and Z are represented by the 0 (zero) key.
If you made a mistake in your username or password, you will then receive the
message: Login fail. Please enter user. You have five chances before the
Davicom disconnects you.
After a successful logon, the Davicom voice response system will say: Ready for
command. If you are not familiar with the Davicom touch-tone telephone
commands, refer to Section 16.3 on page 285 for the detailed command
procedures. For a quick reference to the complete list of touch-tone commands,
refer to Appendix E on page 326.

9.2. Multiple sites using the DavLink directory
Click the Directory icon

, then logon to DavLink.

Click the ID number of the site you wish to call.
Click the Dialing Properties button if you wish to set dialing rules, call waiting and calling
card parameters.
Click the Connect button.

Important: Once you disconnect from the Davicom unit, you should shut down the DavLink
software. If you leave DavLink running, you should at least log off from the software in
order to prevent unauthorized access to your sites via your directory. Logoff is not
automatic and you must click the Logon/Logoff icon , and then confirm your logoff.
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9.3. Multiple user simultaneous connections
Davicom units allow up to four simultaneous user connections. The first user to connect will
be in control of the Davicom unit, while up to three other users connecting afterwards will
have viewer-only access no matter what their access level is. A user with Supervisor or
Director level access can take control of the Davicom when in view-only access mode by
clicking “Take Control” in the “Unit/Commands” menu. The current user having control of
the Davicom will toggle to view-only access instantly. Note: Older Davicom units do not
have multi-user capability.
The user in control of the Davicom unit will receive pop-ups or vocal messages every time
a new user connects or disconnects. Upon connection, new users are not notified if
another user is in control, but they can quickly see this by verifying if the configuration and
utilities icons are accessible or “greyed out”. In order for a new user to gain control of the
Davicom unit (without using the “Take Control” option), all currently-connected users must
disconnect. When this happens, the new user will gain control and be advised with the
following message:

Figure 149 : Message when gaining control of a Davicom unit
If you checked the Stay Connected box and are in control of the Davicom unit, there is a
possibility that you could lose control once the Davicom unit reaches its timeout. When the
Davicom disconnects you, it will give control to the next user to have logged on after you.
In such cases, even if the Davicom immediately reconnects you, control will have been lost.

9.4. Stay connected option
Although older versions of DavLink had a Stay-Connected checkbox in the Connect dialog
window, it was not possible to select this mode when using a DavLink automatic Start-up
list, or a Desktop shortcut with a Command-line call-up. With current versions, it is now
possible to either set a permanent Stay-Connected option in DavLink, or select the option in
the Connect dialog window. When the option is activated, DavLink stays connected to a
Davicom unit for as long as handshaking occurs. If it disconnects, it will automatically
attempt to re-connect up to number of retries set in the Options menu. Note that the option
in the Connect dialog is not available for dial-up connections. Stay-Connected by dial-up
must be enabled in the Options screen. Note also that this option should be used with
caution because it could prevent other users from connecting to and controlling a
Davicom unit if this becomes necessary.
In DavLink, select the Setup drop-down list from the command bar (as shown in Figure 150)
and click on Options.
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Figure 150 : Setup drop-down list

Then scroll down the Options list until you see Force Stay Connected as shown in
Figure 151 below. You can double click it to change its value.

Figure 151 : Option setting screen

9.5. Refresh Rate option
It is possible to configure DavLink’s refresh rate to any value between 2 and 60 seconds.
This setting controls how often DavLink requests information from the Davicom to update
the display in the DavLink screen. It is usually desirable to have a fast refresh rate to
ensure near-real time display of site information. In certain cases however, it may be
necessary to have a slower refresh rate. For example, when transmitting Davicom data
over a satellite link, where costs are calculated per transmitted kilobyte, a refresh rate of
60 seconds may be more economical and totally satisfactory for display purposes. The
refresh rate is configured in the Options screen as shown in Figure 152.
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Figure 152 : Options setting screen showing Refresh Rate line.

It is important to note that although DavLink requests information downloads from the
Davicom at the rate set in this option, the Davicom still continues doing the internal scan
of all its inputs and calculating all its logic equations on a 0.1 second basis (i.e. 10 times
per second).
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10. Connecting to a Davicom unit while at the site
You can connect to your Davicom unit using your computer while working at the site. The easiest
way is by using your computer USB or serial port. Refer to Section 3.2.1 on page 25.
If the Davicom unit is connected to a local network/hub at the site, you can also connect your
computer to that network/hub, or use the site’s computer if equipped with DavLink. Refer to
Section 3.2.2 on page 27.

10.1. Front panel LED indicators

Figure 153 : Davicom front panel LEDs (PAUSE & LOCAL not shown)
DC POWER: A green LED that stays lit as long as the Davicom unit is DC-powered by its
power supply.
MINOR ALARM: A yellow LED that will light when at least one input is in a Minor Alarm
condition.
MAJOR ALARM: A red LED that will light when at least one input is in a Major Alarm
condition.
COMMUNICATION: A blue LED that will light when the Davicom unit is communicating
externally.
USER ONLINE: A blue LED that will light when a user is connected to the Davicom unit. It
will stay lit as long as at least one user remains connected to the Davicom unit.
ACTIVITY: A blue LED that blinks (about once per second) when the Davicom is operating
properly.
PAUSE (not shown): A red LED that will blink when the Davicom unit is in Pause mode,
and also in Local mode. Refer to section 10.3 for more details on the Pause mode.
LOCAL (not shown): A red LED that will blink when the Davicom unit is in Local mode.
Refer to section 10.4 for more details on the Local mode.

When you power-up or restart a Davicom unit
Each time you connect the XLR4 power connector to a Davicom, or Restart a Davicom
from the DavLink Supervisor configuration menu, there will be a start-up sequence during
the boot-up process.
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Note: For older Davicom units with a black front panel, the Erase Unit Configuration
command will also restart the unit. The Restart Unit and Erase Unit Configuration
commands are only available to Davicom users with Supervisor or Director access levels.
During the first few seconds, all six LEDs on Figure 153 above will stay lit while the PAUSE
and LOCAL LEDs will blink. Then with the DC POWER LED now on, the
COMMUNICATION LED blinks for about 60 seconds.
Boot-up ends when the ACTIVITY LED (heartbeat) resumes normal blinking. At that point,
the COMMUNICATION LED stops blinking. The alarm LEDs might also be lit if any out-oflimit conditions are present.

10.2. Front panel headphone jack
This connector outputs the audio signal that is currently being monitored. For more details
on audio monitoring, see Section 15 on page 273.

10.3. Pause mode
The Pause mode disables all automatic actions, report/log transfers and alarm signalling.
Only manual commands can be performed, either locally or remotely. The Pause mode can
be used in exceptional conditions such as an ice-storm where extreme situations with
multiple alarms and automation can energize relays in unforeseen ways.
The Pause mode can be activated by pressing the front-panel Pause button on the
Davicom unit for approximately 2 seconds. It can also be activated from an on-site
computer with DavLink installed (refer to Section 16.1.3.1 on page 278).
Note: Any Davicom user except viewers can also remotely activate/cancel the Pause
mode.
The corresponding LED on the Davicom front panel blinks when the unit is in Pause mode.
Simultaneously, the color of the Pause button on the DavLink Command Bar changes to
red to advise other Davicom users connected to the unit.
To cancel Pause mode, the Pause button on the Davicom front panel or in the DavLink
Command Bar must be pressed a second time.

10.4. Local mode
The Local mode disables alarm signalling, report/log transfers and all automatic actions.
For security purposes, only local manual commands can be performed when the unit is in
Local mode. This mode is used to ensure safety when personnel work at the site.
On-site personnel can activate the Local mode by pressing the front-panel Local button on
the Davicom unit for approximately 2 seconds. A supervisor in exceptional circumstances
can also activate it where a site may become unstable.
Warning: Severe injury may occur if a Davicom relay is activated (manually or
automatically) while an employee is performing maintenance at the site. The Local mode
acts as a lockout preventing remote users from activating relays, or controlling the Davicom.
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Both the Pause and Local LEDs on the front panel blink when the Davicom is in Local
mode. Simultaneously, the color of the Pause and Local buttons on the DavLink Command
Bar changes to red to advise any other Davicom user connected to the Davicom.
To cancel the Local mode, the Local button on the Davicom front panel must be pressed a
second time.
Warning: Davicom users with Supervisor access level are able to cancel the Local mode
remotely if on-site personnel forget to cancel it before leaving the remote site. To remotely
cancel the Local mode, a supervisor must click the Local button on the DavLink Command
Bar or in the Supervisor configuration menu.
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11. DavLink monitoring & control screens
When you connect to Davicom units using the MIP protocol, DavLink offers you dashboard-view
screens of all the Davicom’s inputs and outputs.
A specific workspace can be associated with each site when using the MIP protocol. Each
workspace can contain one or several view panels (for your main and backup transmitter for
example). You can either use one of the default workspaces provided with DavLink (refer to
Section 11.1), or create your own, reflecting the exact setup of the equipment installed at each
site (refer to Section 11.3).
Both default and customized workspaces provide the same features. They display the Site Name
and ID, and the Davicom unit’s local time in the DavLink title bar. All I/O descriptions and texts
can be displayed using a Unicode character set or a 7-bit ASCII character set, according to user
selection. All graphical elements use the same color coding; allowing DavLink users to instantly
detect major alarms as elements change color from green to red (refer to Section 11.2 for more
details on color coding). Many manual commands can also be performed by clicking buttons on
the DavLink Command Bar, or by double-clicking DavLink graphical elements (refer to Sections
16.1 and 16.2 on page 276).

11.1. Default workspaces and view panels
Upon installation of DavLink on a computer, you will receive a default workspace
(Default.mcw) composed of 7 classic view panels (tabs), and several customized
workspace examples. You can use the default workspace for all of your sites. The classic
view panels provide you with a dashboard view of all the Davicom’s inputs/outputs, and
can display the default Unicode descriptions or the alternate 7-bit ASCII descriptions (refer
to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details).
If you do not specify a workspace file for a site, DavLink will automatically select the default
workspace with its classic view panels.
Note: DavLink default workspace is optimized for a monitor with a screen resolution of 800
x 600.
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Figure 154 : DavLink default workspace with classic view panels

11.2. Color coding
Metering Gauge scales, I/O Indicators, I/O State LEDs, illuminated Lines and Shapes all
share the same color coding according to their state.
Red
 Indicates that an input is in a major alarm state. For qualified inputs, the condition must
be met.
 Indicates that a relay (physical, or virtual) is manually forced-on.
Yellow
 Indicates that an input is in a minor alarm state. For qualified inputs, the condition must
be met.
 Indicates that a relay (physical or virtual) is manually forced-off.
Green
 Indicates that an input is in a normal (inactive) state. For qualified inputs, the condition
must be met.
 Indicates that a relay (physical or virtual) controlled by Davicom inputs is released.
Blue
 Indicates that an input configured with the CMD or QLF action type is in the active state.
 Indicates that a relay (physical or virtual) has been automatically energized by Davicom
inputs, or pulsed manually.
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Orange
 Indicates that a qualified input is locked due to an inactive qualifying condition. No input
state change can occur until the condition becomes active. Once the condition is met,
the input will resume green/yellow/red color coding.
 Indicates that a relay (physical or virtual) is configured for Pulse Only mode.
 Indicates that an SNMP GET is in a timeout state, thus locked by the condition.

11.3. Customized workspaces and view panels
DavLink’s graphics editor allows you to modify the default workspace, and even to create
your own. You can create a different workspace for each of the sites set up in your
directory. If there is more than one DavLink user on a specific computer, each user can
have their own workspace for each site (in the language of their choice when default
Unicode and alternate ASCII descriptions have been configured).
Each workspace can contain multiple view panels to show the information you want, the
way you want. You can for example have different view panels for your main and your
backup transmitter all in the same workspace for the site.
Creating your own view panels offers you the possibility to reflect the exact setup of the
equipment installed at the site. The view panels can show diagrams (like mimic panels) or
even bitmap pictures of the main transmitter, over which you can superimpose status LEDs
that replicate the actual light indicators of your rack equipment.

Figure 155 : Example of a customized workspace with two view panels
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11.3.1. View panel title and background
DavLink provides a grey background for all view panels. You can change the
default grey background color of any view panel, and you can even create your
own bitmap files as the background image for each view panel of a customized
workspace. That bitmap image file can include diagrams (like mimic panels) and
even bitmap pictures (like the main transmitter), allowing more realistic views of
your remote site.
To create or modify a workspace, logon to DavLink by clicking the Logon/Logoff
icon, then select File, New Workspace and enlarge the newly created window. If
you want to modify an existing workspace file, click the Open Workspace icon
Tip: The workspace you wish to open might already be listed at the end of the File
menu, just above Exit.
Click the Toggle Edit Bar icon and the edit bar will appear on the left of the view
screen. Select the view panel (tab) you wish to modify by clicking the panel title.
Then right-click on any empty area of the view panel and the Panel Properties
dialog box for the panel will appear.

Figure 156 : Bitmap Panel Properties dialog box
To change a property, select the appropriate line in the top portion of the
Properties screen, enter your value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.

Caption
If you wish, enter a descriptive title for each view panel tab of your workspace.
Unicode character sets are supported.
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Back Color
The hexadecimal value for the background color of the screen tab. Default is grey
(00C0C0C0). You do not need to set this parameter if you intend to use a
customized background bitmap file. You can change the color by entering a new
hexadecimal value, or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows
basic color palette.

Figure 157 : Basic Colors palette screen
For more colors, click the Define Custom Colors button and create your own color.
Refer to Windows help files for more information.

Figure 158 : Custom Color screen
Bitmap Path
If you want to use a customized background image file, refer to Section 11.3.1.1.
Otherwise, leave this field empty.
Tile Bitmap
Set this parameter to 1-True if you want to repeat the Bitmap to fill all the visible
area.
Note: For better results, use Bitmaps with a repetitive pattern if the Tile Bitmap
parameter is enabled.
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11.3.1.1. Inserting pictures and diagrams on the background image
Using a graphics application such as Microsoft Paint, generate a blank bitmap.
In order to produce a bitmap file that will best fit your monitor screen resolution you
need to understand how DavLink displays bitmap files.
The visible area of any DavLink view panel is equal to your computer monitor width
resolution (in pixels) minus 132 pixels (to account for the DavLink Command Bar
on the right), and your computer monitor height resolution minus 166 pixels (70
pixels to account for the DavLink Toolbar and Panel Selection Bar, and 96 pixels
for the DavLink Status Bar and the Windows XP Taskbar).
Note: The height of the Windows Taskbar varies depending on your Windows
version. You can display/hide any of the DavLink bars by going to the DavLink
View menu. In any case, you may need to adjust the 70-pixel, 96-pixel and 132pixel subtractions in Figure 159 below.

Figure 159 : Ideal bitmap size for customized DavLink view screens
For example, if your screen resolution is set to 800 x 600, the visible area of any
view panel in your workspace will be 668 x 434 pixels when the usual DavLink and
Windows XP bars are displayed. Therefore, if you do not wish to use the
scrollbars, create a bitmap file according to the visible area in Table 24 below.
The size of any view panel will be the smallest rectangle that fits all workspace
object elements plus the size of the visible area or at least twice the size of the
visible area. This is why you always get horizontal and vertical scrollbars in any
view panel. This allows you to create one large view panel accessible through the
scrollbars, instead of creating multiple view panels (tabs). So, for 800 x 600 screen
resolution, the complete area of any view panel in your workspace will be at least
1336 x 868 pixels when the usual DavLink and Windows bars are displayed.
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Therefore, if you wish to create a large view panel requiring the use of the
scrollbars, create a bitmap file according to the complete area in Table 24 below.
To find out your current screen resolution of your monitor using Windows XP,
click Start, then Control Panel and select Display. In the Display Properties
window, select the Settings tab and look for your Screen Resolution.
Screen Resolution
Visible Area
Complete Area
Width
Height
Width
Height
Width
Height
800
600
668
434
1336
868
1024
768
892
602
1784
1204
1280
1024
1148
858
2296
1704
Table 24 : Recommended bitmap size (in pixels) depending on the screen
resolution of your monitor
Paste the image(s) you want to add on the blank bitmap you just created. Make
sure you place the image(s) exactly where you want them to appear in your view
panel.

Figure 160 : Bitmap image example
Once you are done, save the .bmp file with a descriptive file name. We recommend
you save your bitmap files in the same directory as your workspace file:
C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink\mybitmap.bmp
Then, right-click the view panel that will use your newly created bitmap file. Select
the Bitmap Path line in the top portion of the Properties screen.
Bitmap Path
Click the Browse button to locate your newly created bitmap file that will act as the
background image on the view panel (tab) you are configuring. Then click OK.
If you want more than one view panel in your workspace, go to the DavLink
Window menu and select New View Panel. You can create as many view panels
as you want in a workspace. For each new view panel, you can use an existing
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customized bitmap file, or create a new one. In any case, simply repeat the steps
in this section and save your bitmap file under a different name.
Once you are satisfied with the background image for each view panel, proceed
with Section 11.3.2 below to integrate graphical elements such as gauges,
illuminated indicators, state LEDs, etc.

11.3.2. Adding graphical elements
If the DavLink Edit Toolbar (Figure 161 below) is not displayed on the left of the
screen, Logon to DavLink by clicking the Logon/Logoff icon, and then click the
Toggle Edit Toolbar icon.
Tip: You do not have to be connected to a Davicom unit when creating a
customized workspace. But being connected allows you immediately see your
graphical elements become active.

Figure 161 : DavLink Edit Toolbar

11.3.2.1. Align on grid function
The Align on grid option allows you to enable or disable alignment of items on the
grid. This option is useful if you want all items on the workspace horizontally and
vertically aligned with one another.
When this option is not selected, items will not snap to the grid.
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11.3.2.2. Select
The Select icon
allows you to select a graphical element that has already been
created, in order to move it or delete it.
Tip: Holding down the CTRL key while using the Select function allows you to
select multiple graphical elements. This option is useful if you want to move a block
of graphical elements while preserving alignment. To copy an entire view panel, go
to the Edit menu and choose Select All. This option is useful to create similar view
panels (for your main and backup transmitter for example).

11.3.2.3. Frames
Frames allow you to clearly mark off a graphical element or a group of elements in
a workspace. This section presents a detailed description of every attribute of
Frame Boxes.

Figure 162 : Empty Frame Box

Figure 163 : Example of a
“TRANSMITTER” Frame Box

To add a frame, select the Frame Box icon
from the Edit Toolbar and draw the
frame using your mouse. You do not have to position it very precisely since you
can later configure the exact positioning in the Frame Box Properties screen. Right
click on the frame to change its properties.

Figure 164 : Frame Box Properties dialog box
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To change a property, select the appropriate line in the top portion of the
Properties screen, enter your value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.

Caption
If you wish, enter a title for the frame box. Note that if your title is longer than the
width of the box, it will overflow outside the frame. Unicode character sets are
supported.
Fore Color
The hexadecimal value for the color of the title. Default is black (00000000). You
can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal value, or by clicking the
Browse button to access the Windows Basic Colors palette (refer to 11.3.1 on
page 212).
Left
Number of pixels between the Frame Box and the left border of the screen. This
field allows you to position your box very precisely.
Top
Number of pixels between the Frame Box and the top border of the screen. This
field allows you to position your box very precisely.
Width
Width of the frame in pixels, which can be changed.
Height
Height of the frame in pixels, which can be changed.
Bevel Type
You can choose from 6 bevel types: 0=Flat, 1=Raised, 2=Sunken, 3=Bumped,
4=Etched, 5=Transparent (not relevant for frames).

Figure 165 : Bevel Types (5)
Font
The font for the title. Default is Arial, standard, 8 points. To change the font, click
Browse and choose a new font from the following three dropdown lists.
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Figure 166 : Font selection screen

11.3.2.4. Lines
Lines allow you to split your screen into different sections. You can also use
illuminated lines to link Frames, I/O Indicators, Shapes and even boxes from the
bitmap of your mimic diagram for example. This section presents a detailed
description of every attribute of Lines.

Figure 167 : Example of a customized workspace using illuminated lines
To add a line, select the Line icon
from the Edit Toolbar and draw the line
using your mouse. You do not have to position it very precisely since you can later
configure the exact positioning in the Line Properties screen. Right click on the line
to change its properties.
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Figure 168 : Line Properties dialog box
To change a property, select the appropriate line in the top portion of the
Properties screen, enter your value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.
Input ID
The line will light up (change colour) according to the state of an input or output.
Seven different types of inputs/outputs are available by clicking the Browse button:
metering inputs, status inputs, metering mathematical function, physical relays,
virtual relays, virtual logic gates and flags (See Table 29 in Appendix F for a
complete list of flags available). If you leave this field blank, the Fore Color field will
apply and the line will not light up.
Start X
Number of pixels on the horizontal axis between the start of the Line and the left
border of the screen. This field allows you to position your line very precisely.
Start Y
Number of pixels on the vertical axis between the start of the Line and the top
border of the screen. This field allows you to position your line very precisely.
End X
Number of pixels on the horizontal axis between the end of the Line and the left
border of the screen. This field allows you to position your line very precisely.
End Y
Number of pixels on the vertical axis between the end of the Line and the top
border of the screen. This field allows you to position your line very precisely.
Line Width
Width of the line in pixels. We recommend 1 pixel for lines that do not light, and 3
pixels for lines that do.
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Fore Color
The hexadecimal value for the color of lines that do not light only. Default is black
(00000000). You can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal value, or by
clicking the Browse button to access the Windows basic color palette (refer to
11.3.1 on page 212).
Color When Active
The hexadecimal value for the color of lines when the corresponding input is active
and the positive logic is selected (or inactive if negative logic is selected). Default is
white (00FFFFFF). You can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal value,
or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows basic color palette (refer
to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Color When Inactive
The hexadecimal value for the color of lines when the corresponding input is
inactive and the positive logic is selected (or active if negative logic is selected).
Default is black (00000000). You can change the color by entering a new
hexadecimal value, or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows
basic color palette (refer to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Use Color When Active
You can choose from 3 types of use: 0=No, 1=Positive Logic, 2=Negative Logic.
This setting applies also for the Color When Inactive.

11.3.2.5. Text boxes
Text Boxes allow you to identify graphical elements like LEDs or value Indicators,
which do not normally come with an identifier. They also allow you to write text
anywhere you wish in your workspace. This section presents a detailed description
of every attribute of Text Boxes.
Note: The box in Text Boxes is only displayed in edit mode. If you want a box to be
displayed around your text when viewing a workspace, use a Frame Box (refer to
section 11.3.2.5) or a Shape.

Figure 169 : Example of a Text Box
To add a text, select the Text Box icon
from the Edit Toolbar and draw the box
using your mouse. You do not have to position it very precisely since you can later
configure the exact positioning in the Text Box Properties screen. Right click the
box to change its properties.
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Figure 170 : Text Box Properties dialog box
To change a property, select the appropriate line in the top portion of the
Properties screen, enter your value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.
Caption
Enter the caption of your text box. Note that captions are displayed on a single line.
You cannot wrap the text. Unicode character sets are supported.
Fore Color
The hexadecimal value for the color of the caption. Default is black (00000000).
You can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal value, or by clicking the
Browse button to access the Windows basic color palette (refer to 11.3.1 on
page 212).
Left
Number of pixels between the Text Box and the left border of the screen. This field
allows you to position your box very precisely.
Top
Number of pixels between the Text Box and the top border of the screen. This field
allows you to position your box very precisely.
Font
The font of the title. Default is Arial, standard, 8 points. To change the font, click
Browse and choose a new font from the three dropdown lists (refer to Figure 166
on page 219).
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11.3.2.6. Metering gauges
Metering Gauges provide an analog display of the value of a metering input. This
section presents a detailed description of every attribute of Metering Gauges.
Note: If you want a digital display of the value of a metering input, use an
I/O Indicator (refer to Section 11.3.2.7). You can also use a combination of both the
analog gauge and the digital indicator for a same input/output.

Figure 171 : Linear Gauge Type

Figure 172 : Angular Gauge Type

To add a gauge, select the Metering Gauge icon
from the Edit Toolbar and
click your mouse where you want the top left corner of the gauge to be positioned.
Right click the gauge to change its properties.

Figure 173 : Metering Gauge Properties dialog box
To change a property, select the appropriate line in the top portion of the
Properties screen, enter your value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.
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Input ID
Seven different types of inputs/outputs are available by clicking the Browse button:
metering inputs, status inputs, metering mathematical function, physical relays,
virtual relays, virtual logic gates and flags (See Table 29 in Appendix F for a
complete list of flags available).
Left
Number of pixels between the Metering Gauge and the left border of the screen.
This field allows you to position your gauge very precisely.
Top
Number of pixels between the Metering Gauge and the top border of the screen.
This field allows you to position your gauge very precisely.
Width
Width of the gauge in pixels, which can be changed.
Height
Height of the gauge in pixels, which can be changed.
Fore Color
The hexadecimal value for the foreground color of the gauge text or scale. Default
is black (00000000). You can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal
value, or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows basic color
palette (refer to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Back Color
The hexadecimal value for the background color of the gauge. Default is grey
(00C0C0C0). You can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal value, or
by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows basic color palette (refer to
11.3.1 on page 212).
Gauge Type
You can choose from 2 gauge types: 0=Linear, 1=Angular (refer to Figure 171 and
Figure 172 on page 223).
Bevel Type
You can choose from 6 bevel types: 0=Flat, 1=Raised, 2=Sunken, 3=Bumped,
4=Etched, 5=Transparent (only the needle will be displayed) (refer to Figure 165
on page 218).
Font
The font of the scale numbers on the gauge. Default is Arial, standard, 8 points. To
change the font, click Browse and choose a new font from the three dropdown lists
(refer to Figure 166 on page 219).
Start Angle
Starting angle of the angular gauge or orientation of the linear gauge. Click
Browse button to access the Angle Dialog box to enter the Start Angle using your
mouse (refer to Figure 174below).
Tip: Linear gauges can be displayed horizontally if the start angle is set to –90°.
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Figure 174 : Angle Dialog box
End Angle
Ending angle of the angular gauge. Not used for a linear gauge. Click Browse
button to access the Angle Dialog box to enter the End Angle using your mouse
(refer to Figure 174 above).
Invert
Invert the scale or not.

11.3.2.7. Input/output indicators
I/O Indicators allow you to display the state of an input or output. If you wish, you
can insert the input/output description, or its digital value inside the indicator. You
can also use I/O Indicators without any text to create square illuminated buttons
instead of the round LEDs in Section 11.3.2.8. This section presents a detailed
description of every attribute of I/O Indicators.

With I/O description

With I/O digital
value

Without
any text

Indicators overlaid on
bitmap picture

Figure 175 : Input/Output Indicator examples

To add an indicator, select the I/O Indicator icon
from the Edit Toolbar and click
your mouse where you want the top left corner of the indicator to be positioned.
Right click the indicator to change its properties.
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Figure 176 : Input/Output Indicator Properties dialog box
To change a property, select the appropriate line in the top portion of the
Properties screen, enter your value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.
Input ID
The indicator will light according to the state of an input or output. Seven different
types of inputs/outputs are available by clicking the Browse button: metering
inputs, status inputs, metering mathematical function, physical relays, virtual relays,
virtual logic gates and flags (See Table 29 in Appendix F for a complete list of flags
available). If you leave this field blank, the Back Color field will apply and the
indicator will not light up.
Left
Number of pixels between the I/O Indicator and the left border of the view screen.
This field allows you to position your indicator very precisely.
Top
Number of pixels between the I/O Indicator and the top border of the view screen.
This field allows you to position your indicator very precisely.
Width
Width of the indicator in pixels, which can be changed. Minimum is 16 pixels,
allowing you to create small square illuminated buttons.
Note: The width should be determined in relation with the length of the definition
you selected in the input/output configuration screen. Otherwise, the first and last
characters of long definitions will not be shown. Text does not overflow outside I/O
Indicators.
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Height
Height of the indicator in pixels, which can be changed. Minimum is 16 pixels,
allowing you to create small square illuminated buttons.
Fore Color
The hexadecimal value for the foreground color of the indicator text. Default is
black (00000000). You can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal value,
or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows basic color palette (refer
to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Back Color
The hexadecimal value for the background color of the indicator when
disconnected from a Davicom unit. Default is grey (00C0C0C0). You can change
the color by entering a new hexadecimal value, or by clicking the Browse button to
access the Windows basic color palette (refer to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Note: When connected to a Davicom unit, the state of the selected input/output will
light according to the Davicom color coding.
Color When Active
The hexadecimal value for the color of the indicator when the corresponding input
is active and the positive logic is selected (or inactive if negative logic is selected).
Default is white (00FFFFFF). You can change the color by entering a new
hexadecimal value, or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows
basic color palette (refer to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Color When Inactive
The hexadecimal value for the color of the indicator when the corresponding input
is inactive and the positive logic is selected (or active if negative logic is selected).
Default is grey (00C0C0C0). You can change the color by entering a new
hexadecimal value, or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows
basic color palette (refer to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Use Custom Colors
You can choose from 3 types of use: 0=No, 1=Positive Logic, 2=Negative Logic.
This setting applies also for the Color When Inactive.
Label Visible
You can display the description that you configured or the digital value of the
input/output in the indicator. In such case, select 1-True to display text. You can
also choose not to display any text in the indicator by selecting 0-False. For
example, you might want to superimpose a small square illuminated button over
the picture of your transmitter.
Value In Label
If you chose to have a visible label, you can either display the description that you
configured or the digital value of the input/output in the indicator. To display only
the description, select 0-False. To display only the value, select 1-True.
Bevel Type
You can choose from 6 bevel types: 0=Flat, 1=Raised, 2=Sunken, 3=Bumped,
4=Etched, 5=Transparent (only the label will be displayed) (refer to Figure 165 on
page 218).
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Font
The font of the label, if displayed on the indicator. Default is Arial, standard, 8
points. To change the font, click Browse and choose a new font from the three
dropdown lists (refer to Figure 166 on page 219).

11.3.2.8. Input/output state LEDs
I/O State LEDs allow you to display the state of an input or output. This section
presents a detailed description of every attribute of I/O State LEDs.

With I/O description

Without any text

LEDs overlaid on bitmap picture

Figure 177 : Input/Output LED Indicator examples
To add a LED, select the I/O State LED icon
from the Edit Toolbar and click
your mouse where you want the LED to be positioned. Right click the indicator to
change its properties.

Figure 178 : Input/Output State LED Properties
To change a property, select the appropriate line in the top portion of the
Properties screen, enter your value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.
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Input ID
The LED will light according to the state of an input or output. Seven different types
of inputs/outputs are available by clicking the Browse button: metering inputs,
status inputs, metering mathematical function, physical relays, virtual relays, virtual
logic gates and flags (See Table 29 in Appendix F for a complete list of flags
available). If you leave this field blank, the LED will not light up.
Left
Number of pixels between the I/O State LED and the left border of the view screen.
This field allows you to position your LED very precisely.
Top
Number of pixels between the I/O State LED and the top border of the view screen.
This field allows you to position your LED very precisely.
Label Visible
You can display the description that you configured or the value of the input/output
right beside the LED. In such case, select 1-True to display text. You can also
choose not to display any text beside the LED by selecting 0-False. For example,
you might want to superimpose the LED over a descriptive diagram or picture.
Value In Label
If you chose to have a visible label, you can either display the description that you
configured or the value of the input/output right beside the LED. To display only the
description, select 0-False. To display only the value, select 1-True.
Fore Color
The hexadecimal value for the color of the label, if displayed beside the LED.
Default is black (00000000). You can change the color by entering a new
hexadecimal value, or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows
basic color palette (refer to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Font
The font of the label, if displayed beside the LED. Default is Arial, standard, 8
points. To change the font, click Browse and choose a new font from the three
dropdown lists (refer to Figure 166 on page 219).

11.3.2.9. Shapes
Shapes allow you to display rectangles, triangles, ellipses, pies or logical symbols
(AND gates, OR gates). This section presents a detailed description of every
attribute of Shapes.

Rectangle

Logic AND

Pie

Figure 179 : Shape examples
To add a shape, select the Shape icon
from the Edit Toolbar and draw the
frame that will enclose the shape using your mouse. You do not have to position it
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very precisely since you can later configure the exact positioning in the Shape
Properties screen. Right click on the shape to change its properties.

Figure 180 : Shape Properties dialog box
To change a property, select the appropriate line in the top portion of the
Properties screen, enter your value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.
Input ID
The shape will light according to the state of an inputs or output. Seven different
types of inputs/outputs are available by clicking the Browse button: metering
inputs, status inputs, metering mathematical function, physical relays, virtual relays,
virtual logic gates and flags (See Table 29 in Appendix F for a complete list of flags
available). If you leave this field blank, the Back Color field will apply and the shape
will not light up.
Left
Number of pixels between the shape and the left border of the view screen. This
field allows you to position your shape very precisely.
Top
Number of pixels between the shape and the top border of the view screen. This
field allows you to position your shape very precisely.
Width
Width of the shape in pixels, which can be changed. Minimum is 8 pixels, allowing
you to create small square illuminated buttons.
Height
Height of the shape in pixels, which can be changed. Minimum is 8 pixels, allowing
you to create small square illuminated buttons.
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Fore Color
The hexadecimal value for the foreground color of the shape text. Default is black
(00000000). You can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal value, or by
clicking the Browse button to access the Windows basic color palette (refer to
11.3.1 on page 212).
Back Color
The hexadecimal value for the background color of the shape when disconnected
from a Davicom unit. Default is grey (00C0C0C0). You can change the color by
entering a new hexadecimal value, or by clicking the Browse button to access the
Windows basic color palette (refer to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Note: When connected to a Davicom unit, the state of the selected input/output will
light according to the Davicom color coding.
Color When Active
The hexadecimal value for the color of the shape when the corresponding input is
active and the positive logic is selected (or inactive if negative logic is selected).
Default is white (00FFFFFF). You can change the color by entering a new
hexadecimal value, or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows
basic color palette (refer to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Color When Inactive
The hexadecimal value for the color of the shape when the corresponding input is
inactive and the positive logic is selected (or active if negative logic is selected).
Default is grey (00C0C0C0). You can change the color by entering a new
hexadecimal value, or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows
basic color palette (refer to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Use Custom Colors
You can choose from 3 types of use: 0=No, 1=Positive Logic, 2=Negative Logic.
This setting applies also for the Color When Inactive.
Shape Type
You can choose from 5 shape types: 0=Rectangle, 1=Ellipse/Pie, 2=Triangle,
3=Logic AND, 4=Logic OR.

Figure 181 : Shape Types (5)
Start Angle
Starting angle of the shape. Has no effect on rectangles, gives the starting angle of
pies and gives orientation (0°, -90°, +90°, +180°) of triangles, AND gates and OR
gates. Click Browse button to access the Angle Dialog box to enter the Start Angle
using your mouse (refer to Figure 174 on page 225).
End Angle
Ending angle of the shape. Has no effect on rectangles, gives the ending angle of
pies, gives the angle from the base to the apex of triangles and has no effect on
logic gates. Click Browse button to access the Angle Dialog box to enter the End
Angle using your mouse (refer to Figure 174 on page 225).
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Line Width
Width of the line surrounding the shape in pixels.

11.3.2.10. Trends
Trends provide a live data logging graphical display of the value of a metering input.
This section presents a detailed description of every attribute of Trends.

Figure 182 : Trend example
To add a trend, select the Trend icon from the Edit Toolbar and draw the frame that
will enclose the trend using your mouse. You do not have to position it very
precisely since you can later configure the exact positioning in the Trend Properties
screen. Right click on the trend to change its properties.

Figure 183 : Trend Properties dialog box
To change a property, select the appropriate line in the top portion of the
Properties screen, enter your value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.
Input ID
Seven different types of inputs/outputs are available by clicking the Browse button:
metering inputs, status inputs, metering mathematical function, physical relays,
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virtual relays, virtual logic gates and flags (See Table 29 in Appendix F for a
complete list of flags available).
Left
Number of pixels between the Trend and the left border of the screen. This field
allows you to position your trend very precisely.
Top
Number of pixels between the Trend and the top border of the screen. This field
allows you to position your trend very precisely.
Width
Width of the trend in pixels, which can be changed.
Height
Height of the trend in pixels, which can be changed.
Fore Color
The hexadecimal value for the foreground color of the trend text or scale. Default is
black (00000000). You can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal value,
or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows basic color palette (refer
to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Back Color
The hexadecimal value for the background color of the trend. Default is grey
(00C0C0C0). You can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal value, or
by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows basic color palette (refer to
11.3.1 on page 212).
Graphic Color
The hexadecimal value for the graphic background color of the trend. Default is
white (00FFFFFF). You can change the color by entering a new hexadecimal value,
or by clicking the Browse button to access the Windows basic color palette (refer
to 11.3.1 on page 212).
Show Band Color
Show the color bands (input limits) the same way as the linear gauges.
Show Grid
Show the graphic’s grid of the Y axis.
Proportional Time Axis
Display the ordinate (X axis) proportionally to the true acquisition time.
Bevel Type
You can choose from 6 bevel types: 0=Flat, 1=Raised, 2=Sunken, 3=Bumped,
4=Etched, 5=Transparent (only the curve will be displayed) (refer to Figure 165 on
page 218).
Font
The font of the scale numbers on the trend. Default is Arial, standard, 8 points. To
change the font, click Browse and choose a new font from the three dropdown lists
(refer to Figure 166 on page 219).
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Start Angle
The Orientation of the trend. Click Browse button to access the Angle Dialog box
to enter the Start Angle using your mouse (refer to Figure 174 on page 225).
Invert
Invert the scale or not.

11.3.2.11. Web URLs (camera icon)
The URL camera icon allows you to view live IP camera images directly in the
Davicom workspace. The IP camera must have an integrated webserver and the
Davicom must be able to access the camera’s network IP address. Internet URLs
can also be configured for viewing with the URL icon. Up to 16 URLs (cameras,
websites, equipment with webserver access, etc.) can be added to a Davicom
workspace.
To view an example of this functionality, connect to 207.35.243.68, and select Site
Views/Devices/Web Browser. Next, select URL1 and click the Login button. To see
how URL1 is configured, click the Configure button. Please visit the Davicom
website for more details on how to use this functionality.

11.3.3. Saving and protecting a customized workspace
In order to save your workspace, you need to be in Edit mode (the DavLink Edit
Bar will be displayed on the left of the view screen).
From the File menu, select Save Workspace (or Save Workspace As if you want
to save your workspace under a different name). Provide a descriptive file name.
Tip: We recommend you also protect your workspaces in order to avoid unwanted
changes. Using Windows Explorer, locate your customized workspace file (.mcw)
on your computer. Right-click the file, select Properties and check the Read-only
box in the attributes section. Note that you will have to uncheck this box every time
you will want to modify your workspace. For more security, refer to section 21 on
page 297 or you can instead select the Security tab and create a user’s group with
specific permissions. Contact your network administrator for more information.

11.4. Linking workspaces to sites
DavLink allows you to link a different workspace to each specific site.
If you only have one site, or if you have many sites that are all using the same workspace
file, refer to Section 11.4.1 below. If you have several sites with different workspace files,
refer to Section 11.4.2.

11.4.1. When connecting to the same Davicom unit
To open the specific workspace you want to display every time you connect to a
Davicom unit, click the Open Workspace icon
and locate the workspace file you
want to use. Then in the File menu select Set Current Workspace As Default.
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This way, the DavLink installation on your computer will always select that same
workspace no matter which site you connect to.
If you added quick-connection parameters to the DavLink shortcut icon on your
desktop (refer to Section 4.1.4 on page 40), you can add another parameter for the
specific workspace to use.
Right-click the DavLink shortcut icon
on your desktop and select Properties. In
the Target field, add –w: followed by the workspace path and file name to the
existing command line. For example:
"C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink\DavLink.exe” –w:”C:\Davicom\
DavLink\myworkspace.mcw“
Important: Do not forget to leave a blank space before the –w and to use quote
marks for file paths.

Figure 184 : DavLink Shortcut Properties (workspace parameter)

11.4.2. When using the DavLink directory
The DavLink Directory allows you to assign a different workspace file to each of
your sites, in order to reflect the exact setup of equipment at each site. This way,
when you connect to a specific site, the DavLink installation on your computer will
know exactly which workspace to use.
Note: You must not be connected to a Davicom unit in order to configure the
DavLink site directory. To disconnect from a Davicom unit, simply click the
Disconnect icon .
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Click the Directory icon . In the top portion of the Directory window, select the
site (click its ID number) you want to link to a specific workspace. Then, in the
bottom portion of the window, click the
icon on the right of the Workspace Path
field to browse the workspace file you want to link to the site. Then click the Open
button to select the file. Refer to Section 4.1.3.3 on page 37.
Once you are back in the Directory window, click the Change button. The
workspace file path associated with the selected site will appear in the top portion
of the window (use the scrollbar to view the Workspace column on the right).
Tip: In order to view the complete workspace file path, you can change the
Workspace column width by dragging the last mark at the right end of column title
bar.

Figure 185 : DavLink Directory window (workspace assignment)
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12. Viewing input/output information using DavLink
DavLink allows you to view continuously updated information from any Davicom unit. You can
view the Davicom system status or system log, your own custom log, or detailed information on
all inputs and outputs using different presentation screens.

Figure 186 : Davicom Site Views window
Detailed Site Views screens are available to all Davicom user levels and parameter configuration
can be accessed directly from these screens by clicking the Configuration shortcut button. See
Chapter 4 for details on configuring the parameters.
Note: The Configuration shortcut button is detailed view screens for individual inputs/outputs are
not accessible to operator- or viewer-level users since they allow parameters to be changed.
In order to view the information provided by a Davicom unit, you must first connect to that
Davicom unit (refer to Section 9 on page 198).

12.1. Print or save from a view screen
DavLink allows you to print or save the System Status, System Log, Custom Log as well as
any tabular, dashboard, or customized view.
To print the current dashboard or customized DavLink view, you can first click the Print
Preview icon
, and then the Print icon
.
Tip: You can change print settings by going through the File menu and selecting
Print Setup.
To print or save the current System Status, the most recent events (up to 1024) of the
System Log, Custom Log or EAS Log as well as any tabular view, simply click the Print or
Save button on the bottom right corner of the window.
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By default, the Landscape page format is selected to allow all columns to print properly.
To change the DavLink print parameters, Logon to DavLink by clicking the Logon/Logoff
icon. From the Setup menu, select Options.

Figure 187 : DavLink Options Properties dialog box (Print)
To change a print property, select the appropriate line in the top portion of the Properties
screen, enter your value in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.
Raster Print
By default, DavLink uses a relatively low resolution when printing a view screen. This
setting ensures that all graphical elements will be printed correctly on any printer. You can
change this setting to a higher resolution by entering a 0 (zero) value and see the effect on
your printer.
Printer Font
To change the font used for headers, footers and tables, select the Printer Font line. Many
fonts are available by clicking the Browse button.
Print Landscape
To change the default page setting to Portrait instead of Landscape, enter a 0 (zero) value.
This setting applies also when printing dashboard or customized views.
Saving to file
You can save the information displayed in HTML file or TXT file compatible with Windows
Notepad.
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12.2. View system status
The system status screen offers you an overall view of the Davicom’s critical parameters,
and all input/outputs that are not in their normal state.
To view a Davicom system status, connect to the Davicom unit using DavLink, click the
Unit/Site Views icon
and select System Status.

Figure 188 : System Status View screen
The view screen will provide you with the following information:
If alarm calls originating from the Davicom are enabled or disabled.
Whether metering inputs are calibrated or not calibrated.
The list of major and minor alarms that are active, regardless if they have been
acknowledged or not.
The list of inputs that have been disabled by a user.
The list of relays that have been automatically energized (relays should be released in their
normal state).
The list of relays that have been forced ON or OFF by a user.
If a system flag is active (ie. not in its normal state).
Note: The System Status View screen is NOT automatically refreshed during display; you
need to click on Refresh to do so. You can print the system status report by clicking the
Print button.
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12.3. View Davicom Information
The Davicom Information screen offers you complementary information on the Davicom
unit. It is divided into three sections: Davicom Firmware and Hardware, Davicom Operating
Conditions and Online Davicom Users.

Figure 189 : Davicom Information screen

12.3.1. Davicom Firmware and Hardware
This section contains information about the Davicom model type, firmware version,
the access level at which you are logged-on, the Davicom unit serial number, the
hardware board version numbers and their serial numbers.

12.3.2. Davicom Operating Conditions
This section presents the Davicom’s operating conditions (see Figure 190).
Note that the operating conditions of all the Davicoms that would make up a
SuperMAC would also be shown in this screen.
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Figure 190 : Davicom Information screen (operating conditions)
The meaning of each item is described below:


Main Power +12 (V): This is the Davicom’s main supply voltage and Flag 1P02
is assigned to the reading (not available in DV-Micro units, see Section 6.3.1).
When the voltage is within the limits, the flag is NORMAL (or 0). If the voltage
goes below 10V or above 14.5V, the flag goes ACTIVE (or 1). The condition is
logged and can be used to send an alarm, if desired. The Davicom also has a
built-in protection circuit with limits that are slightly more permissive (typically
9.5V and 15.2V). If the Davicom’s supply goes outside these less severe limits,
its built-in protection circuit shuts down the Davicom to protect it from damage
or erratic operation.



RAM Battery (V): This is the RAM battery voltage and Flag 1B01 is assigned to
the reading. The flag will be NORMAL (or 0) when the voltage is between the
limits of 2.2 and 3.3V. The flag will go to ACTIVE (or 1) when the voltage drops
below 2.2V.
Note: If your Davicom unit is to be removed from service and disconnected
from dc power for 30 days or more, please download your configuration file and
then remove the RAM battery and store it with the unit. This will ensure
maximum life of the battery.



Supply Board +5 (V): This is the +5V supply generated by the Davicom’s
internal power supply board. The limits are given for reference only since out of
range conditions do not set a flag in this case.



Supply Board -5 (V): This is the -5V supply generated by the Davicom’s internal
power supply board. The limits are given for reference only since out of range
conditions do not set a flag in this case.



Processor Board +5 (V): This is the +5V supply generated by the voltage
regulator that is located directly on the processor board. The limits are for
information only and no externally accessible flag is available for this reading.
However, an internal supervisory circuit ensures that this voltage is always
within allowable limits and this circuit will shut down the processor if the reading
goes out of range.
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Processor Board +3.3 (V): This is the +3.3V supply generated by the voltage
regulator that is located directly on the processor board. The limits are for
information only and no externally accessible flag is available for this reading.
However, an internal supervisory circuit ensures that this voltage is always
within allowable limits and this circuit will shut down the processor if the reading
goes out of range.



Processor Board Temperature (°C/°F): This is the temperature on the
processor board and Flag 1J01 is assigned to this reading. When the reading
is within limits, the flag is in the NORMAL (or 0) state and it goes ACTIVE (or 1)
when the temperature goes out of limits.

12.3.3. Online Davicom Users
The Davicom Information screen also displays any users currently connected to the
Davicom (see Figure 191 below). This section gives the Username of any
connected users, their current access level and the length of time they have been
connected in the current session. Up to 4 users can be connected simultaneously.

Figure 191 : Davicom Information screen (users)

12.4. View system log
The system log screen offers you a detailed and extensive view of all events related to the
Davicom unit. The system log has a 1024 event capacity. Automatic log transfer functions
prevent newer events from overwriting older ones as the system log fills up (refer to
Section 4.7.7).
To view a Davicom system log, connect to the Davicom unit using DavLink, click the
Unit/Site Views icon
and select System Log. You can also click the View button on the
DavLink Command Bar on the right. To display the bar, click the Toggle Command Bar
icon .
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Figure 192 : Typical System Log View screen
Each event in the log is presented in a row of 6 columns:
# (Number)
The event number, #1 being the most recent log entry. Maximum is 1024.
Note: You must click on the number (# field) to select a log event. You can use the SHIFT
and CTRL keys for multiple selections.
Date-Time
The date (yyyy-mm-dd) followed by the time (hh:mm:ss) at which the event occurred. Note
that the date and time displayed in the log are those configured in the Davicom unit. The
time takes into account any Delay Before Action that might have been configured.
ID/LVL
This field will identify the concerned input/output by its identifier, or the concerned Davicom
user’s access level (refer to Section 4.1.1).
Event
The Davicom provides short event descriptions that cannot be changed by the user.
Description
The description you configured for the concerned log entry is displayed in the language of
your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII descriptions). For systemrelated events, the Davicom provides its own descriptions. Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on
page 52 for more details.
Value/User
The value of the metering or status input that caused an alarm; or the daily total of a timer
(reset at midnight); or operations concerning a specific user will be recorded under their
Davicom username; or automatic operations performed by the Davicom unit will show
SYSTEM.
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Filter
Information can be filtered or highlighted based on the Description, Event, ID/Lvl or
Value/User.
Show All
When this check-box is checked, all information will be shown; the filter will only highlight
desired information.
Criteria
Select the criteria desired from the Dropdown list.
Note: The System Log View screen is NOT automatically refreshed during display; you
need to click on Refresh to do so. You can change the column widths by dragging the mark
between each title in the column title bar. You can print the complete system log, or only
the selected lines, by clicking the Print button. You can save the complete system log, or
only the selected lines, on your computer in html format by clicking the Save button in
Figure 192. In such a case, we recommend that you create a different “System Log”
directory for each of your Davicom units (default directory is C:\Program
Files\Davicom\DavLink) and that you include a site ID and date reference in each system
log file name. Depending on your Davicom access level, buttons on the DavLink Command
Bar (or under the Davicom menu, Commands, System Log) can allow you to Send or
Delete the complete system log, or only the selected lines (refer to Section 16.1.6 on page
282).

12.5. View custom log
Davicom units can provide one custom log in addition to the extensive system log. This
allows Davicom users to focus-in on desired information. When you configure a Davicom
unit, most configuration screens include a check box allowing you to capture events related
to specific inputs/outputs/other in the custom log.
The custom log screen offers you a detailed view of all events related to the selected
inputs/outputs/other. The custom log has a 1024 event capacity. Automatic log transfer
functions prevent newer events from overwriting older ones as the custom log fills up (refer
to Section 4.7.7).
To view a Davicom custom log, connect to the Davicom unit using DavLink, click the
Unit/Site Views icon
and select Custom Log.
Refer to previous Section 12.4 for the description of the 6 fields associated with each log
entry.

Note: The Custom Log View screen is NOT automatically refreshed during display; you
need to click on Refresh to do so. You can change the column widths by dragging the mark
between each title in the column title bar. You can print the custom log by clicking the Print
button in the Custom Log View screen. You can save the custom log on your computer in
html format by clicking the Save button in Custom Log View screen. In such a case, we
recommend that you create a different “Custom Log” directory for each of your Davicom
units (default directory is C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink) and that you include a site ID
and date reference in each custom log file name. Depending on your Davicom access level,
you can Send or Delete the custom log (go to the DavLink Unit menu, select Commands,
then Custom Log).
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12.6. View EAS log
The EAS log screen allows users to view cumulated EAS messages received from the
properly connected EAS equipment. For more details on EAS log configuration, refer to
Section 4.7.4 on page 139.

Figure 193 : EAS Log View screen
Note: The EAS Log View screen is NOT automatically refreshed during display; you need
to click on Refresh to do so. You can change the column widths by dragging the mark
between each title in the column title bar. You can print the EAS log by clicking the Print
button in the EAS Log View screen. You can save the EAS log on your computer in html
format by clicking the Save button in EAS Log View screen. In such a case, we
recommend that you create a different “EAS Log” directory for each of your Davicom units
(default directory is C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink) and that you include a site ID and
date reference in each EAS log file name. Depending on your Davicom access level, you
can Send or Delete the EAS log (go to the DavLink Unit menu, select Commands, then
EAS Log).

12.7. View Data Logging
In addition to the custom log, the Davicom units can store custom log entries onto a USB
Storage device for data logging when the custom log is full. This allows Davicom users to
browse long term data stored in the custom log.
To view a Davicom data log, connect to the Davicom unit using DavLink, click the
Unit/Site Views icon
and select Data Logging.
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Figure 194 : Data Logging View screen
This screen displays the folder structure in the USB Storage device. To expand a folder,
select it in the list then click the View button (or double click the folder). To view the
contents of a file (with .html extension), select it in the list then click the View button (or
double click the file). The contents of the file will be shown in your Web browser, see
Figure 195 below. To save a file in html format, select the file in the list then click the Save
button. In such a case, we recommend that you create a new directory for your files
(default directory is C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink). To save an entire folder in zip
format, select the folder in the list then click the Save button. To clear the content of the
USB Storage device, click on the Clear Data button.

Figure 195 : Data Logging (Custom Log)
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12.8. View metering inputs
There are three possible ways to view metering input information, and each is described in
the following sections.

12.8.1. Tabular view
To view all metering inputs in a tabular format, connect to the Davicom unit using
DavLink, click the Unit/Site Views icon
and select Metering Inputs.

Figure 196 : Metering Inputs View screen
Each metering input is presented in a row of 9 columns:
ID
This field identifies each metering input. All inputs are sorted in ascending ID order.
The LED is lit or not according to the Davicom color coding. Refer to Section 11.2
for more details on color coding.
Note: You must click on the number or the LED (ID field) to select a metering input.
You can use the SHIFT and CTRL keys for multiple selections.
Description
The description you configured for each metering input is displayed in the language
of your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII descriptions). Refer to
Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Value
The value of the metering input. This value is continuously refreshed during display.
Qualifier
If a metering input is qualified by a condition (other input, output, timer, flag, etc.),
the identifier of the qualifying condition will be displayed in this field.
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Level
For each metering input, the first line will show the Level 1 (Lvl 1) limits, typically
the yellow zone, while the second line will show the Level 2 (Lvl 2) limits, typically
the red zone.
Current State
For each Level, indicates whether the current state of a metering input is normal
(NORM), causing a Major Alarm (MAJ), causing a Minor Alarm (MIN) or causing a
Command or Qualifier action (ACT).
Low Limit
For each Level, the value below which an action will automatically be performed by
the Davicom unit.
High Limit
For each Level, the value above which an action will automatically be performed by
the Davicom unit.
Action
For each Level, the action that is automatically performed by the Davicom unit
when the value of a metering input reaches the Low or High Limit (MIN1 to MIN8,
MAJ1 to MAJ8, CMD, and QLF). Refer to Section 4.3.2.8 for more details on
automatic actions.
Note: The Metering Inputs View screen is continuously refreshed during display.
You can change the column widths by dragging the mark between each title in the
column title bar. You can print the complete Metering Inputs View screen, or only
the selected lines, by clicking the Print button in Figure 196 on page 247. The
screen information can also be saved in html format; by clicking the Save button in
Figure 196, and we recommend that you create a separate directory for the files
(default directory is C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink). Once an input is selected,
the Enable and Disable buttons become active. These buttons replicate those
found on the DavLink Command Bar (refer to Section 16.1.4). The Configure
button is a convenient shortcut which opens the Metering Inputs configuration
window.

12.8.2. Dashboard view
When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and the default classic
workspace, DavLink offers you a dashboard view of all metering inputs.
Note: The Classic Screens are optimized for a computer screen resolution of
800 x 600 with the Command Bar displayed on the right. Other settings will result
in unused space with a grey background, but you have the possibility to enlarge
the Metering Gauges and I/O Indicators (refer to Sections 11.3.2.6 and 11.3.2.7).
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Figure 197 : Classic Screens 1 to 4 showing metering inputs
Classic Screens 1 to 4 each shows a different set of 8 Metering Gauges and
equivalent I/O Indicators for metering inputs. A total of 32 metering input
indicators are therefore shown on the four screens. Both the gauges and indicators
use the Davicom color coding. The first column of indicators shows the description
you configured for each metering input, displayed in the language of your choice
(default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII descriptions). The second column of
indicators shows the current value of each metering input. These values are
continuously refreshed during display.
Note: If you chose to display the default Unicode descriptions, it is possible that
descriptions exceeding 20 characters do not fit entirely in the I/O Indicator. For a
30-character description in Unicode English using capital letters, you would not see
the first and last 5 characters for example.
To switch from one Classic Screen (tab) to another, simply select the appropriate
tab at the top of each view screen.

12.8.3. Customized view
DavLink’s graphics editor allows you to create your own workspaces. Each
workspace can contain multiple view panels to show the information you want, in
the way you want it.
When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and your custom
workspace, DavLink allows you to display metering input values by using
Metering Gauges and/or I/O Indicators, depending whether you prefer to have an
analog or digital reading. You can also use I/O State LEDs and even Lines (in a
mimic diagram for example), but these will only light up according to the state of
the metering input without displaying its value. Refer to Section 11.3 for more
details.
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12.9. View status inputs
There are three possible ways to view status input information, and each is described in
the following sections.

12.9.1. Tabular view
To view all status inputs in a tabular format, connect to the Davicom unit using
DavLink, click the Unit/Site Views icon and select Status Inputs.

Figure 198 : Status Inputs View screen
Each status input is presented in a row of 8 columns:
ID
This field identifies each status input. All inputs are sorted in ascending ID order.
The LED is lit or not according to the Davicom color coding. Refer to Section 11.2
for more details on color coding.
Note: You must click on the number or the LED (ID field) to select a status input.
You can use the SHIFT and CTRL keys for multiple selections.
Description
The description associated with the current level of the status input is displayed in
the language of your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII
descriptions). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Current State
Indicates whether the current state of a status input is normal (NORM) or active
(ACT).
Value
The current value of the status input. High (H) or Low (L).
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Active Level
The value (High or Low) that will cause the Davicom to perform an automatic
action.
Qualifier
If a qualifying condition (input, output, timer, flag, etc.) has been configured for a
status input, its identifier will be displayed in this field.
Type
The action type that is automatically performed by the Davicom unit when the value
of a status input toggles to the active level (MIN1 to MIN8, MAJ1 to MAJ8, CMD,
and QLF). Refer to Section 4.3.2.8 for more details on automatic actions.
Active Time
If you selected to view the daily activity timer associated with some or all of the
status inputs, their value will be displayed in that field. The value represents the
daily cumulative time that the status input has been at its Active Level, and is reset
daily at midnight. Refer to Section 4.3.4.2 on page 69 to activate this timer.
Note: The Status Inputs View screen is continuously refreshed during display. You
can change the column widths by dragging the mark between each title in the
column title bar. You can print the complete Status Inputs View screen, or only the
selected lines, by clicking the Print button in Figure 198 on page 250. The screen
information can also be saved in html format by clicking the Save button in Figure
198, and we recommend that you create a separate directory for the files (default
directory is C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink). Once an input is selected, the
Enable and Disable buttons become active. These buttons replicate those found
on the DavLink Command Bar (refer to Section 16.1.4). The Configure button is a
convenient shortcut which opens the Status Inputs configuration window.

12.9.2. Dashboard view
When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and the default classic
workspace, DavLink offers you a dashboard view of all status inputs.
Classic Screens 1 to 4 each shows a different set of 8 I/O Indicators (refer to
Figure 197 on page 249), while Classic Screen 5 shows 32 I/O Indicators for
status inputs.
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Figure 199 : Classic Screen 5 showing 32 status inputs and 32 physical relays
A total of 64 status input indicators are therefore shown on the five screens. The
indicators use the Davicom color coding and the description you configured for
each status input, displayed in the language of your choice (default long Unicode
or alternate short ASCII descriptions). The state is continuously refreshed during
display.
Note: If you chose to display the default Unicode descriptions, it is possible that
descriptions exceeding 20 characters do not fit entirely in the I/O Indicator. For a
30-character description in Unicode English using capital letters, you would not see
the first and last 5 characters for example.
To switch from one Classic Screen tab to another, simply select the appropriate tab
at the top of each view screen.

12.9.3. Customized view
DavLink’s graphics editor allows you to create your own workspaces. Each
workspace can contain multiple view panels to show the information you want, the
way you want.
When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and your custom
workspace, DavLink allows you to display the current state of your status inputs by
using I/O Indicators or I/O State LEDs. You can even use Lines in a mimic
diagram for example, that will light up according to the state of the status input.
Refer to Section 11.3 for more details.
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12.10. View physical relays
There are three possible ways to view physical relay information, and each is described in
the following sections.

12.10.1.

Tabular view

To view all physical relays in a tabular format, connect to the Davicom unit using
DavLink, click the Unit/Site Views icon
and select Physical Relays.

Figure 200 : Physical Relays View screen
Each physical relay is presented in a row of 3 columns:
ID
This field identifies each physical relay. All inputs are sorted in ascending ID order.
The LED is lit or not according to the Davicom color coding. Refer to Section 11.2
for more details on color coding.
Note: You must click on the number or the LED (ID field) to select a physical relay.
You can use the SHIFT and CTRL keys for multiple selections.
Description
The description you configured for each physical relay is displayed in the language
of your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII descriptions). Refer to
Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Current State
Indicates the current state of a physical relay.
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Note: The Physical Relays View screen is continuously refreshed during display.
You can change the column widths by dragging the mark between each title in the
column title bar. You can print the complete Physical Relays View screen, or only
the selected lines, by clicking the Print button in Figure 200. The screen
information can also be saved in html format by clicking the Save button in Figure
200, and we recommend that you create a separate directory for the files (default
directory is C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink). Once an input is selected, the
Pulse, Force ON, Force OFF and Release buttons become active. These buttons
replicate those found on the DavLink Command Bar (refer to Section 16.1.5). The
Configure button is a convenient shortcut which opens the Physical Relays
configuration window.

12.10.2.

Dashboard view

When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and the default classic
workspace, DavLink offers you a dashboard view of all physical relays.
Classic Screens 1 to 4 each shows a different set of 8 I/O Indicators (refer to
Figure 197 on page 249), while Classic Screen 5 shows 32 I/O Indicators for
physical relays (refer to Figure 199 on page 252). A total of 64 physical relay
indicators are therefore shown on the five screens. The indicators use the Davicom
color coding and the description you configured for each status input, displayed in
the language of your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII
descriptions). The state is continuously refreshed during display.
Note: If you chose to display the default Unicode descriptions, it is possible that
descriptions exceeding 20 characters do not fit entirely in the I/O Indicator. For a
30-character description in Unicode English using capital letters, you would not see
the first and last 5 characters for example.
To switch from one Classic Screen (tab) to another, simply select the appropriate
tab at the top of each view screen.

12.10.3.

Customized view

DavLink’s graphics editor allows you to create your own workspaces. Each
workspace can contain multiple view panels to show the information you want, the
way you want.
When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and your custom
workspace, DavLink allows you to display the current state of your physical relays
by using I/O Indicators or I/O State LEDs. You can even use Lines in a mimic
diagram for example, that will light up according to the state of the physical relay.
Refer to Section 11.3 for more details.

12.11. View virtual relays
There are three possible ways to view virtual relay information, and each is described in
the following sections.
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12.11.1.

Tabular view

To view all virtual relays in a tabular format, connect to the Davicom unit using
DavLink, click the Unit/Site Views icon
and select Virtual Relays.

Figure 201 : Virtual Relays View screen
Each virtual relay is presented in a row of 3 columns:
ID
This field identifies each virtual relay. All inputs are sorted in ascending ID order.
The LED is lit or not according to the Davicom color coding. Refer to Section 11.2
for more details on color coding.
Note: You must click on the number or the LED (ID field) to select a virtual relay.
You can use the SHIFT and CTRL keys for multiple selections.
Description
The description you configured for each virtual relay is displayed in the language of
your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII descriptions). Refer to
Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Current State
Indicates the current state of a virtual relay.
Note: The Virtual Relays View screen is continuously refreshed during display.
You can change the column widths by dragging the mark between each title in the
column title bar. You can print the complete Virtual Relays View screen, or only the
selected lines, by clicking the Print button. The screen information can also be
saved in html format by clicking the Save button, and we recommend that you
create a separate directory for the files (default directory is C:\Program
Files\Davicom\DavLink). Once an input is selected, the Pulse, Force ON, Force
OFF and Release buttons become active. These buttons replicate those found on
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the DavLink Command Bar (refer to Section 16.1.5). The Configure button is a
convenient shortcut which opens the Virtual Relays configuration window.

12.11.2.

Dashboard view

When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and the default classic
workspace, DavLink offers you a dashboard view of all virtual relays.

Figure 202 : Classic Screen 7 showing virtual relays
Classic Screen 7 shows 64 I/O Indicators for virtual relays. Use the vertical
scrollbar in order to view the hidden part of the screen. The indicators use the
Davicom color coding and the description you configured for each virtual relay,
displayed in the language of your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short
ASCII descriptions). The state is continuously refreshed during display.
Note: If you chose to display the default Unicode descriptions, it is possible that
descriptions exceeding 20 characters do not fit entirely in the I/O Indicator. For a
30-character description in Unicode English using capital letters, you would not see
the first and last 5 characters for example.

12.11.3.

Customized view

DavLink’s graphics editor allows you to create your own workspaces. Each
workspace can contain multiple view panels to show the information you want, the
way you want.
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When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and your custom
workspace, DavLink allows you to display the current state of your virtual relays by
using I/O Indicators or I/O State LEDs. You can even use Lines in a mimic
diagram for example, that will light according to the state of the virtual relay. Refer
to Section 11.3 for more details.

12.12. View virtual logic gates
There are three possible ways to view virtual logic gate information, and each is described
in the following sections.

12.12.1.

Tabular view

To view all virtual logic gates in a tabular format, connect to the Davicom unit using
DavLink, click the Unit/Site Views icon and select Virtual Logic Gates.

Figure 203 : Virtual Logic Gates View screen
Each virtual logic gate is presented in a row of 10 columns:
ID
This field identifies each virtual logic gate by its identifier. All inputs are sorted in
ascending ID number. The LED is lit or not according to the Davicom color coding.
Refer to Section 11.2 for more details on color coding.
Note: You must click on the number or the LED (ID field) to select a virtual input.
You can use the SHIFT and CTRL keys for multiple selections.
Description
The description you configured for each virtual logic gate is displayed in the
language of your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII
descriptions). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
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Current State
Indicates whether the current state of a virtual logic gate is normal (NORM),
causing a Major Alarm (MAJ), causing a Minor Alarm (MIN) or causing a Command
or Qualifier action (ACT).
Logic Gate
The Boolean logic gate (AND, OR, NAND, NOR) applied to all the input operands
(Opd) in order to produce the virtual result.
Opd 1 to 5
The identifier of each operand that is an input to the logic gate is displayed in this
field. Up to 5 operands can be configured for each logic gate.
Type
The action type that is automatically performed by the Davicom unit when the value
of a status input toggles to the active level (MIN1 to MIN8, MAJ1 to MAJ8, CMD,
QLF). Refer to Section 4.3.2.8 for more details on automatic actions.
Note: The Virtual Logic Gates View screen is continuously refreshed during display.
You can change the column widths by dragging the mark between each title in the
column title bar. You can print the complete Virtual Logic Gates View screen, or
only the selected lines, by clicking the Print button in Figure 203 on page 257. The
screen information can also be saved in html format by clicking the Save button in
Figure 203, and we recommend that you create a separate directory for the files
(default directory is C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink). Once an input is selected,
the Enable and Disable buttons become active. These buttons replicate those
found on the DavLink Command Bar (refer to Section 16.1.4). The Configure
button is a convenient shortcut which opens the Virtual Logic Gates configuration
window.

12.12.2.

Dashboard view

When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and the default classic
workspace, DavLink offers you a dashboard view of all virtual logic gates.
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Figure 204 : Classic Screen 6 showing virtual logic gates
Classic Screen 6 shows 64 I/O Indicators virtual logic gates. Use the vertical
scrollbar in order to view the hidden part of the screen. The indicators use the
Davicom color coding and the description you configured for each virtual logic gate,
displayed in the language of your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short
ASCII descriptions). The state is continuously refreshed during display.
Note: If you chose to display the default Unicode descriptions, it is possible that
descriptions that exceed 20 characters do not entirely fit in the I/O Indicator. For a
30-character description in Unicode English using capital letters, you would not see
the first and last 5 characters for example.

12.12.3.

Customized view

DavLink’s graphics editor allows you to create your own workspaces. Each
workspace can contain multiple view panels to show the information you want, the
way you want.
When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and your custom
workspace, DavLink allows you to display the current state of your virtual logic
gates by using I/O Indicators or I/O State LEDs. You can even use Lines in a
mimic diagram for example, that will light up according to the state of the virtual
logic gate. Refer to Section 11.3 for more details.
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12.13. View metering mathematical functions
There are three possible ways to view metering mathematical function information, and
each is described in the following sections.

12.13.1.

Tabular view

To view all metering mathematical functions in a tabular format, connect to the
Davicom unit using DavLink, click the Unit/Site Views icon
and select Metering
Math Functions.

Figure 205 : Metering Math Functions View screen
Each metering mathematical function is presented in a row of 9 columns:
ID
This field identifies each metering mathematical function. All the functions are
sorted in ascending ID order. The LED is lit or not according to the Davicom color
coding. Refer to Section 11.2 for more details on color coding.
Note: You must click on the number or the LED (ID field) to select a metering
mathematical function. You can use the SHIFT and CTRL keys for multiple
selections.
Description
The description you configured for each metering mathematical function is
displayed in the language of your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short
ASCII descriptions). Refer to Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Value (Result)
The result of mathematical function performed on the operands. This value is
continuously refreshed during display.
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Qualifier
If a mathematical function is qualified by a condition (other input, output, timer, flag,
etc.), the identifier of the qualifying condition will be displayed in this field.
Level
For each mathematical function, the first line will show the Level 1 (Lvl 1) limits for
the result, typically the yellow zone, while the second line will show the Level 2 (Lvl
2) limits for the result, typically the red zone.
Current State
For each Level, indicates whether the current state of a mathematical function is
normal (NORM), causing a Major Alarm (MAJ), causing a Minor Alarm (MIN) or
causing a Command or Qualifier action (ACT).
Low Limit
For each Level, the result below which an action will automatically be performed by
the Davicom unit.
High Limit
For each Level, the result above which an action will automatically be performed by
the Davicom unit.
Type
For each Level, the action type that is automatically performed by the Davicom unit
when the result of a mathematical function reaches the Low or High Limit (MIN1 to
MIN8, MAJ1 to MAJ8, CMD, QLF). Refer to Section 4.3.2.8 for more details on
automatic actions.
Note: The Metering Math Functions View screen is continuously refreshed during
display. You can change the column widths by dragging the mark between each
title in the column title bar. You can print the complete Metering Math Functions
View screen, or only the selected lines, by clicking the Print button in Figure 205
on page 260. The screen information can also be saved in html format by clicking
the Save button in Figure 205, and we recommend that you create a separate
directory for the files (default directory is C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink). Once
an input is selected, the Enable and Disable buttons become active. These
buttons replicate those found on the DavLink Command Bar (refer to Section
16.1.4). The Configure button is a convenient shortcut which opens the Metering
Math Function configuration window.
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12.13.2.

Dashboard view

When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and the default classic
workspace, DavLink offers you a dashboard view of all Metering Math Functions.

Figure 206 : Metering Math Function Dashboard view

12.13.3.

Customized view

DavLink’s graphics editor allows you to create your own workspaces. Each
workspace can contain multiple view panels to show the information you want, the
way you want.
When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and your custom
workspace, DavLink allows you to display the current state of your metering
mathematical functions by using I/O Indicators or I/O State LEDs. You can even
use Lines in a mimic diagram for example, that will light up according to the state
of the metering mathematical function. Refer to Section 11.3 for more details.

12.14. View timers
There are three ways to view timer information and each is described in the following
sections.

12.14.1.

Tabular view

To view detailed information on a specific Timer, you need to use the configuration
menu.
Note: Configuration menus are not accessible to Davicom users with Operator- or
Viewer- access levels.
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To view timers, click the Unit Configuration icon , and then select Timers. Refer
to Section 4.3.7 on page 78 for more details on the Timers screen.

12.14.2.

Dashboard view

When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and the SuperMAC
workspace is opened, DavLink offers you a dashboard view of all Timers.

Figure 207 : Timers Dashboard view

12.14.3.

Customized view

DavLink’s graphics editor allows you to create your own workspaces. Each
workspace can contain multiple view panels to show the information you want, the
way you want.
When you connect to a Davicom unit using the MIP protocol and your custom
workspace, DavLink allows you to display the current state of your timers by using
I/O Indicators or I/O State LEDs. You can even use Lines in a mimic diagram for
example, that will light according to the state of the timer. Refer to Section 11.3 for
more details.
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12.15. SNMP Manager View
12.15.1.

SNMP GET View

To view all SNMP GETs in a tabular format, connect to the Davicom unit using
DavLink, click the Unit/Site Views icon
and select SNMP Get.

Figure 208 : SNMP GET View screen
Each SNMP GET function is presented in a row of 6 columns. To select an SNMP
GET, click on the LED in the ID field.
ID
This field identifies each SNMP GET. All the functions are sorted in ascending ID
order. The LED’s color will follow the Davicom color coding scheme (see Section
11.2 for details on color coding)
Description
The description you configured for each SNMP GET is displayed in the language of
your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII descriptions). Refer to
Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Value
The current SNMP GET value. This value is continuously refreshed during display.
Level
For each SNMP GET, the first line will show the Level 1 (Lvl 1) limits for the result,
typically the yellow zone, while the second line will show the Level 2 (Lvl 2) limits
for the result, typically the red zone. However, depending on the OID value type,
Level 2 limits will / will not be displayed
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Current State
For each Level, this field indicates whether the current state of a SNMP GET is
normal (NORM), is causing a Major Alarm (MAJ), is causing a Minor Alarm (MIN),
or causing a Command or Qualifier action (ACT).
Type
For each Level, the action type that is automatically performed by the Davicom unit
when the result of a SNMP GET reaches the Low or High Limit (MIN1 to MIN8,
MAJ1 to MAJ8, CMD, QLF). Refer to Section 4.3.2.8 for more details on automatic
actions.
Note: The SNMP GET screen is continuously refreshed during display. You can
print the complete screen, or only selected lines, by clicking the Print button in
Figure 208 on page 264. The screen information can also be saved in html format
by clicking the Save button in Figure 208. We recommend that you create a
separate directory for the files (default directory is C:\Program
Files\Davicom\DavLink). Also, when an input is selected, the Enable and Disable
buttons become active. These buttons replicate those found on the DavLink
Command Bar (refer to Section 16.1.4). The Configure button is a convenient
shortcut which opens the SNMP GET configuration window
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12.15.2.

SNMP SET View

To view all SNMP SETs in a tabular format, connect to the Davicom unit using
DavLink, click the Unit/Site Views icon
and select SNMP Set.

Figure 209 : SNMP SET View screen
Each SNMP SET function is presented in a row of 6 columns. To select an SNMP
SET, click on the LED in the ID field.
ID
This field identifies each SNMP SET. All the functions are sorted in ascending ID
order. The LED’s color will follow the Davicom color coding scheme (see Section
11.2 for details on color coding)
Description
The description you configured for each SNMP SET is displayed in the language of
your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII descriptions). Refer to
Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
IP Address
The IP Address you configured for each SNMP SET.
OID
The numeric OID value you configured for each SNMP SET.
Value When Active
The value that will be obtained with the SNMP SET active (1SS01A) command.
Value When Normal
The value that will be obtained with the SNMP SET normal (1SS01N) command.
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12.15.3.

SNMP Trap View

To view all SNMP Traps in a tabular format, connect to the Davicom unit using
DavLink, click the Unit/Site Views icon
and select SNMP Trap.

Figure 210 : SNMP Trap View screen
Each SNMP Trap function is presented in a row of 3 columns. To select an SNMP
Trap, click on the LED in the ID field.
ID
This field identifies each SNMP Trap. All the functions are sorted in ascending ID
order. The LED is lit or not according to the Davicom color coding. Refer to Section
11.2 for more details on color coding.
Description
The description you configured for each SNMP Trap is displayed in the language of
your choice (default long Unicode or alternate short ASCII descriptions). Refer to
Section 4.3.2.5 on page 52 for more details.
Current State
For each Level, indicates whether the current state of a SNMP Trap is normal
(NORM), is causing a Major Alarm (MAJ), is causing a Minor Alarm (MIN), or
causing a Command or Qualifier action (ACT).
Note: The SNMP Trap screen is continuously refreshed during display. You can
change the column widths by dragging the mark between each title in the column
title bar. You can print the complete SNMP Trap View screen, or only the selected
lines, by clicking the Print button in Figure 210. The screen information can also be
saved in html format; by clicking the Save button in Figure 210. We recommend
that you create a separate directory for the files (default directory is C:\Program
Files\Davicom\DavLink). The Configure button is a convenient shortcut which
opens the Trap configuration window.
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13. Listening to input/output information and audio
feeds
The Davicom voice response system allows you to monitor the status of a Davicom unit and the
value of its inputs using a touch-tone telephone (landline or cellular). This is particularly important
when you do not have access to a computer.
You can even monitor live audio feeds in mono over the telephone.
To manually control a Davicom unit or perform other operations, refer to Section 16.3 on page
285 for information on Manual Commands. Also see Appendix E on page 326.

13.1. By telephone (Davicom internal modem required)
This section explains how users can monitor Davicom units using a touch-tone telephone
(landline or cellular).
In order to perform the touch-tone commands described in this section, you must first
connect to the Davicom unit. Refer to Section 9.1.4 on page 202 for the detailed
connection procedure by telephone.
After a valid username and password are entered, the Davicom unit responds with the
following message: Ready for command.
To correct an error, press the star () key once or several times, this empties the tone
buffer and re-enter the complete command code.
Inactivity longer than one minute causes the system to terminate communications. When
an invalid code is entered, the Davicom responds with one of the following voice messages:
Input error, Relay error. When a Davicom user does not have the required access level to
perform a command, the Davicom responds with the following voice message: Sorry you
are not in control of the Unit.

13.1.1. Obtaining system status
Davicom units can provide a voice account of the current system status (alarm-call
sequence enabled or disabled, major and minor alarm, disabled inputs,
forced/energized relays and active flags). Refer to Section 12.2 on page 239 for
more details on the System Status content.
To obtain a vocal System Status report by the Davicom:
Press 10#.
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13.1.2. Monitoring inputs
Davicom users can monitor the value of metering and status inputs over the
telephone. See DTMF Command Generator Chart on page 328 for more details.
To monitor (Read) a Metering Input:
 Press 7 to read an input; (letter R)
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 2 for a Metering Input (letter A);
 Press one or two digits for the specific metering Input Number (yy = 1 to
32 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 71231# to monitor 1A31 by voice response.

To monitor (Read) a Status Input:
 Press 7 to read an input; (letter R)
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 3 for a Status Input (letter D);
 Press one or two digits for the specific status Input Number (yy = 1 to 64
depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 7133# to monitor 1D03 by voice response

To monitor (Read) a Virtual Logic Gate:
 Press 7 to read an input;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 8 for a Virtual Logic Gate (letter V);
 Press one, two or three digits for the specific Virtual Logic Gate Number
(yyy = 1 to 128 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 718105# to monitor 1V105 by voice response

13.1.3. Monitoring audio inputs
Davicom users can monitor live audio feeds over the telephone.
To monitor an audio input:
 Press 8 to monitor an audio input over the Telephone; (letter T)
 Press 1 for the Davicom Unit number (since audio inputs are only present
in the master Davicom unit);
 Press one or two digits for the specific audio input number (1 to 16
depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 817# to listen to audio input 7 over the telephone.


Press the * (asterisk) key to stop audio monitoring.
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14. Remote access (reach-through) to ancillary site
equipment
Davicom units allow you to remotely access ancillary site- or legacy-equipment under normal and
fault condition via the Davicom’s own communications link.
Clicking the Unit Utility icon gives you access to the Utilities window as shown in Figure 211.

Figure 211:Utilities window
When you connect ancillary equipment to the Davicom’s serial ports, the Davicom becomes a
“switchboard” thus eliminating the need for multiple phone lines or multiple serial ports to
communicate with various pieces of equipment at the site. The Davicom can even pass serialport communications over its Ethernet connection, thereby eliminating the need for any phone
line whatsoever!
Section 14.1 describes how to access ancillary equipment equipped with an RS-232 serial port.
Section 14.2 describes how to Ping ancillary equipment over the Davicom’s on-site IP network.
In order to access ancillary site equipment, you must first connect to the Davicom unit to which
the equipment is connected (refer to Section 9 on page 198).

14.1. Access via RS-232 serial reach-through ports
When you connect ancillary equipment to the Davicom’s reach-through RS-232 serial ports
(refer to Section 7.5 on page 190), the Davicom becomes a “serial-port switchboard” thus
eliminating the need for multiple phone lines to communicate with other site equipment.
Note: Serial port communications with external site equipment through these ports places
the Davicom unit in “transparent pass-through mode”, and opens the established
communications channel for direct equipment communications. If the Davicom has a single
telephone line as the communications channel, all call-out functions of the Davicom are
placed “on hold” during this transparent mode period. In this case the Davicom unit
performs all normal operations of programmed alarm monitoring, control actions, logging,
etc., but it temporarily suspends all signalling and reporting functions. When transparent
mode operation is terminated by the user, or after a 60-minute inactivity timeout, the
Davicom will then signal alarm events that might have occurred, and perform any reporting
operations that have been suspended.
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If your Davicom has more than one phone line and modem, or if it has IP capability, there
will be no suspension of alarm & reporting functions if the Davicom has been configured to
send these alarms & reports over the second channel.
You need to configure the computer COM port that DavLink will use to connect with the
external equipment legacy software. You also need to configure your external equipment
legacy software to use a second COM port in the computer. For more details on
configuring reach-through serial ports, refer to Section 4.3.8 on page 80.
To communicate with site ancillary or legacy equipment, connect to the Davicom unit using
DavLink, click the Unit Utility icon
and select Reach-Through Port Access.
Note: Reach-through port access cannot be performed by Davicom users with Operator
access level, unless they are granted temporary access (refer to Section 4.1.1 on page 30).

Figure 212 : Reach-Through Port Access screen
In the Communications Port section at the bottom of the screen, select the Port Number
from the dropdown list corresponding to the Davicom rear-panel serial port to which the
external equipment is connected. Then click the Open button.
You can then choose between the VT-100 mode or Other Program.
VT-100 mode will give you direct terminal access to the equipment with typed-in
commands appearing in the large display area at the top of Figure 212.
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Other Program mode will then give you the following message box:

Figure 213 : Serial Port Access message
You can now minimize the DavLink window and start up your external equipment legacy
software to communicate with the remote equipment.
To terminate communications with the external equipment in VT-100 mode, click the Close
button shown in Figure 212, and then OK to return to the Unit Utility menu.
To terminate communications with the external equipment in Other Program mode and
return to DavLink, maximize the DavLink window and click the OK button in the message
box (Figure 213). Once in DavLink, click the Close button shown in Figure 212, and then
OK to return to the Unit Utility menu.

14.2. Ping ancillary equipment and sites
The Davicom has the ability to monitor the state of your IP network and of network-enabled
devices. This monitoring function is achieved through the use of standard IP PING
commands. At an interval that you can set from 1 to 99 minutes, the Davicom will send a
series of PING requests to a list of up to 32 devices. If it does NOT receive the standard
PING reply to these requests, it sets a PING Flag (xNyy), where x is always 1 because only
the master Davicom unit can perform this task and yy is a number from 1 to 32 for the
device or address that did not respond). These flags can then be used as qualifiers for
Virtual Logic Gates to produce alarms, log events or even to restart network control
equipment if it becomes unstable.
To configure PING commands, refer to Section 4.3.11.
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15. Audio monitoring input access over IP
Once configured, the on-site audio can be monitored by selecting the Unit Utilities window (see
Figure 211 on page 270) with the
button. Then select the Audio Monitoring Input Access
button at the bottom. The Audio Monitoring Input Access window will appear (see Figure 214).

Figure 214 : Audio streaming selection window
Simply select the audio input you wish to monitor and the sound should be heard through your
computer’s speakers (assuming your computer does have speakers and they are turned on).

15.1. Audio stream-back in Web access mode
It is also possible to listen to the audio fed into one of the Davicom’s Audio inputs from
within your web browser such as Firefox or Internet Explorer.
The audio inputs are configured as shown in Figure 215. Each input can have two
descriptions and be set for different audio coding schemes, rates and number of bits. This
screen is accessed from the Unit Configuration – Inputs tab – Audio Inputs screen.
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Figure 215 : Audio Input Configuration screen in Browser access

The actual audio monitoring is accessed through the Manual Commands—Input
Command—Audio Inputs screen. Simply select the input you wish to listen to and click on
Play. Ensure your computer’s speakers are not muted or disabled. Pressing Stop will
terminate the audio monitoring and allow you to listen to another input or exit. Figure 216
shows the audio monitoring screen.

Figure 216 : Audio Input Access screen
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When selecting the Audio Input Access, you may see the message shown in Figure 217,
indicating that the Davicom unit’s security certificate has not been properly installed. Please
refer to Section 4.5.1.4 on page 113 and install the Security Certificate as explained. You
can always click Yes and install the certificate at a later time.

Figure 217 : Windows Popup screen
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16. Manual commands and operations
Depending on their access level, Davicom users can perform manual commands on Davicom
units. Some manual commands will simply perform an action at the user’s discretion, in addition
to the automatic actions programmed in Davicom units.
Warning: Some manual commands can disable automatic actions programmed in Davicom units
until another manual command is performed to restore the programmed actions.
All manual commands as well as the Davicom username of the person who performed the
command are recorded in the System Log (refer to Section 12.4 on page 242).
Section 16.1 below describes the most convenient way to perform manual commands using the
DavLink Command Bar.
Section 16.2 describes quick manual commands that can be performed by double-clicking the
graphical elements associated to inputs/outputs while viewing DavLink screens.
Section 16.3 describes how to perform manual commands using a touch-tone telephone (landline
or cellular). The Davicom unit must be equipped with the optional internal modem.

16.1. Via DavLink command bar
The DavLink Command Bar is available on any computer with DavLink installed, no matter
which workspace is being used.
To view (or hide) the Command Bar, click the Toggle Command Bar icon, or from the View
menu, select Command Bar. It appears at the right of your screen.

The DavLink Command Bar appears
on the right hand side of any view
screen.
Depending on your Davicom access
level, certain buttons might not be
active when you connect to a
Davicom unit. For more information
on how to connect, refer to Section 9
on page 198.
Buttons in the Input section only
become active when an input is
selected. Buttons in the Relays
section only become active when a
relay is selected.

Figure 218 : DavLink Command Bar
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Note: If you use a custom workspace that was not designed to take into account the
Command Bar, a scrollbar may appear on the bottom of the view screen. Refer to Section
11.3.1.1 on page 214 for ideal workspace size.

16.1.1. Enabling/disabling alarm-calls
The Alarm Calls button allows Davicom users to manually disable
Alarm-Call Sequences (ACS). As long as ACS’s remain disabled, the Davicom unit
will not perform any alarm signalling upon minor and major alarms (MIN and MAJ
action types). Log entries and automatic actions will still be performed. This
command can be used while testing your Davicom configuration to avoid bothering
recipients on the Alarm-Call Lists.
Note: The Alarm Call button is not accessible to Davicom users with Operator or
Viewer access level.
To manually disable alarm calls, click the Alarm Calls button on the DavLink
Command Bar. The following confirmation message appears.

Figure 219 : Confirmation of Alarm Calls disabling
Click Yes if you wish to disable alarm-calls. The button will turn to red and display
“Alarms Disabled”. The Davicom will no longer initiate ACS’s until you manually reenable alarm-calls.
To enable alarm-calls, click on the Alarms Disabled button and the following
confirmation message will appear.

Figure 220 : Confirmation of Alarm Calls enabling
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Click Yes if to re-enable alarm-calls. The button will return to grey and display
“Alarm Calls”.

16.1.2. Performing a battery discharge test
If your Davicom unit power supply is equipped with an external back-up battery,
you can configure periodic Battery Discharge Tests (BDT) that will automatically be
performed by Davicom units. Refer to Section 4.6.2 on page 132.
In addition to these periodic tests, Davicom users can manually perform a BDT
whenever they wish. The automatic BDT function must be configured since the
manual test relies on the automatic configuration to determine its duration.
Note: The Battery Test button is not active for Davicom users with Operator access
level, unless they are granted a temporary access (refer to Section 4.1.1 on page
30).
To manually perform a BDT, click the Battery Test button on the DavLink
Command Bar. When prompted to start the BDT, click Yes. If the automatic BDT is
not configured properly, an error message will appear.

16.1.3. Using Pause and Local modes
In addition to the Pause and Local buttons located on the Davicom front panel
(refer to Section 1.1.2 on page 15), you can activate/cancel any of these two
modes using DavLink (locally or remotely).

16.1.3.1. Pause mode
The Pause mode disables alarm signalling, report/log transfers and all automatic
actions performed by Davicom units. Only manual commands can be performed
locally or remotely while under Pause mode. This mode can be used during remote
troubleshooting for example.
To activate the Pause mode through DavLink, click the Pause button on the
DavLink Command Bar. When prompted to activate the Pause mode, click Yes.
When the Davicom is in Pause mode, the Pause button on the DavLink Command
Bar turns red and the Davicom no longer initiates alarm calls, transfers reports/logs
nor performs automatic actions until the Pause mode is cancelled.
To cancel the Pause mode through DavLink, click the Pause button again. When
prompted to cancel the Pause mode, click Yes. The Pause button will turn back to
grey.

16.1.3.2. Local mode
The Local mode disables alarm signalling, report/log transfers and all automatic
actions. For security purposes, only local manual commands can be performed
while under Local mode. This mode can be used to ensure safety while on-site
personnel climb the tower for example.

MAC2 USER MANUAL
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Note: The Local mode button on the DavLink Command Bar is only active for
Davicom users with Supervisor access levels or higher.
To activate the Local mode through DavLink, click the Local button on the DavLink
Command Bar. When prompted to activate the Local mode, click Yes.
The Local button, as well as the Pause button, will turn to red and the Davicom will
no longer initiate alarm calls, transfer reports/logs, perform automatic actions nor
perform remote manual commands until the Local mode is cancelled.
To cancel the Local mode through DavLink, click the Local button again. When
prompted to cancel the Local mode, click Yes. The Local button will turn back to
grey.
Warning: Davicom users with Supervisor access level are able to cancel the Local
mode remotely as a backup if on-site personnel forget to cancel it before leaving
the remote site.

16.1.4. Enabling/disabling inputs
Any configured input on a Davicom unit can be manually enabled or disabled using
DavLink. The first method is by checking or unchecking the Enable box in the
configuration dialog box of the input (Refer to Section 4.3 on page 44). The second
way is by selecting a graphical element associated with the input, and by clicking
the Enable or Disable buttons on the Command Bar.

Figure 221 : Enable and Disable command buttons
Note: The Enable and Disable buttons are not active for Davicom users with
Operator access level, unless they are granted a temporary access (refer to
Section 4.1.1 on page 30).
To manually disable a Davicom input that is currently enabled, you must first select
the graphical element (Metering Gauge, I/O Indicator, I/O State LED, illuminated
line) representing the input you wish to disable. Once the Enable and Disable
buttons become active, click the Disable button. The selected graphical element
will turn grey, and the Enable and Disable buttons will return to their non-active
state.
The same process applies to manually enable a Davicom input that is currently
disabled, except that you must click the Enable button. The selected graphical
element will illuminate with the appropriate Davicom color coding (refer to Section
11.2 on page 210), and the Enable and Disable buttons will return to their nonactive state.
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16.1.5. Forcing relay commands
Any configured relay (physical or virtual) on a Davicom unit can be manually forced
on, forced off, or pulsed. To regain control of a relay that is forced-off, forced-on, or
latched, the relay must be released by clicking the Release button.
To manually control a relay (or release its control), select the graphical element
associated with the relay, and click one of the four relay buttons on the Command
Bar.

Figure 222 : Relay command buttons
Note: The manual command buttons associated with relays are not active for
Davicom users with Operator access level, unless they are granted a temporary
access (refer to Section 4.1.1 on page 30).

16.1.5.1. Pulsing a relay
To pulse a relay, you must first select the graphical element (I/O Indicator,
I/O State LED, illuminated line) representing the relay you wish to pulse. When the
relay command buttons become active, click the Pulse button. The associated
graphical element will turn blue according to the Davicom color coding (refer to
Section 11.2 on page 210), and the relay command buttons will return to their nonactive state.
The relay will be pulsed for the duration set in the relay configuration dialog box
(refer to Section 4.3.5 on page 71). However, if the relay is currently controlled by
the Davicom unit, or a previous manual command, the manual Pulse command will
not be authorized and an error message will appear.

16.1.5.2. Forcing ON a relay
To force a relay ON, you must first select the graphical element (I/O Indicator,
I/O State LED, illuminated line) representing the relay you wish to force ON. When
the relay command buttons become active, click the Force ON button. The
associated graphical element will turn red according to the Davicom color coding
(refer to Section 11.2 on page 210), and the relay command buttons will return to
their non-active state.
The relay will remain forced-on, regardless of the state of the Davicom inputs that
normally control the relay, until it is manually released.

16.1.5.3. Forcing OFF a relay
To force a relay OFF, you must first select the graphical element (I/O Indicator, I/O
State LED, illuminated line) representing the relay you wish to force OFF. When
the relay command buttons become active, click the Force OFF button. The
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associated graphical element will turn yellow according to the Davicom color
coding (refer to Section 11.2 on page 210), and the relay command buttons will
return to their non-active state.
The relay will remain forced-off, regardless of the state of the Davicom inputs that
normally control the relay, until it is manually released.

16.1.5.4. Releasing a relay
Releasing a relay allows a user to regain control of a relay. The relay can then be
automatically controlled by Davicom inputs.
To release a relay, you must first select the graphical element (I/O Indicator,
I/O State LED, illuminated line) representing the relay you wish to release. When
the relay command buttons become active, click the Release button. The
associated graphical element will illuminate with the appropriate Davicom color
coding (refer to Section 11.2 on page 210), and the relay command buttons will
return to their non-active state.
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16.1.6. Operations on the system log
Depending on their access level, Davicom users can Send, Delete or View the
System Log using the following Command Bar buttons.

Figure 223 : System Log operations buttons

16.1.6.1. Sending the system log
If you configured your Davicom unit to automatically transfer the System Log at
fixed intervals, you can also manually send the System Log to the Telephone
Number/Address set in the Transfers configuration screen (refer to Section 4.7 on
page 135).
Note: The Send button is not active for Davicom users with Operator access level,
unless they are granted a temporary access (refer to Section 4.1.1 on page 30).
To manually transfer the System Log, click the Send button. All the events since
the last transfer (automatic or manual) will be sent to the number or address
configured in the Davicom’s Transfer setup screen.
Note: Event duplication may occur for manual transfers of System Log performed
on older Davicom units.

16.1.6.2. Deleting the system log
To delete the System Log, click the Delete button. When prompted to clear the
System Log, click Yes. All the events in the system log (the most recent 1024
events, or less) will be deleted, regardless if the events have been transferred or
not.
Note: The Delete button is not active for Davicom users with Operator access level.
Warning: This operation is final, as it will permanently and completely erase the
contents of the System Log. You may lose events that were never transferred
(manually or automatically) to another computer for backup. We recommend you
transfer or save the System Log immediately before deleting it for record keeping
purposes.
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Figure 224 : Clear Event History Log prompt

16.1.6.3. Viewing the system log
To view the contents of the System Log, click the View button. The most recent
1024 events (or less) will be displayed, regardless of the content of the last transfer.
Refer to Section 12.4 on page 242 for more details on the System Log content and
format.

16.1.7. Viewing the system status
To view the contents of the System Status, click the System Status button. Refer
to Section 12.2 on page 239 for more details.

16.1.8. Releasing Unit-to-Unit link
You can manually release the link created by a remote Unit-to-Unit Command,
(UUC) between a remote Davicom unit and the Davicom unit you are currently
connected to.
To manually release a Unit-to-Unit link, click the Release Link button.

Figure 225 : Release Link dialog box
Enter the Remote Unit-to-Unit Command Flag number associated with the UUC
which created the link between the two Davicom units (refer to Section 4.3.10 on
page 88). Then click OK.
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16.2. Manual Commands via DavLink graphical elements
You can execute quick commands by double-clicking DavLink graphical elements
associated with the inputs/outputs you want to manually control. You can also execute
quick commands with a single click but it is not recommended due to the high risks of
accidental activation of critical relays; high care must be exercised if using this mode.
Warning: By default, the quick commands functionality is disabled in order to prevent
accidental double-clicks from forcing-on critical relays, or disabling inputs.
To enable the DavLink quick commands, Logon to DavLink by clicking the Logon/Logoff
icon . From the Setup menu, select Options.

Figure 226 : DavLink Options Properties dialog box (Quick Commands)
To change the Quick Commands property, click its line in the top portion of the Properties
screen, enter 2 for value in the Value field to activate Double Click Quick Commands at the
bottom and click OK. Or enter 1 for value in the Value field to activate Single Click Quick
Commands.

16.2.1. Enabling/disabling inputs
Depending on their access level, Davicom users can manually enable or disable
any configured input on a Davicom unit. Simply double-click the Metering Gauge,
I/O Indicator, I/O State LED or illuminated Line associated with the input you want
to enable/disable. If the input is disabled, the double-click command will enable it
and vice versa.
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Note: Davicom users with Operator access level cannot perform these commands;
unless they are granted a temporary access (refer to Section 4.1.1 on page 30).

16.2.2. Forcing relay commands
Depending on their access level, Davicom users can manually control any
configured relay (physical or virtual) on a Davicom unit. Simply double-click the
I/O Indicator, I/O State LED or illuminated Line associated with the relay you want
to control.
If the relay is released, the double-click command will force-on the relay, or pulse it
if the relay is configured in the Pulse Only mode.
If the relay is manually forced-on or forced-off, the double-click command will
release the relay in order for the Davicom to resume automatic control of the relay.
Finally, if the relay is energized by a Davicom input, the double-click command will
manually force-off the relay.
Note: Davicom users with Operator access level cannot perform these commands;
unless they are granted a temporary access (refer to Section 4.1.1 on page 30).

16.3. Manual Commands via touch-tone
(Davicom Internal Modem Required)

telephone

This section explains how users can command, interrogate and monitor Davicom units
using a touch-tone telephone (landline or cellular). Refer to Appendix E on page 326 for a
complete table of telephone commands. Also, see DTMF Command Generator Chart on
page 328 for more details.
In order to perform the touch-tone commands described in this section, you must first
connect to the Davicom unit. Refer to Section 9.1.4 on page 202 for the detailed
connection procedure by telephone.
After a valid user and password is entered, the Davicom unit responds with the following
message: Ready for command.
To correct an error, press the star () key and re-enter the complete command code.
Inactivity longer than one minute causes the system to terminate communications. When
an invalid code is entered, the Davicom responds with one of the following voice messages:
Input error, Relay error. When a Davicom user does not have the required access level to
perform a command, the Davicom responds with the following voice message: Sorry you
are not in control of the Unit.
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16.3.1. Enabling/disabling alarm-calls
Depending on their access level, Davicom users can manually disable
Alarm-Call Sequences (ACS). As long as ACS’s remain disabled, the Davicom unit
will not perform any alarm signalling upon minor and major alarms (MIN and MAJ
action types).
Note: These commands cannot be performed by Davicom users with Operator
access level.
To enable Alarm-Call Sequences:
Press 20#.
To disable Alarm-Call Sequences:
Press 30#.

16.3.2. Using the Pause mode of operation
The Pause mode disables alarm signalling, report/log transfers and all automatic
actions performed by Davicom units. Only manual commands can be performed
locally or remotely while under Pause mode.
To activate or cancel the Pause mode of operation:
Press 277#.

16.3.3. Enabling/disabling inputs
Depending on their access level, Davicom users can manually enable or disable
any configured input on a Davicom unit. Touch-tone commands use the CxZyyy#
entry format, where C is the actual command to be performed on the xZyyy
input/output. Note: These commands cannot be performed by Davicom users with
Operator access level, unless they are granted a temporary access (refer to
Section 4.1.1 on page 30).
To enable a Metering Input:
 Press 1 to enable an input;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 2 for a Metering Input (letter A);
 Press one or two digits for the specific metering Input Number (yyy = 1 to
32 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 11215# to enable 1A15
To disable a Metering Input:
 Press 2 to disable an input;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 2 for a Metering Input (letter A);
 Press one or two digits for the specific metering Input Number (yyy = 1 to
32 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 21215# to disable 1A15
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To enable a Status Input:
 Press 1 to enable an input;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 3 for a Status Input (letter D);
 Press one or two digits for the specific status Input Number (yyy = 1 to 64
depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 1134# to enable 1D04
To disable a Status Input:
 Press 2 to disable an input;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 3 for a Status Input (letter D);
 Press one or two digits for the specific status Input Number (yyy = 1 to 64
depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 2134# to disable 1D04

To enable a Virtual Logic Gate:
 Press 1 to enable an input;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 8 for a Virtual Logic Gate (letter V);
 Press one, two or three digits for the specific Virtual Logic Gate Number
(yyy = 1 to 128 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 118123# to enable 1V123
To disable a Virtual Logic Gate:
 Press 2 to disable an input;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 8 for a Virtual Logic Gate (letter V);
 Press one, two or three digits for the specific Virtual Logic Gate Number
(yyy = 1 to 128 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 218123# to disable 1V123

16.3.4. DTMF relay commands
Any configured relay (physical or virtual) on a Davicom unit can be manually
controlled..
Depending on their access level, Davicom users can manually force on, force off,
or pulse any configured relay (physical or virtual) on a Davicom unit. Entry format is
CxZyyy# where C is the touch-tone command.
Note: These commands cannot be performed by Davicom users with Operator
access level, unless they are granted a temporary access (refer to Section 4.1.1 on
page 30).
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16.3.4.1. Pulsing a relay
The relay will be pulsed for the duration set in the relay configuration dialog box
(refer to Section 4.3.5 on page 71). However, if the relay is currently controlled by
the Davicom unit, or a previous manual command, the manual Pulse command will
not be authorized and you will get a vocal error message.
To pulse a Physical Relay:
 Press 6 to pulse a relay;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 7 for a Physical Relay (letter R);
 Press one or two digits for the specific physical Relay Number (yy = 1 to
64 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 6179# to pulse 1R09

To pulse a Virtual Relay:
 Press 6 to pulse a relay;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 6 for a Virtual Relay (letter O);
 Press one, two or three digits for the specific virtual Relay Number (yyy =
1 to 128 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 61659# to pulse 1O059

16.3.4.2. Forcing-ON a relay
The relay will remain forced-on, regardless of the state of the Davicom inputs that
normally control the relay, until it is manually released.
To force on a Physical Relay:
 Press 3 to force on a relay;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 7 for a Physical Relay (letter R);
 Press one or two digits for the specific physical Relay Number (yy = 1 to
64 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 31752# to force on 1R52

To force on a Virtual Relay:
 Press 3 to force on a relay;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 6 for a Virtual Relay (letter O);
 Press one, two or three digits for the specific virtual Relay Number (yyy =
1 to 128 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 3165# to force on 1O005
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16.3.4.3. Forcing-OFF a relay
The relay will remain forced off, regardless of the state of the Davicom inputs that
normally control the relay, until it is manually released.
To force off a Physical Relay:
 Press 4 to force off a relay;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 7 for a Physical Relay (letter R);
 Press one or two digits for the specific physical Relay Number (yy = 1 to
64 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 4173# to force off 1R03

To force off a Virtual Relay:
 Press 4 to force off a relay;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 6 for a Virtual Relay (letter O);
 Press one, two or three digits for the specific virtual Relay Number (yyy =
1 to 128 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 416124# to force of 1O124

16.3.4.4. Releasing a relay
Releasing a relay allows a user to regain manual control over a relay. The relay
then becomes available for automatic control by Davicom inputs.
To release a Physical Relay:
 Press 5 to release a relay;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 7 for a Physical Relay (letter R);
 Press one or two digits for the specific physical Relay Number (yy = 1 to
64 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 51730# to release 1R30

To release a Virtual Relay:
 Press 5 to release a relay;
 Press a digit for the Davicom Unit number (x = 1 to 4, depending of the
number of Davicom units networked together);
 Press 6 for a Virtual Relay (letter O);
 Press one, two or three digits for the specific virtual Relay Number (yyy =
1 to 128 depending on your Davicom model); and,
 Press #.
Example: 516125# to release 1O125
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17. Copying a DavLink users and sites directory
database to different computers
It is possible to configure a directory for all sites and users in DavLink, and then copy that
directory to other computers that have DavLink installed. This is particularly helpful for customers
with several Davicom units located at different sites. Only one person needs to configure the
complete directory and then copy it to other employees that also use DavLink.
The database file containing the information on users and sites (SitesUsers.mdb) is located under
C:\Program Files\Davicom\DavLink.
Before sending this file to other DavLink users, you should make sure that the username and
password of all users with Operator access level is pre-entered since operators will not be able to
enter it themselves.
There is no problem in copying a database containing several users from different access levels
since users only see their own entry as well as information related to all other users with a lower
access level. The only exception is for supervisors who see all users, including other supervisors.
User names are visible but passwords always remain hidden.
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18. Upgrading Unit firmware
In order to take advantage of all the new features introduced in newer versions, we generally
recommend you upgrade your Davicom unit firmware to the latest version compatible with your
hardware. Please visit the Davicom web site www.davicom.com regularly for the latest DavLink
software and Davicom firmware downloads.
Software and Firmware numbering follows the A.BC.D format. A change in the first field (A)
indicates a new major release. A change in the second field (B) indicates that a new field has
been added to the MIP proprietary protocol, while a change in the third field (C) indicates that an
existing field has been modified in the MIP protocol. The fourth field (D) indicates that minor
enhancements and/or bug fixes have been carried out. Any change in the first 3 fields (A, B or C)
will require that you up-convert your Davicom unit configuration to the latest version with the
DavicomConfigManager utility software.
Warning: Remote firmware upgrading is NOT recommended because of the risk of disrupting
site controls. Communications with the Davicom unit may also be lost.
Note: Davicom users with Operator access levels are not authorized to perform Davicom
firmware upgrades.
Note: This section only applies to newer Davicom units. Older Davicom units with a firmware
version below 5.00.0 do not support firmware upgrade to version 5.00.0 or higher.
Once the Davicom Firmware and Utilities installation file (DavFWandUtil5XXX.exe) has been
downloaded and saved on your PC, double-click it in order to run the Davicom Firmware and
Utilities installation program and follow the instructions on the screen. If you are using a Davicom
installation CD, insert the CD and click the Davicom Firmware and Utilities icon
to start the
installation.
Important: Upgrading the Davicom unit firmware erases the unit’s configuration setup. You must
therefore have saved your current configuration file (.cfg) beforehand on your computer using
DavLink if you wish to keep it. Click the Unit Utility icon , select Configuration Transfer and
then Download (Unit to PC).
Warning: The connection between DavLink and the Davicom unit must remain intact until the
configuration transfer (upload or download) is completed, as indicated by the status bar.
Otherwise, all communications with the Davicom unit may be lost for up to one hour.
Warning: Your Davicom configuration file must be compatible with the new firmware version you
are installing (3 first digits must match). If they do not match, you will need to convert your
configuration file to the same version as your new firmware.
In order to convert the configuration file downloaded on your PC, use the DavicomConfigManager
utility. The version of the configuration manager must be the same, or higher, than the version of
your new firmware. If you do not have the proper configuration manager utility, download it from
the www.davicom.com web site.
To upgrade your Davicom firmware, connect your computer directly to the Davicom front panel
using a USB or serial cable.
Install the new firmware using DavLink. Click the Unit Utility icon, select Firmware Upgrade and
then select the appropriate file for your Davicom unit.
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After a successful firmware upgrade, the unit resets and restarts (this may take several minutes).
After the start-up timeout (when the Activity LED resumes to its normal blinking mode), reconnect
to the unit using DavLink.
Re-install the (up-converted, if necessary) configuration file using DavLink. Click the Unit Utility
icon , select Configuration Transfer and then Upload (PC to Unit).
Previously, after installing new firmware, it was necessary to re-calibrate the Davicom metering
inputs. This is no longer required since version 5.44 firmware because the factory calibration is
stored in Davicom protected memory. However, if desired or necessary, it can still be done by
removing all the 25-pair cable connectors from the rear panel and replacing them with the factorysupplied calibration connectors. Refer to the next chapter for the detailed procedure.
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19. Re-calibrating metering inputs
Previously with the purchase of a Davicom DV-Mini or DV-208/216, calibration connectors were
provided for re-calibration of the metering inputs. They are no longer supplied, nor necessary,
because the factory calibration is stored in protected memory. The information in this section is
included for those users with older Davicom MAC+ units.
Note: This procedure is not the same as aligning the response of metering sensors with sensor
coefficients using a curve fitting utility (refer to Section 4.3.3.2 on page 61).

When to calibrate
Davicom units are all calibrated at the factory, and no longer require recalibration of the metering
15
inputs. The only cases where recalibration may be required are: 1- if the processor board is
replaced, 2- if an I/O conditioning board is repaired/changed, or moved to another position in the
Davicom unit, 3- if true-RMS converter chips are added, or jumper-activated.
Generally, none of these situations are field-serviceable and should only be performed at the
factory.

Procedure (older-generation MAC+ units only)
Important: Calibration cannot be performed remotely. You must connect your computer directly
to the Davicom front panel. Davicom users with Operator access level cannot perform calibration.
Disconnect all 25-pair Input/Output cables from the Davicom rear panel.
Insert calibration connectors in each Input/Output Champ connector on the Davicom rear panel.
If you have lost or misplaced the calibration connectors, you can make up your own by
purchasing an AMP Champ connector and connecting all pins from #10 to #18 together.

Figure 227 : AMP Champ connector
Warning: Do not attempt to short-circuit the pins directly on the Davicom’s rear-panel connectors.
Connect the Davicom unit directly to your computer using a USB or serial cable and launch
DavLink. Refer to Section 3.2.1 for the procedure (replace the default Davicom username and
password by your own).
If a Davicom Power-On Alarm is generated, click Yes to acknowledge the alarm message.
Click the Unit Configuration icon
tab.

15

and select Metering Inputs Calibration under the Inputs

Recalibration is not required for firmware v5.44 and higher when the RAM battery is removed or
replaced.
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Figure 228 : Calibration dialog box and End of calibration message

Make sure the calibration (shorting) connectors are installed and click Yes.
At the end of the calibration process, the “Calibration is completed” message box appears on the
screen.
Click OK. DavLink returns automatically to the Configuration dialog box.
Remove all the calibration connectors from the Davicom rear panel and reconnect the 25-pair
Input/Output cables.
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20. Changing the
encryption key

seed

string

that

generates

the

Davicom units provide three security levels against unauthorized access. Firstly, you must know
the Davicom’s IP address or its telephone number. Secondly, you must have a valid Davicom
username and password when connecting.
In addition, you can select your own seed string of characters to generate the 128-bit
key used by Davicom units.

16

encryption

In order for all Davicom users of your company to be able to connect to any of the company’s
Davicom units, you must change the encryption seed string in all DavLink installations as well as
in all Davicom units.
Important: You must first change the seed string in Davicom units, then in the DavLink software
installations.
Changing the string in Davicom units memory
To configure a new encryption seed string in a Davicom unit, connect to that Davicom unit using
DavLink, then click the Unit Configuration icon
. Select IP Parameters under the General tab,
then the TCP/IP tab.
Note: Davicom users with Operator and Administrator access levels do not have access to this
configuration window.

16

Encryption key may be 56 bits in certain countries
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Figure 229 : IP Parameters window (TCP/IP Configuration)

Enter your seed string in the Encryption Key field. This field is case sensitive and accepts a
maximum of 40, 7-bit ASCII characters (letters without accents, digits, spaces, punctuation). The
string itself is not visible. As an example, we entered “We like extra security!” in the window
above.
Warning: You must be extremely careful not to make any mistake while you enter the string,
since you do not see the characters you are typing.
Repeat the same process for all your Davicom units.

Changing the string in DavLink
To change the DavLink encryption seed string, Logon to DavLink by clicking the Logon/Logoff
icon
. From the Setup menu, select Options.
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Figure 230 : DavLink Options Properties (Encryption Key)
Select the appropriate line in the top portion of the Options Properties screen, enter your
encryption seed string in the Value field at the bottom and click OK.
Warning: You must be extremely careful not to make any mistake while entering the exact same
string as the one previously stored in your Davicom units.
Repeat the same process for all your DavLink software installations.

21. Protected mode on DavLink workspaces
DavLink version 5.30 and above allows workspaces and specific control buttons within these
workspaces to be protected and access-controlled. This permits system Supervisors to manage
user access to particular controls within a Davicom.
For example, Operators can be granted access to a single control button with no danger of
having them accidentally turn off a critical subsystem by clicking the wrong workspace button.
Protected mode can only be activated and cancelled by a Supervisor-level user. Workspaces that
need protection must be created by the Supervisor and access then granted individually for each
object in the workspace.
When activated, DavLink Protected mode prohibits use of older, non-protected workspaces, so
operators will not be able to bypass the protection, unless they have access to an older version of
DavLink (ex. 5.20 and lower). It is therefore important to eliminate all older versions of
DavLink that may be available. Protected mode is activated in the DavLink Options window as
shown in Figure 231.
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Figure 231 : Activation of Protected mode

Remember that in order to see all items in this window, you MUST be logged onto DavLink at the
Supervisor level. Lower access levels cannot see the Protected mode selection lines.
Protected mode also Controls access to the Alarm-call Sequence Acknowledge (ASA) command,
as well as to the Pause button. The same screen shown above allows setting these protections.
When activated in DavLink, Protected mode is clearly indicated in the Header Bar as shown in
Figure 232.

Figure 232 : *PROTECTED MODE ACTIVE* indicated in the screen header
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When a Supervisor activates Protected mode, an Operator-level user is only able to connect to
Davicom units through the Dial Directory (phonebook icon next to the Key icon) shown in Figure
233.

Figure 233 : Toolbar showing Dial Directory Icon next to the Logon Icon (Key)
The operator MUST therefore logon to DavLink by clicking the Key Icon. This opens the Logon
window shown in Figure 234. Remember that the DavLink logon is not the same as connecting to
(logging onto) the Davicom unit. These two types of logons represent two different access-control
levels and can have different usernames and passwords.

Figure 234 : DavLink Logon window

Default DavLink Usernames and Passwords are:
USERNAME

PASSWORD

SUPER

SSSSSSSS

ADMIN

AAAAAAAA

OPER

OOOOOOOO

Table 25 : Default DavLink usernames and passwords
Once logged on to DavLink in Protected mode, an Operator will see a screen similar to the one
shown in Figure 235. To connect to a site, the Operator selects the corresponding ID line and
then clicks on the Connect button.
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Figure 235 : Dial Directory screen allowing Operators to connect to sites in Protected mode
Once connected to a site, the Operator will see a screen similar to that shown in Figure 236.

Figure 236 : Typical Site view when connected
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If the operator tries to manually control a relay such as Physical Relay 1 as shown in the Figure
above, he will receive the following Pop-Up screen message:

Figure 237 : DavLink Protected Mode warning
This means that the Relay object in question has been protected by the Supervisor and that the
Operator cannot control it.

To grant access to specific objects in a DavLink Workspace, a Supervisor must do the following:
Log on to DavLink as the Supervisor (see Figure 234)
Disable Protected Mode (See Figure 231)
Enter the Workspace Edit mode by clicking on the Pencil Icon shown in Figure 238

Figure 238 : Workspace Edit mode access through the Pencil Icon

The Workspace Edit Toolbar then appears on the screen as shown in Figure 239.

Figure 239 : DavLink Workspace display when in Edit mode
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To unprotect an object, it is only necessary to right click on the object and then double click on
the Control Protected line to toggle it to False as shown in Figure 240. The object then becomes
unprotected and an Operator would be able to control it while accessing the remote site. The
Supervisor MUST remember to re-activate the protected mode before exiting DavLink.

Figure 240 : Workspace Object Properties window showing the Control Protected option
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22. SNMP MIB
This section presents a listing of the Management Information Base (MIB) tree for the Davicom
unit. See Section 4.10 for more details.
To view the MIB details, you will need a MIB browser program. See www.ireasoning.com, or
www.mg-soft.com to obtain such a program. It will allow you to browse and familiarize yourself
with the COMLAB-SNMP-MIB.my file by loading it into the MIB browser.

22.1. MIB TREE
Figure 241 below shows the MIB tree.

Figure 241 : MIB tree
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22.2. MIB TREE DETAILS
Figure 242 below shows details of the MIB tree.

Figure 242 : MIB tree details

22.3. MIB Listing
Please refer to your installation DVD for the actual MIB.
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23. Maintenance
Davicom units are extremely reliable. The first units were installed in 1994 and most are still in
service. This section covers maintenance procedures that will need to be performed at some time
during the product life cycle.
For any additional information or troubleshooting help, please refer to the Davicom web site at
www.davicom.com . It is continuously updated and should become your first stop for the most upto-date information on the Davicom.

23.1. Changing the fuse
Important: If a fuse has blown, you should investigate the possible cause.
Prior to changing the fuse, disconnect ALL cables from the Davicom unit.
Use a screwdriver or a coin and rotate in a counter-clock-wise direction the fuse socket
located on the rear panel of the Davicom unit (refer to connector 1b in Figure 2 on page
16). Remove the socket from the Davicom unit, pull the fuse out of its socket and replace it
with a 1 ¼ x ¼ inch, 3 A @ 250 V, fast-acting type fuse. Do not use slow-blow/time delay
fuses. Screw the socket back in by turning it clockwise.
Reconnect the Davicom’s XLR4 power connector (refer to 1a in Figure 2 on page 16) and
verify that the green DC LED on the front panel remains lit (refer to Figure 153 on page
206). If it does not stay lit, meaning your fuse has blown again, contact our Support service
at www.davicom.com.

23.2. Changing the internal RAM battery
Important: The Davicom unit’s internal RAM battery (3V Lithium, Energizer 2L76 or
equivalent) should be changed every 5 years, even though it has an expected lifespan of
10 years in normal use when the Davicom is powered on. For DV-200 units, the RAM
battery voltage level will be displayed in the Site Views/Information screen Figure 190
(Section 12.3.2 on page 240).
The RAM battery should be removed if your Davicom unit is to be stored without power for
any period longer than 1 month.
Prior to changing your Davicom unit’s battery, it is important to record your current
Davicom IP parameters, as these could be erased. Using DavLink, click the Unit
Configuration icon , select IP Parameters and record your unit’s IP settings.
You must also save your Davicom unit’s configuration file. Click the Unit Utility icon ,
select Configuration Transfer and then click Download (Unit to PC) to save the
configuration file on your PC. Record the filename and its path.
Warning: The connection between DavLink and the Davicom unit must remain intact until
the configuration transfer (upload or download) is completed, as indicated by the status bar.
Otherwise, all communications with the Davicom unit may be lost for up to one hour, if
connected remotely.
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Disconnect the power cable from the Davicom unit, and any cable connected to the frontpanel serial and/or USB port.
Remove the top cover of the Davicom units. On some older Davicom MAC models (black
front panels), the second stage assembly has to be removed (refer to Technical Bulletin 9
at www.davicom.com for instructions on second stage removal).
On the Davicom processor board, locate the RAM battery (small silver-coloured cylindrical
device sitting in a holder marked BAT1). Important: Note the polarity orientation of battery.
Slide a small screwdriver underneath the battery, and pop it out of the holder.
Wait one minute, and then install the new battery with the proper polarity orientation, and
reconnect the power cable to the Davicom unit.
After the start-up timeout, the Activity LED on the Davicom front panel will resume its
normal blinking mode (refer to Section 10.1 on page 206). You can then reconnect to the
unit using any factory default username and password. NOTE: This procedure will restore
Factory Defaults on older black-fronted Davicom unis (f/w 4.xx and lower), as well as
newer blue-fronted units with f/w versions below v5.44.
To replace default usernames and passwords, refer to Section 4.1.1 on page 30.
If necessary re-enter the IP parameters using DavLink, refer to Section 4.5.1.2 on page
109 for more details.
Re-install the Davicom unit’s configuration file using DavLink. Click the Unit Utility icon ,
select Configuration Transfer and then Upload (PC to Unit) the configuration file you
saved on your PC.
If required, re-calibrate Davicom metering inputs as explained in Section 19. For firmware
versions 5.44 and above, re-calibration is not necessary after a battery replacement.
Finally, to re-enter the correct time & date settings, click the Unit Configuration icon
select System under the General tab and set the Clock Setup fields.
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23.3. Restoring factory default parameters
To completely restore factory default parameters on older units, as well as newer units with
firmware below 5.44 (previous paragraphs), you need to remove the internal RAM battery.
For firmware versions 5.44 and higher, restoring factory default parameters manually can
be performed by holding-in the Local button while the Davicom boots up and then
releasing it within 5 seconds after the front-panel LEDs blink rapidly.
When connected locally through the unit front port, Supervisor users can also restore it to
factory default settings by clicking the Factory Reset button in the Supervisor screen (see
Figure 243).
If you just wish to erase the Davicom unit’s configuration without deleting Davicom
usernames and passwords, TCP/IP and e-mail settings, and parameters in the Supervisor
menu, click the Unit Configuration icon , select Supervisor under the General tab and
click the Erase Unit Configuration button.
The Restart Unit button is a soft reboot function.
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Figure 243 : Supervisor configuration window

Figure 244 : Confirmation message when erasing Unit configuration
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24. Recycling your WEEE compliant Davicom unit (EC
only)
The Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment (WEEE) 2002/96/EC Directive ensures the proper
recycling of waste resulting from any electrical and/or electronic items. The directive came into
effect on August 13, 2005, and is only applicable for the European Member States.
Davicom DV-208/216, DV-Mini and DV-Micro models comply with the WEEE Directive. These
products are marked with the “crossed out wheeled bin” WEEE symbol in accordance with
European Standard 50419.

Figure 245 : WEEE Symbol
This symbol on the product indicates that this product must not be disposed of with other waste.
Instead, it is your responsibility to dispose of your waste equipment by handing it over to the
dealer where you purchased the product, or to Comlab, the manufacturer of the product. The
separate collection and recycling of your waste equipment at the time of disposal will help to
conserve natural resources and ensure that it is recycled in a manner that protects human health
and the environment.
For Davicom units sold after August 13, 2005 in the European Union, Comlab will provide free
recycling of those products once a customer has returned them to an authorized dealer of
Davicom products and where a replacement Davicom unit is being supplied. Where a
replacement product is not being supplied, recycling services can be provided on request at
additional cost.

25. Shipping your Davicom back to the factory/dealer
Please contact your local dealer or dvsupport@davicom.com for return instructions.
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26. APPENDIX A

Technical specifications

DV-208/216 Specifications
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Specification

DV-208/216

Description

8/16

Resolution: 12 bits;
Bipolar / Differential;
3 selectable ranges: -2.5 to +2.5, -10 to +10 and -20 to
+20 Vdc;
4-20mA input mode, jumper selectable;
Impedance > 200 kOhms;
True-RMS converter (optional): 60 Hz to 20 kHz.

Status
(Digital)
Inputs

16/32

EIA compatible;
Opto-isolated;
Impedance > 22 kOhms;
Detection levels: -12 to +0.8 Vdc (low), +2.4 to +12 Vdc
(high).

Audio Inputs

4/8

-20 to +10 dBm (300-3000 Hz); Impedance 10 kOhms.

Line in & MIC
in

2/2

PC sound-card standard LINE-IN and MIC-IN connections.

Outputs
(Commands)

16/32

Selectable NO/NC dry contact relays (70 VAC @ 0.4 A, 30
Vdc @ 2 A) or open collector (100 mA)

Auxiliary DC
Outputs

2/4

DV-208: 5 Vdc x 2 (250 mA total), 12 Vdc x 2 (250 mA
total).
DV-216: 5 Vdc x 4 (500 mA total), 12 Vdc x 4 (500 mA
total).

Local Access
Port

1/1

115200 bps, DB9 female connector located on front panel; or
115200 bps, USB Type B connector located on front panel.

Serial Ports for
On-Site
Ancillary
Equipment

4/8

1200 to 115200 bps, DB9 male connectors located on rear
panel.

Extra Serial
Ports for OnSite Ancillary
Equipment
through USB
Hub & Dongles

8/8

1200 to 115200 bps, DB9 male on USB dongles connected
through USB hub.

Serial Ports for
External
Modems

2/2

1200 to 57600 bps, DB9 male connector located on rear
panel.

Extra Ports for
External
Modems
through USB
Hub

4/4

USB modems required. Must support Linux CDC drivers.

Internal
Modem

1/1

RJ-11 jack located on rear panel;
Voice/Fax/Data;

Metering
(Analog)
Inputs
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56 kbps maximum;
Fax up to 14400 bps;
DTMF interface.
External USB
Storage
through USB
Hub

4/4

Up to 4 external USB memory devices. FAT32 formatted
devices only.

Real Time
Clock (RTC)

3.8 PPM between -10°C and +60°C. Equivalent to 10
seconds per month.

Power
Requirement

11.5-14.5 Vdc, 1.5 A Max.

Fuse

250 V, 3 A

Electric Fields

Tested to 10 V/m

Electrostatic
Discharge
(ESD)

Tested to 12 kV

Operating
Temperature
Range

-40 to +158°F
-40 to +70°C

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions

2 RU
19 x 3.5 x 12 in (W x H x D)
48.3 x 8.9 x 30.5 cm
DV-208:
8 lbs (3.6 kg) dry
9 lbs (4.1 kg) shipping

Weight
DV-216:
10 lbs (4.5 kg) dry
11 lbs (5 kg) shipping
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DV-Mini Specifications
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Specification

Metering
(Analog)
Inputs

DV-Mini

Description

8

Resolution: 12 bits;
Bipolar / Differential;
3 selectable ranges: -2.5 to +2.5, -10 to +10 and -20 to +20
Vdc;
4-20mA input mode, jumper selectable;
Impedance > 200 kOhms;
Audio rectifier circuit jumper selectable
EIA compatible;
Opto-isolated;
Impedance > 22 kOhms;
Detection levels: -12 to +0.8 Vdc (low), +2.4 to +12 Vdc (high).

Status
(Digital)
Inputs

16

Audio Inputs

2

-20 to +10 dBm (300-3000 Hz);
Impedance 10 kOhms.

Outputs
(Commands)

8

Selectable NO/NC dry contact relays (70 VAC @ 0.4 A, 30 Vdc @
2 A) or open collector (100 mA).

Auxiliary DC
Outputs

1

5 Vdc x 1 (250 mA total), 12 Vdc x 1 (250 mA total).

Local Access
Port

1

115200 bps, DB9 female connector located on front panel; or
115200 bps, USB Type B connector located on front panel.

Serial Ports for
On-Site
Ancillary
Equipment

1

1200 to 115200 bps, DB9 male connectors located on rear panel.

Extra Serial
Ports for OnSite Ancillary
Equipment
through USB
Hub & Dongles

8

1200 to 115200 bps, DB9 male on USB dongles connected
through USB hub.

Serial Ports for
External
Modem

1*

Extra Ports for
External
Modems
through USB
Hub

4

USB modems required. Must support Linux CDC drivers.

Internal
Modem

1

RJ-11 jack located on rear panel;
Voice/Fax/Data;
56 kbps maximum;
Fax up to 14400 bps;
DTMF interface.

External USB
Storage
through USB
Hub

4

Up to 4 external USB memory devices. FAT32 formatted devices
only.

Real Time

1200 to 57600 bps, DB9 male connector located on rear panel.
*Only available if internal modem is absent.

TCXO: 3.8 PPM from -10°C to +60°C. Equivalent to 10 seconds
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Clock (RTC)

per month.

Power
Requirement

11.5-14.5 Vdc, 1.5 A MAX

Fuse

250 V, 3 A

Electric Fields

Tested to 10 V/m

Electrostatic
Discharge
(ESD)

Tested to 12 kV

Operating
Temperature
Range

-40 to +158°F
-40 to +70°C

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
1 RU
Dimensions 19 x 1.75 x 12 in (W x H x D)
48.3 x 4.4 x 30.5 cm
Weight

8 lbs (3.6 kg) dry
9 lbs (4.1 kg) shipping
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DV-Micro Specifications
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Specification

DV-Micro

Description

8

Resolution: 12 bits;
Single-ended inputs;
0-5V, with attenuation ranges selectable on external I/O board.
Impedance > 100 kOhms;

Status
(Digital)
Inputs

8

EIA compatible;
Opto-isolated;
Impedance > 22 kOhms;
Detection levels: -12 to +0.8 Vdc (low), +2.4 to +12 Vdc
(high).

Audio Input

1

-20 to +10 dBm (300-3000 Hz); Impedance 10 kOhms.

Outputs
(Commands)

8

Selectable NO/NC dry contact relays (70 VAC @ 0.4 A, 30 Vdc
@ 2 A) or open collector (100 mA)

Metering
(Analog)
Inputs

Auxiliary DC
Outputs

5 Vdc x 1 (250 mA total), 12 Vdc x 1 (250 mA total)

Local Access
Port

1

115200 bps, USB Type B connector located on front panel.

Serial Ports
for On-Site
Ancillary
Equipment
through USB
Hub &
Dongles

8

1200 to 115200 bps, DB9 male on USB dongles connected
through USB hub.

Extra Ports
for External
Modems
through USB
Hub

4

USB modems required. Must support Linux CDC drivers.

Internal
Modem

1

RJ-11 jack located on rear panel;
Voice/Fax/Data;
56 kbps maximum;
Fax up to 14400 bps;
DTMF interface.

External USB
Storage
through USB
Hub

4

Up to 4 external USB memory devices. FAT32 formatted
devices only.

Real Time
Clock (RTC)

Standard: 20 PPM accuracy, stability of 1.25PPM/°C between 10 & +60°C.
TCXO Option: 3.8 PPM between -10°C & +60°C. Equivalent to
10 seconds per month.

Power
Requirement

11.5-14.5 Vdc, 1 A Max.

Fuse
Electric Fields

250 V, 3 A
Tested to 10 V/m
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Electrostatic
Discharge
(ESD)

Tested to 12 kV

Operating
Temperature
Range

-40 to +158°F
-40 to +70°C

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions

1 RU, half width
8.5 x 1.75 x 12 in (W x H x D)
21.6 x 4.4 x 30.5 cm

Weight

4 lbs (1.8 kg) dry
5 lbs (2.3 kg) shipping
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27. APPENDIX B Davicom static (system) vocabulary
Davicom units are delivered with the same factory English system expressions for both the Default and
Alternate Languages, unless you paid your local dealer to record translated expressions. In that case, the
second language becomes the Default Language and the factory English becomes the Alternate Language
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

Zero
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty
Thirty
Forty
Fifty
Sixty
Seventy
Eighty
Ninety
Hundred
Thousand
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

Y
Z
A New User Has Connected
A User Has Disconnected
Access Denied By User
Ac Detector
Ac Detector Disable
Ac Detector Enable
Ac Detector High
Ac Detector Low
Active Status
Activity Monitor Input
Alarm Call Sequence Disable
Alarm Call Sequence Enable
Alarm Call Sequence Acknowledge
Amperes
Audio Monitoring
Audio Monitoring Enable Input
Battery Test
Board Temperature Is High
Celsius
Clock Synchronisation Failed
Command Trap Is On
Communication Lost
Communication Resumed
Dot
Do You Really Want?
Disabled
Disable Alarm Call Sequence
Disable Input
Enabled
Enable Alarm Call Sequence
Enable Input
End Of Communication
End Of Reading And End Of Audio
Monitoring
Fahrenheit
Forced Off
Forced Off Relay
Forced On
Forced On Relay
Gallon
Has Requested A Login
Inactivity Monitor Input
Input Error
Input Level Reading
Kilo
Level
Level High
Level Low
Level Off
Level On
Liter
Login Failed
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108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149

150
151
152

153
154
155
156
157
158

MAC (Not Used)
MAC Power Supply Voltage Is Low (Not
Used, see 220)
Major Alarm
Metering Input
Metering Math Function
Milli
Minor Alarm
Minus
No Alarm
No Dial tone
No Disabled Input
No Forced Relay
No Relay On
Normal Status
Number
Pascal
On
Pause Mode Disable
Pause Mode Enable
Percent
Ping Request Failed
Please Enter ASA Command
Please Enter Password
Please Enter User
Power On
Press 1 And Pound Key To Confirm Or
Star And Pound Key To Abort
RAM Battery Is Low
Ready For Command
Released
Release Relay
Relay
Relay Error
Site Number
Sorry, You Are Already Connected,
Sorry, You Are Not In Control Of The
MAC (Not Used, see 224)
Sorry You Will Be Disconnected
Status Input
Sun Is Up
System Status
Temporary Forced On
Temporary Forced On Relay
The MAC Has Reached The Maximum
Number Of Simultaneous Users. Please
Try Again Later (Not Used, see 222)
The Unit Has A System Status Or A Log
To Send
This Is A MAC System Alarm Call
Sequence (Not Used, see 224)
This MAC Needs The Line To Transmit
Some Important Information (Not Used,
see 225)
Timer Is On
Toggle Pause Mode
To Take Control
Trap Acknowledge Failed
User
Virtual Logic Gate

159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215

Virtual Relay
Vocal Description Of Physical Relay
Volts
Watt
Would You Like To Quit Your Connection
To Allow The Transmission?
You Are Now In Control Of The MAC (Not
Used, see 226)
Supervisor Has Taken Control
Reminder
Set Reminder Time
Alarm Call Sequence Acknowledge
Reminder Set
Minor Alarm Reminder Set
Execute Last Command
Module
Available
Get
Humidity
Manager
Pre
Preselected
Preselection
Preset
Set
SNMP
Stage
Thermo
Trap
No Command Set
First
Second
Third
Sunrise
Post
Sunset
Failure
Primary
Secondary
Alternate
Bureau
Tieline
Nitrogen
Tank
Music
Talk
Flasher
TV
FM
AM
Waveguide
Environment
Exercise
Toggle
Foldback
Transmission
Cylinder
Stack
Modbus
Configured
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216
217
218
219
220
221
222

223
224
225
226
227
228
229

Davicom
Unit
Local Mode Enabled
Local Mode Disabled
Unit Power Supply Voltage Is Low
Sorry, You Are Not In Control Of The Unit
The Unit Has Reached The Maximum
Number Of Simultaneous Users. Please
Try Again Later
The Unit Has A System Status Or A Log
To Send
This Is A Davicom System Alarm Call
Sequence
This Unit Needs The Line To Transmit
Some Important Information
You Are Now In Control Of The Unit
Press 1 Key To Execute Command
Number 1
Press 7 Key To Execute Command
Number 2
Press 9 Key To Execute Command
Number 3
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28. APPENDIX C Davicom dynamic (user) vocabulary
Davicom units are delivered with the same factory English terms for both the Default and
Alternate Languages, unless you paid your local dealer to record translated terms. In such a case,
the second language becomes the Default Language and the factory English becomes the
Alternate Language.
In addition to translating the following terms, your local dealer can add up to 107 new terms. If
more terms are needed, your local dealer can replace unused terms among the 393 listed below.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Zero
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty
Thirty
Forty
Fifty
Sixty
Seventy
Eighty
Ninety
Hundred
Thousand
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
above
acknowledge
acknowledged
acquired
active
air
alarm
alert
amperes
amplifier
amps
analog
and
antenna
are
array
audio
aural
authorize
auto

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

auto-changer
automatic
auxiliary
back
backup
balance
base
bat
battery
bay
beacon
beam
below
blower
body
building
cabinet
carrier
cavity
Celsius
chain
change
channel
clear
closed
coax
codec
combined
combiner
command
composite
computer
contact
control
controller
convert
converter
conversion
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115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162

coolant
cooling
crowbar
current
cutback
date
day
decrease
degree
deicer
delay
demod
detected
detector
dial
diesel
digital
disable
disabled
door
dot
down
drive
driver
dummy load
electric
emergency
enable
enabled
end
engineer
enter
entry
equals
equipment
error
event
exciter
exit
exterior
external
extreme
fade
fail
failsafe
fan
fault
Fahrenheit

163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

fiber
filament
filter
final
fire
floor
flow
focus
for
force
forced
forward
freezing
frequency
front
fuel
furnace
gallon
gas
general
generator
go
goodbye
grid
ground
heater
heating
hello
help
Hertz
high
higher
home
hot
hydro
idle
in
increase
input
interface
interlock
intrusion
is
kilo
left
Leitch
level
light

211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258

lighting
limit
line
link
liters
load
local
logs
loop
low
lower
mac
magnet
main
major
manual
mega
meters
micro
middle
mili
minor
minus
mode
modulator
monitor
monitoring
mono
motor
network
night
no
none
normal
north
not
now
number
off
ok
on
open
or
oscillator
out
output
outside
over
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259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306

overload
Pascals
password
pattern
peak
percent
phase
phasor
phone
pilot
plant
plate
please
point
pound
power
present
pressure
printer
process
processor
program
protect
protector
pump
put
rack
radio
raise
ratio
reading
ready
receiver
receiving
record
reference
reflect
reflected
regulated
reject
relay
release
remote
reset
return
reverse
right
room
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308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354

rotation
run
running
safe
satellite
screen
security
select
selected
sensor
set
shut
side
signal
silence
site
slide
smoke
source
spare
speed
stab
standby
star
start
station
status
stereo
stop
strobe
studio
sub
subcarrier
sump
supply
suppressor
surge
switch
switcher
sync
system
tamper
tape
telecom
telemetry
temp
temperature
temporary

355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393

terminal
test
thank you
the (consonant)
the (vowel)
this
time
timeout
to
total
tower
transfer
transmitter
triplexer
through
tuning
two way
under
up
upper
utility
valid
value
ventilation
video
virtual
vision
visual
voice
volts
wait
warning
watchman
water
watts
wave
wind
wire
zone
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29. APPENDIX D Connector pinouts for Davicom units
Note: The following information is from Technical Bulletin TB-030b and is current as of September 2015. The pinout
details replace the information in the previous edition of the reference manual.

Davicom I/O Kit (MIOK)
The Davicom I/O Kit (MIOK) shown below consists of a rack-mount I/O panel and two 25-pair cables fitted with
CHAMP connectors at both ends.

The I/O panel is purposely designed to facilitate site equipment wiring and interconnection with the Davicom unit,
and all corresponding I/O designations are silk-screened on the panel as shown below.

Complete details on connector pinout and cable wire colours are given in the tables on the following pages.
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Connector Pinout & 25-Pair Cable Wire Colours for DV-2xx units
PAIR*

PIN*

WIRE COLOUR

INPUTS / OUTPUTS 1

INPUTS / OUTPUTS 2

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
9
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
50

Black
Red
Black
White
Black
Green
Black
Blue
Black
Yellow
Black
Brown
Black
Orange
Red
White
Red
Green
Red
Blue
Red
Yellow
Red
Brown
Red
Orange
Green
White
Green
Blue
Green
Yellow
Green
Brown
Green
Orange
White
Blue
White
Yellow
White
Brown
White
Orange
Blue
Yellow
Blue
Brown
Blue
Orange
Cable Shield

Digital Input 1
Digital Input 2
Digital Input 3
Digital Input 4
Digital Input 5
Digital Input 6
Digital Input 7
Digital Input 8
Analog Input 1+
Analog Input 1Analog Input 2+
Analog Input 2Analog Input 3+
Analog Input 3Analog Input 4+
Analog Input 4Analog Ground (AGND)
Audio Input 1+
Audio Input 1Audio Input 2+
Audio Input 2+ 5 VDC
+ 12 VDC
Digital Ground (DGND)
External Ground (EGND)
Relay 1 common (R1C)
Relay 1 normally open (R1NO)
Relay 1 normally closed (R1NC)
Relay 2 common (R2C)
Relay 2 normally open (R2NO)
Relay 2 normally closed (R2NC)
Relay 3 common (R3C)
Relay 3 normally open (R3NO)
Relay 3 normally closed (R3NC)
Relay 4 common (R4C)
Relay 4 normally open (R4NO)
Relay 4 normally closed (R4NC)
Relay 5 common (R5C)
Relay 5 normally open (R5NO)
Relay 5 normally closed (R5NC)
Relay 6 common (R6C)
Relay 6 normally open (R6NO)
Relay 6 normally closed (R6NC)
Relay 7 common (R7C)
Relay 7 normally open (R7NO)
Relay 7 normally closed (R7NC)
Relay 8 common (R8C)
Relay 8 normally open (R8NO)
Relay 8 normally closed (R8NC)
Digital Ground (DGND)

Digital Input 9
Digital Input 10
Digital Input 11
Digital Input 12
Digital Input 13
Digital Input 14
Digital Input 15
Digital Input 16
Analog Input 5+
Analog Input 5Analog Input 6+
Analog Input 6Analog Input 7+
Analog Input 7Analog Input 8+
Analog Input 8Analog Ground (AGND)
Audio Input 3+
Audio Input 3Audio Input 4+
Audio Input 4+ 5 VDC
+ 12 VDC
Digital Ground (DGND)
External Ground (EGND)
Relay 9 common (R9C)
Relay 9 normally open (R9NO)
Relay 9 normally closed (R9NC)
Relay 10 common (R10C)
Relay 10 normally open (R10NO)
Relay 10 normally closed (R10NC)
Relay 11 common (R11C)
Relay 11 normally open (R11NO)
Relay 11 normally closed (R11NC)
Relay 12 common (R12C)
Relay 12 normally open (R12NO)
Relay 12 normally closed (R12NC)
Relay 13 common (R13C)
Relay 13 normally open (R13NO)
Relay 13 normally closed (R13NC)
Relay 14 common (R14C)
Relay 14 normally open (R14NO)
Relay 14 normally closed (R14NC)
Relay 15 common (R15C)
Relay 15 normally open (R15NO)
Relay 15 normally closed (R15NC)
Relay 16 common (R16C)
Relay 16 normally open (R16NO)
Relay 16 normally closed (R16NC)
Digital Ground (DGND)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
GND

*NB: Starting 2012/01/01, pin numbers and wire colours for pairs 5 through 13 were re-assigned as shown in the table.
Note: Cross-reference designations to the Davicom I/O Panel are shown in parenthesis.
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Connector Pinout & 25-Pair Cable Wire Colours for DV-Mini units
PAIR*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
GND

PIN*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
9
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
50

WIRE COLOUR
Black
Red
Black
White
Black
Green
Black
Blue
Black
Yellow
Black
Brown
Black
Orange
Red
White
Red
Green
Red
Blue
Red
Yellow
Red
Brown
Red
Orange
Green
White
Green
Blue
Green
Yellow
Green
Brown
Green
Orange
White
Blue
White
Yellow
White
Brown
White
Orange
Blue
Yellow
Blue
Brown
Blue
Orange
Cable Shield

INPUTS / OUTPUTS 1
Digital Input 1
Digital Input 2
Digital Input 3
Digital Input 4
Digital Input 5
Digital Input 6
Digital Input 7
Digital Input 8
Analog Input 1+
Analog Input 1Analog Input 2+
Analog Input 2Analog Input 3+
Analog Input 3Analog Input 4+
Analog Input 4Analog Ground (AGND)
Audio Input 1+
Audio Input 1Audio Input 2+
Audio Input 2+ 5 VDC
+ 12 VDC
Digital Ground (DGND)
External Ground (EGND)
Relay 1 common (R1C)
Relay 1 normally open (R1NO)
Relay 1 normally closed (R1NC)
Relay 2 common (R2C)
Relay 2 normally open (R2NO)
Relay 2 normally closed (R2NC)
Relay 3 common (R3C)
Relay 3 normally open (R3NO)
Relay 3 normally closed (R3NC)
Relay 4 common (R4C)
Relay 4 normally open (R4NO)
Relay 4 normally closed (R4NC)
Relay 5 common (R5C)
Relay 5 normally open (R5NO)
Relay 5 normally closed (R5NC)
Relay 6 common (R6C)
Relay 6 normally open (R6NO)
Relay 6 normally closed (R6NC)
Relay 7 common (R7C)
Relay 7 normally open (R7NO)
Relay 7 normally closed (R7NC)
Relay 8 common (R8C)
Relay 8 normally open (R8NO)
Relay 8 normally closed (R8NC)
Digital Ground (DGND)

INPUTS / OUTPUTS 2
Digital Input 9
Digital Input 10
Digital Input 11
Digital Input 12
Digital Input 13
Digital Input 14
Digital Input 15
Digital Input 16
Analog Input 5+
Analog Input 5Analog Input 6+
Analog Input 6Analog Input 7+
Analog Input 7Analog Input 8+
Analog Input 8Analog Ground (AGND)
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
+ 5 VDC
+ 12 VDC
Digital Ground (DGND)
External Ground (EGND)
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Digital Ground (DGND)

*NB: Starting 2012/01/01, pin numbers and wire colours for pairs 5 through 13 were re-assigned as shown in the table.
Note: Cross-reference designations to the Davicom I/O Panel are shown in parenthesis.
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Optional Input/Output Board for DV-Mini units
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Connector Pinout for DV-Micro models
PIN

J1 RELAYS

J2 METERING / STATUS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Relay 1 common (K1C)
Relay 1 normally open (K1NO)
Relay 1 normally closed (K1NC)
Relay 2 common (K2C)
Relay 2 normally open (K2NO)
Relay 2 normally closed (K2NC)
Relay 3 common (K3C)
Relay 3 normally open (K3NO)
Relay 3 normally closed (K3NC)
Relay 4 common (K4C)
Relay 4 normally open (K4NO)
Relay 4 normally closed (K4NC)
Relay 5 common (K5C)
Relay 5 normally open (K5NO)
Relay 5 normally closed (K5NC)
Relay 6 common (k6C)
Relay 6 normally open (K6NO)
Relay 6 normally closed (K6NC)
Relay 7 common (K7C)
Relay 7 normally open (K7NO)
Relay 7 normally closed (K7NC)
Relay 8 common (K8C)
Relay 8 normally open (K8NO)
Relay 8 normally closed (K8NC)
Digital Ground (DGND)

+ 12 Vdc
Digital Ground (DGND)
Status Input 1
Status Input 2
Status Input 3
Status Input 4
Status Input 5
Status Input 6
Status Input 7
Status Input 8
Digital Ground (DGND)
External Ground (EGND)
+ 5 Vdc
Metering Input 1
Analog Ground (AGND)
Metering Input 2
Metering Input 3
Analog Ground (AGND)
Metering Input 4
Metering Input 5
Analog Ground (AGND)
Metering Input 6
Metering Input 7
Analog Ground (AGND)
Metering Input 8

J1 & J2 pin locations and MIOBU board terminals.
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30. APPENDIX E

Touch-tone telephone commands

COMMAND
DESCRIPTION
Single character commands
Cancel (and empty buffer)

1#
Confirm
Abort
#
Double character commands
00#
Give vocal summary of all commands
10#
Give vocal system status
20#
Enable Alarm Calls
30#
Disable Alarm Calls
90#
End input reading and return to command menu
99#
End communications and hang-up
Triple character commands
Alarm-call Sequence Acknowledge
272#
277#
Toggle Pause mode
Longer commands
1xZyyy#
Enable input
2xZyyy#
Disable input
3xZyyy#
Force-ON relay
4xZyyy#
Force-OFF relay
5xZyyy#
Release relay
6xZyyy#
Pulse relay
Input Reading
7xZyyy#
Audio input monitoring over Telephone
81yy#
Table 26 : Davicom DTMF telephone commands by command length
COMMAND
DESCRIPTION
General commands
00#
Voice listing of all telephone commands
Cancel

1#
Confirm
Abort
#
99#
End communications
Alarm acknowledgement
272#
ASA (Alarm-call Sequence Acknowledge) command
Manual commands
20#
Enable alarm-call sequence
30#
Disable alarm-call sequence
277#
Toggle Pause mode
1xZyyy#
Enable input
2xZyyy#
Disable input
3xZyyy#
Force-ON relay
4xZyyy#
Force-OFF relay
5xZyyy#
Release relay
6xZyyy#
Pulse relay
90#
Return to command menu
Monitoring
10#
System status
7xZyyy#
Input reading
81yy#
Audio input monitoring
90#
End input reading or audio monitoring
Table 27 : Davicom DTMF telephone commands by function.
Letter x represents the Davicom Master/Slave unit number.
Letter Z represents the type of input our output as described in Table 28.
Letters yyy represent the actual input number of the Davicom unit in question.
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Refer to Section 4.3.2.1 on page 47 for more information on the xZyyy entry format. Refer to Section 4.3.1
on page 45 for more information on input/output capacity for each Davicom model.
Z touch-tone number
Associated letter
2
A
3
D
6
O
7
R
8
V
Table 28 : Letter Z representation.

Description
Metering Inputs (Analog)
Status Inputs (Digital)
Virtual Relays (Virtual Outputs)
Physical Relays
Virtual Logic Gates
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31. APPENDIX F

Building DTMF command sequences

This chart allows users to build every possible DTMF command by simply "extracting" the proper digits to
use based on the desired command action.

How to use the chart.
Example #1
Say you want to activate (Force ON) relay #2 on a Davicom unit. From the chart above, here's how you
would build the proper DTMF sequence:
A) For COMMAND TYPE, you select "3" because you want to Force-On a relay.
B) For DEVICE ID, you select "1" because you have a Davicom unit.
C) For DEVICE TYPE, you skip it because you have a Davicom unit, not a MEXM module.
D) For I/O TYPE, you select "7" because you want to control a Physical Relay.
E) For I/O NUMBER, you select "2" because you want the I/O number for relay #2.
To complete the sequence, you must add the pound key sign (#) at the end. It acts like the "Enter" key of a
computer keyboard.
So, putting it all together, you will have the following DTMF sequence: 3 1 7 2 #

Example #2
Say you want the unit to read you the value of Metering Input #8 on the first MEXM module whose ID is set
at 1. From the chart above, here's how you would build the proper DTMF sequence:
A) For COMMAND TYPE, you select "7" because you want an Input Reading.
B) For DEVICE ID, you select "1" because it's the MEXM's ID number.
C) For DEVICE TYPE, you select "0" because you want the action to take place on a MEXM unit.
D) For I/O TYPE, you select "2" because you want the reading to be taken on a Metering Input.
E) For I/O NUMBER, you select "8" because you want to read metering input #8.
To complete the sequence, you must add the pound key sign (#) at the end. It acts like the "Enter" key of a
computer keyboard.
So, putting it all together, you will have the following DTMF sequence: 7 1 0 2 8 #

The notes on the following pages explain how to combine the above sequences and
commands into easy-to-remember Quick Commands and Group commands.
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31.1. Quick Commands
You can create up to ten, single-key commands, each being numbered 0 to 9 (keypad digits).
To use this feature, you must first do some configuration in the Davicom unit with your computer
access. From the main DavLink menu, do the following:
Click « Unit »,
Then « Unit Configuration »
Then « Alarm & Comm. Parameters »
Then « Quick Commands »

In the large part of the new window, select the keypad digit you want to configure.
Then, using the different drop-down lists, select the proper command type, slave number, input
type and I/O and number. Click on Apply or OK and your configuration is now complete.
To use a Quick Command with a Davicom, do the following:
1) Call the Davicom and log in.
2) When you hear the voice say «Ready for command», press the desired digit followed by
# (Enter) in order to execute the programmed command. There is no need for a special
command to “exit” this Quick Command mode because it is already at the basic
command input level.
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In the example shown above, simply pressing 0# will pulse the Raise RF Power relay once. With
this functionality, you can pre-program up to 10 Quick Commands that you use very frequently on
your Davicom unit.

31.2. Group Commands
These commands allow you to execute one (or many) actions/commands using 3 dedicated
telephone keypad digits: 1, 7 and 9.
Each Group can be considered as a “Channel” on which up to 3 commands can be executed. For
example Group 51 can be dedicated to Transmitter number one, with 1 raising the power, 7
lowering the power and 9 reading-out the power. Group 52 could be for transmitter 2 while Group
53 could be for the heating system.

30 groups of 3 digits are programmable.
To use this feature, you must first do some configuration in your Davicom unit with your computer.
From the main DavLink menu, do the following:
Launch DavLink
Connect to a Davicom
Click on Unit
Then Unit Configuration
Then Alarm & Comm. Parameters
Then Group Commands
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First, in the top part of the configuration window, select the group ID number you want to
configure (from 50 to 79).
Then, for each of the empty fields available (1, 7 and 9), enter the command(s) you want (note
that you can cascade more than one command, separate then with semicolons “;”).
In the examples shown above, 1# raises the power and then reads out the level, 7# lowers the
power and reads out the level while 9# only reads out the level.
How to use these Group Commands:
1) Call a Davicom and log-in by entering your user name and password
2) When you hear the voice say: « Ready for command », press the keys for the group of
your choice (from 50 to 79) followed by #. This gives you access to the specific 1, 7, and
9 digit commands associated with this group ID. It could be considered as a sort of
“Escape” sequence that puts you in control of a particular channel.
3) Then press 1#, 7# or 9# to activate the desired commands(s) based on their
programming.
4) To exit Group Command mode, simply press 99# which brings you back to the normal
nd
command level. Caution--Pressing 99# a 2 time will end communications with your
Davicom and hang-up the line.
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32. APPENDIX G Davicom Unit System Flags & IP Ports
Flag
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1E01
1S01
1U01
1W01
1Y01
1L01
1L02
xJ01
xB01
xB02
xP01
xP02
xHyyy
xCyy
xNyy

Description
Site ID
Site Name
Date
Time
Pause Flag
Local Flag
Major Alarm Flag
Minor Alarm Flag
Call Flag
Sun Flag
USB Storage Flag
Password Flag
Clock Synchronization Flag
Modem 1 (IOIOI-1) Flag
Modem 2 (IOIOI-2) Flag
Temperature Flag
RAM Battery Flag
BDT (Battery Discharge Test) Flag
P.F. (Power Fail) Flag
12V (DC) Flag
Timer
Remote Command Flag
Ping Flag
Table 29 : Flags List

Letter x represents the Davicom Master/Slave unit number.
Letters yyy represent Timer, Remote Command or Ping number of the Davicom unit in question.

Default TCP/IP ports
NOTE: It is recommended that all default ports be changed for security purposes

23: IP (must be open for UDP to use Dav2You App)
80 & 443: Web browser access
25 & 110: E-mail
Also 465, 587, 995 (or any others specified by service provider).
Don’t forget that security SSL and/or TLS may also be required.
161 and 161: SNMP (N/A for the DV-Micro)
502: Modbus
8080: Streaming audio (N/A for the DV-Micro)
8280 to 8295: URL (required for port forwarding by IP cameras or other eqpt)
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33. APPENDIX H DavLink menu tree
File
New Workspace (CTRL+N)
Open Workspace (CTRL+O)
Close Workspace
Save Workspace
Save Workspace As
Export Workspace As
Set Current Workspace As Default
Connect (ALT+C)
Disconnect (ALT+H)
Logon/Logoff User (ALT+O)
Directory (ALT+D)
Print (CTRL+P)
Print Preview
Print Setup
Exit (ALT+X)
Edit
Undo (CTRL+Z)
Redo (CTRL+Y)
Cut (CTRL+X)
Copy CTRL+C)
Paste (CTRL+V)
Delete (DEL)
Select All (CTRL+A)
Setup
Communications (ALT+S)
Network (ALT+N)
DavLink Users Configuration (CTRL+U)
Options
HEX Mode (CTRL+H)
Unit
Unit/Site Views
Unit Configuration
Unit Utility
Unit Utility Dialog
Firmware Upgrade (ALT+L)
IP Board Upgrade (ALT+U)
Configuration Transfer (PAGE UP or DOWN)
Reach-Through Port Access (ALT+SHIFT+F4)
Audio Monitoring Input Access
Commands
Alarm Calls
Battery Test
Pause
Local
Enable
Disable
Force On
Force Off
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Release
Pulse
System Log
Send
Delete
View
Custom Log
Send
Delete
View
EAS Log
Send
Delete
View
System Status
Release Link
Take Control
View
Toolbar
Panel Selection Bar
Edit Toolbar
Status Bar
Command Bar
Function Generator
Alternate Language
Refresh (F5)
View Modem Log (F7)
Tools
Select
Metering Gauge
Input/Output State
Input/Output State Dot
Text Box
Frame Box
Line
Shape
Trend
Align on grid
Show Input ID
Window
New View Panel
Delete View Panel
Cascade
Tile
Arrange Icons
Help
Help Topics
Configuration Wizard
License Key
About DavLink
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34. APPENDIX I

Boolean logic (NOT, AND, OR, NAND)

This section explains the basics of Boolean logic to allow you to configure complex logic
operations with the Virtual Logic Gates on Davicom units (see Section 4.3.6).
Davicom units provide 5 different types of logic gates (NOT, AND, NAND OR, NOR). With these
simple logic gates you can build combinations that will implement the most complex functions you
can imagine.
Logic gates take logical 0 and 1 values for input, and produce a logical 0 or a logical 1 for result.
Logical 1 is often referred to as a True value, while logical 0 represents a False value.
Inverter (or NOT gate)
The inverter takes one input and produces its opposite as the output. Therefore, a logical 1 (True)
result is produced when the input (operand) is at logical 0 (False). Place a "! before a flag or input
identifier to invert it (example !1A01).

Figure 246 : NOT logic gate

A
R (Result)
0
1
1
0
Table 30 : Result table for the NOT logic gate

AND gate
The AND gate produces a logical 1 (True) result only when all its inputs (operands) are at logical
1.

Figure 247 : AND logic gate
A
B
R (Result)
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
Table 31 : Result table example for a 2 input AND logic gate
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NAND gate
The NAND gate is simply a combination of an AND gate with a NOT gate. The NAND produces a
logical 0 (False) result only when all its inputs (operands) are at logical 1.

Figure 248 : NAND logic gate
A
B
R (Result)
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
Table 32 : Result table example for a 2 input NAND logic gate

OR gate
The OR gate produces a logical 1 (True) result when at least one input (operand) is at logical 1.

Figure 249 : OR logic gate
A
B
R (Result)
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
Table 33 : Result table example for a 2 input OR logic gate

NOR gate
The NOR gate produces a logical 0 (False) result when at least one input (operand) is at logical 1
(True).

Figure 250 : NOR logic gate
A
B
R (Result)
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
Table 34 : Result table example for a 2 input NOR logic gate
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XOR gate (exclusive OR)
The XOR gate produces a logical 1 (True) result as long as all its inputs have different logical
values. Although the XOR logic gate is not available directly on Davicom units, you can
implement it using two inverter functions, two AND gates and one OR gate.

Figure 251 : XOR logic gate using NOT, AND and OR gates
A
B
R (Result)
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
Table 35 : Result table example for a 2 input XOR logic gate

XNOR gate (exclusive NOR)
The XNOR gate produces a logical 1 (True) result as long as all its inputs have the same logical
value. Although the XNOR logic gate is not available on Davicom units, you can implement it
using two inverter functions, two AND gates and one NOR gate.

Figure 252 : XNOR logic gate using NOT, AND and NOR gates
A
B
R (Result)
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
Table 36 : Result table example for a 2 input XNOR logic gate

